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PREFACE

This volume is part of a 16-volume set that summarizes the research accomplishments of
faculty, graduate student, and high school participants in the 1992 Air Force Office of Scientific
Research (AFOSR) Summer Research Program. The current volume, Volume 3 of 16, presents
the final research reports of faculty (SFRP) participants at Phillips Laboratory.

Reports presented herein are arranged alphabetically by author and are numbered

conscutively -- e.g., 1-1, 1-2, 1-3; 2-1, 2-2, 2-3.

Research reports in the 16-volume set are organized as follows:

VOLUME TITLE

1 Program Management Report

2 Summer Faculty Research Program Reports: Armstrong Laboratory

3 Summer Faculty Research Progr,.m Reports: Phillips Laboratory

4 Summer Faculty Research Program Reports: Rome Laboratory

5A Summer Faculty Research Program Reports: Wright Laboratory (part one)

5B Summer Faculty Research Program Reports: Wright Laboratory (part two)

6 Summer Faculty Research Program Reports: Arnold Engineering Development Center; Civil
Engineering Laboratory; Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratory; Wilford Hall Medical Center

7 Graduate Student Research Program Reports: Armstrong Laboratory

8 Graduate Student Research Program Reports: Phillips Laboratory

9 Graduate Student Research Program Reports: Rome Laboratory

10 Graduate Student Research Program Reports: Wright Laboratory

11 Graduate Student Research Program Reports: Arnold Engineering Development Center; Civil
Engineering Laboratory; Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratory; Wilford Hall Medical Center

12 High School Apprenticeship Program Reports: Armstrong Laboratory

13 High School Apprenticeship Program Reports: Phillips Laboratory

14 High School Apprenticeship Program Reports: Rome Laboratory

15 High School Apprenticeship Program Reports: Wright Laboratory

16 High School Apprenticeship Program Reports: Arnold Engineering Development Center; Civil
Engineering Laboratory



1992 FACULTY RESEARCH REPORTS

Phillips Laboratory

Report
SReport Title Author

I Coherent Heterodyne Array Doppler Imaging Dr. Richard Anderson

2 A Brief Study of Passive Viscous Damping for the SPICE Bulkhead Dr. Joseph R. Baumgarten
Structure

3 Calibration Techniques for a Low Energy X-Ray Irradiation Chamber Dr. Raymond D. Bellem

4 (Report not received)

5 Ultrawideband Antennas with Low Dispersion Dr. Albert W. Biggs

6 Optical Angle-Angle Doppler Imaging Dr. J. K. Boger

7 Second-Harmonic Generation in Corona-Poled Materials Dr. Gene 0. Carlisle

8 Use of Optical Fibers in Long Baseline Interferometric Imaging Dr. Douglas A. Christensen

9 Analysis of ONYNEX and MSRP Seismic Refraction Data in New England Dr. John Ebel

10 Preparations for Neutron Scattering Investigations of Liquid-Crystal Dr. David M. Elliott
Polymers

11 Establishment of an Arcjet Optical Diagnostics Facility at Phillips Lab Dr. Daniel A. Erwin

12 Ion-Molecule Reactions at High Temperatures Dr. Jeffrey F. Friedman

13 Environmentally Safe Propellants: lonophilic Polymer in Liquid Salt Dr. Daniel Lee Fuller
Systems

14 An Investigation of the Feasibility of Various Energetic Salt Combinations Dr. Vincent P. Giannamore
for Use in Solution Propellants

15 Development of a Prototype Lidar System at the Starfire Optical Range Dr. Gary G. Gimmestad

16 Dynamics of the Reactions of Ar*, N,4 and Kr* with NO Dr. Susan T. Graul

17 Radar Simulation and Analysis Tools for Satellite Analysis - A Dr. J. M. Henson
Recommendation

18 Optical and Atmospheric Turbulence Dr. Mayer Hunu

19 A Thermal Modeling of Directionally Woven Carbon-Carbon Fiber Dr. Amir Kanrrm
Materials - Prediction of Orthotropic Thermal Conductivity

20 Spin Dynamics of Lageos Satellite Dr. Arkady Kheyfets

ii
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22 (Report not received)

23 Equation of Radiative Energy Transfer in Electromagnetic Theory with Dr. Arvind S. Marathay
Wave-Optical Contributions

24 Ion-Molecule Reactions at High Temperatures Dr. Thomas M. Miller

25 Particle Simulations of Plasmas Dr. R. D. Murphy

26 Pointing and Accuracy Analysis of Solar Concentrators Dr. Rupa Purasinghe

27 Mixed-Mode Fracture of Solid Propellants Dr. Krishnaswamy Ravi-
Chandar

28 Vibration and Compression Testing of Composite Isogrid Panels Dr. Christopher A. Rotz

29 Solar Scintillation and the Monitoring of Solar Seeing Dr. Edward J. Seykora

30 Space Debris Impact Effects on Spacecraft Materials Dr. Jon H. Shively
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32 Spectroscopic Data of Atmospheric Interest Dr. R. H. Tipping
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Instability
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COHERENT HETERODYNE ARRAY DOPPLER IMAGING

Richard Anderson

Professor

Department of Physics

University of Missouri

Abstract

In initial research performed previously coherent heterodyne

angle-angle (2-D) imaging was performed. in this research

angle-angle-Doppler imaging will be performed. In future research

ranging shall be added so angle-angle-range and 3-D-Doppler data may be

acquired. The theory of the phase-up and of angle-angle-Doppler imaging

is presented. An experiment will be performed on angle-angle-Doppler

imaging.
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!NTRODUCT.ON

There has been only one previous experiment on coherent

heterodyne angle-angle-Doppler array imaging' No attempt was

possible in these studies to average speckle realizations and to attempt

to recover an approximate incoherent angle-angle-Dopplec image ut the

target. The study described above was performed with small and very

slow motion of the target and because of the slowness of the camera no

signal averaging was possible. The image was improved by controlling

the incident beam intensity.

There have been several studies on coherent angle-angle and

angle-angle-Doppler imaging employing a single detector and a 2-D
3-5

scanned beam The speckled image is the composite of all points in

the scan. Measurements of the line-of-sight or radial speed gives rise

to the Doppler frequency shift in the target signal and by measuring the

Doppler shift at various target positions an angle-angle-Doppler image

was presented.

THEORY AND DISCUSSION

a.Theory of Phase-up of the System

A basic reflective coherent heterodyne array imaging system is

shown in Figure 1. A heterodyne system is a form of the Mach-Zehnder

interometer generally with different arm lengths. The source is a laser

and two beams are produced by a beam splitter with the signal beam in a

laboratory system generally 1/10 th the intensity of the local

oscillator (LO) beam. Both beams pass through an acousto-optic modulator

(AOM) which shifts the frequency so the mixed beams have a difference

frequency which allows each pixel in the pupil plane of the camera to be

sampled adequately to resolve the heterodyne signal in each frame

(speckle realization). The frequency difference between the two beams

should be at least 1/10 the camera scan speed so each heterodyne

waveform is sampled 10 times in each frame. In the phase-up procedure

the next element in LO beam is a spatial filter followed by a

pinhole. The signal beam is focussed on a pinhole mounted on a mirror

1-3
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or a small bearing mounted on a black surface. (An alternate method

using a pinhole in the place of the target is shown in the inset. The

phase-up is from the pinhole to the detector through any distorting

medium). This focussed beam is reflected from a prism beam splitter and

passes through a quarter waveplate producing circularly polarized light.

The specularly reflected light from the pinhole or bearing is polarized

in the opposite sense and on passing through the quarter waveplate it 4s

polarized in the plane of the paper and is transmitted by the prism beam

splitter. The polarization of "he LO beam is rotated by 900 by passing

through a half waxveplate.

When the target replaces the pinhole in the signal arm. the

spatial filter is replaced by a beam expander and collimator which flood

illuminates the entire target and the target is in the same position as

the previous pinhole. The real target is a diffuse, random reflective

target with a definite shape. in the phase-up procedure both the LO and

signal targets are pinholes. A phase error between the two beams arises

from the pinholes to the detector. It arises from the lack of centering

of optical components, poor quality mirrors, the fact the optical

surfaces of the beam splitter are not perfect and one beam is reflected

from and the other transmitted through the splitter, aberrations in the

lens, and phase differences between detector elements. The introduction

of a distorting medium in one path could be used to simulate

atmospheric turbulence. Clark and Desandre have discussed this problem

for a homodyne sytem.

In the phase-up procedure the target is a pinhole as is the LO

target. The emergent wavefront are diverging spherical waves that are

intercepted by the lens and the Fourier transform is produced in the

focal plane of the lens which is the pupil plane of the camera. The

transform of the field of a small pinhole is a Sombero function which

has a very broad central maximum and covers an area much larger than the

area of the small CCD detector and its value is taken as unity over the

detector area and U and U are field amplitudes. The fields at adetetorare an p ULO

position vector r of corrdinates MXY) in the pupil plane of the

detector are



"'D (r.t) U Sombero(r/Xf) e" ejs U e s
p p

and

U o(r,t) U LOSombero(r/'Xf) e e LO C LO e

(2)

where O'(r) and 'P"(r) are the phase errors introduced by the respective

paths from the pinholes through the detector. The angular frequencies

of the signal and LO beams are ws and iLO respectively. The subscripts

LO and p indicate the local oscillator beam and the signal beam when the

target is the pinhole. The total mixed field at the position vector r

in the pupil plane of the detector is

( .otal(r tI = U (r, t) ý UO(r, t) (3)

and the signal is

SpLO(r,t) = p L(r,tOi2 - LO(r,t)l2

F Uo - *(r)]F -jot÷ t 0(r)]
U U Ple' IF e IF I

r f .2 - O LreJ t 0t(r)] - eIJ[':Ft
n p -LO LOPL

=r? U 2 L02 () ULoU COS[ t + O(r)1ý (4)
S"IF 2

where b(r) = (b'(r) - 0"(r) and cIF = Ws - WLO The signal intensity is

small compared to the LO intensity and can be neglected 4n comparison

and the LO signal determines the shot noise limit of detection. The

heterodyne signal is

p,LO,hetf(r,t) = 2r1ULoUpCOS fiFt - O(r)] (5)

Equation (5) shall be written in a different form below:

S r,t) = 2171 U rCOSW t Cos4P(r) - Sinw t SinO(r)W
p.LQ.het p LOL TIF-

(6)

The temporal Fourier transform yields signal components at w, -nd -u,.

and the dc signal at w =0 so the heterodyne components are
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Sp,LO.het~rw F -= tUpoCOs~(r) IFj SinpP.r] L p LO e

17a)

and

S p h .-- ) r U U CosP tr) - jSin(P(r)] = l U e
p,LO.het IF p LO p LO

(7b)

Then
2t7'UpULO Coso(r) = S LOh(r.AIF) SLOher (rF)

and (8)

277 U U Sinyl(r) = its pLO.he T F jrWp LO L pLO.het _F p,LO,het F
so

j s ' (r -(j T S (
L p,LO.het IF p,Lo.het !F

tan4'(r) = Is .• ) -s (r,-w
S~ W Ohet

L p,LO,het 1 p,LOhe IF
(9)

Thus the phase error can be determined pixel by pixel in the pupil plane

of the camera.

b. Phasing-up a Target at Rest

The pinhole target is replaced by a real target which might be

a small, diffuse, random reflective target of definite contour. The

scattering points have a slightly different position if the target is

rotated and the scattering gives a new speckle realization. The target

is rotated by a stepping motor and each position is a different speckle

realization of the target. Each position of the target is called a

frame and data are taken while the target is at rest between rotations.

The total motion of the target is small so the perspective of the target

does not change appreciably. The intermediate frequency of the

heterodyne signal is at least 1/10 the scan speed of the camera so in

each frame the heterodyne wave form can reasonable be recovered at each

pixel in the camera pupil plane. The transformed signals in these

frames are averaged to reduce the effects of speckle. Since the target

is at rest in each frame. there Is no Doppler shift of the target

signal.

In the LO arm the target is the same pinhole which again gives

rise to a broad Sombero function whose amplitude will be considered

1-7



unity over the CCD camera pupil plane. The target field in the pupil

plane of the detector is the diffraction pattern of the reflective

target. The signals in the pupil plane at position vector r are

U T(r,t) ý kUT(r/Xf) eJ(r) e' t

and (10)

U (rt) L' eJV(r) jW t
ULO(r.t) = ULO e e oL

so the mixed field in the pupil plane of the camera at position vector

r at time t is

UTotal(rt) UT(rt) + UL o(r,t) !11

The signal at this point is

STLO(r.t) = { u'IuT(r.tfl2 rf lULO(r.t),2
•[ _~ -- [ (P r)(.r11],

"T" -UT (r/Xf) eJ[•IFt + (r)] f"ULoUT(r/Xf) e IFt -

(12)

where the LO field amplitude is constant and real. The first term is

the dc target signal which is small and can be neglected compared to the

LO signal. The second term is the dc LO signal and determines the shot

noise limit of the system. The heterodyne sigmal is

STLO,het(rt) = 2r)L LOUT.Rl(r/iXf)Cos[aIF t - (r)

- UTIm(r/kf)Sin[RiFt ý (P•r)]

(13)

In order to retain the phase information about the target

equation (12) should be written in the form

S (r.t) ejr) CoswrFt - jSin Irt+

T,LO.het I I I~rXf I 1
_U(r/)f) e - 1P(rl CoSW t - jSinF t

T L IF F

(ý14)

The temporal Fourier transform of this equation heterodyne signal gives

single components at w F and -w IF or

1-8



ST.Oht .,)= '/2 X'C iT-iX 9  
-•

U e(r} * -N

- -(r) e Ur e x C U (r/.f) e

(15a)

and

S T (r,-w ) 1/2 xii IL;U (r/iXf) e(/(r) U T(r!Xf) eJtP(r)
T,LO,het T F / LOLT

-j'P(r) *UT(r/Xf) e U T(ri/f) e

X= i LOUT(r/Xf) e

(15b)

The signal at angular frequency W TIF in equation (15a) is multiplied by

the signal in equation (7b) and at angular frequency -wIF the signal in

equation (15b) is multipied by the signal in equation (7a) and this

yields the two equation

ST(r,,wF) = S (r,G )S (r.-•i) = x"Uo U U (r/Xf)
TI T,LO,het IF p,LO,het IF LO p T

and (16)

ST(r,-o!F)= STLO .het(r.-0 TF)S , he(r,iF = X"U U CU (r/Xf)
T T TO~ht IFPL~he IFLO p T

The phase error is eliminated and the two resulting signals are

proportional to the signal and its complex conjugate at position r in

the pupil plane of the detector for x", ULO' and Up are assumed

constants.

The spatial Fourier transform is taken of these signals to

determine the complex target field at a position vector u of corrdinates

(x,y) in the target plane. The transformed signals are

- 2ST(u'WIF) = x"UO U pUT(U)
and (17)

S (•._-F) , x1U 2 U* (u)
T IF LOp T

Assume that the target and the pupil plane of the camera lie

at the conjugate focal planes of the lens, then the Fourier transform of

the pupil plane image into the target plane image is

1-9



U T(u) = e 2 kf/jxfUT ('/Xf) ej(kr' uif)d 2 r
camera

pupil plane

where U T(r/Xf) is the signal field at point r in the pupil

plane of the camera and U,(u) is target field at point u in the target

plane. The integral is a 2-D Fourier transform over only the specific

propagation vector that determines the point u in the target plane or

over the propagation vector k = kx/fl - ky/fj. The lens collects all

allowed propagation vectors that had passed through it and it

effectively integrates the signal over all allowed propagation vectors

and the integral above is in reality a complete Fourier tran-form of the

field from the pupil plane of the camera to the target plane.

The real and imaginary components of the field in the target

plane are

m R(u) = -S(uIF) S(uwIF)j = 2" ULOpUT(U)Cose(u)

and (18)
m (u) = 4 S(u,--WF) S(u,•IF)] 2T U2oUpUT

The phase angle between the components is

tanO(u) = mn (u)/m R1 (u) (19)

The speckled intensity in the target plane is proportional to

= 
2 ,4  ,2 ., )' 2 .'2 4 .2

STlU,WIFIST(fu,-.IF/ X ULOUp UTI X U" p opTs(U

(20)

If the motion of the target between frames is small, a

different speckle realization is measured. If the total motion over all

frames is still reasonably small the same target perspective is measured

in all frames and the intensities at each pixel may be averaged to

eliminate the effects of speckle and obtain a representation of the

incoherent Image. In reality it requires the average to be made over an

infinite number of frames to recover the true incoherent image. Thus.
N N

I (U) Y : ST(u. IF)ST(uI --WIF)/N = K I Ts(U)/N

incoherent

1-10



(21)

The number of frames is N. If N 4 •. the true incoherent intensity is

measured
N N

IMu) = Limit £ T (UIWF )ST(U,-W IF)/'N = LimitK !(U)/N

incoherent N s i N* -

(22)

c. Theory to Retrieve Angle-Angle-Doppler Images

Heterodyne detection6 is used for three basic reasons: (1)

It is used to retrieve very weak repetitive signals from niose. f2) 't

is used to obtain spatial phase of the target. (3) It is used to

obtain the real and imaginary components of the field in target space

:ýd as a result the speckled target image. If speckle averaging is

possible, the incoherent target image can be approximated. In a cw

repetitive experiment it is the preferred technique in order to recover

a weak signal from noise. It retains the most information abouL the

target for it gives the complex target field a.,d its complex conjugate,

the phase between the real and imaginary components of the target field

and the real and imaginary field components. It measures the target

field instead of intensity and the heterodyne signals are directly

proportional the complex target field and its complex conjugate in

detector space. Heterodyne detection approaches the quantum limit of

detection (shot noise) when in the detector plane. U,4 0. In heterodyne

detection a strong LO field is mixed with the weak signal field from the

target and the mixed field is detected in the detector plane. It is

generally assumed that the LO field has been shaped so it has a real,

constant amplitude in the detector plane. The detector measures an

intensity with four components: the target intensity, the LO intensity,

and two interference intensity terms at the intermediate frequency

between the signal and LO fields. The first interference term has an

amplitude directly proportional to the complex target field in the

detector plane and the other term is directly proportional to the

complex conjugate of this field. If it is possible, a heterodyne

system is operated near the quantum noise limit or I T ILO (This

condition is easily fulfilled for an object in space which is

1-11



illuminated from a ground based laser and the resultant signal intensity

is recorded in the detector plane.) Then the LO intensity determines

the noise limit of detection and the product heterodyne terms have a

reasonable amplitudes so they may be detected. The heterodyne terms do

not exhibit the true speckle of the target. This is observed in the

target plane for a single speckle realization (frame) when the complex

target field is taken times it complex conjugate. These speckle effects

are averaged out by averaging the target intensity in the target plane

over many different speckle realizations.

Some assumptions must be made about the target. It will be

assumed to be a diffuse, random scatterer where the coherent.

deterministic character which gives rise to "glints* (specular

reflections) and retroreflection are neglected. This diffuse

reflectance is referred to as speckle reflectivity for it gives rise to

incoherent scattering and interference effects in the final image. It

will be assumed the this speckle reflection coefficient ps (u) is a

circulo-complex Gaussian function whose time ensemble averaged monemts

obey the properties below:

<Ps(ui)> = 0

<P(u (i)us( )> = 0

and (23)

p(u.)ps(u.)> = X2 s(Uio( , -

where R S(U) is the target reflectance at target position u. in the

target plane and equals 1Ps(u9) 2" These equations are statements that

a spatially coherent incident laser beam is scattered as a spatially

incoherent beam. The 6 function implies the scattering is

non-directional. The scattered signal still has a temporal coherence

and constructive and destructive interference effects occur in the
7

detector giving a speckled image

In heterodyne detection after the temporal and spatial Fourier

transforms are taken, it is the complex field in the target plane that

is measured. This field is the product of the target reflection

coefficient p s .-nes the complex incident laser field on the target

Ui(u) so the scattered field is UT(U) ý Ps(U)Ui(u). For a space based

1-12



target the incident field from the telescope in the up-link through the

atmosphere would be distorted and in the target plane at each point u

its phase would be different and also its amplitude may be changed so at

j()'(u)
the target U.(u) = LU(u)e where U! is the amplitude of U. and 0' isI a a athe phase change. The reflection coefficient is a complex number and

since our target is diffuse and no deterministic surface profile changes

)e - ,(u)
are assumed, it is p s(U) = P'(U)e where p; is its amplitude and ('
is the phase variation produced by the surface microstructure. The

scattered field UT(U) = p- (UiueJ[G (u)+"()] l)Ui(e(u)-

(UI()eJO(U) where 0 is the resultant phase change and UC is the

amplitude of the scattered field. In angle-angle and

angle-angle-Doppler imaging the intensity is measured and it is the

target field time its complex cojugate so the uplink and target phase

cancel.

The target is a random, diffuse, reflective rotating object.

All points an equal distance from the axis of rotation have the same

line-of-sight speed, v11. The target motion must be small and one

microscopic surface feature must not be replaced by another. If this

happens, one is sampling signals over more than one speckle realization

and the time average is zero from equation (23). This is equivalent

to stating that the motion must be a small and slow during one speckle

realization so the transverse motion of a speckle is a small fraction of

its size so there will not be a smearing of the image in the detector

plane.

The speckle size is approximately w = XR/W where X is thes

wavelength, R is the range, and W is the target size. For a rotating

target with W a 1 cm, R 9 1 m. and X = 0.5 or 1 Jim then w s 50 or 100

Mm, respectively. The Doppler shift for a reflective target is fD =

2fv I/c = 2v ilA = kD v where kD = 4 or 2 MHz/m/s at X= 0.5 or 1 pm. This

means a reflective target must move at 0.25 or 0.5 jm/s. respectively,

for a Doppler frequency shift of 1 Hz. For the rotating target the

maximum transverse speed v equals v so if a frame is sampled at
0.1sthe transverse speed v 0x oIlmax

0.1 s the transverse motion is 0.025 or 0.05 pm or the target is

.- 13



effectively at rest.

For a rotating target of 0.5 cm radius the rotational speeds are
-5 -5

0.5 x 10 or . x 10 radian/s at X= 0.5 or I gm. An approximate
-5

calculation gives a rotational speed of 2 - x 10 radian/s for a mount

in the laboratory and this mount might be marginally useful. The

important factor in all of these calculations is the quantity kD = 2/X

for it dictates in our experiment that the motion must be slow or the

sampling speed must be fast. Our camera sampling speed restricts our

experiment to slow line-of-sight speeds.

In real target acquistion in space the transverse motion of the

speckle is eliminated by very accurate tracking of the target. Fine

high resolution tracking is the most important requirement in active
S . 8

imaging . If adequate tracking is achieved, for a target at a 100 km

the angular sweep speed is L 10 /s and the target can be followed without

transverse displacement of the speckle.

Let us designate the point in the rotating target associated with

a Doppler shift WDi by the subscript i on the target position corrdinate

and u = u''. These points with a constant v11 are always at the same

position in the target, but the target is continually rotating so in

order to measure a single speckle realization the measurement must be

made in a time interval so the target motion is negligible. This can be

done by making the measurement in a very short period of time for a

moving target in the m/s range or as in our case the target rotational

speed can be made very slow and the measurement is made in tenths of

seconds. For convenience of writing the theoretical equations the

target and the LO pinhole are placed at the conjugate focal planes of

the transform lens from the detector. Then at the position vector r in

the pupil plane of the detector with corrdinates (X.Y) the target field

is

ejk U( -iku *r/f 2- j(W ±W)
(r,t) = e2Jkf/f T(U) e i' d u. e Tis D

target

= [ejkf/jXf f UT(Ui) e jkui'r/fd2ui] ejkf ej(Ws ± wD)t

target
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= U,(r/Xf) ejkf e j(s D )t= K U (r/Xf) eJ(Ws W D )t
T $ 1

(24)

The integral focusses to the point r propagation vectors from all target

points having the direction given by the vector k= kr-/f and each target

point propagates such a vector if it is a diffuse target. All possible

Doppler frequency shifts are focussed at the point r. The lens collects

all allowed propagation vectors determined by its size and forms a

complete 2-D Fourier transformed image of the target in the pupil plane

of the camera. Equation (24) above must be corrected for any phase

shifts produced by the optical system and any introduced distorting

medium from the target through the pupil plane of the camera and this

phase error has been previously designated ('0(r) so

jt [ )(t
UT(rt) = K U (r/Xf) e J s •D)t

(25)

Again this signal is mixed with th LO signal where the LO beam

target is a pinhole and is given in equation (10). The mixed field at

the detecteýr is

U Total(rt) = UT(r,t) + ULO(r~t) (26)

The signal at position vector r in the pupil plane of the detector is

STLO(rt) = r"IUT(r,t)I2 f nlULO(rt)12
+ 'LLoUT(r/Xf) e[(WI ± W )t 4(r)]

rULOUT(r/Xf) e f t f D (r)

(27)

where W IF = -s - 0 and Ct(r) = O'(r) - 0"(r). If the heterodyne

condition is met, then n"IUT(rt)j«< n1ULO(r't)2 and Lo so

the LO intensity dominates and determines the noise limit of detection.

The heterodyne signal at Doppler shift w)D is

S' LOhet(rt) = Y'ULoUT(r/f) eJ[(,IF ± (D4t ct(r)I
S- --J[(WI (j D)t + ( )

77' LOUT(rif) c I

(28)

If the temporal Fourier transform is taken of equation (30). the
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two Doppler broadened signals about WT and -(o IF are measured. There- t an -•IF) o -IF

width ranges from TF Dmax to F - Dmax -( - Dmax) to -(

- ) where w is the maximum Doppler shift in either direction.
Dmax Dmax

If the temporal transform is taken of the signal In the detector

plane, the Doppler broadened signal is measured This signal can be

divided ... to small frequency bins of width 6 < whe soatia-
D Da

transform of these signals in each bin will locate a spot in the target

plane where the line-of-sight speed v1 is nearly constant with a spread

of Avn /2. This technique might have alaising problems near ± WD where

the signal is small and it might show interferenc effects near WD = 0.

LT~r/f) -JI(r)

It should be noted that UT(r/kf) = U"(r~ e

X U T(r/Xf)*F~eJe(u)} where * is the convolution and F is the
u=r/)xf

spatial transform of the bracketed function into the detector plane and

Urx~ j7(r) 19u
U T (r/Xf) = Ur/Xf)e X (r/Xf)*F(e-JO(} . When the

u=r/Xf
temporal Fouier transform is taken, then signal in the bin where the

Doppler shift is () D is

ST(r,tIF fitD) : wU U (r/Xf)e j(r)

IF D LO-T

= T ULoUT(r/Xf)*F{eJ'(u))} ejP(r)

u=r/Xf
(29a)

and

ST,[r,-(IF T WD)] = ULOUT (r/)f)e(

= LO Uo(r/Xf)*F{e } e

u=r/Xf
(29b)

Equation (29a) is multiplied by the phase-up equation (7b) and equation

(29b) is multiplied by equation (7a) to remove the phase error in the

signals. This gives

ST(ru IF + QD X"UOUpUT( r/Xf) (30a)

and
-i -(I D]=x'2 U• /Xf

, I D)] LO)pT(/f) (30b)
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Assuming the target and pinhole and the detector are at

conjugate focal planes of the lens, then the spatial Fourier transform

is of the form

U'r(u) e 2 jkfijxf { U (r'/Xf)e-J{kr uif}d2 r' T (u)eJkf

camera
pupil plane

,U -o() , eJO(u)
(kUT()e k ps(U)Uiue 31

T 1

The spatial transform of equation (30a) and (30b) give signals

at the points in the target plane moving at speed v,1 ± &v /2 where

AVN=Di '27kD so

.1 D(U;) = U U (U )

and (32)

M D(u K UT(u)

where K contains all constants from the transforms and from the terms
2 and U and + or - correspond to frequencies (jIF - W D ) and -(w IF

•LO p

WD )as shown in Figure 2. These points are color coded to indicate the

radial speed. Equation (32) can be used to calculate the real and

imaginary target signals at the point and the phase between them. If

the two term in equation (32) are added, then

2KUT(ui)CosO(u) = m+ (u) +m ,(u.)

(33)

and if they are subtracted, then

2KJUT (U)Sine)i) = mD(u) - m_ (u)
TB ' iD

(34)

so

tane(u i m u

(u - (_ u4)]TrM.-~ 'W iWD(1

(35)
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The speckled angle-angle-Doppler image is found by taking the

product of the m's and a quantity proportional to it is

S-DiD(ui ( m U. m (u,)
s 2K. WTD -)2 '2 -

T i k s (Ui) (36)

where I indicates the speckled intensity resulting from analyzing as

single frame of data. if the target is allowed to rotate through a

small angle between frames. then different speckle realizations can be

averaged to approach the incoherent angle-angle-Doppler image. This

averaging over a finite number of frames j = 1,2,--.. N is
N

I (U4) ( Isj/N (37)
incoherent .

As N * •, the true incoherent image of the target in target space is

evaluated

N

I (u.) = Limit I.sj(u )/N (38)
incoherent N * a

CONCLUSIONS

In heterodyne detection one of the important parameters is

the constant kD. in our experiment whe-e the IF is limited, it

restricted our radial speed to be in the small of the order of nm/s and

for targets with extremely high speeds of the order of km/s the IF

frequency would have to be in the GHz region. At both extremes

angle-angle-Doppler imaging is difficult. Even at radial speeds of tens

of m/s in both angle-angle imaging and in angle-angle -Doppler imaging

spares detector arrays may be required. In all cases the motion of the

target must be small in each frame and this possible can only be

achieved by using sparse detector arrays with very possibly parallel

processing of the data.
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ABSTRACT

The SPICE Testbed at Phillips Laboratory is being used to evaluate the effects

of structural vibration on line-of-site error for this strut built st-. ture.

A design incorporating active control and passive damping techniques is suggested

to reduce the optical path distortion created in the vibrating structure. The

passive viscous damping applied to the structure serves to aid the active control

system stability in the cross-over and spill-over frequency range by producing

a specified magnitude of damping in specified critical modes. This magnitude of

damping is to be achieved by replacing the standard filament wound undamped

struts with optimally placed D-struts which contain series and parallel combina-

tions of springs and viscous dampers and produce damped vibration response from

in-line strut deflection. This D-strut must replace standard struts in a tear-

down of the bulkhead. The present study proposes to provide the requisite

damping by adding on viscous damping at diagonal nodal locations in the bulkhead,

circumventing the need to disassemble the SPICE bulkhead. The study shows

specific increase in loss factor and improved damping ratio provided by the

diagonal dampers when compared to in-line D-struts for specific modes and fre-

quencies.
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A BRIEF STUDY OF PASSIVE VISCOUS DAMPING
FOR THE BULKHEAD STRUCTURE

Thomas J. Thompson
Joseph R. Baumgarten

1. LINEAR ENERGY DISSIPATION

1.1 Introduction

Passive viscous damping is to be provided to the SPICE bulkhead by use of in-
line D-struts or V-struts containing viscous damping elements [1]1. In order
to compare the energy dissipated per cycle and the attendant damping ratio & at
a given mode of vibration, it is necessary to define loss factor 'n for a given
design and develop the relationship between loss factor and damping ratio. Loss
factor q is the basis for design of D-struts [2] and will be used here to compare
energy dissipation capacity for structural cells containing in-line D-struts and
proposed diagonal viscous dampers.

1.1.1 Kelvin Model of D-Strut

Figure 2.3 shows the simplified 3-element model of a D-strut where kc and
k. represent the equivalent static and series stiffness, and c the effective
viscous damping coefficient [1]. The dynamic response to an input force F is

c(-*k-k 2) +kcx1=F (1.1)

-c ( 1 -k 2 ) +kx 2 =0 (1.2)

Taking Laplace transforms there results

,cs(x, -x2)+kcx,-F (s) (1.3)

cs(x1 -x2 ) -kx 2=o (1.4)

Solving Equation (1.4) for x 2 and substituting in Equation (1.3), one finds

F (s) = kk,+(k,+k,)cs-(s) - (1.5)
Y, ka4cs

1numbers in brackets cite REFERENCES
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Substituting s-jw, defining the complex stiffness in terms of the real part of

the stiffness and the loss factor q, gives

k(w) =k,+jki=k, (I÷J (w)) k- + (kk) c(1.6)
ke+c j(j)

Clearing the complex fraction on the right yields

1 (4 ) - k.+c (1.7)
kk2 (k,+k,) 2(j

Equation (1.7) can be manipulated to maximize q in a given design. This will be

discussed in Section 2.

1.2 Damping Ratio of an Equivalent SDOF System k x

Figure 1.1 shows an equivalent single degree of freedom

(SDOF) system representative of a single complex eigenvalue

w of a linearly damped complex structure. The complex freq- Fig. 1.1

uency response to an external force F(jw) is

(-_ 2m+k+j(ac) X=F(jca) (1.8)

Comparing Equations (1.7) and (1.8), for light damping with c less than one

quarter of the critical value, dashpot impedance can be neglected [2], and

k,= (wl)m (1.9)

The energy dissipated per cycle by the linearly viscous damped equivalent system

of Figure 1.1 is found from

E.w=nt,v(2MW2 ) (X(C))2  (1.10)

The energy dissipated at coordinate xI of the D-strut of Figure 2.3 (the

location of any lumped mass in FEM representation) is found from

Ed=nnk' (x2 (t) )2 (1.11)

Equating the energy dissipated, realizing the resonance condition o-Weq

exists, gives

(I.12)

where q.-q(i) is given by Equation (1.7). This establishes a basis for comparing

loss factors for in-line and diagonally damped cells to arrive at optimal damping

ratios.
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2. COMPARISON OF IN-LINE DAMPING WITH DIAGONAL DAMPING

2.1 Analytical Development

2.1.1 Cell-Level Comparison

In order to compare in-line damping with diagonal damping, a fair basis of

comparison had to be found. Since the diagonal damper is unable to carry static

load like the in-line damper can, comparing loss factor in the basis of the

single strut (or damper) would not be meaningful.

To maintain simplicity, a small group of struts which comprises a basic

"building block," of the tetrahedron truss structure was chosen. This group of
struts, or octahedral "cell" is shown in Figure 2.1. Comparison was made by

placing a damping strut either across any two opposing modes (diagonal damping),
or in parallel with one or more of the existing struts, (in-line damping). The

resulting loss factor for the cell gave a meaningful measure of damping. Loss

factor can be defined as the ratio of energy dissipated to the energy stored as

elastic strain energy.

2.1.2 Derivation of Loss Factor for Cell

In order to analytically determine loss factor for a cell, the following

assumptions were made:

- base constrained against translation in any direction

- top mode constrained in the x and y directions

- joints assumed "pinned," as in a truss
- small deformations

- massless struts

- force applied vertically at top joint

As with single struts,the cell loss factor was found by taking zhe ratio of

the imaginary to real parts of the frequency-dependent complex stiffness.

F•) kr + jki = k,(1 + 1 j)
x

W (•) =loss factor=- ()

F ( ) =force / displacement frequency response
x

As before, w is the rotational frequency, kr is real stiffness, and k, is imagi-
nary stiffness.
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2.1.3 Development

Using the above assumptions, spring-and-damper models of both configurations

were formed. In effect, the octahedral structure without dampers became a spring
in parallel with the spring-damper combination of the struts. As the spring rate

of the structure was sought, absolute value of the axial force in all struts was
found to be identical. This was taken to be true under dynamic loading, since

the bars were assumed massless.

2.1.3.1 Diagonal-Strut

Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the diagonal strut octahedral configuration and the

corresponding spring-damper model. Stiffness of the structure was found by
determining the displacement at the top node due to a given force. A downward

vertical force P at the top node of the structure would result in an axial force
(tensile or compressive) on each strut of

F- 0.354P

The resulting axial deformation in each strut is then

d, _ F1AE

where dL is deformation, 1 is strut length, A is strut diagonal-sectional area,

and E is its elastic modulus. The struts can be grouped into three sets: the

top four, the horizontal four, and the bottom four. Each set contributes equally
to top-node displacement, d1 .

dh = ý_2dtop + 4dbod + vf2 dhOrIz (2.1)

dh= 3 Vf-l- = 34o.354 PL
AE AE

_c= P _ PAE - AE (2.2)

dh 340.354P1 340.3541

The loss factor for the combined diagonal strut octahedral cell is derived

identically to that for a single D-strut of Eqn. (1.7). Here,subscript c refers
to the combined static stiffness of the cell. Thus

k2CC
q(w)- 2+k 2 2 (2.3)

kck, (k,+ k,) c

To find the frequency at which maximum loss occurs, the derivative of the above

expression with respect to o, is set to zero. The result is
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(2.4)

Substituting back into Equation (2.3) results in

k_ S , K F 1
- 2j k, + 2 KV 1 (2.5)

and from Equation (2.4)

__ _ _ _ _ _ k= (2.6)

where

E1dAd

K- k1 = * I 1 . 0 6 EdAd
kc EA, EA,

1.06V"/I

and the s subscript in this equation refers to properties of the outer struts,
the c subscript refers to the cell, and the d subscript refers to properties of

the diagonal strut.

Thus the achievable loss factor depends not on c, but on the ratio of the

effective spring rate of the structure to the spring rate of the strut in series
with the damper. This is also the case for a single in-line strut [I]. The

frequency at which this maximum loss factor occurs can be set by specifying c.

Table I gives qmax for various values of K.

2.1.3.2 Four In-line Struts

Figure 2.4 shows the octahedral arrangement for assessing the effectiveness
of in-line damped struts. To maintain symmetry, the top four struts were re-

placed by in-line damped struts. It was assumed that each of these four struts

consisted of the spring-damper shown in Figure 2.5. The stiffness of the outer,

load-bearing shell is kA, that of the inner element transmitting force to the
damper is k1 , and the damping coefficient is c. As in the diagonal-damping case,
all struts will carry a load of magnitude F. As shown in Equation (2.1), each
of the three subsets of struts within the octahedron will have its own contribu-
tion to the displacement d,, of the upper node. Therefore, the octahedron can be

mutdeled as shown in Figure 2.6.

dh - v -7
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= k+ cs F
k,,cs + k,9J + kAcss

dtop = d - F - AF

where kA is the stiffness of one of the struts, also equal to the stiffness of
the outer shell of the in-line, damped strut. Rearranging results in the trans-
fer function

f(s) - f 2.82+ 1
d5 O.3 4dh ~~1+ I+ +C

kA ~k9 kcs + k~ka,+k

Substituting s - jw to obtain a frequency response function and setting

--P h(w) =k, (1 + ()j)

results in

2j) + (j 2 )ck, kj
3k2k (k, + kE) ( 3 kA + 2k,)

As in the diagonally-damped case, n is maximized with respect to frequency.

The result is

2 2 3kKj
SkA(I + KO) (3 + 2KO)c2

1 -. (a) F -•K, 1

6 (1 + K,) (3 + 2K,)

where

K, -__ _ EBA,
kA EAAA

Again, it is seen that maximum loss factor is dependent upon the stiffness ratio,
but not upon c. The frequency at which the maximum loss factor occurs can be

specified by varying c.
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Table 1 also shows loss factor Mmx for various values of K,. Values of K and

Ki in the same row indicate the diagonal-strut body would have cross-section equal

to that of the inner struts in the in-line case. It is apparent that for this
condition and loading, a diagonally-damped octahedron achieves a much higher

overall loss factor.

Table I. Maximum Loss Factor for Values

It can be further shown that the of K and K,

achievable loss factor for an octahed-

ron in which all struts contain equal Diagonal In-line

in-line damping cannot exceed the loss Dampng Damping

factor for any one strut tested sepa- K amx K 1  Tmax

rately.

1.06 0.369 1.0 0.091

2.12 0.600 2.0 0.126
2.2 Computer Simulation Results 3.18 0.777 3.0 0.144

2.2.1 Model Description 4.24 0.962 4.0 0.156

5.30 1.056 5.0 0.163

In order to confirm the results 106.0 5.120 100.0 0.202

obtained analytically, a model of the
octahedron was simulated using the

finite element software MSC/NASTRAN.

The model is shown in Figure 2.1. It consists of 12 struts, each containing

one element. The properties of the bar elements were specified to emulate the

carbon-epoxy tubes used as struts on the SPICE structure. These properties are

given in Table II.

Table II. Strut Properties for the

The two cases analyzed in the pre- SPICE Bulkhead

vious section were created by adding

additional bar elements in series with Property Value

CVISC (pure damping) elements in the Length 1.03 meters

appropriate locations. The damping E modulus I.IE+II N/rn2

strut bar elements spanned all but one

inch of the length of each damped G modulus 2.65E+9 N/m2

strut. The series damper accounted Area 2.55E-4 m2

for the other inch, and the interven- Density 8024 k8/m2

ing node was constrained to stay on

the axis of the strut. The bottom I,, I 5.0E-8 i 4

node was constrained against all tran- I torsion .OE-7 m 4

slation, and against "spinning" rota-

tion. The top node was constrained

from translating horizontally, and any

force was applied vertically to this node.
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Both frequency response and modal dynamic analysis were performed on the

NASTRAN model. The forced frequency response was used to confirm loss factor
values, and to picture the effect of damping. The complex modal analysis was

used to compare the effectiveness of the two damping strategies in achieving high

modal damping.

2.2.2 Forced Response

In order to confirm the accuracy of the inalytical loss factor values, forced

responses were run on the diagonally-damped and in-line damped octahedrons usi-

NASTRAN. With a sinusoidal vertical force exerted on the top node of the model
over a range of frequencies, NASTRAN computed the resultant complex displacement

(real and imaginary parts, or magnitude and phase).

As in the case for experimental analysis of single in-line damping elements,

loss factor was measured as the imaginary divided by the real components of the
vertical displacement of the top node

d= -tano
dr

This method is accurate if mass effects are negligible, hence the value of c was
set using Equation(2.6) so that the maximum value of q fell in a frequency region

where there are no eigenvalues. For this octahedron, c was set so q would peak

around 150 Hz. Values of cross-sectional area for the diagonal strut and inner

struts in the two cases were set equal, so that K-5.3, and K, -5.0.

2.2.2.1 Results for Diagonal Damping

When the forced response was performed on the vertical diagonally-damped

octahedron, the displacement plot in Figure 2.7 resulted. Analytical values of

* were also plotted using the relation

* = tan-'•

This figure shows that q peaks out around 150 Hz, reaching a value of -48*. This
corresponds to a loss factor of 1.11, confirming the prediction in Table I made
by analytical means.

2.2.2.2 Results for In-Line Damping

Figure 2.8 shows the forced response of the octahedron with four in-line

damped struts. The maximum value of * reached -8.220, corresponding to a loss
factor n of 0.145. This is also very close to the analytical result. These
forced response cases confirm that a much higher loss factor can be attained
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using diagonal damping for this case of dynamic loading. This result also

matches the analytical prediction of Table I.

2.2.2.3 Other Configurations

To test the effectiveness of damping configurations under different loading

conditions, the forced responses in Figures 2.9 and 2.10 were run. Figure 2.9

shows the magnitude and phase of the response in the case where a diagonal damper

was oriented horizontally across two opposite nodes of the octahedron. With the

same function, a much lower loss factor of 0.0499 corresponding to a phase angle

of -2.86* was realized.

Figure 2.10 shows the response in the case where the four in-line damped
struts were oriented so they all met at one of the "outer" or "side" nodes of the
octahedron. The phase angle in this case is -10, giving a loss factor of 0.17.
Thus, the four in-line strut configuration actually had a better loss factor
under this loading case. It appears that this configuration with a relatively

large number of dampers is less sensitive to loading orientation than the diago-
nally-damped octahedron.

The two diagonally-damped cases presented may be seen as best and worst
loading cases. Since this type of damping is more sensitive to orientation,
though very effective, the issue of optimal placement of diagonal-dampers in
large space structures is very important.

2.2.3. Eigenvalue Analysis

In a large space structure, such a. SPICE, damplng is applied in order to
control vibration in resonant modes. Therefore, eigen analysis was performed on
MSC/NASTRAN to assess the effectiveness of diagonal-damping in a structure.
Modes were found on NASTRAN using the inverse power method to obtain complex
eigenvalues. Modal damping coefficients computed by the program were according
to the classical definition

Si

where s. and s, are the real and imaginary components of the complex eigenvalue.

2.2.3.1. Description of Structure Analyzed

The structure which was analyzed for the effect of diagonal struts on modal
damping was the bulkhead platform of the SPICE structure. It is shown in Figure
2.11. This structure was chosen because it is typical of the large space struc-
tures which need damping, because it consists of a series of octahedral strut
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cells, and because there already existed a finite element model which had been

correlated which modal test data.

Since the structure is large, it contains many locations at which damping

struts could be inserted. Therefore, due to time constraints, the locations of

struts had to determined by intuition. The goal was to assess the damping

potential of diagonal damping as compared to that of in-line damping.

2.2.3.2. Undamped Case

The results of the eigen analysis Table III. Eigenvalues of Undamped

on the undamped structure are given in Truss Structure

Table III, and mode shape (using PAT-

RAN P/FEA) corresponding to the first Root Frequency, Hz

six eigenvalues are shown in Figure 1 54.36

2.12. The undamped results are pre-

sented so that mode shapes and the 2 54.36

effect of various damping on modal

frequencies can be seen. 3 82.37

2.2.3.3. Diagonally-Damped 4 87.83

Structure 5 106.51

6 119.38

The modes for the case of diagonal- 6_119.38

damping on the structure are shown in

Table IV, along with modal damping.
For this run, the damper was on one of

the outside corners of the structure, between nodes 51 and 52 (see Figure 2.11).
This location was chosen because modal undamped displacement diagrams showed a
large amount of shape distortion for this area in certain modes. The value of
c was set at 41,100 N-s/m so that the maximum loss factor (for an octahedron)

would occur at 150 Hz.

As Table IV shows, for one damped strut, good modal damping was achieved.
The damping coefficient was better than 0.01 for modes 2 and 6, and modes 3, 4,
and 5 achieved coefficients better that 0.001.

2.2.3.4. Eigen Analysis of In-line Damped Structure

The modes for the structure containing in-line damping struts are shown in
Table V. The in-line damping strut was inserted into the NASTRAN model between

nodes 28 and 34. This location was chosen because this strut appeared to carry
some of the highest strain energy in various modes among the struts which were
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Table IV. Modes and Damping for Diago-
nally-Damped Truss

evaluated. This may have been due to

being on the top deck of struts (outer ...

"filament"). Mode Freq. Damping
Hz Coef.

The damping coefficients for this 1 53.2 1.6E-4

case were lower than in the diagonal- 2 55.0 1.26E-2

ly-damped case. Modes 2 and 4 3 82.1 2.42E-3
achieved damping coefficients above 4 88.4 3.01E-3

0.005. Modes 3, 5, and 6 were in the

range of 0.0005 to 0.001. 5 107. 7.6E-3
6 125. 1.09E-2

2.2.4 Discussion of Results

2.2.4.1. Loss Factor

The excellent correlation between loss factor obtained analytically and comp-
utationally for octahedral structures confirms that diagonal-damping could poten-

tially provide much higher loss factor for certain load cases, even when a

smaller number of dampers is used. Forced responses of various damping orien-

tations show sensitivity to load orientation and highlight the need for optimal

strut placement.

2.2.4.2. Eigenvalue Analysis

The eigenvalue analysis for diagonal and in-line damping cases both involving

one damped strut in a large truss implies that diagonal damping achieves modal

damping values comparable to those of in-line damping. In the case given,

diagonal performance was actually better; however, damper locations for this run
were chosen by intuition, and do not necessarily represent optimal positions.

The test did confirm that significant damping can be achieved in a large tetrahe-

dron truss structure by means of diagonal damping.

2.2.5. Research Opportunities

The above results open several opportunities to be researched. Cross diagonal

damping has shown potential of providing much higher loss factors using fewer

elements than in-line strut damping. This could result in lighter structures.

Since diagonal dampers could be installed without disassembling the original

structure, they could be used for selective damping after structural assembly.

Indeed, on the SPICE structure, most node balls already have threaded holes in

locations where diagonal damping could be added. This feature could also allow
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Table V. Modes and Damping for In-line
Damped Truss

accurate finite element-modal analysis

correlation on an undamped structure,

with necessary damping added to the Mode Freq. Damping
Hz Coef.

structure without disassembling and

disrupting the structure. 1 54.3 5.OE-6

2 54.3 7.7E-3

Since diagonal dampers would not 3 82.4 8.8E-4
have to carry static loads, it is pos- 4 87.4 5.6E-3

sible that one could be built using a ..... .

simpler and lighter design than exist- 5 06

6 19. 9.8E-4
ing in-line damping struts (D-struts

and V-struts) [11.

The directional nature of the diag-

onal damping struts shows the need of research into optimal strut placement,

since some orientations of the strut appear to be far more effective than others.
Since the frequency at which maximum loss factor can occur is dependent upon c,

optimal "c" damping coefficients for each diagonal strut should be found to truly

optimize damping. The trade-off between values of damper series stiffness
(resulting in higher loss factor) and structural weight could also be investigat-

ed.

Finally, results should be confirmed experimentally. The octahedral loss
factor results should be reproduced using physical diagonally-damped strutr.
Then the SPICE structure could provide an extremely good bed for testing the

effectiveness of placing diagonally-damped struts in various, ten optimized

locations, since its modal properties have already been accurately determined.

REFERENCES

[1] Yiu,Y.C., Davis,L.P., and Kienholz,D.A., "Development of High Frequency
Passively Damped Struts, SPICE Program", Final Report for subtask 02-08, Task

4, April, 1992, pp. 21-23, 35-36.

[21 Yiu,Y.C., and Ginter,S.D., "Dynamics of A Class of Viscously Damped Struts",

Proceedings, Damping'91, USAF Wright Lab.,Flight Dynamics Dir. ,WL-TR-91-307b,

Vol.1, Feb. 1.3-15,1991, San Diago, Cal., pp.cccl-cccl3
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Abstract

Analytical and experimental techniques required to calibrate the radiation dosimetry of

a new low energy (8-160 keV) X-ray facility were developed and demonstrated at the Phillips

Laboratory (PL). Theoretical calculations and experimental measurements from NIST calibrated

electronic dosimeters, correlate within 20 percent over the range 8-50 keV. This correlation

makes the PL X-ray cell operational up to 50 keV. The facility is capable of continuous (and

uniform) dose-rate levels up to 200 Krad(Si)/min. over a target, and is a viable adjunct to

Cobalt-60 gamma irradiations for total dose measurements.
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CALIBRATION TECHNIQUES t'OR A

LOW ENERGY X-RAY IRRADIATION CHAMBER

Raymond D. Bellem

INTRODUCTION

Evaluating microelectronic parts and subsystems to the high total dose radiation

environments required on some space and missile systems dictate the use of expensive simulation

tools, such as a high-dose rate Cobalt-60 gamma irradiator or a continuous pulsed Linear

Electron Accelerator (LINAC). To reduce the high screening cost, many device manufacturers

and end users are evaluating and qualifying their microelectronic space parts on low energy X-

ray test systems such as the Aracor Model 4100 Automatic Semiconductor Irradiation System.

This system generates 8-50 keV X-rays and is designed to perform high total dose irradiations

and production screening of semiconductor devices at the wafer stage of fabrication { f }.

However, this test system is limited to irradiating chip areas of only a few centimeters in

diameter. At the Phillips Laboratory, the need exists to evaluate larger structures and to study

the interaction between microelectronic packaged devices, boards and small subsystems when

simultaneously exposed to ionizing radiation environments. To meet this need. personnel at

Phillips designed and built a large low-energy radiation test cell which will accommodate

electronic assemblies up to one meter in diameter. A Philips Model MCN 164 X-ray Unit

provides the radiation source whose output spectrum is "tunable" for energies in the range 8 to

160 keV. Following the ASTM standard guide for using X-ray testers on microelectronic

devices being drafted by Brown at NRL [21, procedures used to calibrate such a facility are

addressed in this paper.
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APPROACH

The characterization and calibration of the radiation dosimetry of a large X-ray facility

with a continuous energy spectrum is a complex problem requiring extensive analytical and

experimental measureuientis. On the analytical side, electron-photon transport codes are required

to calculate the X-ray tube spectrum and the radiation transport/deposition in the structures being

irradiated. Experimental measurements with calibrated X-ray detectors are also fequired to

validate the theoretical calculations.

As a first step, the output intensity spectrum of the PL's X-ray tube was calculated by

Dozier at the Naval Research Laboratory using electron transport techniques developed at NRL

[31. A composite of the data is plotted in Fig. 1

g.00.-Qo'. I I -- I I I ... p"

8.00*-004 MCN- 165
22 Degree Tokeoff

*" 7.00e-004 - mm Be Window

.x 5.00e-004

4)

C~ 2.00t-004

1, 400e-004

0~ .004+000

0 10 20 .30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

Photon Energy (keV)

Figure 1: Calculated X-ray Tube Spectra
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The radiation shiciding, transport and deposition were then calculated using two other electron-

photon transport computer codes called "PHOTCOEF" and "ITS". PHOTCOEF uses a semi-

empirical model developed at the Rome Laboratories [41 and is commercially available for use

on personal comp,"!ers. Also, a computer program was developed by the author [51 to integrate

the incident spectral intensity data shown plotted in Fig. I with detector sensitivity data shown

plotted in Fig. 2, resulting in calculated diode currents. Diode current responses were calculated

for the diode dosimeters irradiated at different tube operating conditions and at numerous test

locations within the X-ray test cell.

E

cn
CU
V)

0.01
110 100 1000

Photon Energy (key)

Figure 2: SEMIRAD Diode Sensitivity
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Complementing these calculations were experimental measurements using three types of

radiation detectors. The detectors selected were: a SEMIRAD (Secondarv Electrons Mixed

Radiation D1osimeter) vacuum diode, two PIN diodes and 75 PMOS FETS. The vacuum diode

and the PIN diodes were calibrated at the SAIC-DNA X-ray calibration facility located in

albuquerque. This facility, traceable to NIST, uses bremsstrahlung-induced K-fluorescent

monoenergetic X-rays of known intensities in the I to 110 key energy range to calibrate the

diode sensitivity.

The SEMIRAD is an evacuated chamber constructed to collect secondary emissions from

a gold film cathode within the chamber. This vacuum diode, calibrated to energies up to 160

key (61 is used regularly to measure "blackbody-like" spectral intensities in underground nuclear

test at the Nevada Test Site. In this effort, the diode is used to measure the ionizing radiation

field intensity over the full operating range of the irradiator within the PL's X-ray cell.

The two PIN diodes, commercially available from Aracor, are calibrated to directly

measure dose rate in silicon Il}. The present calibration of these diodes is limited to X-ray

energies up to 60 keV maximum. These diodes were used to map the absorbed dose in rad(Si)

at various locations within the cell for energies up to 50 keV. Diode calibration techniques and

results at higher energy X-rays using the SAIC-DNA facility, will be reported in a later paper.

The PMOS transistors were used to perform correlation studies between a calibrated

Cobalt-60 gamma source and the low-energy X-ray source. These transistors, provided by the

Sandia National Laboratory, use a state-of-the-art 180 angstrom radiation hardened gate oxide

process. Using threshold voltage shift vs. total dose for these devices, and taking into account

corrections for dose enhancement and electron-hole recombination per Table I of the ASTM

guidelines [21, comparisons between Cobalt-60 and X-ray irradiations were made.
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The measured data gathered from the above group of sensors not only generates accurate

dosimetry within the X-ray chamber, but also provides confidence in the use of analytical

calculations for test analysis.

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

SEMIRAD MEASUREMENTS. The experimental set-up for measuring the ionizing

radiation field intensities with the SEMIRAD diode is illustrated in Fig. 3.

LEAD COLULMATOR v

A[ FILTER
[L • "-•TEST VOLUME •

LEAD DOO -UT
INTERLOCKS SfURCE

TUBE

6 FE ET
COAXIAL CABLE CABLE P/R

4 INCHES LEAD
POWER SUPPX =ELECTROMETER

TEST EQUIPMENT

Fig. 3: PL X-ray cell (8-160 keV)

Shown is a Device-Under-Test (the diode) being irradiated by the X-ray source tube through an

aluminum filter and lead collimator. The aluminum filter was placed between the source and the

diode to insure that X-ray energies below 4 keV are filtered out in accordance with the ASTM
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Guidelines. The collimator was used to limit the region irradiated. A thin piece of mylar was

placed between the lead collimator and the diode to insure low energy scattered electrons do not

reach the Beryllium window of the diode. To insure the collection of all the secondary electrons

generated within the diode, a DC bias of -30 volts was employed across the diode. A Keithley

Electrometer was used to measure the resulting steady state current generated by the irradiated

diode. Current readings were recorded at different locations to map the radiation intensity in the

X-ray cell. Table I, column 6 shows examples of the measured current using this technique.

Table I

Anode Tube Distance Intensity Calculated Measured E
Voltage Current (cm ) (keV/cm2/sec) CErrren Currnrt

(KV) (mA) IpA) (pA)
I i a m I ii. .. ... .

20 25 25 433 Ell 375 4-19 _12 i1

20 1 25 50 1.07 EllI 143 I 2.5 2755

20 25 L 75 I 77 EIO I 1 0.2 23 7 .9

30 25 1 25 9.78 F-11 919 1 913 T0.7
o30 25 50 2.4411 E 193 -98 +2-3

30 25 7o 1.09El 736 7•0 +5. 6I
50 25 25 2.53 E12 1956 1605 -17.9

_______ 25 50---T-__ 6. 33 Ell 31 ý 8 --.iI I
50 25 75 2.81 Ell 165 . 37 -17.5

PIN DIODE MEASUREMENTS. With the exception of the diode bias voltage and the

type of collimator employed, the experimental set-up for the PIN diode is very similar to that

for the SEMIRAD. As discussed by Palkuti [11, the operating bias voltage of die diode must

be zero volts. The diode radiation shield and collimator aperture assembly is constructed of
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tantalum. Since the present diodes are not operated ahove ()0 kcV no further shielding is

required. An example plot of X-ray tube current (intensity) vs. dose rate is shown in Fig. 4.

3 t

Philips X-rcy Tbe (MCM-165)

.30i". Anoo. Votoge: 50 KV

< r Dode C13tonce: 2. cm

E ý5L Date: A: j 199

"I-" 5,-

20

~ 0osimc~er: ARCOR Pin-[):"a

Ciode Eics Voltoge: 0.000 V
X

0 10 20 zO. 40 50 60

OOSE RATE (kro<s(Si)/rin)

Figure 4: Facility Dosimeury Plot Using PIN Diode

PMOS TRANSISTOR MEASUREMENTS. Delidded PMOS devices were first irradiated

in the calibrated PL free-field Cobalt-60 gamma facility, and gate threshold voltage shifts versus

total dose were recorded "in situ". Log-log plots of the change in gate threshold voltage versus

applied total dose for three dose-rate levels (6, 12, and 20 Krad(Si)/min.) are presented in Fi'.

5.

The same class of PMOS transistors were then exposed at a dose rate level of 16.4

Krads(Si)/min. (as calibrated by the PIN diode) in the X-ray environment using a 50keV

spectrum. Representative data is plotted in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6: X-ray (10keV ave.) Threshold Shift Data
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CONCLUSIONS

As shown in Table 1, the calculated radiation intensity and diode current using the

theoretical X-ray tube spectrum combined with spectral attenuation calculations due to air

shielding and other filter materials was accurate to within 20% when compared to the response

of a calibrated SEMIRAD detector. These results confirm that the analytical techniques used in

this program lead to accuracies required by MIL-STD-883 (= 20%) fbr radiation effects studies.

PHOTCOEF calculations of silicon dose deposition using the intensity/spectral model up

to 50 keV also prove to meet MIL-STD-883 accuracies when compared to the experimental

measurements using the calibrated Aracor PIN diode as shown in Table II.

Table II

Anode Tube Distance Calculated Measured Error
Voltage Current (cm) Dose Rate Dose Rate

(KV) (mA) (rad(Si)/sec) (rad(Si)/sec)

50 25 25 540 680 +20.5)

30 25 25 325 344= 41+5. 7

20 25 - 25 - 187 150.5 -2.1

This data adds confidence that the PIN diode in conjunction with the PHOTCOEF transport and

deposition calculations will provide acceptable dosimetry calculations for a variety of materials

and test geometries.

Figures 5 & 6 show little device-to-device variation (error bars fall inside the dots) in the

sensitivity curves for the PMOS transistors exposed in Cobalt-60 or 50 keV X-rays. This

preliminary data shows promise for application of these device structures as dosimeters.
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Furthermore, they provide a direct correlation to Cobalt-60 as discussed in the referenced ASTM

guidelines [ 11.

The confidence associated with the procedures developed in this effort will be extended

into a complete calibration of the X-iay test chamber. At the present time, the dosimetry.

accurate to within 10% and the analysis techniques, accurate to within 20%, can be applied with

confidence while operating the X-ray source from 8-50 keV. Additional work is required to

extend the complete experimental characterization of the facility over a broader range of X-ray

energies. A later paper will report on ongoing work in this area.

(I) L. Palkuti and J. LePage, "X-ray Wafer Probe For Total Dose Testing," IEEEransn

Nuclear Sci., NS-29 (1982).

(2) D.B. Brown, "Std. Guide For The Use Of An X-Ray Tester (10keV Photons) in Ionizing

Radiation Effects Testing of Microelectronic Devices," ASTM I IA49, July 1992

(3) D.B. Brown, J.V. Gilfrich and M.C. Peckerar, "Measurement and Calculation of Absolute

Intensities of X-Ray Spectra," Jour. Applied Physics, V -l.64, No.010, Oct. 1975

(4) J.C. Garth, "An Algorithm For Calculating Dose Profiles in Multi-Layered Devices Using

A Personal Computer," IEEE Trans. on Nuclear Sci., NS-33, No. 6 Dec. 1986

(5) R. Bellem and R. Pelzl, "Analytical Tools to Support Dosimetry Calculations for a Low-

Energy X-ray Test Cell," Phillips Lab Tech Report (to be published).

(6) Private communication, D. Arion, SAIC.
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Albert W. Biggs
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Abstract

Ultrawideband (UWB) radars or impulse radars are characte-

rized by very wide bandwidths and commensurate fine range resolu-

tion. Applications include target identification in the regime of

resonant frequencies of target aircraft, foliage penetration, and

ground penetration for subsurface detection.

These radars often use 'chirp,'d" or pulse compression to

increase radiated peak powprs and subsequent range capabilities.

Many UWB radars are designed without adequate knowledge or ability

to design antennas which maintain adequate pulse waveform. While

the input pulse to an antenna may be a damped sinusoid of 10-20

nanoseconds, the output is often a dispersively damped sinusoid

of 10-20 microseconds. This paper studies UWB antennas which will

reduce pulse distortion by decreasing frequency dispersion.
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ULTRAWIDEBAND ANTENNAS WITH LOW DISPERSION

Albert W. Biggs

INTRODUCTION

Many antennas are highly resonant, operating over bandwidths

of only a few percent. Such 'tuned, narrow-bandwidth antennas

may be entirely satisfactory or even desirable for single frequen-

cy or narrowband applications. In many applications described be-

low, however, wider bandwidths are required.

Ultrawideband (UWB) radars or impulse radars are characte-

rized by very wide bandwidths, larger than 25 percent of center

frequency, and commensurate fine range resolution. UWB radars are

useful for target identification (1) in the regime of resonant

frequencies of the target aircraft.

They also have applications in short range side looking air-

borne radar (SLAR) for foliage penetration and point defense

against low-observable sea skimmers (11 because of increased range

resolution available with pulse compression in synthetic aperture

radar (SAR). Potential ECM and weapons applications of UWB tech-

niques include pulse compression to increase radiated peak powers

and developing UWB antennas to reduce pulse distortion by decrea-

sing frequency dispersion.

A survey [2] of UWB and frequency independent antennas from

1945 to 1962 describes discone antennas. Archimedes spirals, equi-

angular spirals, logarithmic periodic antennas, and many versions

of log spiral and log periodic antennas. These antennas are

brought to the present with a review paper by R. C. Hansen (3].
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UWB AND FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT ANTENNAS

The preceding applications can be achieved with UWB and fre-

quency independent antennas. A basic UWB monopole antenna fed

with a coaxial (unbalanced) transmission line is the volcano smoke

antenna [4]. By gradually tapering the inner and outer conductors

of a coaxial transmission line, an UWB antenna with an appearance

like that of a volcano crater and a puff of smoke is created. The

ratio of outer to inner conductor diameter is relatively constant

with the gradual smooth transition from coaxial line to a radia-

ting structure, providing an almost constant input impedance over

wide bandwidths. Since radiation occurs from narrower regions at

shorter wavelengths, the radiation pattern tends to be relatively

constant. These properties make the volcano smoke antenna a basic

UWB monopole antenna. This antenna was built and tested at Har-

vard University Cruft Laboratory, and the impedance bandwidth was

very broad as anticipated.

A basi- UWB dipole antenna has two conductors, each resem-

bling an Alpine-type horn used by Swiss mountaineers, with a two

conductor (balanced) transmission line feed. It is called the

twin Alpine horn antenna [4), which resembles a pair of Alpine

type horns used by Swiss mountaineers. In the twin Alpine Horn

antenna, a uniform transmission line section at the left gradually

opens out until the separation is a wavelength or more with radia-

tion from the curved region forming a beam to the right. The con-

ductor spacing diameter ratio is constant, making the characteris-

tic impedance constant over a wide bandwidth. Since radiation oc-

curs from narrower regions at shorter wavelengths, the radiation
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pattern tends to be relatively constant. These properties make

the twin Alpine Horn a basic UWB antenna.

A compact version of the twin Alpine horn has a double ridge

waveguide as the launcher on an e-'ponentially flaring two conduc-

tor balanced transmission line. The design in Fig. 3 includes

features used by J. L. Kerr [5] and by D. A. Baker and C. A. Van

der Neut [6). The exponential taper is of the form

Y = K(l) exp [K(2) X1

where K(l) and K(2) are constants. The exact curvature is not

critical provided it is gradual. The fields are bound sufficient-

ly close to the ridges that the horn beyond the launcher may be

omitted. The design shown is a compromise with the top and bottom

of the horn present but solid sides replaced by a grid of conduc-

tors with a spacing of 0.10 wavelength at the lowest frequency.

The grid reduces the pattern width in the H plane, increasing the

low frequency gain. The cylindrical end sections [7]-[8] reduce

the back radiation and VSWR. Absorbers on the top and bottom of

the ridges or horn also reduce back radiation and VSWR.

TEM horns [9]-[12], with flare angle and plate widths chosen

so only TEM modes are guided by maintaining constant impedance,

and reduce dispersion [13]-[14] found with broadband or frequency

independent antennas. TEM horns are made by taking out opposite

sides of a pyramidal horn so that a two conductor line is formed

by isosceles copper triangles. The effects of resistive loading

of the above TEM horns were measured by M. Kanda [15]-[16]. who

assisted Sandia engineers in designing a similar TEM horn, and M.

C. Bailey (17), who used either end loading or distributed loading.
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A short TEM horn with a continuous tapered resistive loading

was developed at the Electromagnetic Fields Division, NIST,

Boulder, Colorado, for transmission of picosecond pulses with

minimum distortion. It was found to be broadband and nondisoer-

sive with a low VSWR. The receiving transient response of the

resistive loaded horn indicates the ,aveform of a 70 ps impulse

was well preserved.

An antenna [18] developed at Phillips Laboratory, Kirtland

AFB, combines a parabolic reflector fed by a conical TEM wave

launcher. This launcher supports a step-like TEM wave on two or

more conical conductors leading from some apex to the edge of the

parabolic reflector. The antenna requires careful design of (1)

switches with individual encapsulation, which serve as sources,

(2) lenses near switches to provide higher dielectric strengths

and to focus the outgoing wave, (3) sulfur hexafluoride region

because of high power levels, (4) feed and launcher, (5) termina-

ting impedances, and (6) parabolic antenna surface.

A ridged horn antenna was fabricated at Phillips Laboratory.

The design begins with transitions from coaxial lines to single

and double ridged waveguide sections in the construction of broad-

band coaxial-line-to-waveguide transitions [19). Antipodal fin

line horn antennas were also fabricated at Phillips Laboratory.

With pulses less than 2 nanoseconds, anticipated dispersion was

mild and not unexpected.

Since wide bandwidth antennas were desired, frequency inde-

pendent antennas (20] were studied. Log periodic dipole arrays

(LPDA) were made [21) and fed transient input pulses. With an
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input pulse of duration T. dispersion broadens the radiated pulse

directly as the difference between the low and high frequency per-

iods of the LPDA and inversely as the tangent of the half angle of

the LPDA. Amplitude and phase transfer functions were measured to

use matched filter techniques. Use of phase conjugate functions

[221, which were experimentally verified [23), produce pulse com-

pression similar to that in synthetic aperture radars [24).

Transient analyses and experimental verifications were made

at Phillips Laboratory by A. W. Biggs of a dipole, a pyramidal

horn, and a LPDA [25). His analytical models are described in

papers similar to the those of K. Langenberg for LPDAs [261 and L.

Manin [271 for dipole antennas. Another highly dispersive antenna

is the spiral antenna, which is also an UWB antenna for steady

state conditions. Pulse compression techniques for LPDAs is

described in papers by A. W. Biggs and P. Ranon [28] and V. A.

Yatskevich and L. L. Fedosenko [29], whcre reduction of dispersive

effects was done with pulse forming (28) and redesign [29].

Discussions with M. Kanda at NIST would result in use of his

TEM horn facility for antenna pulse measurements. A. Ondrejka,

highly qualified in pulse measurements, may assist in measurements

[30]-[321. Interest in low-observable sea skimmers will result in

an UWB antenna with microwave-millimeter frequencies in the pulses

to discriminate against scatter from ocean waves £33], so that the

configuration will resemble a fruit basket proposed by C. E. Baum

at Phillips Laboratory. The foliage penetration radar [331 can be

satisfied with a 20 to 50 Megahertz monopole-square loop array

with resistive loading [9]. This antenna array will discriminate
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against the higher frequency vegetation clutter (33] clutter, and

identify the larger targets below the foliage. The monopole,

quarter wave with resistive loading, will transmit, and the square

loop will receive with a different polarization. The two antennas

can be combined. High power microwave (HPM) antennas will be

formed for square arrays and parabolically fed reflector antennas,

centered around the pulse width transmitted (actually the inverse

of the pulse width).

TRAVELLING WAVE ANTENNAS

A travelling wave antenna is one where fields and currents on

the antenna can be represented by one or more travelling waves.

Radiation occurs at discontinuities; when such discontinuities are

closely spaced or are continuous then the antenna modes are leaky

waves and radiation takes place continuously. In most cases radi-

ation is unidirectional. Examples of travelling wave antennas are

helical antennas, dielectric rod antennas, and long wire antennas.

When the antennas are :ncorrectly terminated, reflected waves

exist and the combination of oppositely travelling waves create

standing waves. Antennas which support standing waves are travel-

ling wave structures.

Linear antennas such as monopoles, which usually support

standing waves, become travelling wave antenns when a resistance

is inserted a quarter wavelength from the end of the antenna [341.

However this design doesn't create wideband characteristics for

short pulse transmission because the value and location of the

loading of the resistor are frequency dependent.
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A unique use of a wire antenna [35) for detecting buried

objects has the same horizontal wire acting as both transmitter

and receiver, so that a pulse applied at the end of the wire

(about 0.1 meter above the ground surface is detected by a current

probe further olong the same wire. A second, later pulse reflec-

ted from the buried object is also detected further along the

wire.

A better structure is a V-shaped dipole operating in an end-

fire mode is described by Iizuka [36], who developed a theory for

single frequency operation. This antenna will support a TEM

travelling wave of constant phase velocity, and is known as a TEM

horn antenna.

A practical form of the TEM horn antenna is described by

Wohlers [37), who developed an antenna whose characteristic

impedance varied along the boresight axis of the antenna. Correct

tapering of the impedance results in minimal internal reflections,

while end loading and a balance feed structure reduce discrete

reflections. It has a shape like a fish or teardrop, fed at the

head of the fish or wide end of the water drop, and a conventional

TEM horn described earlier.

SUMMARY

The antennas that can be used successfully for subsurface

radar applications and target recognition are limited. This is

because of the wide bandwidth required and large wavelength in

relation to preferred antenna size. For Frequency Modulated CW

subsurface radars, the choice is wider than for the short pulse
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applications. The equiangular spiral antenna is useful where an

extended impulse response is acceptable. but under conditions when

the impulse response must be more limited the continuously loaded

dipole or travelling wave antenna is preferred.

Effects of radiation and leakage are also factors in design

of low dispersion UWB antennas. These are described by A. W.

Biggs and E. A. Baca [38], in a paper to be presented at the

National Radio Science Meeting January 5-8, 1993, in Boulder,

Colorado. The abstract appears in Appendix A. A related study is

the radiation fields from two wire transmission line antennas with

varying lengths. by A. W. Biggs and E. A. Baca [38], in another

paper to be presented at the National Radio Science Meetinsi.. The

abstract appears in Appendix A.
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APPENDIX A

RADIATION LOSSES FROM TEM TRANSMISSION LINE ANTENNA FEEDS

Albert W. Biggs* and Ernest A. Baca

Phillips Laboratory, Kirtland AFB NM 87117

Abstract

TEM transmission line antenna feeds discussed here are

grouped into open wire lines, shielded wire lines, strip lines,

and conical lines Although pairs of conductors and multiplici-

ties of conductors are open wire lines, only two wire lines are

considered because the application is feeding short dipoles, half

wave and full wave antennas, loop antennas, helical antennas,

biconical antennas, and TEM horns. Although open wire lines are

simple and economical, they are unusable at high frequency because

of excessive radiation loss. Shielded wire lines, such as coaxial

lines, overcome the radiation problem.

Strip transmission lines have conductors in the form of flat

parallel plates or strips, but open structures also suffer radia-

tion problems at higher frequencies. As the strip width approa-

ches zero, the two wire line configuration is approached, As the

width approaches infinity, losses approaches zero, but this is not

realistic.

Several antenna feeds are associated with conical lines. One

line has two conductors each resembling an Alpine-type horn used

by Swiss mountaineers. When the curved conductors are straigh-

tened into regular cones, they become a V-shaped conical feed.
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When aligned colinearly, a biconical feed is formed. If the lower

cone angle increases to 180 degrees, a feed with a conical section

above a ground plane is reached.

Other variations include a right cylindrical cone cut by two

planes passing through the apex, forming a rectangal at the base

of the cone. The two conductors can be the isosceles triangles in

the two planes cut by the cone or the curved cone sections cut by

the planes. These feeds provide wide band coupling to TEM horn

antennas because a constant characteristic impedance is maintained

as the feed cross section increases or decreases.

This evaluation was made because losses due to radiation from

antenna feeds is usually neglected, but with higher frequencies in

pulsed waveforms and high power microwave sources, these are no

longer negligible. Losses are calculated for two wire, parallel

strip, and conical TEM feed lines, with associated fields.

*Visiting Faculty at Phillips Lab until 15 Sept 92, then

Electrical and Computer Engineering Department, University of

Alabama in Huntsville, AL 35899.
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APPENDIX B

RADIATION FIELDS FROM TWO WIRE TRANSMISSION LINE ANTENNAS

Albert W Biggs* and Ernest A. Baca

Phillips Laboratory, Kirtland AFB, NM 87117

Abstract

The family of antennas analyzed and described here originate

with two parallel linear perfectly conducting, infinitely thin

wires. Spacing between antenna elements is much less than the

source wavelength. Excitation currents are constant along the

wires, flowing in opposite directions.

Families of these antennas are formed by varying the length

of the two wire lines. When length is small compared with the

source wavelength, the antenna becomes a pair of infinitesimal or

Hertzian dipoles. With longer lengths, they are similar to wave

antennas (H.H. Beverage et al, AIEE Trans., 42, 215-266, 19 3,

transmission line antennas, and horizontal antennas buried in

Antarctic ice and snow (A.W. Biggs, IEEE Trans. AP-16, 201-208,

1968. Wave antennas, or Beverage antennas, are single long low

wires above the earth's surface, first erected on Long Island and

in Scotland in 1923.

Transmission line antennas are single wires above perfectly

conducting ground planes so that the lines and their images form a

two wire transmission line. These are encountered with coaxial

feeds on aircraft, where outer conductors terminate on the air-

craft surface and the inner conductor continues slightly and then
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bends to be parallel with the surface. Terminations may be short

or open circuits and mismatched or matched loads, Matched loads

simulate constant current excitation, while other loads introduce

standing waves.

When lengths increase to several wavelengths, broadside or

main lobes increase in magnitude. side lobes increase in number

and magnitude, and mainlobe and sidelobe beamwidths decrease. As

antenna lengths reach infinity, mainlobe and sidelobe beamwidths

reach zero, and the mainlobe increases in the form of Dirac Delta

functions.

Antenna patterns are presented for the above varying lengths.

*Visiting Faculty at Phillips Lab until 15 Sept 92, then Elect and

Compu Engr Department, University of Alabama in Huntsville,

Huntsville, AL 35899
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OPTICAL ANGLE-ANGLE DOPPLER IMAGING

J.K. Boger
Assistant Professor

Laser Optical Engineering Technology
Oregon Institute of Technology

ABSTRACT

A coherent imaging experiment has been done where the modulus and phase were

measured directly using a heterodyne technique. Information gathered in the transform plane

was manipulated to improve the final image over an image constructed from a distorted wave

front. Differences between up-link and down-link distortions were investigated and

experimental results obtained are presented. Doppler information was also obtained and

analyzed for translating and rotating targets. Results of averaged speckle images obtained

from Doppler broadened data are presented.
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HETERODYNE CONCEPTS

Coherent imaging is a process of collecting target data in the Fourier plane and then
spatially transforming it to construct a final image. Normally, a positive lens does this spatial

transform, resulting in a real image. But the coherent imaging process gives us the privilege
of working with the data for our benefit. One such benefit explored here is the atter..pt to
remove phase distortions from the wave front for a clearer image. Also of interest is the fact

that the Fourier plane contains additional target information not recovered by a lens.

Information such as target velocity is lost when imaging with a conventional glass lens, but
may be recovered using the proper techniques. These techniques include recovering the
modulus and phase of the wave front in frequency space. There are several methods of
achieving this goal. 2 Here the field was measured using a heterodyning process of data

collection.

One of the great advantiages of hecerodyne is the direct measurement of phase. It is a
cleaver method used to measure the phase of a wave whose frequency is far beyond the reach
of direct measurement. When dealing with the ultra-high frequencies of light, we must resign
ourselves to the use of intensity detectors which implies the loss of phase information. This is
due to the fact that intensity ( or more correctly, irradiance) is proportional to the square of the

electric field, UT.

I = qUT(T, t) • UT(, t) 1

where

U0-F, t) = E(r) e-i('t~ + or) 2

Here the frequency information is represented by w, (P carries the phase and 11 is a

proportionality constant. The position vector r locates a point in the pupil plane. Evidently

the electric field, UT had the phase information in it but the multiplication of the phase with

its complex conjugate effectively looses this information.

Heterodyne circumvents the loss of phase by mixing two waves at slightly shifted

frequencies and recovering the cross product produced after squaring the superposition. This

is better explained with the relatively simple mathematics of superposition. Equation 3 is the

superposition of the two fields.

UrmO ff(?, t) = UT(, t) + ULO(T t) 3
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where
ULO(E t) = E(-r) el("(IOt + TO) 

4

Squaring the superposition given in equation 3 gives

ITOTAL = IT + ILOD + UTULO + r1ULoUT 5

The first two terms in the intensity are of little interest but the last two terms represent the

heterodyne signal. This heterodyne signal can be written explicitly in terms of modulus and

phase as in equation 6.

SH(r, t) = ilELo(r-)ETr(r-) { ei(u •P) + e'(w' + 0) 6

Here the intermediate frequency w1F, is the difference between the local oscillator frequency

WLO and the target frequency o)T. Similarly, the net phase cp is the difference in phase

between the two mixing fields. The physical effect is to produce an oscillating intensity at the

detector. The heterodyne signal can be Fourier transformed in time to expose the modulus

and phase of the mixed field in the detector plane.

SH(V, +WIF) = qELo(r)ET(r-) lei()4)) 7

SIKr. -WIF) = nELo(r-)ET{r-) ei('P)) 8

The heterodyne process is repeated pixel by pixel over a the entire 64x64 detecto:

array to generate two dimensional maps of the modulus and phase. The maps are then

multiplied together to generate a field which is inverse spatially transformed to construct an

image. The net result of this process is shown in Figure 1, precisely as it is displayed on the

Trapix monitor. The single speckled image was produced by a reflective metallic sharks tooth

which is described in the next section.

After the nmJulus and phase information has been determined, data analysis can

begin. Here data analNsis refers to the manipulation and interpretation of the phase in

frequency space. A simple manipulation could be to take the complex conjugate of the phase

to reverse the final image. In this way it is possible to flip the sharks tooth image to match the

incoherent image in Figure 4. An interpretation of the data would be measuring the linear

64
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Figure 1. Speckled imaging results using the heterodyne process.

phase shifts to determine a position shift in the calculated image. This concepts is an

important foundation in this work and merits further explanation.

The key to successful data manipulation is to remember bow the changes will be

spatially transformed. The Fourier transform of a linear phase is a spatial position shift in the

result.

-le,2 o)]= 8( - x.'o) 9

It is important to keep in mind that Q is a spatial frequency and not temporal. The linear

phase is revealed in the data as waves of tilt. Figure 2 illustrates the difference between a

small and large linear phase. The data for this figure was taken from Doppler broadened data

for clarity. The images are only portions of a reflective target which are clearly spatially

shifted relative to each other. With the linear phase shift evidenced in the Figure. it is only

natural to ask what are causes for this effect.
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Figure 2. Large spatial shift relative to a smaller shift

There are three simple ways to produce a linear phase. The first and simplest way is

to reposition the target in the illum~inating beam. The second method is to introduce a

misalignment between the target beam and the local oscillator. As an experimental technique

it is normal to adjust the position of the target within the illuminating beam and re-center the

image by adjusting the local oscillator alignment. Finally, it is possible to force the spatial

shift by multiplying the phase directly by a linear spatial frequency. The important point to

keep in mind is that the experimenter is in control of the spatial position of the image through

the phase manipulations.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The experimental arrangement used was similar to the heterodyne arrangement used

one year ago. Figure 3 diagrams the basic optical arrangement used for both the transmissive

and reflective targets. Many of the experimental details were reported on last year and

iteration here will be minimized.3

The laser used was an argon-ion laser of 500 mW power and operating at 514 nm single

line.Two accousto-optic modulators were responsible for separating the frequency of the two
bea~ms by 8 hertz. The CCD camera was reset at a rate of 64 hertz and each frame consisted

of 64x64 pixels, 15 pm on center. The maximum reset rite for the camera was 128 hertz.

Data acquisition was achieved using the Trapix image processing environment. The Trapix
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had a maximum of 512 frames of data storage capability. The transform lens used was a 50

cm focal length lens with 63 mm diameter.

Laser output

AOM AOM

Phase-up
Reflectiv Path, reflective
Target

Variable
Polarizing Attenuator
beam splitter, \ I

Transmissive Beam expander :1

Target.L

Transform 
lens

Colliatinglens Spatial

Non-poianinng Colang lens lter
beam sptitey " ,

Camera

Figure 3. Experimental arrangement.

The speed of the lens is slower as mounted in the experiment due to a glare stops acting as

aperture stops. The glare stop was placed near the lens and had a diameter of 50 mm.

Two optical changes were made in the arrangement as compared with the previous

heterodyne experiment. First, the large beam splitter used to recombine the two arms of the

interferometer was replaced with a non-polarizing beam splitting cube. This was done to

reduce the interference fringes arising from multiple reflections in the flat beam splitter. The

second change concerns the placement of the transform lens. Last year the lens was placed

after the recombination of the optical fields. This year the was placed before the

recombination. This necessitated the use of the collimation lens after the spatial filter.
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The arrangement worked well for the experiment with few exceptions. One notable

problem was a very low frequency noise in the local oscillator. The source of this fluctuation
was not the laser. This suggest that the problem is in the accousto-optic modulator.

However, if the modulator is the problem, it was not due to the frequency input which was
very stable. Instead, the diffraction efficiency of the crystal seemed to vary as if the incident

angle was changing due to thermal variations. The crystals were liquid cooled.

Finally the targets used should be described. Both the transinissive and reflective

targets used were the same as those used last year. The primary transmissive target was the
NRC RES-1 resolution bar target. Speckle was achieved by covering the 0.5 mm bar target
with plastic tape. The incoherent image of the transmissive target, as well as a typical

speckled image and average speckle image are shown in Figure 4a. Figure 4b shows the same
sequence of images for the reflective target used which was the 6 mm wide metallic sharks

tooth.

a

b

Figure 4. a) Transmissive bar target. b) Reflective sharks tooth target.

PHASE-UP

The name given to the process of removing phase distortions is phase-up. This work

has been done by other investigators in the field and is repeated here to complete the imaging
procedures.4 A simple outline of the mathematics behind phase-up greatly facilitates the
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discussion. A more detailed treatment has been presented by Dr. R. Anderson in a report

submitted to the Phillips lab Imaging branch (LIMI). The discussion to follow considers only

static targets, either transmissive or reflective.

Our investigation of phase distortions begins by mathematically quantifying them in

the electric field expressions.

UrT(, t) = E(r-) e, 10

UwO(F, t) = ELo(r)eI(q"+wLoL) 1 1

The difference between these expressions and the electric fields given in the last section is

that the characteristics of the target are represented by e&Y while the distortions in the target

and local oscillator wave fronts are represented by ei"P and e4CP" respectively. Distortions in

the local oscillator are an experimental parameter and can therefore be controlled. Distortions

in the target wave front are usually an unavoidable consequence of imaging through the

atmosphere. Consequently the principal effort in phase-up was to remove target distortions.

The heterodyne process combines the phase from each wave front giving a net phase

distortion seen in the heterodyne signal.

S1(f, t) = qELo(r-)ET(r-) {e+(+ 'Y ") + e-'(wt,,, + T + r) 12

Here, as in equation 6, y = cp" - Vp' and t0 IF is the intermediate frequency. The information

we seek is in eiY. When the temporal Fourier transform is done we are left with a modulus

and phase.

S1(,+W1F) = YELO()E-r(r-) ei'YeIT  13

The phase distortion term in equation 13 is in bold to emphasize that we have isolated the

negative effect on the wave front and consequently should be able to remove it. The idea

behind eliminating eiT is identical to the way phase information was lost when detecting light

with an intensity detector. That is, multiply the phase by the complex conjugate of the same

term. Our goal at this point is to measure ei'P without the target. information, eiY. This was

accomplished by replacing the target with a transmissive pinhole.
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The size of the pinhole was calculated so that the transform of it was a very broad

sombrero function in the Fourier plane. The pinhole simply replaced the target in the

transmissive imaging experiment. For the reflective experiment, it was necessary to redirect

the target beam as shown by the dotted line in Figure 3. An alternative method of phasing-up

was tried by replacing the target with a small ball bearing. This method produced very poor

phase calibration due to spherical aberrations and micro structure of the ball. The temporal

transform of the pinhole data is given by equation 14.

St-pIT,-(91F) = IELo(-r)Ep(r-) e19 14

The computer algorithm which is responsible for calculating the field does so by

discretely calculating the modulus and phase. Consequently is was a simple matter to isolate

ei'P. Notice that the negative frequency component of the transform was chosen since it

represents the complex conjugate of the phase distortions sought. Simple multiplication of

this measured distortion with equation 13 removes the unwanted phase and leaves the target

information in unaltered. An additional effect may be that the pinhole phase has a linear

phase shift associated with it in addition to possible phase distortions. Figure 5 shows the

transmissive bar target image constructed after collecting pinhole phase information. No

phase distorter was used. The pinhole was intentionally shifted to produce a linear phase,

thereby off centering the final image. This is the effect of multiplying the field by a linear

phase as discussed in the heterodyne concepts section.

Figure 5. Off centering the final image with a linear phase-up.

Removing atmospheric distortions are the principal interest in the area of advanced

coherent imaging. Distortion in the wave front can occur when the illuminating beam

propagates from the source to the target. This is referred to as up-link distoitions. So called

down-link distortions occur when the coherent radiation propagates from the target to the
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detector. Each distortion could be investigated separately and was. It was only a matter of

placement of the phase distorter in the experiment.

The first result shown focuses on the up-link distortions. The distorter was a thick

piece of a plastic sandwich bag placed in the target beam before the reflective target. After
extensive investigation, it was determined that the up-link distortion had very little effect on

the averaged image. A simple explanation for this is that the distorter does little more than

introduce an arbitrary phase in the wave front exactly as the microscopic structure of the

target does. This is not a negative effect since there is no target information in the wave front

to disturb. We could not hope to separate the phase variations caused by microstructer verse

up-link distortion. Luckily, as the experiment suggests, it makes no difference!

Down-link distortions are a completely different matter. Keeping in mind that the

wave front is carrying target information on the down-link, any distortions will obscure the

image sought. Figure 6 displays the results from the down-link experiment. The conditions

and procedures were the same as in the up-link experiment. Clearly the top image, which is

the uncorrected image has been obscured by the distorter while the corrected bottom image is

much better.

DOPPLER IMAGING

Possibly one of the greatest benefits associated with the heterodyne process is the

ability to retrieve and process Doppler broadened data. Figure 7 is the frequency plot for a

static target. In this plot the peak is very narrow and centered on 8 hertz, the frequency

separation between the A-O modulators. Figure 8 is the frequency spectrum of a rotating and

translating target. Clearly the Doppler effect is present. This section of the report discusses

the basic concept of the Doppler effect and presents the significant results obtained. Doppler

shifts in the target frequency occur when the illuminating beam reflects off of a moving

target. If the movement is purel", radial, the effect should be a simple shift inlthe narrow

frequency curve away from the 8 hertz position.The shift in frequency is evident in the

Doppler equation which reduces to

v =AfZ. 15
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Figure 6. Results of down-link phase-up corrections in the reflective target.

Figure 7. Frequency spectrum from a static target.

Recalling that the illuminating laser was operating at a wavelength of 0.514 mm, it is clear

that very small velocities will create very large frequency shifts. It is because of equation 10

that the velocities of the laboratory targets were always on'the order of microns per second. It

is a fair question to ask what this Doppler shift looks like mathematically.

The frequency of the beam suffers a shift upon reflection from the target. This

frequency shift is part of the phase that mixes with the local oscillator wave front yielding a

shifted heterodyne signal given as
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SW(i, t) = r UD(r-) UT(r) {e'(Y + ,(01,11 + e,(1) 1 W ,,I 16

If the motion of the target were restricted to uniform motion along the line of sight, the
frequency curve would look exactly as it does in Figure 7 except that the peak would be
shifted away from 8 hertz. It should also be noted that the velocity of the target is not
restricted to small values since the shape of the curve remains narrow. To compensate for
large in-line motions it is possible to separate the intermediate frequency arising between the
modulators. This was done in the lab using a Klinger motorized stage to move the target at 5
mm/sec while the modulators were separated by 10,000 hertz. The frequency spectrum was
recovered as wLAi as a processed image. Unfortunately few targets have such restricted

motions.

The more challenging target motion is rotational. In this motion, the frequency
spectrum broadeneds as seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Frequency spectrum from a rotating and translating target.

Mathematically, the signal has now been distributed through a range of frequencies. The
temporal Fourier transform yields a term which is genuinely a function of frequency unlike
the static case were all of the information was at a single frequency.

SN1D(f, W) = 11 ULD(-) UT(r) (ei(')) 17

Notice that this transform differs from the transform presented in the Heterodyne Concepts
section in two important respects. First, the independent w variable no longer carries an IF
subscript since it is representing a range of frequencies. Second, the phase of the target. ei'Y is
subscripted by w to emphasize the fact that the phase changes as the Doppler shifted
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frequency changes. This range of frequencies is a direct result of having different regions of

thz target moving with different velocities. In the case of a purely rotating target, the center

of the target has no net motion, consequently no Doppler shift. But the edges of this target

would be at a maximum velocity relative to any other point in the target and this region

would be responsible for the maximum Doppler shift. In other words, if the target were

divided into several discrete sections, each would carrier its own unique modulus and phase.

The range of frequencies the data can be processed at restricts the region of the target

which can be imaged. It is possible to develop a formula which predicts the physical size of a

region on the target which has the proper velocity. Figure 9 shows the geometry for this

situation and equation 18 relates 6r to 61f.

6rilý
r

" r2

Figure 9. Target region imaged by discrete frequency

6r = f 18
Wo

Here 6f represenis the smallest frequency division we have processed at. Usually this is l/8th

hertz which corresponds to 512 frames of data. This concept of relating the number of frames

of data to the width of a strip in a target which is important to image reconstruction and

warrants some explanation.

To begin with, it is necessary to know the frequency range where our data may lie.

Since the camera is acquiring data at a rate of 64 hertz, the smallest time interval it can

separate is about 0.0156 seconds. When this time interval is transformed into frequency
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s=. ,, is clear that our frequency range is 64 hertz. This means that the actual frequency
dz.:-s between -32 hertz and +32 hertz. To find the smallest interval in frequency space, it

ism.-tssary to know the number of data points which have been processed. This leads to the

cx:t of the frequency bin. Frequency bin size is inversely related to the number of data

pas processed. In this experiment the maximum number of frames was 512. If all 512

fnes of data were processed, than the frequency spectrum would have 8 calculated points

pcf-iz. It then follows that 32 frames would allow for one point per 2 hertz in the

=rim. Consequently, 512 frames yields a very narrow strip of the image when one
friency component is processed while 32 frames images a larger portion of the target. This

is-arty evident in Figure 10 where four strips of an image are produced from the same

frEmency value but a different number of frames processed. The left image was produced

a:2 frames were processed while the right image was produced after processing 512

fries.

Figure 10. Image strips from a) 32 frames, b) 512 frames

As a consequence of the frequency bin size, the range of the target which can be

imea at one frequency bin is restricted. This means that different positions in the target are
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imaged at different frequencies. A shift in the position of an image is produced by a linear

phase bias. It the linear phase is large, the imaged portion of the target is considerably off

center. If the linear phase is small, the imaged portion of the target is near the center. This

linear phase shift is easily seen in the phase map as a number of waves of tilt in the wave

front. Figure 11 is a picture of the last three calculated modulus, phase, image and average

images. The data was obtained by processing 512 frames and the total image was constructed

from 7 discrete frequencies.

Figure 11. Last three processed frequencies from a rotating target..

Figure 11 suggests that another important effect is being observed in the data

processing, averaging of a speckled image. By using the theoretical frequency bin size with

equation 18, we should only be able to see a strip of the target which is 0.06 mm in width!
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Clearly as seen in Figure 11 we see a far larger porrim of the target at each processed bin. If

closely spaced frequency bins are processed. the specded image strips overlap as graphically

depicted in Figure 12.

ImageM
overlapregion

Figure 13. Overlap of processed meckled image strips.

This overlap turns out to be an advantage because tht ipeckles are scanning thus each image

strip is from a slightly different speckle perspective. Vhen 512 frames of data are acquired

the speckle perspective has changed numerous times The speed of the transverse speckle

scan can be determined by cross correlating the moduus from two consecutive 16 frame data

sets. This process is outlined in the Heterodyne repor from the summer of 1991.2 The

overall effect is the surprisingly good av'erage image! 3btained by processing the maximum

number of frequency bins in the Doppler broaden sp--:rum.

To improve on the average, the most logical sep would be to average a greater

number of images. But the number of images produtd from the Doppler broadened data is

limited by the width of the spectrum containing imag: information. The width of the

spectrum is directly related to the velocity of the ima;e. So, targets with larger velocities

should provide more images to average. Of course ewation 18 suggests that the image strips

should be getting narrower and this is the case. But. s can be seen in Figure 13, the overlap

region of speckle smearing is about the same for boti .,elocities. This Figure is also good

evidence of the fact that the image strip is getting smaler as the velocity increases as our

cquation predicted for the Doppler effect. Figure 14 tisplay the average images obtained

from targets rotating at the net radial speed give in th: previous Figure. The image appears to

fill in as the velocity increases, but as with all things tiere is a limit to the improvements.
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Figure 13..The effect of target speed on image width.

Note that the image in these figures has been magnified three times.

II
ai 4aIiw .. w

Figure 14. Averaged images at different target speeds.
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The last topic to be considered in the Doppler imaging work to this date is the eftect of

aliasing. Clearly all experiments are bound by some effect which limits the usefulness of the

process and in the case of Doppler imaging it is the effect of under sampling the higher

frequencies. The primary problem is the very large frequency shifts associated with light. In

this experiment, the limit on rotational motion was about 2.5 radians per second. There are

two effects to consider here. The first is the effect of the entire frequency plot riding on a DC

bias. This bias is the result of many higher frequencies bleeding into the data and the effect is

a growing level of noise in the image. This is clearly evident in the two images of Figure 14.

The second effect occurs when the width of the broadened curve begins to overlap the lower

frequencies. This effect is shown in Figure 15 where three frequencies have been processed.

Notice that the ghost image becomes more pronounced as the lower frequencies are

processed. Also notice a definite linear phase which is not the same as the target. This

suggests a possible linear phase filter. The final Figure shows the 3 hertz signal of Figure 15

along with its frequency spectrum.

! W

r1

Figure 15 Three processed frequencies at 5,4 and 3 Hz.
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Figure 16. 3 Hz signal processed.

CONCLUSION

The Doppler imaging experiment was completely successful at wetting the researchers

appetite for further investigations. Down-link phase-up could certainly be improved with time and

effort. Also, this technique for phase up requires a stationary arrangement which is not the case

when imaging through the dynamic atmosphere. Possibly using the algorithm present for phase-

up is appropriate, but a new method for measuring distortions should be researched. The results

of imaging a moving ,arget were better than expected. While detector bandwidth may be the

ultimate problem, it is not the only one. Various techniques for cleaning up the data appear to be

promising such as the linear phase filter. Electronic filters at the detector array may also prove to

be useful.
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Abstract

Second-harmonic generation (SHG) and spectroscopic absorption measurements

were used to study the nonlinear optical (NLO) properties of three polymeric thin

(--I Pm thick) films and fused quartz. These materials were made optically

nonlinear by a parallel-wire corona-poling procedure. Two of the polymers were

side-chains containing NLO chromophores covalently attached to every other carbon

atom in acrylate chains while the third polymer was a guest-host system of azo-

dye guest molecules in the host poly(methyl methacrylate). For the first time.

commercial grade fused quartz, 3 in x 1 in x I mm, was made optically nonlinear

by a parallel-wire corona-poling procedure. The orientational order parameters

of the polymeric thin films were determined from polarizea absorption spectra:

these stabilized parameters, ranging as high as 0.51, are higher than any

reported in the literature. Second-harmonic intensities were measured by the

faker-fringe technique. Because of the very high number density, the side-chain

polymers were considerably more efficient in producing SHG than the guest-host

films or the fused quartz.
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SECOND-HARMdONIC GENERATION IN CORONA-POLED IATERIALS

Gene 0. Carlisle

INTRODUCTION

The use of optics in electronic devices for increased speed and capacity has

been limited, at least in part, by the few good nonlinear mat.erials. For electo-

optic modulators, materials must possess not only a high second order

susceptibility, but also such attributes as ease of preparation, fabrication into

waveguides, and stability. Preqent experimental devices are based on lithium

niobate because it is the best available among a rather unsatisfactory set of

inorganic materials.

The use of organic materials (1,2] for nonlinear optical fNLO) processes

has been gaining increased attention because these materials offer a number of

advantages including a large variety of molecular structures with large

nonlinearities and the capability for designing other desirable properties.

The growth of noncentrosymmetric crystals, preparation of Langmuir-Blodgett

films, and the poling of charge transfer molecular groups in polymeric matrices

are the basic approaches being taken to develop organic NLO materials. Because

of the problems [31 with the first two, the research at Phillips Laboratory,

PL/LITN, focussed on the latter. Corona poling [41 was chosen as the method of

poling since it generates higher electric fields before breakdown as compared to

flat-electrode poling.

Second-harmonic generation (SHG) and spectroscopic absorption measurements

were used to study the noniiriear optical (NLO) properties of three uoiymeric chin
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(;l mm thick) films and fused quartz. These materials were made optically

nonlinear by a parallel-wire corona-poling procedure. Two of the polymers were

side-chains containing NLO chromophores covalently attached to every other carbon

atom in acrylate chains while the third polymer was a guest-host system of azo-

dye guest molecules in the host poly(methyl methacrylate). For the first time,

commercial grade fused quartz, 3 in x 1 in x 1 mm, was made optically nonlinear

by a parallel-wire corona-poling procedure.

PREPARATION OF NATERIALS

DR1-Pt1fA. The 95% pure DR1 obtained from Aldrich was recrystallized from

a hot benzene solution and dried overnight in a vacuum oven at 680 C. The

structural formulas and synthetic method are shown in Fig. 1. 0.0055 mole of

recrystallized DR1 (1) was dissolved in 80 mL of benzene at 750 C, followed by

equal molar amounts of the base triethylamine and methacryloyl chloride. The

reaction mixture was allowed to stir over night at room temperature. After the

precipitated triethylammonium chloride was removed by filtration, the solvent was

removed by rotary evaporation, and the solid azo dye substituted acrylic monomer

(2) was recrystallized from an ethanol:acetone (120 mL:20 mL) mixture. The maroon

crystals were dried in a vacuum oven at 68 degrees for 3 hrs. The yield was 61%

and the melting point was 819 C. Elemental analyses for carbon, hydrogen, and

nitrogen were in excellent agreement with the theoretical values for structure

(2).

Polymerization of the monomer (0.5357 g) was carried out in the presence

of the initiator azoisobutyronitrile (AIBN) dissolved in a toluene:ethanol 12

mL:l mL) mixture and under a 30 psi nitrogen atmosphere at 750 C. The Dolymer
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CH 3  CHR
I Base I

ROH + CH.7 - CCOCI - CH,- CCOOR

(1) (2)

CH 3

AIBN I
(2) m- -- CH,-C I

COOR
L n

(3)

R= - CH1 CH,-\ N / N -N \ / NO.

CH3CH/ -

FIG. . Structural formulas and synthetic method for DRI-PtIIA.

(3), DRI-PIiIA, was collected, washed with acetone, and further purified by

precipitation from a cyclohexanone solution. Finally, a 40% yield of the polymer

was obtained after drying in a vacuum oven at 750 C for 24 hours. Elemental

analyses for the polymer were also in excellent agreement with structure (3). :R

spectra obtained from KBr disks of the monomer and polymer confirmed the

structures as shown in Fig. 1.

The films were prepared from solutions containing 0.1047 g of polymer

dissolved in 0.80 mL of cyclohexanone and 0.20 mL of nitrobenzene. The mixture

was heated at 90 0 C while stirring for one hour to ensure that a homogeneous

solution was present. The solution, while still hot, was spun coated (Headway
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Research spinner) at 1640 rpm for one minute onto 3 in x 1 in x I mm thick

transparent microscope slides (Fisher Premium). The films were then baked in a

vacuum oven at 900 C for 2 hrs to remove residual solvents. The resulting films

were found by the use of a profilometer (Talystep) to have a typical thickness

of 0.344 Mm. The surface of the films proved to be resistant to minor scratches

as the stylus of the profiler did not shc'4 any tracks on the films even when

viewed at a magnification of 250. The density of the polymer was found to be 1.19

g/cm3 , and the concentration of the DR1 chromophore was determined to be

1.87 x i0 21 /cm 3 .

The films were corona poled with a configuration and procedure similar to

those of lortazavi, et al [4] as shown in Fig.2. The substrate was placed, with

TUNGSTEN +V

WIRE

MICROSCOPE 

F,

SLIDE

ALUMINUM
BLOCK

FIG. 2 Diaaram of corona poling.
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the film side up, on the center of a grounded planar aiuminum electrode (4 x 4

x 1 in). The temperature of the film could te controlled by an appropriate

setting of a hot plate positioned under the aluminum electrode. The actual

temperature of the film could be measured by an iron-constantan thermocouple wire

pressed against the film. A 25-pm diameter and 4.0-cm length tungsten wire

(Goodfellow) was held parallel to and 4.0 mm above the film. The glass-rubber

transition temperature was measured with a differential scanning calorimeter

(Shimadzu DSC-50) and found to be 128.50 C. Therefore, in order to ensure good

mobility of the chromophore units during poling, -he temperature of the films was

raised to 1310 C. A positive voltage was then applied to the wire electrode, and

the current from the planar electrode was monitored by measuring the voltage drop

across a 10-N1• resistor in series. The voltage to the wire electrode was slowly

increased with caution until a corona breakdown voltage of 3.2 kV was reached

which produced a current of 3.9I uA. After poling for 30 min, the hot plate was

turned off and the voltage increased, as the temperature of the film decreased,

in order to maintain a current cf 3.9 uA until the temperature reached

approximately 850 C. The voltage at this point was 5.0 kV which was then

maintained until the film reached room temperature. The entire poling procedure

usually required about 3 hours. The procedure consistently produced films of high

optical quality. The poling area, which appears much more transparent than the

unpoled film, is approximately 2 cm wide and extends the iength of the wire

electrode.

Polarized absorption spectra were measured for the films before and after

poling with a Shimadzu 2100U spectrophotometer equipped with Glan Taylor

polarizers (Oriel). The spectra were recorded over the ranqe of 300 - 700 nm.
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More details on the preparation, poling, and absorption studies of DRl-PnIA may

be found in our publication [5].

PCIIA. The structure of poly(coumaromethacryiate) (PCIIA) is shown in Fig.

3. Thin films, 3.5 gm, of (PCIIA) were prepared, corona-poled, and their spectra

CH3I
-- CH,-C-- I

" I - n

0

CH2

ICH2

NH

I o ~

0

N

CH,, CH.
I - I -
CH 3 CH 3

FIG. 3 Chemical structure of PCNA.

measured in a similar manner to that of DRI-PIIIIA as described above.
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D03/PIlA. The structures for this quest-host system of disperse orange 3

(D03) and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMIA' are shown in Fig. 4. The films were

CH 3I
-- CH -C

c~o
C _ 0 n

01
CH3

PMMA

H:, N/ Na N = / NO,

D03

FIG. 4 Chemical structures of PMtA and D03.

prepared by a procedure similar to that described above for the DRI-PMIA films.

The resulting films containing 10% D03 were found to have thicknesses in the

range of 1 pm. The concentration of D03 in the films is about 1.5 x ic0

molecules/cm3 .

The films were corona poled with a configuration and procedure similar to

that described above. The glass-rubber transition temperature was found to be 81

C. In order to ensure good mobility of the guest molecules, the temperature of

the films was raised to 850 C for poling. Polarized absorption spectra were
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measured for the films as described above. Mlore details on the preparation,

poling, and absorption studies of these D03/PFhMA films may be found in our

publication (6].

Fused Quartz. 3 in x 1 in x 1 mm slides of TO8 Commercial fused quartz

were obtained from Heraeus Quartz. The slides were corona-poled as described

above using a 4-cm length, 50-pm diameter tungstei, wire held parallel to and 9.0

mm above the quartz slide. Typical poling conditions were: 28O0 C poling

temperature, 20 minutes poling time, 8.0 uA current, and 9.0 kV applied voltage.

SECOND-HARIONIC GENERATION MEASUREMENTS

SHG measurements were made using the experimental setup shown in Fig. 5.

A Lumonics Nd:YAG laser, wavelength 1.064 pm, Q-switched at 10-Hz repetition

rate, and 150 mJ per 15-ns pulse was used. The p-polarized beam from the laser

passes through the IR-pass filter (Fl). PBS1 is a polarizing beam splitter

allowing only p-polarized light to pass on to HI, a p-reflecting mirror. After

going through the aperture (A) of 5.0 mm diameter. the unfocussed beam is spiit

by M3, a mirror designed to reflect 30% and pass 70% of the p-polarized beam. The

reflected beam passes through the reference (R), which was a quartz crystal, and

then to 114, a mirror designed to ref lect the IR and pass the second harmonic (532

rnm) generated by the quartz reference. The green light passes through the green-

pass filter (F3) and the le'ns (L). It is then reflected from a beam stirring

mirror (115) and passes through two interference filters (IFs) before being

focussed on the photodiode detector. The plpne polarization uf the 1R beam

passing through 113 can be varied as it passes through the half-wavw plate (1W).
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FIG. -. <perimental setup for SHG measurements.

Experiments using p-polarized, s-polarized, and 450 -polarized fundamentals were

used to excite samples (S) positioned on a rotation stage. M2 reflects the IR and

passes the second-harmonic light generated by the sample. After passing through

the green-pass filter !F2), a polarizing beam splitting cube is used to ensure

a specific poiarization of the second-harmonic to be measured. After passing

through the lens and reflected from N4, the beam passes through the interference

filters and on to the pnotodiode detector. Neutral density filters were added at
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the F2-position if required to avoid saturation of the sample diode. Experiments

using p-excited p-detected, s-excited p-detected, and 45j-excited s-detected were

performed. Signals from the sample and reference detectors are sent to boxcar

averagers and then stored the computer. The computer also controlled the stepping

motor such that SHG intensities from the sample could be measured as a function

of angle of incidence. Data were recorded from -800 to +80

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results and discussions regarding preparation, corona poling, absorption

studies, calculations, and theoretical models for DR1-PmtA and D03/P1=Afilms may

be found in our publications [5,6]. Order parameters for the molecular dipoles

were calculated from the absorption data using a rigid oriented gas model.

Stabilized order parameters of 0.51 and 0.30 were fcund for DRI-PMIA and D03/PMA

films, respectively. These parameters, which are the highest reported for side-

chain and guest-host systems, have remained constant for over 18 months. A

stabilized order parameter of 0.17 was found for PCHIA films. The lower order

parameter for the PCNIA films is very likely due to the lower dipole moment of the

side-chain chromophore which results in less poling torque by the field. These

films have remained stable for over two years.

A very large amount of SHG data, over 600 data files, were taken on the

three polymeric materials and fused quartz samples. The SHG intensity vs angle

of incidence is shown in Fig. 6 for a DRI-PIMA film. For each material similar

Maker fringes were observed. The results showed a high degree of poling for each

polymeric film as intensities were several times greater than that of the quartz

reference. The SHG intensities of the DRI-PIuIA and PC'1A films were about the
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same: however, since the PCTIA films were about 10 times thicker 13.5 am vs 0.34

pm), the second-order nonlinear susceptibility, )C(2) should be considerably

higher for the DR1-P1IZA films. This is due to the higher order parameter and

higher P value for the NLO chromophores of the DRI-PMIA polymer. The guest-host

D03/PIMA films with an order factor of 0.30 and a number density of about 1/10

that of DRI-PIMA and PCIIA exhibited SHG intensities much less than those of these

side-chain polymers. in order to calculate the important elements of the X(2)

tensor, applications of the appropriate theories to the SHG data are now in

i II

0.02

DR1-PLMA

S0.01

0.00
... I I I I I I I I I

-100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE DEGREES

FIG. 6. SHG vs angle of incidence for DRI-P11A.
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progress.

SHG intensities produced by the corona-poled fused quartz samples were

considerably less than those for the polymers. This is likely due to a much lower

p value for the localized moieties in the quartz compared to those of the organic

chromophores in the polymers. Also, the results show that the quartz is not poled

throughout its entire thickness of 1.00 mm. Through controlled etching

experiments with HF solutions, poled ,quartz samples were etched to various

depths. Subsequent profilometer and SHG measurements were then made, and the

poling depths were found to be only about 4 pm. Fused quartz samples were also

flat-electrode poled using a stainless steel electrode. SHG intensities from

corona-poled samples were significantly higher than those of flat-electrode poled

samples. Although the exact mechanism by which poled quartz produces SHG is not

established, it is believed that impurities play an important role [7]. Accurate

chemical analyses using atomic absorption methods are now in progress to

determine the exact percentages of aluminum and other impurity elements possibly

responsible for the NLO properties of poled fused quartz.

CONCLUSION

SHG and absorption data were measured for three polymeric materials and

fused quartz. Data are essentially complete and are now being analyzed in terms

to the appropriate theories. The two side-chain polymers, DR1-PrMA and PCIIA. are

expected to exhibit very high Y (2)values. For the first time quartz slides have

been made optically nonlinear by corona poling with a parallel wire

configuration. SHG intensities were significantly higher for corona poled than

for flat-electrode poled quartz. Two papers were published on the preparation,
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poling, and absorption studies of the DRl-PM271A [5) and DO3/PMiA (6j films. A

paper on the DR1-PMMfA films will be presented at the 48th Southwest Regional

Meeting of the American Chemical Society in Lubbock. Texas on 21 October 1992.

Four more papers regarding SHG studies are expected to be published on these

materials within a year. Further details of this research are described in my

laboratory notebooks and in computer files at Phillips Laboratory (PL/LITN).
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USE OF OPTICAL FIBERS
IN LONG BASELINE INTERFEROMETRIC IMAGING

Douglas A. Christensen
Professor

Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Utah

Abstract

Optical fibers offer the promise of flexibility, ease of use, and low cost when used to
recombine the light in the two branches of a long baseline interferometer. Such interferometers are
being studied for imaging stellars objects with high resolution, including geosynchronous satellites,
the sun, and stars. The work described in this report is a continuation of a study to ascertain the
parameters that are important in implementing fibers in a broadband interferometer. The factors
which must be considered include dispersion effects in the fibers, phase variation or wander in each

of the branches and how to control the phase, and the low light levels which will accompany the use
of single mode fibers. Toward these goals, two tasks were achieved this summer: 1) Broadband

interference fringes were found in an intermediate-step interferometric setup in the laboratory,
namely a side-by-side arrangement with two subaperture telescopes observing the same quasi-point

source and feeding two 60 m long fiber paths before recombination; and 2) A phase-lock condition
was obtained in a test fiber interferometer using a piezoelectric fiber modulator and a lock-in
amplifier system. This "internal metric" phase-locking condition is important for the eventual

application of the interferometer for imaging purposes.
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USE OF OPTICAL FIBERS
IN LONG BASELINE INTERFEROMETRIC IMAGING

Douglas A. Christensen

INTRODUCTION

This summer's work was part of a larger project whose overall goal is to develop a

fiberoptic-linked long baseline interferometer for imaging stellar objects such as geosynchronous

satellites and stars. The accomplishments for the summer fell into two areas:

1. Demonstrating broadband (10 nm) fringes in progressively more realistic interferometer

configurations. Last summer, broadband fringes were found in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer

arrangement that included 60 m long fiber branches and which used bearasplitter cubes. The short

coherence length associated with a 10 nm linewidth source requires that the optical path differences

(OPD) in the two fibers be matched to within approximately 200 gm. This was accomplished using

a unique feature of a laser diode: its coherence length can be adjusted by changing its drive current.

This summer, more complex configurations were set up and broadband fringes detected by

matching the path lengths with the aid of a laser diode. The furst arrangement employed two 8"

aperture telescopes facing each other to collect the light from a large planar beamsplitter. Following

successful attainment of broadband fringes, a more realistic configuration was set up in which the

two telescopes were rotated into a side-by-side orientation to observe a single distant (27 feet)

quasi-point source. Again, broadband fringes were obtained.

2. Achieving a phase-locked condition with a fiberoptic Mach-Zehnder interferometer

incorporating a piezoelectric stress phase modulator. This condition is essential for the eventual

operation of a long baseline interferometer imager. In such a device, the detected fringe shift comes

from scanning the distant object under observation, and local fringe shifts due to ambient changes in

the OPD (from local temperature changes or vibration, for example) must be cancelled out. This is

the role of the "internal metric" procedure which monitors and cancels by feedback any changes in

phase within the interferometer itself. Successful demonstration of phase locking in the

interferometer was thus a valuable stepping stone to eventual implementation of a full internal metnc

capability.
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BROADBAND INTERFEROMETRIC CONFIGURATIONS

Face-to-Face Telescope Arrangement Using Meade 8" Telescopes -

When this summer's work began, the arrangement shown in Fig. 1 was already set up on the

optics table. Figure 1 shows a fiberoptic interferometer using two 8" Meade :elescopes receiving

light from a large planar beamnsplitter. Fringes had been detected using the green HeNe laser with i:s

long coherence length. It remained to be determined whether broadband fringes from the xenon

lamp could be found. As an OPD-matching aid--as mentioned in the Introduction--the laser diode

was substituted as source. With large drive current, its coherence length is quite long (tens of

centimeters, almost as long as the HeNe laser) and fringes were easy to find. When the drive

current is reduced, the coherence length gets considerably shorter (and output power drops), finally

contracting to that expected for a broadband source when the laser diode is emitting incoherent

spontaneous radiation only. By continually adjusting the air path in one branch (and therefore the

OPD) to maximize the fringe contrast as drive current is reduced, one can move in a direction of a

zero OPD condition.

This technique allowed the detection on laser diode fringes, but they were weak at low drive

current due to two causes:

1) The fiber polarization axes were not aligned in the same direction in each of the branches.

The fibers used are York "Hi Bi" bowtie stress induced birefringent single mode fibers; they will

preserve polarization with respect to the orientation of their bowties. For maximum fringe contrast,

the bowtie orientation of the two inputs should be matched, as well as at the two output ends. As it

stood, the introduction of linearly polarized light at the input to each fiber branch resulted in

elliptically polarized light at the outputs. This meant that the bowties were neither horizontal or

vertical at the input end. Realignment was performed until all four fiber ends had horizontal bowtie

orientation. This step increased fringe contrast noticeably.

2) The power detected out of Fiber B was always much lower (by a factor of 4X, as

estimated by eye) than that from Fiber A, in spite of prolonged and repeated efforts to maximize the

coupling alignment into the output end of Fiber B. It was surmised, and eventually confirmend by

direct microscopic inspection, that some damage had occurred to the face of Fiber B. A microscope

(magnification 1OOX, front light illumination looking perpendicular to the face) showed a groove or

scratch that appeared to cross the central core region of Fiber B; in contrast, Fiber A showed a

smooth, clear face. This is most likely the cause of the lower power in Fiber B.
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To correct the problem, three remedies may be considered:

a) Try polishing the fiber face while still in the connector. This is simple and may work if

the scratch is not too deep.

b) Remove the connector, cleave the fiber, epoxy on a new connector, and polish the end.

This is time consuming and would require an identical treatment of the fiber on the other spool to

maintain length equality. It is a last choice alternative.

c) Put index-matching gel on the fiber face (to match away the scratch somewhat), then place

a small piece of glass cover slip on the face, held in place by surface tension, to give a planar

surface. This is, of course, a temporary solution, but is easy to do.

For now, rather than trying any of these three ideas, the power in the two branches was

approximately equalized by simply replacing the previous coated 40/40 pellicle beamsplitter, near the

microscope objective which couples into Fiber B with an uncoated 8/90 pellicle beamsplitter, then

switching Fiber A for Fiber B. This trick worked in equalizing the light power. and, after adjusting

the OPD with the laser diode, white light fringes were finally obtained.

One observation became evident while watching these fringes for a few minutes: Any

airborne or acoustic sounds (talking, clapping, doors closing, etc.) caused dramatic fringe

instabilities in the output pattern. This could be reduced somewhat by closing all the doors in the

table cover, but even then it was noticable. The phenonemon was eventually traced to the pellicle

beamsplitter which was acting as a very sensitive microphone, vibrating when sound waves passed

through it. Solutions would be to: a) completely acoustically isolate the beamsplitter, or b) replace it

with a solid glass device. Since we were soon going to the next configuration, neither solution was

felt needed.

Side-by-Side Telescope Arrangement -

The next step toward a progressively more realistic setup is shown in Fig. 2. This figure

shows a fiberoptic interferometer in which light is collected from a single common source by

side-by-side Meade 8" telescopes. Since the closest object distance that the Meade telescopes can

focus to is between approximately 35 to 50 feet, the challenge was to position the (apparent) source

this far away from the telescopes. This could be done by moving the source out into the hallway

adjacent to the lab, but it would be more convenient to stay completely on the optical bench at this

stage. A solution was found by folding the optical path from source to telescopes on the bench, as
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diagrammed in Fig. 2.

While setting up this new configuration, efforts were made to match the Numerical Aperture
(NA) of the light exiting the lOX microscope objectives to the acceptance NA of the fibers; from

York's specifications, this is NA = 0.14. This was accomplished by calculation and subsequently
positioning of the fiber faces with repect to microscope objective lenses, with the values shown in

Fig. 2.

When the new setup was completed, light from the green HeNe laser source was coupled

into the interferometer. Again, the power in Fiber B was much lower than in Fiber A. but since no
beamsplitters are employed in this configuration, power balancing could not be achieved by altering
the beamsplitting ratio. Rather, the end of Fiber B was gelled and a small piece of cover slip was
affixed to the fiber face. This improved the power in Fiber B, and, although it still was not as much
as in Fiber A (by a factor of 2-4X), it did allow good HeNe fringes to be seen. Note that the
distance measurements shown in Fig. 2 indicate that Fiber A is about (166 + 110) - (150 + 129) = 3
mm optically 12= than Fiber B. This is in qualitative agreement with measurements from last year
showing that Fiber A is 6 mm optically longer that Fiber B. Note that the most recent values are
more susceptible to measurement error since two covered telescopes are now in the path; thus the 6
mm value is probably the more accurate number.

Upon observing these fling for a period of time, it became clear that this setup was much

more susceptible to amplitude variations due to air movement and vibration than the previous
(face-to-face) arrangement. These instabilities were not phase variations (such as caused by the
previous pellicle beamsplitter, for example) but rather were amplitude instabilities caused by the
focused spot on the fiber faces moving off the core. The larger effective "optical lever" inherent in
this configuration is probably the cause of the increased sensitivity to vibration. An active beam
positioning device, prototyped by OPTRA and refined by Rockwell Power Systems, is planned to
be tested with this configuration in the near future.

Using the variable coherence length laser diode, the air paths were adjusted to give zero OPD
(see Fig. 2 for distances) and low-current laser diode fringes were seen, then eventually broadband
fringes from the xenon lamp were found with both a linear vertical polarizer and a narrowband (10
rim) yeilow filter in place. The fringe intensity and contrast were weak (near the detection limit of

the camera) due to the low coupling efficiency into Fiber B. Without the gel/cover slip patch on
Fiber B, no detectable power could be seen by the camera. Therefore, the gel/cover slip is essential

for low light levels.
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PHASE LOCKING A MODULATED FIBEROPTIC INTERFEROMETER

As a separate experiment, a shorter pathlength (3 m each) Mach-Zehnder interferometer was

built using bare single-mode polarization preserving Newport F-SPA fiber. This arrancement is

shown in Fig. 3. The modulator is a Canadian Instrumentation and Research product with an oval

fiber path, composed of two passive hemi-cylindrical ends with two planar piezoelectric sections in

between. The fiber is wrapped seven turns around this path. It is epoxied over about 2/3 of the

length of each piezo crystal and also, for keeping it in place, at the hemi-cvlindrical ends. The

modulator comes with a printed circuit driver board attached, with a sawtooth generator (ad justaile

frequency from 125-667 Hz), op amp front end for accepting a signal input, and a single transistor

high voltage driver connected to the piezo crystals. A separate dc high voltage power supply is

needed.

The total length of the fiber around the interferometer plus the two leads was measured

indirectly by wrapping a thread along the same path as the fiber. This length was fotnd to be 2.9 14

m after the ends were cleanly cleaved. The fiber of the other arm was therefore cleaved to be as

close as possible to this length. This was achieved by stretching the fiber in a straight path (with

moderate tension), cleaving one end, measuring the remaining length, then cleaving a calculated

length from the other end. This gave a total length of 2.915 m, so the two branches were assumed

to be within 1 mm of each other. Unfortunately, the last cleave was not clean, reducing coupled

power, so later another 25 mm was cleaved from both fibers.

Modification and Characterization of Phase Modulator -

For the phase locking experiment later, the driver board needs to be able to accept two signal

inputs, one for the dithering oscillator and one for the locking feedback signal from the lock-in

amplifier. Therefore, the printed circuit board was modified to add another summing circuit to the

inverting input of the front-end op amp. Figure 4 shows the original circuit with modification- the

new input is labeled S2.

With the electronic modification completed, the fiber interferometer was assembled and clear

output fringes were obtained with the green HeNe laser. This fringe pattern was expanded with a

negative focal length lens, and the central fringe detected by a 2 x 3 mm silicon pin photodiode and

transimpedance amplifier (10 MoWm feedback resistor).
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One key parameter describing the performance of a phase modulator is the phase change ill

radians per volt of drive. This was measured by observing the fringe pattern while imposing a ramp

voltage on the drive electronics to the piezoelectric crystal. The fringe changes are shown in Fig. 5

for a 40 V ramp in piezo voltage. From this plot, two features can be calculated:

1. There are 24 1/2 full fringe shifts over the 40 V, so the modulator sensitivity is:

24.5 x 2nt/40 = 3.85 rad/V.

This is very acceptable sensitivity for seven wraps of fiber.

2. Since the full range of the drive voltage is 0-180 Vdc, this corresponds to a

fringe range of:

24.5 x 180/40 = 110.3 fringes.

This range should be more than adequate to cover the fringe drifting that may be

encountered over several minutes of operation.

Another key parameter of a modulator is its frequency response. This was measured by

providing a constant input voltage (30 mV pk-pk) to the driver board op amp and observing the

peak-to-peak fringe excursion while changing the frequency of the drive voltage. The dc offset

voltage (approximately 50 V) was slightly changed on each observation to stay at the point of

maximum slope, and thus maximize the fringe excursions. The peak-to-peak intensity change of the

fringe excursion was approximately 0.25 of a complete minimum-to-maximum fringe shift.

The first measurement of the modulator's frequency response gave an unusually low 3 dB

rolloff frequency of about 50 Hz. It was later discovered that this frequency was due to the limited

frequency response of the photodetector (caused by a capacitor placed in the detection circuit to

reduce noise), not the modulator. Thus, the experiment was redone in the author's lab at the

University of Utah after returning from the summer assignment, again using the same procedure as

described above except that a high speed photodetector was employed. The detector had a frequency

response of greater than 1 MHz, determined by observing very short laser diode pulses with the

detector; this value is much higher than the modulator frequency response, and therefore is not a

limiting factor.

The results of the new modulator measurement are given in Fig. 6 as a log-log (Bodie) plot.

The 3 dB frequency is the frequency at which the response (modulation depth) is reduced to one-half
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Frequency Response of Piezo Modulator
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Fig. 6 - Frequency response curves for phase modulator. Input is to the driver board op

amp.
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of its low frequency value. On Fig. 6 this can be seen to be about 2.5 kHz. This frequency is

consistent with the phase shift data; the 3 dB frequency is the frequency at which the phase lag is

-90 with respect to the drive voltage, which can be seen to be about 2.5 kHz on the phase plot.

The modulator frequency response is therefore high enough to be operated in the phase lock

experiments described next.

Phase-locking the Interferometer -

To achieve phase lockup, the electronics configuration shown in Fig. 7 was assembled. As

seen in the figure, the key module was a Stanford Research SR510 lock-in amplifier, which

provided both the dithering frequency (near 100 Hz) to the modulator, and the feedback control

signal to lock the phase.

Two phase lockup experiments were completed. In the first, no special end preparations

were used at the fiber ends. The graph of fringe drifts vs. time (over two 15 minute periods) for

both the locked and unlocked cases is shown in Fig. 8.

For the unlocked case, the fringe drift due to ambient changes in the fibers is clearly seen.

There are about 2 fringe shifts per minute. For the locked case (where the sign of the feedback

signal gave a lock onto the fringe minnimum), the fringe drift was much reduced, but some variation

(estimated at 13%) is still visible. Over the 15 minute period, the dc level to the piezo changed by

about 7 V, corresponding to a net 4.3 fringe drifts in one direction over this time.

The cause of the remaining variation under locked conditions was later discovered to be due

to drifts of Fabry-Perot fringes caused by reflections from the ends of the fibers, and between the

fiber ends and the laser output mirror. This was discovered by plotting the intensity output for one

fiber only (the one wrapped around the modulator) as a function of drive voltage. This plot is

shown in Fig. 9. Comparing these results to Fig. 4 shows that Fig. 9 has : a) smaller fringe

constrast, and b) a fringe sensitivity exactly twice that of Fig. 4. Both of these findings are

consistent with Fabry-Perot fringes in the fiber, due to small (4%) Fresnel reflections at the fiber

ends and round-trip path multiple reflection interference.

To avoid the Fabry-Perot fringes, index matching gel (from Math Associates) was placed in

the space between the microscope objective lens face and the fiber ends. This considerably reduced

the Fresnel reflections. Then the phase lock experiment was repeated, with the results shown in
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Fig. 10. It is clear that the variation under the locked case is now much smaller, although there is

still some evident, probably due to residual amplitude fluctuations in the laser power or coupling

efficiencies into the fibers. The settings on the SR510 lock-in amplifier which proved to give the

best phase lock were:

Frequency of modulation: 102.4 Hz
Phase: -83.9°
All filters (BP,f,2f): in
Sensitivity: 2 mV
Dyn Res: low
Expand: lx
Rel: off
Offset: off
Time constants: pre =1 sec; post = I sec.
Sine wave reference

CONCLUSIONS

Two tasks were achieved this summer:

1) Broadband interference fringes were found in an intermediate-step interferometric setup in the

laboratory. This was a side-by-side arrangement with two subaperture telescopes observing the same

quasi-point source and then passing the light to the two 60 m long fiber paths before recombination by

beamsplitters.

2) A phase-lock condition was obtained in a test fiber interferometer using a piezoelectric fiber

modulator and a lock-in amplifier system. This "internal metric" phase-locking condition is important

for the eventual application of the interferometer for imaging purposes. The modulator was

characterized in sensitivity and frequency response, and it proved to be well suited for use wiih this

fiber interferometer.
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ANALYSIS OF ONYNEX AND MSRP SEISMIC REFRACTION DATA IN NEW ENGLAND

John Ebei
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Abstract

Using interactive two-dimensional seismic raytracing techniques, seismic

velocity models of the crust and upper mantle in New England were constructed

from data collected jointly by Phillips Laboratory and Boston College from two

seismic refraction experiments. One was from the 1984 Maine Seismic Refraction

Experiment (MSRP), with the shotpoints in southcentral Maine and the receivers

stretching from Rumford, Maine into the White Mountains in New Hampshire.

The second was from the 1988 Ontario-New York-New England Seismic Refraction

Experiment (ONYNEX) along a 200 km profile from western New York through

Vermont and into southern New Hampshire. From the MSRP data the lower crust

and Moho discontinuity in Maine were found to vary noticeably across the

Norumbega Fault, with a significantly deeper Moho to the west of the fault. From

the ONYNEX data the previously reported ramp feature, separating the Grenville

basement in the Adirondack Mountains and the Paleozoic basement in the

Northern Anpalachians, was found. The ramp is inferred to dip from the surface

near the Vermont-New York border to 17 km depth beneath the Vermont-New

Hampshire border. The configuration of the ramp indicates that it controlled the

emplacement of the geology above it during Paleozoic and Mesozoic time. The

results of this study suggest models for ancient continental zones which may be

applicable to those in other parts of the world.
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IRODUCTION

In 1984 and again in 1988 the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (now

Phillips Laboratory) and Boston College (called here PL-BC) jointly participated in

carrying out piggyback experiments as part of large-scale seismic refraction

studies in New England. The two experiments, the Maine Seismic Refraction

Experiment (MSRP) in 1984 and the Ontario-New York-New England Seismic

Refraction Experiment (ONYNEX) in 1988. were carried out by the U.S. Geological

Survey (USGS) to determine the seismic velocity structure of the crust across an

ancient continental collision zone. Other participants in parts of MSRP and

ONYNEX were the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and the Geological

Survey of Canada. The PL-BC participation in these experiments was designed to

expand the areal coverages of these experiments. to test field methods for

recording seismic refraction data, and to provide a detailed data set for waveforms

studies of explosions in areas of complicated geologic histories. The ultimate goal

of the PL-BC research was to imprcve the methodologies for monitoring nuclear

testing treaties in remote parts of the world by learning to model regional seismic

waveform data from a well-studied area.

The area of the surveys and the locations of stations of the PL-BC piggyback

experiments are shown in Figure 1. For MSRP the PL-BC stations for the first

night of the experiment were located in the White Mountains of Maine and New

Hampshire to the west of the shots which were fired that night. It is these data

which we analyzed during the summer, 1992 research effort. For ONYNEX data

primarily from the second night of the experiment, a line of receivers from just

northwest erf Westport, New York to Manchester, New Hampshire, were modeled.

Seismic raytracing through models of the seismic velocity structure of the crust

along each of the profiles was used to match the arrival times of the major body

wave phases in the observed seismograms.

A number of crustal models for New England, based on the USGS data, have

already been published for the MSRP and ONYNEX experimer!3. For MSRP early

work based on first analyses of the data are found in Luetgert et al. (1987) and
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Klemperer and Luetgert (1987). More recently, a detailed model of the crust for

the along-strike profile in central Maine was published by Hennet et al. (1991).

The data from the long, cross-strike profile from Canada to coastal Maine are still

being analyzed by the USGS during the summcr of 1992 (J. Luetgert, personal

communication, summer. 1992). For ONYNEX a detailed model for the eastern half

of the experiment, stretching from Maine into central New York state, was

published by Hughes and Luetgert (1991). The results reported in these studies

are important because they provide constraints and starting models for the

analysis of our data sets. These studies are also important because we chose to use

with our observations the same analysis technique (ray tracing using the

computer programs developed by Luetgert, 1988) as was used in those previous

studies. About halfway through the summer, J. Luetgert provided an improved

version of his code, in this case ported to Macintosh computers (Luetgert, 1992).

The use of this code greatly facilitated the modeling of the very complex structure

sampled by the PL-BC data from the ONYNEX experiment.

GEOLOGIC SEMTING AND TECTONIC HISTORY

Fecause the present seismic structure of New England is a reflection of its

past tectonic history, we present a brief summary of the geologic development of

New England relevant to the areas studied here. This summary is abstracted from

a number of sources, most notably Taylor and Toksoz (1979) and Press and Siever

(1982). A summary map of the geology together with the locations of the two

study areas are indicated in Figure 2.

During the late precambrian the eastern edge of North America rifted from

a landmass to the east and evolved into a passive margin. The edge of the

continent in New England at that time ran from what is today western

Massachusetts north through central Vermont and then northwest across the

northern tip of New Hampshire and along the northern third of the state of

Maine. After a long period of drifting a series of collisional events started in New

England with the Taconic orogeny about 480 m.y. ago. During this orogenic

episode, oceanic sediments from the continental shelf and continental slope were

thrust westward and northward upon the eastern edge of North America, forming
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the Taconic Mountains among other structures. A part of the continental edge

also broke off and was thrust up and west, exposed today in various bodies such as

the Green Mountains in Vermont. Following the Taconic orogeny there occurred

a series of collisions between North America and several island arcs and

continental fragments from the east, along with the emplacement of a number of

plutons of various ages. In New England, the Norumbega Fault in Maine and the

Clinton-Newbury Fault in Massachusetts with its extensions in Connecticut are

mapped as the surficial sutures between Avalonia, one of the largest of these

continental fragments, and North America. The Acadian orogeny, which took

place about 380 m.y. ago, was a brief but intense collisional orogeny, probably of

an island arc with North America. The Alleghenian orogeny, which occurred

about 300 m.y. ago, was probably associated with the final suture of the African

land mass to the eastern North American margin. Subsequent to the Alleghenian

orogeny Africa was attached to North America during the period of the existence

of the supercontinent of Pangea. The breakup of Pangea in New England began

during the Triassic period (about 210 m.y. ago) with the opening (which later

failed) of a number of continental rift basins. During the Jurrasic (about 180 m.y.

ago) new set of basins formed to the east, and these successfully opened to form

the Atlantic Ocean. The late Mesozoic (about 120-100 m.y. ago) in New England saw

the emphrcement of the major plutons which make up the White Mountains.

These are thought to have been due to the passage of North America over a mantle

hot spot. Finally, during the Cenozoic (since about 80 m.y. years ago) the eastern

margin of North America has once again evolved into a passive margin, a state

which still exists today.

DATA SEIS FOR THIS STUDY

For both the MSRP and ONYNEX experiments the source shots were located

and detonated by the USGS. The shotpoints were separated by about 30 km along

the refraction lines set up by the USGS, with a subset of all shot points being

detonated during each night of shooting. In both the MSRP and ONYNEX

experiments the shots ranged in size from 1600 lbs. to 4000 lbs. of ammonium

nitrate with one additional 6000 lb. shot in Maine during ONYNEX. The shots were

detonated in 8-inch diameter holes, drilled 49-55 meters in the bedrock to ensure
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good coupling. One shot point each during MSRP and ONYNEX was in a water-

filled quarry. Data from these quarry shots were not used in this study.

The instrumentation and recording configurations for the PL-BC

experiments were different during the MSRP and ONYNEX experiments. For the

first night of shooting during the MSRP (the data set analyzed here), five PL

Terra Technology DCS-302 recorders with 3 Hall-Sears HS-10-1B 1-Hz geophones

were spaced about 15 km apart from Rumford, Maine westward to Crawford, New

Hampshire. Just west of Rumford Boston College installed at about I km station

spacing 5 Sprengnether MEQ-800 analog recorders with vertical HS-10 1-Hz

sensors and 2 digital Sprengnether DR-200 recorders with 3 Teledyne S-13 1-Hz

sensors. For the ONYNEX data set analyzed here PL-BC along with MIT installed a

line of seismographs at about 5 km station spacing from Manchester, New

Hampshire to just northwest of Port Henry, New York. The primary purpose of

this line was to record two shotpoints from near either end of the line. PL put out

25 Terra Technology recorders with Sprengnether S-6000 triaxial geophones,

while the Boston College-MIT data were recorded on 9 seismographs, 5 of which

were MEQ-800 analog seismographs which were connected to HS-10 seismometers.

The other seismographs were DR-200 digital seismographs connected to S-6000

seismometers. All of the instruments during both experiments were calibrated

either to WWV radio or GOES satellite time.

As the first step in the analysis of the data, the digital waveforms for both

experiments were assembled on the PL VAX computer. The waveforms were then

read into the computer program ICON, developed by Dr. John Cipar at PL, where

the first arrival times and the arrival times of other important P wave phases

were read. Using ICON we constructed record se,, .-ns of the data, facilitating

identification of phases from one waveform to the next. An example of a record

section from the ONYNEX data set is shown in Figure 3. We then added to the set of

arrival times from the digital data the times of arrival of first and later P-wave

arrivals from the analog records. These were read with a visual occular graded to

a 0.1 mm scale. The reading accuracy of the digital waveforms was 0.01 sec, while

for the analog waveforms it was 0.02 to 0.04 sec.
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Figure 3. Example of one of the PL-BC seismic sections from the ONYNEX

experiment. The traces are from shotpoint 10 to the southwest. with the 0 distance

being at shotpoint 10. The time axis represents travel time at a reduced velocity of

6.0 km/s. The amplitudes of the traces are individually normalized.
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MODELING RESULTS

MSRP Data Set

The set of seismograms from the MSRP experiment contained a number of

P-wave arrivals which were used in the ray-tracing analysis. In many cases the

first arrivals were rather emergent, indicating that these arrivals were head

waves or waves guided along the top of faster velocity layers in the upper crust.

Several later arrivals in the P waveforms were also analyzed. These generally fit

the expected travel times for mid-crustal or Moho reflections. Thus, the arrival

time data set could be used not only to measure seismic velocities in the upper

crust but also to estimate the thickness of the crust in the study area.

The approach in fitting the observed travel times was first to construct a

starting crustal model based on the results of Hughes and Luetgert (1991) and

Hennett et al. (1991). Rays were then traced through this model from the

appropriate source positions to each receiver location, and the predicted travel

times were compared to the observed travel times. The crustal model was then

changed and the ray tracing redone. This process was repeated a number of times

by trial and error until a velocity model which closely matches the travel time

data was found. The data were analyzed starting with that from the closest

shotpoint and working progressively toward the farthest shotpoint. For the

observations from each shotpoint, the first arrivals were matched first followed

by the later arrivals in the data set. The deepest reflections, those from the Moho,

were fit last for each shotpoint.

Plots of the crustal model which best fit the arrival time observations are

shown in Figure 4. Several interesting features can be observed in this model.

First, while a low velocity zone from the starting model is preserved in the upper

crust, the data set analyzed here is too sparse to either confirm or deny the

occurrence of such a feature. Second, the top of the lowermost crustal layer is

quite deep between shotpoints 4 and 5 and the receiving stations. It is as deep as

29 km here, whereas it is between 21 km and 27 km deep throughout other parts of

New England. The Moho depth of 37-40 km under the central part of this profile is
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Figure 4. Crustal models for western Maine from the analysis of the MSRP data.
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quite consistent with the results of Luetgert et al. (1987) and Kafka and Ebel (1988)

who reported a local depression in the Moho in this vicinity.

For shotpoints 6 and 7 there are some notable changes in the crustal model

needed to fit the data. Specifically, the Moho is shallowed to a depth of 33-35 km

near the shotpoints, and the top of the lowermost crust is raised to about 22 kin.

These changes occur to the east of the Norumbega Fault, and they suggest that the

Noruumbega Fault represents a major discontinuity in the structure of the lower

crust. Curiously, such a discontinuity was not reported either by Klemperer and

Luetgert (1987) or Stewart et al. (1987). However, the observations in this study

sample a somewhat different part of the crust of Maine than those studies. Thus, it

appears that strong lateral changes in the seismic velocity structure of the lower

crust of Maine can occur over distances of a few tens of kilometers.

ONYNEX Data Set

Applying to the PL-BC ONYNEX data set the same analysis methods as wcre

described above for the MSRP observations, we first found constraints on the

layer thicknesses and velocities under southern New Hampshire and central

Vermont and under the easternmost part of the Adirondack Mountains. These

constraints were used in the creation of two seismic velocity models for the

seismic line which we studied. One model was for the arrivals northwest from

shotpoint 22 in Southern New Hampshire (an Applachian crustal model), while

the second was for the arrivals around shotpoint 10 in the Adirondacks of New

York (an Adirondack crustal model). Major differences in the seismic velocity

structure between these two regions had already been reported by Hughes and

Luetgert (1991). A single crustal model was constructed from these two distinct

models by ramping the Adirondacks underneath the Appalachians, as previously

recognized from the 1980 COCORP profile (Brown et al., 1983) and from the Hughes

and Luetgert (1991) study. The seismic velocities and positions of the layer

boundaries in the constructed model were varied until rays traced through the

model best fit the observed arrival times. The interactive two-dimensional seismic

raytracing program MACRAY (Luetgert, 1992) greatly facilitated the ray tracing

processing. This analysis lead to the development of a seismic velocity model that
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is similar to that found by Hughes and Luetgert (1991) for the region just north of

our study area.

The best fitting seismic velocity structure (Figure 5) is well constrained in

the upper 20 km as the first arrivals were strong and relatively clear of noise and

the source-receiver distances provided observations which primarily sampled the

upper half of the crust. An insufficient number of strong/clear second arrivals

representing reflections from the deeper parts of the crust and from the top of

the mantle lead to more ambiguous readings of their arrival times, and therefore,

the velocity structure below 20 km is not as constrained as that of the upper crust.

The northern ent4 of the profile extends into the Adirondack mountains.

The Adirondacks velocity crustal model consists of a low velocity layer of seismic

velocity 5.45-5.50 km/s. This 0.5 km thick layer represents the weathered rock

and ground cover. From 0.5 km to 18 km depth the Adirondacks are characterized

by a high P-wave velocity of 6.30-6.55 km/s. This high P-wave velocity reflects

the anorthositic composition of the Adirondacks, which consist of 1.0+ b.y. old

Grenville basement rocks. The high crustal velocity rocks of the Adirondacks

extend from the near surface, at the northwestern part of the profile, to a dept!

of 17 km under the Vermont-New Hampshire border. The Appalachian crust is

also topped by a 0.5 km weathering layer, and below that the P-wave velocities

increase from 6.03 km/s to about 6.3 km/s at 15 km depth. An upwarp in the top of

the 6.65 km/s layer near the base of the ramp was needed to fit the first arrival

time data from shotpoint 22 to the stations at the northwestern part of the profile.

A local upward bulge in the Moho surface was also inferred from the arrival times

of what were interpreted to be PmP reflected phases in the sections.

The major result of the analysis of the PL-BC ONYNEX data is the position of

the ramp under the profile. The ramp is found to dip steadily from the Vermont-

New York border downward to the Vermont-New Hampshire border where it

flattens out considerably. The bottom of the ramp under this profile occurs

approximately due south of the bottom of the ramp under northcentral Vermont

found by Hughes and Luetgert (1991). Thus, the edge of the ramp beneath

Vermont and New Hampshire strikes approximately due north-south, which is the
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prevailing trend of most of the surface geology in this area. Given the ancient

age of the rocks in the Adirondack Mountains compared to that of the

Appalachian rocks, it appears likely that the shape of the Adirondack/Grenville

massif has controlled the orientation of the emplacement of the geology and

tectonic terranes in Vermont since late precambrian time.

IMPLICATIONS FOR NUCLEAR TEST BAN TREATY MONITORING

One of the most important aspects of using seismology to monitor nuclear

test ban treaties, particularly using seismic stations located at regional distances

(less tha 100 km to 2000 km or so from the sources), is to understand the seismic

wave propagation between the sources and the receivers (Pomeroy et al., 1982).

Seismological studies in recent years have revealed strong complexity in the

structure of the earth's crust in many places (Braile, 1991), and the variation of

this complexity from place to place makes it difficult to find general rules to guess

the seismic wave propagation characteristics for any particular source-receiver

path. The results of this study demonstrate that, for an ancient continental

collision belt, major crustal variations can occur over distances of tens of

kilometers. In particular, the topography of the Moho can vary by several

kilometers, and the interface between older continental shield rocks and

younger, overthrust collisional terranes is a smoothly dipping structure with a

geometry which is reflected in the overlying surface geology. These results give

important clues about what crustal seismic structures may be found in other parts

of the world, such as under the Ural Mountains and the Caucuses Mountains in

Eurasia. They can be used to postulate possible crustal models for use in nuclear

test ban treaty monitoring studies in these and other areas of the world.
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Abstract

Researchers at the Phillips Laboratory at Edwards Air Force Base have
been instrumental in the development and characterization of thermotropic

liquid crystal polymers (LCPs). One of the most interesting and potentially
valuable areas of research on these materials is the question of physico-

chemical annealing. The mechanical and chemical properties of some of these

materials are known to dramatically improved upon annealing. In order to

realize the full potential of annealed LCPs, a firm understanding of the

molecular structure, morphology, texture, and the dynamics and mechanism of

formation of the annealed state must be obtained. Neutron scattering
techniques are thought to be capable of providing much of the basic structural

information necessary to develop that understanding.

During the summer of 1992, the author was privileged to have
participated in the Phillips Laboratory LCP Research Program at Edwards Air

Force Base. His work was primarily involved with preparations for a series of

planned neutron scattering experiments. A preliminary search of the
literature available about neutron scattering in general and small angle

neutron scattering in particular was completed. The information obtained from

the literature search was used to investigate some preliminary experiment

design considerations for a small angle neutron scattering experiment on LCPs.

In addition, a survey of world wide neutron scattering facilities was made.

Both their physical capabilities and their user requirements were determined.

The results of the survey and the preliminary experiment design considerations
were used to recommend a primary and a first alternate neutron scattering

facility at which to perform the planned experiments.
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PREPARATIONS FOR NEUTRON SCATTERING INVESTIGATIONS
OF LIQUID-CRYSTAL POLYMERS

David M. Elliott

INTRODUCTION

The development of advanced new materials possessing very high specific
strength and specific modulus is critically important to the Air Force mission

in both the exploration of interplanetary space and the development of higher
performance and lower cost missile systems. Composite materials with superior

mechanical properties have been made from high-strength fibers and graphite.

Parts and structures made from these composite materials are, however,

relatively costly because of the complexity of the manufacturing process. The
high-strength fibers used in these composite materials are prepared from
stiff-chain aromatic polymers. These polymers are called stiff-chain polymers
because the molecules tend to be quite elongated in solution or in the melt.

These elongated molecules have a propensity to form a definite crystalline
organization in the liquid state (either solution or melt) and consequently

they are referred to as liquid-crystal polymers (LCPs). In addition to high-
strength fibers, LCPs can be injection or blow molded inexpensively into

complex shapes. The liquid crystalline order persists and is often enhanced
as LCPs are carried into the solid state. Solid materials made from LCPs are,
however, inhomogeneous and highly anisotropic. They can be thought of as

molecular composites.

The mechanical properties of solid LCPs depend importantly on the
processing as well as on the material itself. Flow, either in the spinning of

fibers or in the molding of parts, can result in an increase in the crystal-
line order and this in turn can result in significant enhancements of both
strength and modulus. Temperature is also an important processing variable.

Some LCPs are known to undergo very significant and favorable changes in both

mechanical and chemical properties after thermal annealing. The relationships

between molecular conformation and crystalline order and mechanical and
chemical properties are not well known yet understanding these relationships

is vital to developing these molecular composites to their full potential.
Recognizing this, researchers at the Phillips Laboratory are pursuing a
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program of both theoretical and experimental studies to characterize the
molecular structure, dynamics, and mechanism of formation of the annealed
state in selected linear LCPs. The experimental part of the program necessar-
ily involves a number of different techniques including thermal and mechanical
as well as atomic (X-ray) and nuclear (neutron scattering).

'"%e nuclear techniques will include as a minimum small angle neutron
scattering and neutron diffraction and may include neutron reflectometry as
well. The neutron scattering and diffraction experiments being considered for
this program will require very high integrated neutron fluxes and complex
experimental facilities which are available only at large centrally located
facilities. There are very few facilities in the world where these experi-

ments can be carried out, probably less than twenty five in total. The
neutrons are produced either by high-energy positive ion accelerators or by
nuclear research reactors. The accelerator sources produce higher instanta-
neous neutron fluxes (and higher neutron energies) but their beams are pulsed
resulting in somewhat lower integrated fluxes. The facilities based on
accelerator sources have historically concentrated on pulsed source instrumen-
tation and techniques. The development of equipment and techniques for the
exploration of basic issues in condensed-matter science has taken place
largely at research reactor based facilities. For these reasons, only
research reactor based neutron scattering facilities are being considered for
the Phillips Laboratory LCP experimental research.

The objectives of the present work are all related to preparations for
the neutron scattering investigations to be carried out in the immediate
future. In close cooperation with other researchers at the Phillips Laborato-
ry, the following principal tasks were initiated:

1. Preliminary search of the literature for information about SANS
and liquid crystal polymers.

2. Preliminary design of SANS experiments.

3. Survey of world-wide neutron scattering facilities appropriate for

the Phillips Laboratory LCP experimental work and selection of a
primary and first alternate facility.
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NEUTRON SCATTERING AND AWPLICATIONS TO LCPS

Neutrons are electrically neutral sub-atomic particles with a mass of

1.675 E-27kg, spin 1/2, and a magnetic moment of 1.913 nuclear magnetrons.

The de Broglie relation, p = hk/27 is the basis for conversions among neutron

properties expressed in terms of momentum (p), velocity (V, = p/rn,), wave

vector (k), wavelength (A), and kinetic energy (E). Table 1. (Reference 1)

gives some useful conversion relations.

Energy E (meV) I 10 50

corresponds to defined by

Angular frequency w (rad~sect W = E1h 1.52 x 1012 !L52 x I013 "6 x 10"

Frequency v(14z) v = E h 2.42 x 10'" 2.4- IX01 121 x I0'1

Optical wave number - I '(cm - I = ,,c 8.065 S0.65 403.3

Temperature i T. K) T = E kg 11.605 116 580

Neutron velocity v. (m/secl -= (2E.',,' 2 437 1383 3093

Neutron wavelength ;. IA) . = h(2,n,E) z 9.04 2.86 1.28

Neutron wave number k IA 'l k = 12mE)' ""`1 0.695 2.2 4-91

Table 1. Neutron Conversion Data

Neutrons in thermal equilibrium with their surroundings (called "thermal

neutrons") turn out to be an extremely useful probe of the structure of

condensed matter. This fact was recognized by physicists soon after the

discovery of the neutron in 1932. Table 2. (Reference 2) shows some character-

istics of neutrons at selected energies.

Quantity Unit Definition Ultracold Cold Thermal Epithermal

Energy E meWV 0.00025 1 25 1000

Temperature T K Elks 0.0029 12 290 12,000

Wavelength i6 A h/(2mE)"
2  570 9.0 1.8 0.29

Wave vector k' A" (2toE)'11 ,'P 0.011 0.7 3.5 22

Velocity Vt m/s (2E/m)"1  6.9 440 2200 14,000

Table 2. Characteristics of Neutrons at Selected Energies
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Some of the reasons why neutrons are such useful probes of condensed matter

listed below.(Reference 1)

1. The interaction of thermal neutrons with matter is weak.

2. The absorption of thermal neutrons by matter is often very small.

3. The wavelength of thermal neutrons is comparable to atomic and

molecular spacing.

4. The nonmagnetic scattering amplitude of neutrons does not depend
on the electronic structure, rather it depends on the nuclear
structure. It is often very different for different isotopes of
the same element.

The weak interaction and small absorption of neutrons allows them to be used
to probe at much greater depths into a material than electromagnetic radiation
(X-rays or light). The ability to probe at depth is critical to the current
LCP research because the molecular orientation and perhaps the conformation as
well are strong functions of position within the material and particularly
near the surface.

Neutron scattering is a relatively new technique of material science,
having been extensively utilized only over the last fifteen years or so. A
considerable amount of fundamental research using neutron scattering tech-

niques has been done on polymers and the experimental techniques are relative-

ly well developed. The picture is, however, not as bright for LCPs. Very
little neutron scattering work has been done with LCPs. The majority of the
work that has been done in this area is very recent and was done in europe.

(References 7-10)

Neutron scattering can, in general, be reduced to the simple
form: (Reference 15)

-~ AS.D (Q1 w)
d2Ca

Where: The measured intensity is proportional to d2a

(perhaps integrated over E) dQdE
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A is a (known) constant which contains all of the neutron proper-

ties

S,(Q, w) is determined solely by the sample.

Q = k,- k 2

E = (a) = (K/2m)*(k1
2 -k 2

2 )

and %J3 label the spin state of the neutron before and after the

scattering event.

k = 2r/X = mv/K and k, and k2 are the neutron wave vectors before
and after the scattering event respectively.

Thus a neutron scattering experiment reduces to a determination of the

magnitude and direction k both before and after the scattering event.

In the experiments of interest for the current program, the scattering

is elastic. The magnitude of the neutron wave vector is thus unchanged during

the scattering event. For these experiments, one needs only to measure the

magnitude of the wave vector (or the energy) once, usually before the scatter-

ing event. One then measures the direction of the emergent neutrons after the

scattering event. These experiments are simple in theory. The difficulties,
as usual, lie in the details. It is the details that must be determined in

the design of specific experiments.

RESULTS

Preliminary Literature Search

The experimental phase of the Phillips Laboratory LCP Research Program

contemplates using a number of different neutron scattering techniques. As
mentioned previously, these techniques include neutron diffraction (ND),

neutron reflectometry (NR), and small angle neutron scattering (SANS). The

SANS technique produces a wider variety of useful information than do the
others. Not surprisingly, SAINS is the most demanding of these techniques.

SANS requires a much greater integrated neutron flux, better collimation and
wavelength selectivity, a more massive, complicated, and higher precision

spectrometer, and a position sensitive detector. Perhaps because they are so

complicated and expensive, there is more variability in the capabilities of
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the SANS instruments at different scattering research facilities than in the
instruments used for the other techniques. For these reasons and because the

principal objective of the author's summer work was to recommend a primary and
a first alternate reactor based neutron scattering facility, the literature

search began with and still concentrates on small angle neutron scattering.

The essential objective of the SANS literature search is to locate and
obtain copies of references that will provide or support the development of:

1. A thorough understanding of the theory of the various possible

scattering interactions, particularly SANS.

2. The ability to model the contemplated SANS experiments and predict
specific results based on knowledge of the experimental conditions
and of the scattering medium.

3. A knowledge of the techniques used and the specific results
obtained for polymer systems in general and LCPs in particular.

During the summer, copies of a number of good references were obtained.
Three chapters in two books and one journal article were obtained which
provide an excellent introduction to the theory of neutron scattering.

(References 1-4) Five references dealing with the application of SANS to
polymer systems (References 5-9) and five dealing with specific applications

to liquid crystal polymers (References 10-13, 15) were obtained. These

references have already proven their worth in providing information useful in
the preliminary design of SANS experiments.

Preliminary SANS Experiment Design Considerations

One important purpose of the initial preliminary SANS experiment design
was to secure sufficient information to asses the suitability of a number of

candidate neutron scattering facilities for performing the planned LCP

experiments. The SANS experiment design was used for this purpose because it
is more demanding than ND and because virtually every neutron scattering
facility has adequate ND capabilities. The SANS technique is extremely
versatile and a number of different parameters of interest can be measured.

Two Q regions of interest to the polymer scientist are often identified
within the small angle range. (Reference 8) The first and lowest region is

known as the Guinier region and is defined by 1/Q > k where Rk is the radius
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of gyration or the second moment of the distribution of the scattering

centers. In this region, the scattering is sensitive to the dimensions of the
chains and not their detailed shape. The second region is defined by

1/1R < Q < 1 where 1 is the length of a characteristic segment of the chain,
usually a few monomer units. In the second region, the scattering becomes
very sensitive to correlations between segments and thus to the sh7 'e of the

molecule. In this region, S(Q) varies as I/Q for a rod like structure and as

1/Q' for a sphere.

The first experiment considered was solid state molecular weight

determination for amorphous LCPs. This experiment utilizes a variation of the
Zimm plot technique. (Reference 7) Here Q is approximately in the Guinier

region and the desired information is obtained from a plot of the inverse of
the scattered intensity as a function of the square of Q. Since the Guinier

region is defined as 1/Q > R,, the high end of the Q range is roughly i/R, and
the low end is as low as the instrument will allow. In the literature, these

Q ranges usually extend over a factor of from four to ten. (References
10,11,12) The materials of interest for the current LCP research are rod like

molecules with a length on the order of 90 A This would suggest a radius of
gyration of about 26 A The corresponding Guinier range (in Q) for these
molecules would be about 0.005 to 0.04 A-'. This then was taken to be the Q

range that had to be available. The low end of this range is at about the
limit of some SANS machines. Most machines will cover up to at least 0.4 and

some will go up as high as 1.0.

Given that the Q range is acceptable, probably the next most important

factor is the neutron flux available on the sample at the required wave-

lengths. A number of things affect the available flux. The most obvious of

these are the peak thermal flux available in the reactor and whether or not a
cold moderator (cold source) is present. The peak thermal flux available in

the high power reactors (60 - 100 MW) is about 10'"n/cm2 /sec. The medium
power reactors (10 - 20 MW) have peak thermal fluxes on the order of 10".

The addition of a cold moderator will increase the flux of neutrons of

interest in SANS experiments by about a factor of 5. The flux available at

the sample is a very important factor in determining the time required to
perform a given experiment (counting time for adequate statistics). For the

best combination of a high power reactor with a cold moderator, counting times

for typical SANS experiments with polymers vary from about 5 to about 60

minutes for isotropic scattering and from about 25 to about 300 minutes for
anisotropic scattering (as in ordered polymer systems). (Reference 7) Without

using any tricks to optimize the experimental setup, these times would

increase by about a factor of 50 for a medium power reactor without a cold
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moderator. Fortunately, there are a number of tricks that can be used to
increase the total number of neutrons being scattered from the sample as well
as those impinging upon it.

The large difference in scattering length between deuterium and hydrogen

provides excellent contrast between molecules labeled with deuterium and those
that are not. Increasing the concentration of deuterated chains up to a

maximum of 50 percent or so increases the signal to background ratio. On the
other hand, deuteration is not without its potential drawbacks. One major
drawback is the relatively high cost. Another is the possibility that
deuteration may affect the results of the experiment in subtle and unpredict-

able ways. "One of the basic assumptions of SANS is that deuterium labeling
does not affect the properties of the chains. In the case of PE, deuterium

labeling causes a 60 difference in the melting temperature, and thus during
slow-melt crystallization a nonrandom distribution of deuterated chains
occurs. (Reference 7) "The SANS method is extremely sensitive to small devia-
tions from a statistical distribution. (Reference 5)

The size of the sample, of course, impacts the number of neutrons
reaching the detector. In general, the sample diameter should be as large as

possible within the confines of the beam geometry at the sample. The sample
thickness will be governed by the specific material under investigatio:, and

the concentration of deuterated chains. The literature provides some useful
guidance here. "Small angle scattering is usually carried out with samples
that have 50% transmission. A mainly hydrogenous sample will be about 1 mm
thick, whereas a sample that contains a high proportion of deuterium can be 5-
10 mm thick." (Reference 7)

Neutron Scattering Facility Survey

One important question that needed to be answered early in the program

was: Which neutron scattering facilities would be likely to have both the
required physical resources and a user policy that would allow the planned
experiments to be carried out in a timely and cost effective manner. The
Phillips Laboratory program plan calls for the neutron scattering experiments
to be done over a relatively narrow time frame beginning in the very near
future. To complicate matters even further, the program must operate under
very tight budgetary constraints. To begin the process of answering this
question, a list of all of the major reactor based neutron scattering facili-
ties in the world was made. Entries on this list were obtained from the
literature and a from a series of personal contacts and telephone calls.
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Table 3. lists all of the major facilities currently known to the author.

All of the facilities listed in Table 3. have a number of different
neutron scattering instruments and all have at least one SANS spectrometer.

If any facility could not meet the physical requirements of the proposed
experiments, it would most likely be because of limitations of the SANS

instrument. Preliminary experiment design considerations suggest that the
most probable limiting factors are the Q range and the neutron flux available
on the sample. It turns out that any of the facilities listed in Table 3.
would be physically capable of performing all of the planned experiments. The

main physical difference among these facilities would be the time it takes to
perform each individual experiment. The high power reactors with a cold

moderator can do the experiments in much less time.

Having developed rapidly over the past fifteen years or so, neutron
scattering is now seen as a core competency in materials science and engineer-

ing. From Table 3. one can see that the total number of neutron scattering
facilities in the world is very small. The result is that most of the world's
neutron scattering facilities are over subscribed, some by as much as a factor
of three. There are simply more good experiments to be run than there are
facilities to run them. As a result, most of these facilities have adopted
policies that restrict the number of experiments that can be run. Many of

them have adopted the "user facility" approach where instrument time is
allocated by a conmmittee based on their evaluation of the technical merit of
proposals submitted by those who want to use the facility. There are a number
of drawbacks to this approach from the experimenter's point of view. The

proposal review and time allocation process takes a long time, often several
months. Since all proposals cannot be approved, there is a substantial
probability that any individual proposal might not be
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United States

o Brookhaven National Laboratory (TFBR)

Upton, Long Island New York

o Oak Ridge National Laboratory (HrIR)

Oak Ridge, Tennessee

o National Institute of Standards (NIST)

Gaithersburg, Maryland

0 University of Missouri (MURR)

Columbia, Missouri

Australia

o Australian Nuclear Science & Technology Organization (BIFAR)

Lucas Heights

France

o Institut Laue Langevin (ILL)

Grenoble

o Orphee Reactor Center (ORPHEE)

Saclay

0 SILOE, CENG (SILOE)

Grenoble

Germany

o KFA Research Reactor (JULICR)

Julich

0 HMI Reactor Facility (EM)

Berlin

Japan

o JAERI III Reactor Facility (JAERI)

Table 3. Worldwide Reactor Based Neutron Scatter±ng Facilities
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accepted at all. Many proposals end up in an alternate position or in a

queue. The time and budgetary constraints of the Phillips Laboratory LCP

experimental program are such that it would be very difficult to do all of the

proposed experixients at a user facility' simply because of the process required

to obtain instrument time.

From those facilities listed in Table 3. five candidate facilities at

which the experimental program might reasonably be carried out in a timely

manner were selected. Four of these are in the United States and one is in

Australia. Next, detailed technical and user policy information was collected

for each candidate facility. Literature references were reviewed and printed

materials were obtained where these were available. Personal contacts were

made by telephone at each candidate facility. A summary of the information is

given in Table 4.

HFrR HFIR HIFAR NIST MURR

Reactor Power (MW) 60 100 10 20 10

Peak Thermal Flux (E14) 5 11 1.6 4 1

Cold Moderator? Yes No No Yes No

Number of Spectrometers 13 9 8 12 8

User Facility? Yes Yes No Yes No

Table 4. Features and User Policy of Candidate Facilities

All of these candidate facilities are (or soon will be) physically

capable of providing the adequate Q range, neutron flux and other capabilities

required to carry out the Phillips Laboratory LCP experimental program. Only

two of these facilities, however, are not user facilities and thus would be

capable under present circumstances of meeting all of the current program

requirements: HIFAR and MURR. Both of these facilities have user policies

that allow and, in fact, encourage collaboration between their own scientists

and those of the experimenter. Formal proposals are not required at either of

them. The reactor power and peak flux are similar and the SANS spectrometers

are nearly identical. Both SANS spectrometers are currently being built or

upgraded. Present schedules call for the SANS spectrometer at HIFAR to be

completed in mid to late 1992 while that at MURR is planned for operation in

the first or second quarter of 1993. Based on all of the above factors, it is

recommended that the HIFAR facility be selected as the primary facility and

MURR as the first alternate.
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CONCLUSIONS

Neutron scattering techniques, particularly small angle neutron scatter-

ing and neutron diffraccion, are capable of providing significant insight into

both the structure and the morphology of liquid crystal polymers in the solid

state. These techniques should be uniquely useful in helping to understand

the molecular structure, dynairics and mechanism of formation of the annealed

state. There are, however, significant problems in actually applying these

tools to LCPs. These problems lie in two primary areas: The first area is

the lack of previous work using neutron scattering techniques specifically for

investigating LCPs. Only a few publications are available and these address

only a small part of the total picture. The theory is adequately presented in

the literature but there is little guidance for the actual application of the

techniques and the interpretation of the results. The second area is the

difficulty of actually getting instrument time at one of the very few neutron

scattering facilities in the world capable of doing the work.

The essential conclusions reached from this work, then, can be summa-

rized as follows:

1. Neutron scattering techniques, particularly SANS and ND are

inherently capable of answering many of the fundamental structural

questions of interest to the Phillips Laboratory LCP Research

Program.

2. A very considerable effort is required before the actual experi-

mental program can begin. The primary things that need to be done

are a complete literature search and detailed experiment design.

3. Considering all of the requirements of the Phillips Laboratory

program, particularly temporal and budgetary constraints, the

preferred neutron scattering facility at which to do the work is

the HIFAR facility in Australia. A close second is the MURR

facility in Missouri.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following two recommendations are made based on the results the

Summer Research Program and discussions with the Phillips Laboratory research

scientists and others in the neutron scattering community:
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1. Complete the SANS literature search and extend it to include ND.

The essential objective of the literature search should be to

locate and obtain copies of references that will provide or
support the development of:

A. A thorough understanding of the theory of the various possi-
ble scattering interactions.

B. The ability to model the contemplated experiments and pre-
dict specific results based on knowledge of the experimental

conditions and of the scattering medium.
C. A knowledge of the techniques used and the specific results

obtained for polymer systems in general and LCPs in particu-

lar.

2. Complete ti.e preliminary experiment designs done in the current
work and extend them to include ND.

These recommendations are included in the objectives of the author's AFOSR

Research Initiation Proposal.
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ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ARCJET OPTICAL
DIAGNOSTICS FACILITY AT PHILLIPS LAB

Daniel A. Erwin, John H. Schilling, and Jeff A. Pobst
Department of Aerospace Engineering
University of Southern California

An arcjet optical diagnostic facility was established at the Phillips

Laboratory. This facility is expected to provide accurate measures of flow

properties in the plume and nozzle region of arcjet thrusters to assist in the

development of more efficient arcjet thrusters for spacecraft stationkeeping

and orbit-raising applications. A 30-kW arcjet was mounted and successfully

operated in a vacuum test chamber capable of accurately duplicating the space

environment. Optical elements were installed to allow active or passive

measurement of flow properties using the techniques of emission spectroscopy

and laser-induced fluorescence. A tunable ring dye laser pumped by a 20-watt

CW argon-ion laser were installed and aligned for LIF experiments. Finally,

an automated control and data-acquisition system was installed and software

developed to conduct a variety of experiments.
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ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ARCJET OPTICAL

DIAGNOSTICS FACILITY AT PHILLIPS LAB

Dan Erwin, John Schilling, and Jeff Pobst

INTRODUCTION

Arciets are a type of electrothermal rocket in which a gaseous

propellant is heated by a high-current electric arc and expanded through a

nozzle to produce thrust. Such thrusters have a specific impulse in the 800

to 1500 second range, compared with 300-450 seconds for chemical rockets.

Although such thrusters do not produce enough thrust for launch vehicle

applications, they promise significant advantages when used for spacecraft

stationkeeping and orbit-raising purposes. In particular, the reduced

propellant mass due to increased specific impulse will allow an increase in

payload or a reduction in launch vehicle size and cost. However, current

arcjet thrusters are remarkably inefficient (-30%) in electric power

utilization, so further research is necessary before arcjets can be used on

operational spacecraft. In order to conduct such research, it is necessary to

measure flow properties such as velocity and density in the arcjet nozzle and

plume. This will increase our understanding of the processes affecting arcjet

efficiency as well as serving to validate theoretical and computational models

of arcjet performance. In addition, if the experimental process is simple

enough, it can be used to rapidly evaluate a large number of proposed arcjet

designs.

THEARCET
The test facility is designed to be compatible with virtually any arcjet

of up to 30kW power. Initial tests were conducted using a 30kW arcjet

designed and manufactured by the Air Force Astronautics Lab. Both the cathode

and anode/nozzle are machined from thoriated tungsten due to the extreme

temperatures produced by the arc, and boron nitride is used as an insulator

for the same reason. Although the arcjet is capable of operating on a wide

variety of propellants, all tests in this facility will be using gaseous

ammonia, for which the appropriate flow rate is 0.25gm/sec. The arcjet

requires approximately 300 amps at a voltage of 100 volts, for a total of

30kW. A brief pulse of 1-2kV is normally required for arc initiation, but by

using argon propellant at a lower flow rate the arc can be initiated at -300V.

The arcjet is expected to operate at a specific impulse of approximately

800s on ammonia propellant, with a thrust at maximum power of approximately

two newtons. This corresponds to a thrust power of 8kw, giving an efficiency

of 25-30%. As noted above, the purpose of this facility is to assist in
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efforts to increase this figure, hopefully to 50-65%. It is believed that

most of the wasted energy goes to thermal, boundary layer, and frozen-flow

losses, but the precise mechanisms are not well understood.

ARCJET TEST CHAMBER

Arcjet engines are intended solely for space applications, and have a

very low nozzle exit pressure. Thus, it is necessary to test them in a vacuum

environment. Previous experience suggests that a pressure of less than 100

milliTorr is desirable. An aluminum vacuum chamber approximately 1.75 meters

in diameter and 3.5 meters long was provided for this purpose, connected by

large-diameter steel ducts to a Roots-Stoke vacuum pump combination capable of

a maximum 10,800 cfm pumping rate. Given a 0.25gm/second propellant flow rate

into the vacuum chamber, this plumbing system should be able to maintain a

pressure of 60 milliTorr in the test chamber. However, due to design and

manufacturing flaws, the vacuum chamber suffered major leaks and could not be

pumped below 400 milliTorr, even with no propellant flow. By replacing

numerous O-ring seals and redesigning several flanges, the desired performance

was achieved.

The heat load caused by the operation of a 30kW arcjet can destroy the

seals of the vacuum system, and could pose a safety hazard to people working

around the vacuum chamber. Thus, a cooling system is necessary. A cooling

jacket was provided with the vacuum chamber, consisting of a thin cylindrical

liner with a network of water channels of approximately 2 cm diameter. It is

mounted on supports maintaining a uniform 10 cm separation between tank wall

and liner. A cooling panel of similar design was mounted on the end of the

test chamber. Some plumbing work was necessary to connect the cooling panels

to a water pumping and refrigeration system.

The arcjet was mounted on a test stand in the center of the vacuum

chamber. Two test stands are available for this purpose. The first is a

simple vertical post with a mounting bracket for the arcjet and fittings to

attach the test stand to the interior of the chamber. This served to hold the

arcjet for the initial facility tests. The arcjet mounting bracket is a

simple clamp, so no specific mating flange on the arcjet is required. This is

consistent with the desire that the test facility be compatible with a wide

variety of arcjets. A more sophisticated thrust stand was mounted on a

multi-axis translation stage, allowing the arcjet to be positioned in three

dimensions with a high degree of accuracy. This was necessary to probe

different points in the flow field, as the optical path of the diagnostic

equipment was fixed. Motive power was provided by three high-precision
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stepper motors under computer control. This allowed automated positioning of

the arcjet without opening the chamber.

PROPELLANT FEED

No propellant feed system was provided for the test chamber. 150-lb

bottles of liquid anhydrous ammonia were stored at a location outside of the

laboratory due to safety concerns. A 0.250 stainless-steel propellant line

was run between the storage bottle and the vacuum chamber, with a bulkhead

feed-through allowing the propellant to enter the test chamber. Due to the

motion of the arcjet on the test stand, a flexible braided-steel propellant

line was necessary to feed propellant to the arcjet from this point.

Immediately before entering the arcjet, the propellant passed through a length

of machined alumina tubing to provide electrical isolation of the arcjet.

The ammonia storage bottle used to provide propellant was mounted on a

high-precision electronic scale to monitor ammonia consumption. A regulator

manifold was used to provide a constant 80-psi supply pressure as well as

several auxiliary capabilities, including emergency pressure relief and

nitrogen purge of the propellant feed system. A tee in the propellant line at

this point allowed an argon bottle to be attached in parallel with the

ammonia, as the use of argon propellant allows a lower voltage to be used in

the arc-initiation process. Once the arcjet is running smoothly, the

propellant is switched from argon to ammonia.

A Sierra flow controller was used to regulate the propellant mass flow

rate. This type of controller uses a thermocouple to monitor convective heat

transfer rates, which are directly proportional to mass flow rate for a given

fluid. A needle valve with a feedback control system maintains the flow rate

at the desired level. A four-liter plenum was placed directly downstream of

the flow controller to prevent rapid fluctuation of the flow rate, as

catastrophic damage can occur to the arcjet is operated with too low a flow

rate.

POWER SUPPLY

Operational arcjets are expected to be powered by high-frequency

switching power supplies, due to their light weight and high efficiency

(-95%). However, such power supplies are complex and expensive, and where

weight and power limitations do not apply, simpler systems are acceptable. As

an arcjet is electrically quite similar to an arc welder, an L-Tec

high-current arc welding power supply was selected. Although this is
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nominally a current-regulated power supply, the negative voltage/current

characteristic of an arcjet would lead to unacceptable instabilities in supply

voltage and current. Thus, a ballast resistor must be placed in series with

the arcjet.

For this application a ll0m: resistor was fabricated and mounted in an

insulated enclosure for safety. The power supply and ballast resistor were

connected by insulated cable to a set of insulated bulkhead feed-throughs on

the test chamber. Inside the chamber, a flexible welding cable was used to

provide power to the arcjet without interfering with the freedom of motion of

the arcjet. A separate high-voltage starting circuit was considered, but it

was decided that by using argon propellant for starting, no separate circuit

was necessary. Arc initiation and current control are provided by the

front-panel controls of the L-Tec power supply.

One difference between the arc-welding power supply and a high-frequency

switching power supply is that the latter has a current ripple of -10-15% at

the switching frequency, usually about 10 KHz. This has been shown to affect

the flow field and cathode erosion rates of an arcjet. It is not possible to

study these effects using a ripple-free welding power supply, but it is

expected that these effects will not significantly change the performance of

the arcjet and that the test results will still be valid. Nonetheless, access

to - switching power supply at a later date would be desirable.

LASER DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM

Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) is a non-intrusive technique for

determining velocity and temperature profiles in arcjet plumes. To excite

plume gasses with laser radiation one must be able to tune the frequency of

the laser light to that corresponding to the desired energy level transition

of the probed gas (here, the Balmer alpha transition of atomic hydrogen).

When the gas is moving toward the incoming laser light, the frequency where

excitation will occur is doppler shifted in relation to the velocity of the

gas. By knowing the frequency where the gas should absorb the laser light,

the difference in fre.,iency where the gas does absorb the laser energy and

fluoresces relates directly to the velocity the gas is traveling and a
c(X-Xo)

velocity measurement may be made. The equation v-i- describes the

relation where c is the speed of light, X, is the expected transition

wavelength, X is the measured transition wave2ength, and v is the velocity.
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In order to use this technique, the laser must be freely tunable over a

range of frequencies. Furthermore, the linewidth must be quite narrow. As

quantum effects prevent pulsed lasers from achieving narrow line widths, a

continuous wave (CW) laser must be used. The tunability requirement is

satisfied by a dye laser, which does not depend on any particular atomic

transition and can therefore operate at any wavelength within a specified

range. , A Coherent 899 CW tunable ring dye laser system was particularly

chosen for its wide tunability range (-10 A) and narrow linewidth (-0.0003 A)
which allows a precise velocity measurement over a tuning range large enough

to record the full lineshape so that broadening mechanisms can be fully

measured. A dye laser requires a pump source, usually a laser operating at a

higher frequency than the dye laser. A 20W argon-ion laser was borrowed from

the High Energy Density Materials research group at Phillips Lab for this

purpose.

The coherent 899 is shipped with a dedicated computer for frequency

control. This computer was slaved to the facility control/data acquisition

computer to allow automated tuning and scanning of the laser frequency.

Without this ability, even the simplest of experiments would have taken many

hours as the laser was manually retuned literally hundreds of times. With the

autoscan feature, the full line shape could be measured in a matter of

minutes.

In order to fully characterize the plume flow, it is necessary to

measure both longitudinal and radial velocities (it is assumed that the flow

is radially symmetric). As the LIF technique measures velocity in the

direction parallel to the beam, two different beam paths were necessary.

Thus, the beam is split by a prism beamsplitter immediately after leaving the

laser. One beam is directed horizontally into the end port of the test

chamber and used to measure longitudinal velocity, the other is directed under

the chamber where it enters vertically through a small window on the bottom of

the test chamber. In both cases, prisms were used to direct the beam, as the

high power densities involved (millions of watts per square meter) would have

destroyed the coatings of optical mirrors. A system of lenses was used to

insure that the beam diameter was less than one millimeter at the test area in

order to probe the smallest possible volume of the plume.

The amount of laser energy absorbed by the plume cannot easily be

measured directly. However, most of the absorbed energy is reradiated as a

fluorescence signal, which can be detected. For this purpose, a

photomultiplie- tube (PMT) was selected. Although a PMT has no imaging

capability, it can accurately measure the intensity of very weak light signals

with high accuracy and time resolution. The PMT was attached to a housing on

the side port of the test chamber. In this position, the collection path is

perpendicular to both laser paths, simplifying interpretation of the
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experimental results. A set of lenses was used to insure that only

fluorescence from a specific point in the plume was collected. This, combined

with the narrow laser beam diameter mentioned earlier, insures a high degree

of spatial resolution of the measurements. Notch filters were used to limit

the signal to that produced at or near the desired frequency.

Because the fluorescence signal is small compared to the thermal

emission of the plume, it waa necessary to filter out the background noise. A

lock-in amplifier was selected for this purpose. By periodically interrupting

the laser beam, it compares the total signal with the background noise. Over

a period of time, the desired signal can be isolated and amplified with a high

degree of accuracy despite the small signal-to-noise ratio.

CONTROL AND DATA ACO`USITIION

The experiment was controlled and the data acquired by a Unisys computer

using an Intel 386/20MHz processor. Although not specifically designed for

such applications, this is a very versatile system, as its compatibility with

the IBM PC line allows the use of a wide variety of commercial software and

accessories. General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB) and Analog-to-Digital

conversion boards from National Instruments were installed to enable the

computer to control the other equipment used in the experiment as well as to

monitor several sensors, including the PMT.

This hardware had the capability to run the test facility with minimal

human intervention. In order to achieve this goal, appropriate software had

to be used. The Borland C++ software development kit, along with application

libraries provided by National Instruments, was used to write and compile a

program capable of fully automatic control of the experiment. Much of the

software development was done under contract at the University of Southern

California, where a similar computer control/data acquisition system is used

in arcjet diagnostic experiments.

LASER INDUCED PLUORESCENCE EXPERIMENTS

The primary purpose of this facility is to use the laser-induced

fluorescence technique to characterize the plume flow of any arcjet. As

described earlier, this involves measuring the fluorescence produced as laser

light is absorbed by the plume gasses. By measuring the frequency of maximum

absorption and comparing to the known frequency of the atomic transition being

excited, the doppler shift and thus the velocity of the plume can be

determined. Also, by measuring the shape of the absorption profile, the

magnitude of doppler broadening and stark broadening can be determined. These

are proportional to kinetic temperature and electron density, respectively.
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Finally, the intensity of the fluorescence signal may be used to measure the

density of the particular species and excited state being probed.

In order to obtain this data, the arcjet is positioned by the traverse

system so that the intersection of the laser beam and the PMT collection path

occurs at the desired point in the plume. The laser is then activate and

tuned to a wavelength several angstroms below that of the desired transition,

and the PMT signal, amplified by the lock-in amplifier to eliminate background

noise, is recorded. The laser wavelength is then increased by a small amount,

and the process is repeated. This occurs until the wavelength is several

angstroms above the desired transition, and an entire absorption profile has

been measured and recorded. At this point, the engine is repositioned and

another absorption profile is measured. Ultimately, the entire plume will be

characterized, with longitudinal velocity, radial velocity, temperature,

electron density, and excited state density measured with high accuracy and

sub-millimeter spatial resolution.

As the entire process, including data reduction, is automated, the

experiment takes only a matter of hours. Thus, new arcjet designs or modified

nozzle configurations can be easily tested. This will allow rapid

verification of new designs or of theoretical and computational models of

arcjet operation. Such a capability should be quite useful in accelerating

the pace of arcjet research.

Due to the fact that the laser and collection paths must be

perpendicular to achieve high spatial resolution and accurate doppler

measurements, it is not possible to measure flow properties in the nozzle

using a standard arcjet. While complete knowledge of the plume flow may give

a great deal of insight into the nozzle flow, it may be necessary to directly

measure nozzle flow in this case. It is possible to modify an arcjet to allow

this. If a narrow vertical slit is machined in the arcjet nozzle, and a

properly contoured quartz window can be inserted in the slit, the arcjet can

be operated without significant disruption of the nozzle flow. If the laser

is directed longitudinally down the nozzle and the collection path is through

the window, the nozzle flow can be measured and characterized in the plane of

the window.

EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY

Emission spectroscopy is a simpler technique than laser-induced

fluorescence. By using collection optics to direct light emitted from a

desired region of the plume to a spectrometer, and measuring the output while

scanning the spectrometer across a wide range of wavelengths. Although this

can obtain the same type of information as LIF, it is not as accurate, nor is

the spatial precision as good. It does, however, allow measurement of the
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entire emission profile simultaneously. giving more knowledge ot the energy

level population distribution and degree of dissociation of the plume gasses.

As frozen-flow losses are a significant problem irn arcjet cperation, such

measurements may be desirable. Although this facility ,.,as not designed

primarily for emission spectroscopy, the capability does exist.

One novel application for emission spectroscopy was developed during the

summer. In the description of the power supply earlier, it was noted that the

high-frequency switching power supplies used for operational arcjets produce a

significant current ripple. By phase-locking the detection system to the

current ripple, we were able to determine that this current ripple ls

reflected by a ripple in the emission from the plume, with the magnitude 'f

the emission ripple being larger than that of the current ripple. This

observation may lead to useful insights into the physics of arcjet operation.

In addition, by measuring the phase shift of the emission ripple at
various points in the plume, it was determined that the emission ripple was

being convected downstream at the plume velocity. This suggest a simple

technique for measuring the velocity cf an arcjet plume on an operational cr

flight-test arcjet, where the weight and complexity of LIF hardware would te

prohibitive. By using a simple set of optics and detectors, the time-resolved

emission can be measured at many points across the plume, and the resulting

data Abel-inverted to give density vs. time at any desired point in the plume.

By comparing the phase of the emission ripple at various points, a

time-of-flight measurement is obtained, which can be used to construct a crude

velocity profile of the entire plume.

RESULTS

All of the necessary elements of the facility are in place and have been

tested. An arcjet has been operated in the test chamber, verifying vacuum

integrity, cooling, propellant feed, and electric power systems. The laser

system is operational and the optical paths have been aligned. The ability of

the computer to control all equipment used in the experiment has been

confirmed. Finally, authorization to operate the system has been obtained from

the necessary agencies. At this point, the facility is ready to begin LIF

tests on any available arcjet.

Some emission spectroscopy work has already been performed. As

described earlier, the effect of power supply curr-nt ripple on plume emission

characteristics was explored, and a uniquL new velocity diagnostic was

developed. The results of this work were presented in a paper titled

"Performance Effects of Interaction Between a Low-Power Arcjet and its Power

Processing Unit*, AIAA-92-3238, presented at the Joint Propulsion Conference

in Nashville earlier this summer.
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CONCLUJSIONS

The major accomplishment of the summer was the creation and testing of
an arcjet optical diagnostic facility at the Phillips laboratory. This

facility includes all equipment necessary to perform LIF and emission

spectroscopy experiments on any desired experiment. It is capable of fully

characterizing the plume flow field, measuring velocity, temeperature, and

excited state populations with high accuracy and spatial resolution. Such

measurements can be made quite rapidly using an automated control and

data-gathering system, allowing easy verification of new arcjet designs and

theoretical models. Also, emission spectroscopic techniques were used to

examine the effect of power supply current ripple on arcjet operation, and to
develop an extremely simple method of measuring the arcjet plume velocity.
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Abstr

A flowing afterglow apparatus designed for the measurement of ion-molecule reaction rate

coefficients at temperatures higher than any previous work was debugged and put into operation during the

summer of 1992. Ion-molecule reaction rate coefficients were measured for a variety of systems in the

temperature range 300-1200 K: O" + H2 , D2, N2 , CO. NO, and CH4 ; Ar+ + H2 , 02, CO. NO, and CH4 ;

02+ + CH4 ; and C1" + CH3 Br and CH3I.
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Environmentally Safe Solution Propellants:
Ionophilic Polymer and Liquid Salt Binder Systems

Daniel Lee Fuller
Professor of Chemistry

Department of Chemistry and Physics

Abstract

Energetic polymeric salts as well as mixtures of polymeric

salts and liquid HAN have been investigated for use in

environmentally safe solid propellants. HAN is a liquid solution

of 95% hydroxylammonium nitrate, 5% ammonium nitrate, and a

stabilizer. In this study, polymeric salts have been prepared.

Poly(allyl amine) and poly(ethyleneimine) served as the cation

source. The anions were nitrates, N03-; nitroformates, C(N0 2 ) 3 ;

and cinitramides, N(N0 2 ) 2 -. Characterization of these compounds

is reported with respect to thermal properties, impact, friction

sensitivity, as well as their miscibility, compatibility, and

gelatination in HAN.

Binary and ternary mixtures of HAN with selected polymers,

prepolymers, plasticizers, and monomers have been prepared. The

miscibility, compatibility, and gelatination of these mixtures

are presented in the report.

Free radical polymerization of monomers in HAN has been

undertaken. Five monomers have been studied. Of these five,

acrylamide appears to be the most likely candidate for further

consideration as a propellant binder in conjunction with gelati-

nation of HAN to achieve the required mechanical strength needed

for a solid rocket propellant.
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Environmentally Safe Solution Propellants:

Ionophilic Polymer and Liquid Salt Binder Systems

Daniel Lee Fuller

Introduction

Formulation of environmentally safe energetic solid rocket

propellants is the goal of rocket scientists. These new environ-

mentally safe propellants must retain or exceed the specific

impulse of the present HTPB/isocyanate cured ammonium perchlorate

solid propellants. The conventional propellants, utilizing the

technologies of the 1950's, had an acid plume of 16-20% HCI. In

the 1980's, the scavenged propellants had reduced the acid plume

to 1-15% HCl. The present generation of HTPB solid rocket propel-

lants still use ammonium perchlorate hence can not be classified

environmentally safe with respect to HCl and they have limited

operational safety. The ultimate goal of the formulator is to

produce an environmentally safe rocket propellant producing 0%

HCI. The goal is to obtain a propellant possessing low explosive

hazard for improved operational safety but retaining the high

specific impulse critical for rocket propellants.

Although HTPB based propellants have acceptable mechanical

properties, they are obtained with great processing difficulty.

The processing variables are numerous and, as a result, control

of product quality is difficult. The formulators's goal is to

simplify the processing required in the preparation of solid

propellants. Thus there is a real need to examine new and rela-

tively unknown systems for their use as new solid propellants.
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Aerojet Solid Propulsion Company, Sacramento, CA has recent-

ly developed a unique propellant system. The oxidizer is a

liquid salt. Adding the fuel, a polymer, to the liquid oxidizer

produces a solid gel. Curing of the propellant results not from

a chemical reaction but from swe".ling of the polymer by the

liquid oxidizer. Clean up does not require ozone depleting

chlorinated hydrocarbons as is necessary with HTPB based propel-

lants. Rather, HAN solid gels requires only deionized water for

clean up.

Screening tests are needed to identify neutral polymers and

polymer salts that might provide adequate solidification through

swelling of the liquid oxidizer. It is necessary to identify

compounds that are miscible and compatible with liquid oxidizing

salts. It is the purpose of this study to identify compounds that

will improve the energetics, thermal stability, chemical compati-

bility, and safety for future solid solution propellant propul-

sion needs. The current study includes the synthesis of energet-

ic selected ionophilic polymeric compounds, determination of

their miscibility and compatibility in HAN, and screening them

for impact and friction sensitivity.

Experimental

PA~m, poly(allyl amine), in the free base form was prepared

from the hydrochloride salt by neutralization with an excess of

aqueous NaOH followed by exhaustive dialysis against deionized

water. The PAAm free base was concentrated by vacuum stripping of

the solvent.
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PEI, poly(ethylene imine), was obtained in the free base

form from Dow Chemical.

HAN was obtained from Aerojet Propulsion Division and was

used with no further treatment.

PAAmNO3 was prepared by using a slight excess of nitric acid

to an aqueous solution of the PAAm free base described above. The

solvent was then removed by evaporation of the solvent in a

vacuum oven at temperatures of either 25C or 40C.

PAAmC(N0 2 ) 3 was prepared following the procedure described

for PAAmNo 3 except using 90% methanol and 10% water as the

solvent. The nitroformate salts were only very slightly soluble

in water.

PAAmC(N0 2 ) 2 was prepared by a metathesis reaction. Aqueous

ammonium dinatramide was added a drop at a time to the aqueous

PAAm free base. After stirring overnight, the reaction mixture

was placed in a vacuum oven at room temperature to remove the

ammonia and water.

Polymerization of acrylamide and copolymerization of acryla-

mide and N,N'-methylene bisacrylamide was conducted using HAN as

solvent and (NH4 ) 2 S 2 08 as the initiator. The system was degassed

three times using a vacuum system and Liquid N2 . The reaction was

carried out at 20 0 C under a N2 atmosphere and allowed to react

overnight.

The experimental investigation of the thermochemical

analysis was conducted by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

and differential thermal analysis (DTA). Infrared spectral

analysis (FTIR) was used to compare the functional groups of the
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various synthesized polysalts and to determine the structure of

the products produced from the thermal degradation of the

PAAmNO 3 .

Resul ts

1. Energetics of Polymer Salts

Typical thermochemical analysis curves of poly(allyl

amine) and poly(allylammonium nitrate) are shown in Figure 1.

The poly(allyl amine) shows a slight exothermic, 0.25 cal/g,

process at 283 0 C. The DSC of PAAm/HNO 3 (1/1) shown has a small

exotherm at 200 0 C and a significant exotherm (143 cal/g) at

286 0 C. The thermal decomposition process consists of a two stage

weight loss process. The first stage weight loss of the DTA

Figure 1. Typical DSC, DTA, and TG curves of PAAM and
PAAmNO 3 .
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corresponds to the exothermic peak observed in the DSC. The

weight loss occurs rapidly between 275 and 2930C accompanied by

approximately a 60% weight loss. The weight loss during the

second stage process occurs between 408 and 4360C without libera-

tion of heat. The total weight loss for both stages accounts for

approximately 80%.

In order to clarify products from decomposition of the

ionophilic polymers the decomposition products formed upon heat-

ing were examined with the use of FTIR. The gases produced

during thermogavimetric analysis of poly(allylammonium nitrate),

(1/1) were studied using FTIR. The gases identified in each peak

on the thermogram of the TG is listed in Table I. Based on peak

area, over 99% of the nitrogen in the PAAmNO 3 was converted to

ammonia.

Table 1. Gases Identified from the Decomposition of PAAmNO 3

During Thermochemical Analysis.

Peak Temp.(°C) Gases

1 _210 C021 NH3
2 =240 C0 2 , NH3
3 =270 C02, NH3
4 -300 C02, NH3 , H20, N2 0, HC

Table II illustrates the decomposition temperatures deter-

mined by DSC and the heat involved upon decomposition of numerous

nitrates, nitroformates, and dinitramides of poly(allyl amine)

and nitrates of polyethyleneimine. For the polymeric salt sys-

tems studied, the decomposition temperatures did not show any

consistent trends with respect to the degree of neutralization of
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the amine free base. Further work to refine the synthesis of the

polymer salts, purification of the polymer salt, and particle

size of the final product will improve the accuracy of the decom-

position temperature measurements.

Table II. Decomposition Temperatures and Exothermicity of
Ionomers of PAAm and PEI.

Polymer/ Acid Mole Ratio Decomposition Heat
(Polymer/Acid) Temperature(°C) (Cal/Gram)

PAAm /HNO 3  1 /1 283 143
1 / 0.75 278 na
1 / 0.50 295 na
1 / 0.25 322 na

PAAm /HC(N0 2 ) 3  1 / 1 145 675
1 / 0.75 145 464
1 / 0.50 155 447
1 / 0.25 175 404

PAAm /NH 4 N(NO2 ) 2  1 / 1 199 333
1 / 0.75 201 365
1 / 0.50 212 291
1 / 0.25 215 172

PEI /HNO 3  1 / 1 174 (a)
1 / 0.75 302 na
1 / 0.50 (b) na
1 / 0.25 (b) na

na: not available
(a): During decomposition, top kept blowing off
(b): Products were viscous liquids.

As can be seen in Table III, regardless of the extent of

nitration, both the PAAmNO 3 's and the PEINO3 's proved to be

insensitive to impact. These conclusions are based on obtain-

ing negative no firings from a 2.5 Kg mass falling a height of

30 cm or greater. The nitroformates proved to be the most sensi-

tive poly salts studied having a sensitivity number, E5 0 , be-

tween 25-30 Kg-cm. These values indicate the level at which one-

half of the samples tested would be expected to explode. As

indicated in Table III, the impact sensitivities of all PAAmDN's
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and one-half of the PAAmNF's still need to be determined. It

should be expected that the dinitramides might be more impact

sensitive than those of either the nitrates or nitroformates

since dinitramides are inherently more energetic. As indicated

in Table III, the nitrates and nitroformates of PAAm and the

nitrates of PEI are insensitive. The friction sensitivity, E5 0 ,

was 8.4 for both samples of PEINO3 . For the nitrates and nitro-

formates of PAAm, E values of 16.8, 25.2, 32.8, 37.8 Kg all led

to negative results.

Table III. Impact and Friction Sensitivity of Polymer Salts.

Polymer / Acid Mole Ratio Impact Friction

Poly./Acid Sensitivity Sensitivity

PAAm / HNO 3
1 / 1 Insensitive Insensitive
1 / 0.75 Insensitive Insensitive
1 / 0.50 Insensitive Insensitive
1 / 0.25 Insensitive Insensitive

PAAm / HC (NO2 ) 3
1 / 1 Sensitive Sensitive
1 / 0.75 Sensitive Sensitive
1 / 0.50 Sensitive Sensitive
1 / 0.25 Sensitive Sensitive

PEI / HNO3 1 / 1 Insensitive Insensitive
1 / 0.75 Insensitive Insensitive

2. Compatibility and Miscibility of HAN Mixtures

Preliminary screening tests were performed for compatibility

and miscibility of liquid oxidizer, HAN, and compounds of inter-

est in solid rocket propellant research. The concentration of

the additive to HAN was approximately 10% by weight of the total

mixture. Assessment of the miscihility, compatibility, and

gelatination was qualitative. The evaluation was based principal-
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ly on the appearance of the resulting mixture after one hour,

twenty-four hours, and one week. The substances studied and the

evaluations are given in Talle IV. The substances that were

miscible in HAN were characteristically those that would be

classified as having moderate solubility parameters and capable

of either moderate or strong hydrogen bonding. Those polymers or

prepolymers that possessed a pendent group incapable of partici-

pating in hydrogen bonding were not miscible in HAN.

Table IV. Miscibility, Compatibility, and Gelatination of HAN
with Polymeric Compounds and Mixtures of Polymers.

Substance Miscibility Compatibility Gel

Prepolymers

R45HT(a) No Yes No
GAP 1000-9-2(b) No Yes No
PEG 300(c) Yes Yes No
PEG 600 Yes Yes Yes
PEG 1000 Yes Yes Yes
PEG 2000 Yes Yes Yes
PEG 3000 Yes Yes Yes
PEG 3400 Yes Yes Yes
Jeffamine 4000(d) No Yes No
Tone P-300(e) No Yes No
PPG 1000(f) No Yes No
PPG 2000 1'o Yes No
PPG 3000 No Yes No
PPG 4000 No Yes No
Poly(tetramethy-
lene ether glycol)

MW 2900 No Yes No

Polymers

Poly(acrylamide) Yes Yes Yes
Poly(vinylalcohol) Yes Yes Yes
Poly(allyl amine) Yes Yes Yes
Polybutadiene

(triblock) No Yes No
Poly(ethyleneimine) Yes No Yes
Poly(acrylamide-95-

acrylic acid-5-
sodium salt) Yes No No
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Substance Miscibility Compatibility Gel

Polymer Salts

PAAm/HNO 3
1/1 Yes No No
1/0.75 Yes Yes No
1/0.50 Yes Yes No
1/0.25 Yes Yes No

PAAm/HC(N0 2 ) 3
1/1 Yes Yes No
1/0.75 Yes Yes No
1/0.50 Yes Yes No
1/0.25 Yes Yes No

PAAm/HN(NO2 ) 2
1/1 Yes No No
1/0.75 Yes Yes No
1/0.50 Yes Yes No
1/0.25 Yes Yes No

PEI/HNO3
1/1 Yes Yes No
1/0.75 Yes Yes No
1/0.50 Yes Yes No
1/0.25 Yes Yes No

Plasticizer

TEGDN(g) No Yes No
TMETN(h) No Yes No

Isocyanates
TDI(i) No Yes No
IPDIji) NO Yes No

(a) hyroxyterminated polybutadiene-45% 1,2-adduct/55% 1,4-adduct.
(b) poly(glycidyl azide) (c) poly(ethylene glycol). (d) amine
terminated poly(propylene glcyol). (e) Hydroxy terminated polyca-
prolactone. (f) poly(propylene glycol). (g) triethylene glycol
dinitrate.
(h) trimethylol ethane trinitrate. (i)Toluene diisocyanate.
(j) isophorone diisocyanate.

Of the various prepolymers, isocyanates, and plactisizers

examined, all were found to be chemically compatible although not

always miscible with the liquid oxidizer HAN. Four polymers were
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found to be chemically incompatible. Three of these polymers were

polymer salts.

Most of the various polymeric salts tested with HAN did not

result in the formation of a gel. The resulting solutions were

observably more viscous than the pure HAN. For a polymer salt, as

Table V. Compatibility and Gelation of Ternary Mixtures of Liquid
HAN. [z90% HAN ana =10% Solutes by Weight]

Weight Ratio Description
Polymer Salt/Neutral Polymer of Mixture

PAAmNO 3 and PAAm
3 / 1 liq. HAN/Swollen Salt2 / 2 liq. HAN/Swollen Salt
1 / 3 Solution

PAAmC(N0 2 ) 3 and PAAm
3 / 1 Decomposition of Liq./Swollen Salt
2 / 2 Decomposition of the Mixture
1 / 3 Decomposition of the Mixture

PAAmN(N0 2 ) 2 and PAAm
3 / 1 liq. HAN/Swollen Salt
2 / 2 liq. HAN/Swollen Salt
1 / 3 liq. HAN/Swollen Salt

PAArnNO3 and PAA
P / 1 Very Soft Gel
2 / 2 Soft Gel
1 / 3 Firm Gel

PAAmC(N0 2 ) 3 and PAA
3 / 1 Soft Gel
2 /2 Firm Gel
1 / 3 Very Firm Gel

PAAmN(N0 2 ) 2 and PAA
3 / 1 Firm Gel
2 /2 Very Firm Gel
1 / 3 Gel with Elastic Properties

PEINO3 and PAA
3 / 1 Very Soft Gel
2 / 2 Soft Gel

L 3 Firm Gel
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the percent of salt to free base decreased in the compound, the

viscosity steadily increased. Poly(acrylamide), PAA, is superior

to poly(allyl amine) in the ability to gel liquid HAN. PAA leads

to the formation of gels in both binary and ternary mixtures with

HAN. Table V shows the firmness of the gels formed with PAA in-

crease with decreasing polymer salt. From the information given in

Table V, it becomes apparent that mixtures of PAAm does not form

gels in ternary mixture with ionophilic polymers and HAN.

3. Polymerization Reactions In HAN

Since a mixture of HAN and polyacrylamide produces a gel,

could polymerization of an acrylic monomer in HAN yield a more

uniform gel? Polymerization would allow the possibility of

introducing cross-linking and allow the formulator a means of

improving the mechanical properties of the propellant. Seven

acrylic monomers were investigated. The seven acrylic monomers

investigated and the results of the polymerization reaction are

summarized in Table VI. The polymerization solutions were prepared

by combining the acrylic monomer with HAN and ammonium peroxydisul-

fate; the mixture was allowed to react overnight at room tempera-

ture. The procedure used was to mix the HAN, monomer, and initia-

tor. The mixture was then degassed by freezing and thawing three

times using liquid N2 as the coolant. Although the monomer was

soluble in HAN, the initiator was only partially soluble. The

mixture then was set aside for overnight. By the following day, the

initiator no longer remained as a white solid. A 1 to 53 by weight

ratio of N,N'-methylenebisacrylamide to acrylamide in HAN
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containing the initiator yielded a gel with significantly superior

improved properties over that of the acrylamide only. Presently,

no explanation for why only two of the acrylic monomers led to

polymerization.

Table VI. Acrylic Monomers Tested in this Study.

Monomer % Mass Miscible Change in State

N,N-Dimethyl Acrylamide 9.9 Yes None
N-Methyl Acrylamide 9.9 Yes None
Acrylamide 10.2 Yes Solid
N-Methyl Methacrylamide 10.1 Yes None
N,N'-Methylene Bisacrylamide 9.5 Yes Solid
N-Vinyl-N-Methyl Acetamide 9.9 Yes None
4-Vinyl-Pyridine 9.8 Yes None

Comonomers % Mass Miscible Change in State

Acrylamide 0.17 Yes Elastic solid
N,N'-MethyleneBisacrylamide 9.67
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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE FEASIBILITY OF VARIOUS
ENERGETIC SALT COMBINATIONS FOR USE IN SOLLTION PROPELLALNTS

Vincent P. Gianrinamore
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Abstract

Mixtures of energetic salts were examined for their feasibility of use in solution propellants- The principle goal of

this initial study was to discover mixtures which were liquid near 298 K. Six dtfferent combtnatiois ,,/'salts were

investigated. These included anmmonum dinitramide/ammonium nitrate. ammonium dinitramide/hydraznium

nitrate, ammonium dinitranmde/guanadiuum nitrotbrmate, ammornum dmnitramideihydrannium rutroformate.

guanidinium nitroformate/ammoniunm mtrate, and guanidinium mtroformate/hydrazinium rutroformate. A total of

thirty-three different compositions of these mixtures were examined. None of the mixtures studied were entirely

satisfactory. However, some appear to be worth further study. Mixtures of ammonium dinitrarrude and ammoruum

nitrate containing 75 mole percent and 90 mole percent ammonium dinitramide appear to be the most promising
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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE FEASIBILITY OF VARIOUS
ENERGETIC SALT COMBINATIONS FOR USE IN SOLLTION PROPELLANTS

Vincent P. Giannamore

INTRODUCTION

There are several potential sources of environmental hazards associated with rocket propellants. These

include hazardous waste from the manufacturing process, toxic exhaust, and disposal. All phases of a propellant's

life cycle; including initial research and development, motor production, motor testing, and disposal and

demilitarization; are involved. Issues related to environmental propellant have been discussed and assessed recently

by Hawkins and Wilkerson (I].

One of the areas of concern is the presence of hydrochlonc acid in solid rocket exhaust. Political concerns

and public perception are major factors in this area. Evaluation of the effects of these rocket emissions by technical

professionals in the environmental and propulsion communities indicated that the environmental effects were

relatively small. Nevertheless, it was concluded that reduction of undesirable environmental effects should be

pursued in fiture rocket propulsion systems. This approach is consistent with EPA priorities which stress that

reduction of hazardous waste generation is preferable to treatment and disposal.

Among a number of new technologies being investigated for feasibility of use in future systems are liquid

eutectic salt solutions of energetic salts. Solution propellant research at Edwards AFB this summer was divided into

three categories: oxidizer development, polymer development, and theoretical performance. This paper reports on

the oxidizer development category. Various combinations of energetic salts were investigated. Since this Energetic

Salt Solution Technology (ESST) is still new, research is in its initial stages. The principle goal was to discover

oxidizer salt combinations which are liquid near 298 K (25 °C).

EXPERIMENTAL

Room temperature molten salt solutions have been investigated by groups at several locations including the

Air Force's Seiler Laboratory. However, to our knowledge, none of these investigations have involved energetic

materials. Preparation of the mixtures is generally straightforward- The salts are mixed in the proper proportions and

stirred thoroughly until the mixture liquefies.

This technique was not practical in the present study, however. In the first place, it was not known what

ratio, if any, of the two salts would produce a low temperature eutectic mrxte. Thus, one could not know whether

continued stirring would produce practical results. A more serious impediment to application of this method in the

present case was the sensitivity of energetic materials to impact and friction. Vigorous stirring of the mixtures was
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not advisable for safety reasons. Therefore, another method of producing well-mixed combinations of the various

salts had to be employed.

The following method was employed. Both solid salts were placed in a small container, usually a test tube

The total mass was approximately 0.1 g. The small scale was employed because nothing -;as known about the

sensitivity of the mixtures to various stresses. The mixture was heated in an oil bath behind a shield. Heat was

applied until melting occurred and the mixture was all liquid or until it did not appear prudent to continue heating.

(See discussion.) In this way it was hoped that thorough mixing of the two compounds would take place. The

mixtures were then observed as they cooled to room temperature.

Melting points were obtained on a Thomas-Hoover Melting Point Apparatus and temperatures are

uncorrecled. Thermal analysis was performed on a DuPont Differential Scanning Calorimeter. Three methods were

employed. In all methods the sample was placed in hermetically sealed aluminum pans and a gaseous nitrogen

almosphere with a flow rate of 50 mL/min was employed. In method I samples were heated at a rate of 10 *C/mm

from ambient temperature to 350 *C. Method 2 was identical except that the sample was cooled with liqud rutrogen

prior to heating. Method 3 involved heating the sample to 125 *C, then cooling it to 35 'C, followed by heating to

350 'C. Infrared analyses were performed on a Nicolet PAS-FTIR

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The first mixhures examined were composed of ammonium dinitramide (ADN) and ammonium nitrate

(AN). The compositions of the mixtures are given in the table below.

Mixture Mass of ADN Mass of AN Mole % ADNM....tr...__ _ _ _.. Moe%1D

I0.0147g 0.0861 g 10T -

2 I 0.0344 g 0.0665 g 25

3 0.0531 g 0.0523 g 39 I
4 0.0607 g 0.0397 g j 50

5 0.0821 g 0.0178 g 75

6 0.0831 g 0-0166 g 7

7 0.0936 g 0.00699g 90 1
8 0.0932 g 0.0059 g 91

The ADN reportedly contained a small amount of AN from the manufacturing process. The AN used for

these mixtures, but not for those reported later, contained a small, but unspecified amount of clay. The masses

reported in the table do not take these impurities into account.
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Mixture I was prepared by heating the mixed salts to 162 °C. Some evolution of gas was noted near that

temperature. This mixture did not melt below 125 °C.

Mixture 2 was prepared by heating the mixed salts to 161 'C. The mixture was completely melted by

110 *C when checked in the Thomas-Hoover apparatus. A DSC thermogram showed an endotherm at 94 - 108 OC

which was not present in thermograms of either AN or ADN.

Mixture 3 was prepared by heating the mixed salts to 166 *C. The mixture in the test tube appeared to be

solid at 166 'C, but, upon cooling, it appeared liquid at 100 °C and solid again by 50 'C. A melting point check

showed it to be mostly liquid by 60 'C, although some solid persisted to much higher temperatures. The DSC

showed an endotherm at 49 - 54 °C. This occurs at a temperature similar to an endotherm in the DSC of AN.

However, the energy of the present transition is greater.

Mixture 4 was prepared by heating the mixed salts to 164 *C. The mixture was entirely melted by 70 *C

DSC showed an endotherm at 61 - 64 'C.

Mixture 5 was prepared by heating the mixed salts to 98 'C. The entire sample appeared to be liquid at that

temperature, so it was not heated any firther. A melting point check on the Thomas-Hoover apparatus showed that

the sample was nearly completely melted by 75 'C but a few particles still remained solid at 120 'C. Recall that the

original AN contained a trace of clay. The DSC showed an endotherm at 50 - 67 'C. Oddly, a sample which was

heated to 125 'C in a capillary tube did not appear to solidify until it had cooled to 35 IC

Mixture 6 was prepared bl, heating the mixed salts to 110 'C. No melting point or DSC thermogram was

obtained on this sample. An attempt was made to observe the mixture closely while it cooled. It appeared to be

liquid down to 30 *C. At 29 'C close inspection revealed that it had solidified. Because of the way the apparatus was

seL up, the ,,"-ture could well have been a gcl before that temperature but still have appeared liquid.

Mixture 7 was prepared by heating the mixed salts to 96 'C, at which point the entire sample appeared to be

liquid. As it cooled it appeared to be liquid until 41 'C and solidify rapidly at that temperature. When a sample was

checked on the melting point apparatus, its melting point was wen above 41 'C. However, when this sample was

observed as it cooled, it rapidly solidified at 41 0C. This was checked twice. Noace of t&h other mixtures tested in

this way (1,2,4, and 5) exhibited this rapid solidification, although mixture 5 was liquid at a lower temperature as

reported above. An attempt was made to correlate this behavior with DSC thermograms obtained while the samples

were being cooled (method 3). Mixture 7 showed an exotherm which returned to the baseline at 41 'C However,

themograms of mixtures which did not exhibit the same solidification behavior also showed similar exotherms

Mixture 8 was prepared by heating the mixed salts to 118 'C. No melting point nor DSC was obtained.

Observation of the sample upon cooling showed similar behavior to mixture 6. In this case, however, the sample

was examined more closely and appeared to be gel-like at 38 *C. At 29 *C it still appeared the same, but after storage

in a desiccator overnight, it was found to be a white solid. The difficulty of making good observations of mixtures 6

and 8 in the apparatus used must be stressed.
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The next set of mixtures investigated were composed of ADN and guanidinium rutroformate (GNF). The

composition of the mixtures examined is given in the table below,

Mixture Mass ofADN Mass of GNF mole % ADN I mass % ADN

9_ _ 0.0106 g 0,0899 R 17 " I
10 0.029 g 0.077 g 39 27

11 0.047 g 0.046 g 63 51

12 0.075g 0.027g r 83 74

13 0.0892 g 0,.009 7 g _ _94 9_0_
III I II

These mixtures were prepared similarly to mixtures I through 8, although temperatures employed did not

exceed 130 'C in any of these cases. Generally, the samples were heated to 100 - I I0 C to prepare the mixtures

None of these mixtures appeared to be liqud in the desired range. The lowest melting point was observed for

mixture 10, which melted at 64 - 76 TC. DSC thermograms did not show endothe.rms below 90 IC for any of these

mixtures. Interestingly, only the DSC of mixture 9 shows an exotherm in the 127 *C range. DSC thermograms of

GNF show large exotherms in this area. This is interesting since the ADN/GNF mixtures appear to have exhibited

much more thermal stability than other GNF mixtures (see below). Perhaps the presence of ADN stabilizes the GNF

in some way.

The thid set of mixtures examined were composed of ADN and hydraziunim nitrate (HN). The HN was

prepared by the reaction of hydrazine with ammonium nitrate. The procedure involved slowly adding the

ammonium nitrate to hydrzine and then removing ammonia at reduced pressure. (2) It did not seem to work well

when 1: 1 ratios of reactants were used. The best results were obtained when an excess of amumornum nitrate was

used. The product had a satisfactory infrared spectrum but it appeared wet and had a low melting point. More work

in this area was required but time did not permit it- The table below lists the compositions of the mixtures prepared.

Mixture Mass of ADN Mass of HN Mole % ADN Mass % ADN

14 0.009 g 0.090g 7 9

15 0.025 g 0.073 g 21 26

16 0.051 g 0.054 g 42 49

17 0.075 g 0.028 g 67 73

18 0.089 g O.OlOg 87 90
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Mixtures 14 through 18 were prepared by mixing the salts and then heating them. All were heated at the

same time to 75 'C. None were liquid at that temperature- Each was then individually heated until it had definitely

melted. None appeared to hold promise of being liquid near 298 K. Their DSC thermograms appeared to be

compostu primarily of the same transitions as the individual components.

The fourth set of mixtures were composed of ADN and hydrazinium nitroformate (HNF). The

compositions are given in the table below.

Mixture Mass of ADN Mass of HNF Mole % ADN Mass % ADN
19 0.012 g 0.092 g 16 12

20 0.024 g 0.076 g 32 24

21 0.050 g 0.052 g 59 49

22 0.078 g 0.026 g 81 2 75

23 0.089 g 0.009 g 94 91

Mixture 19 was prepared in the usual way. The salts were mixed and heated. At 115 'C bubbling was noted

in the sample. It was cooled and its melting behavior observed in the Thomas-Hoover apparatus. It did not melt but

appeared to decompose with evolution of gas at 100 - 110 'C. Its DSC shows a complex of overlapping exotherms

beginning at approximately 110 -C.

Mixture 20 was prepared by heating the mixed salts to 100 *C. It was cut off at that point because bubbling

was noted in the sample even though it had not completely liquefied. When a small sample was observed in the

melting point apparatus, it softened at 50 - 60 'C but did not melt. It decomposed similarly to mixture 19.

Mixture 21 was mixed and heated to 120 *C. It was liquid at that point but some bubbling was noted- Its

behavior in the melting point apparatus was similar to mixtures 19 and 20. It softened near 50 %C and decomposed at

100 - I 101C.

Mixture 22 was prepared in the same way as mixture 21. It appeared to soften at 53 °C but did not melt. It

was not heated to decomposition.

Mixture 23 was prepared by heating the mixed salts to 131 °C. It did not appear to be thoroughly mixed as

some parts appeared yellow while others were more orange. There appeared to be some liquid condensed on the

upper regions of the test tube suggesting that a gas had been evolved but no bubbling had been noticed. In the

melting point apparatus this mixture seemed to melt fairly sharply at 74 - 81 'C. Some bubbles were noticed as the

melting occurred.

The fifth set of mixtures were composed of GNF and AN. The compositions are given in the table below.
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CONCLUSIONS

As noted previously, the goal of this research was to discover mixtures of energetic salts which are liquid

near 298 K. The study was essentially a prelinnary scanning of a number of possibilities to discover mixtures

which showed promise for further development.

None of the mixtures studied were definitely liquid at 298 K. The ADN/AN mixtures appeared mot

worthy of further study. Mixtures 5,6, 7, and 8 were the most promising. It may be worth studying a number of

mixtures with compositions in the same range. The mixtures typically did not melt at very low temperatures but

once melted could be cooled to relatively low temperatures before solidifying. It would be preferable if the mixture

actually melted near room temperature. Further investigation in this range of compositions may uncover such a

mixture. However, it could be practical to use a supercooled liquid mixture such as these appear to be- Investigation

of the stability of these mixtures would be required. If the liquid state persisted during processing, these nuxtures

could be suitable for use. Investigation of the sensitivity of the mixtures to impact and friction is also required.

None of the other mixtures seem worthy of further development Certainly some of the mixtures

conwining GNF and/or HNF appear to be too thermally unstable for their use to be feasible even if they could be

liquefied at an acceptable temperature. Mixtures containing HN may be worth further investigation if a reliable

source of HN were employed. Certainly, this is obtainable, and ADN(HN mixtures should be studied further.

All of the mixtures studied were composed of two c- .ergetic salts. Two different types of mixtures should

be investigated as well. One type is mixtures of energetic salts with small amounts of nonenergetic matenals. For

example, AN is known to form a eutectic mixture with sodium nitrate. The energetics of this and other such

mixtures needs study. The other type which should be investigated is ternary mixtures.

Finally, the method of preparng the mixtures was unsatisfactory. A better method must be developed.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A PROTOTYPE LIDAR SYSTEM
AT THE STARFIRE OPTICAL RANGE

Gary G. Gimmestad
Principal Research Scientist

Georgia Tech Research Institute
Georgia Institute of Technology

Abstract

A prototype lidar system has been developed and demonstrated

at the Starf ire Optical Range (SOR). The lidar system uses a

copper vapor laser (CVL) as a source. This laser has two output

wavelengths, 0.5106 and 0.5782 microns, with roughly equal power.

The laser beam is projected through a 1.5 meter telescope and is

focussed at 10 km range. The lidar receiver is based on a 14-

inch telescope mounted on the side of the 1.5 meter telescope.

The receiver has two optical channels and the lidar can be

configured either as a two-color system or as long-range and

short-range receivers which span an altitude range from the

planetary boundary layer through the stratospheric aerosol layer.

The receiver components are mounted on an optical breadboard to

allow easy changes in configuration. The two-channel data system

has 12-bit transient recorders with a maximum digitization rate

of 20 MHz and digital memories capable of averaging up to 64 k

sweeps. The digitizers were interfaced to a PC AT computer which

was used for data acquisition, recording, analysis and display.

The system was normally operated with 10 Mhz digitization rate,

which yields 15 m range resolution, and 3000-sweep averaging

which required 3.6 seconds per measurement. The maximum range of

the system was limited to 30 km by the 5 kHz pulse repetition

frequency of the CVL. The system was demonstrated by monitoring

subvisual cirrus drifting across the zenith sky with 30-second

time resolution. Analysis of this data showed that the

transmittance of the cirrus, which ranged from 0.9 to 1.0, could

be determined with an accuracy of about +/- 0.02.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A PROTOTYPE LIDAR SYSTEM

AT THE STARFIRE OPTICAL RANGE

Gary G. Gimmestad

INTRODUCTION

The Starfire Optical Range (SOR) employs high-power lasers

to create artificial guide stars in the atmosphere. These laser

guide stars are used in conjunction with adaptive optics

techniques to provide high resolution images of celestial objects

and man-made satellites. The adaptive optics techniques are used

to remove the effects of atmospheric turbulence, but in

applications where absolute radiometric measurements are of

interest (such as stellar photometry), it is also desirable to

remove the effect of attenuation of light as it passes through

the atmosphere. This can be done by employing the laser remote

sensing technique known as LIDAR (LIght Detection And Ranging).

In early 1992 the author of this report and the lab focal point,

Dr. Robert Q. Fugate, developed a plan to build and evaluate a

prot'-type lidar system at SOR. This plan was carried out under

the AFOSR Summer Faculty Research Program during an eight-week

period beginning on July 27 and ending on September 18, 1992.

A basic lidar system can be thought of as a transmitter, a

receiver, and a data subsystem. The guide star lasers at SOR can

be used as lidar transmitters, so development of a lidar system

required only the addition of a receiver and a data subsystem,

and some of the components for these were available at SOR or on

loan from Georgia Tech. The remaining components were purchased

by SOR or fabricated in the Phillips Laboratory machine shop.

The objectives of the work described here were to develop,

operate and evaluate the prototype lidar at SOR. We had also

hoped to demonstrate the usefulness of the lidar in stellar

photometry.
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DISCUSSION OF PROBLEM

The transmittance of the earth's atmosphere along slant

paths from space to the ground is highly variable, because of

variations in the atmospheric constituents which absorb or

scatter light. These include both gasses and particulate matter.

Most of the particulates are in the troposphere, and they range

from boundary layer aerosols to various types of clouds including

high, thin cirrus. There is also a permanent aerosol layer in the

stratosphere ranging from about 12 to 24 km altitude, and this

layer can significantly affect transmittance after major volcanic

events such as the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo in 1991. The most

variable gaseous constituent is water vapor, which is strongly

absorbing at certain infrared wavelengths.

Fortunately, a lidar system to support observations at SOR

does not have to acommodate all atmospheric conditions, because

photometric measurements are only done when the sky is fairly

clear. The main issue is obscurants such as subvisual cirrus,

which can affect measurements while remaining undetected by

observers. Cirrus can be highly variable in its spatial

distribution and it moves with high-altitude winds, so patches of

cirrus tend to drift across the line of site, introducing

artifacts into photometric meassurement data. Changes in the

concentration of boundary layer aerosols can also affect

atmospheric transmittance, although perhaps on a longer time

scale because the boundary layer tends to more uniform than

cirrus. As mentioned earlier, water vapor is both strongly

absorbing in the infrared and highly variable, although

astronomical measurements are generally done in the window

regions between absorption features in order to minimize the

effects of water vapor.

The Starfire Optical Range is equipped with a 1.5 meter

telescope with a Coude path. A laser beam from a copper vapor
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laser (CVL) is routinely propagated out through the telescope to

form an artificial guide star. A 14-inch Celestron telescope is

mounted on the side of the 1.5 meter telescope and is boresighted

to it. The CVL guide star beam was selected to be the lidar

transmitter and the Celestron was selected to be the basis for

the lidar receiver. This combination has the advantages that the

lidar will always be aimed in the direction the telescope is

pointing; that it does not require additional optics in the Coude

path; and that operation of the lidar does not interfere with any

other system. It has the disadvantage that many of the lidar

design parameters are fixed by these choices, so the design is

somewhat constrained. For example, the pulse repetition frequency

of the CVL is 5 kHz, so the maximum range of the lidar is 30 km,

because this is the distance a pulse of light travels (out and

back) during the 200 microsecond interval between pulses. Another

unusual feature of the CVL is that it has two output wavelengths

with roughly equal power in each one. Specifications of the CVL

guide star and of the Celestron telescope are listed in Tables 1

and 2.

Table 1. Specifications of CVL Guide Star

Wavelengths: 0.5106 and 0.5782 microns

Power transmitted: 70 Watts (typical)

Pulse repetition rate: 5 kHz

Energy per pulse: 7 mJ each wavelength (typical)

Pulse width: 50 ns

Beam geometry: 1.5 m diameter leaving the telescope,

focussed at 10 km range,

beam diameter 10-20 cm at focus.
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Table 2. Specifications of Celestron Telescope

Model: C14

Optical design: Schmidt-Cassegrainian catadioptric

Primary mirror: 14.25 inch dia., 60 inch radius, spherical

Secondary mirror: 3.5 inch dia., 17.6 inch radius, aspheric

Central obstruction: 4.5 inches

Focal ratio: f/li

Focal length: 154 inches

Image scale: 0.256 mrad/mm

METHODOLOGY

Several options were considered for the prototype lidar,

including water vapor profiling by either the DIAL technique

(DIfferential Absorption Lidar) or by Raman lidar. Neither of

these proved feasible given the laser specifications in Table 1.

An investigation of the water vapor spectrum using the HITRAN PC

software showed that neither of the CVL lines is on a water vapor

absorption feature. The Raman technique relies on inelastic

scattering by water vapor and nitrogen, which causes

characteristic frequency shifts in the scattered light.

Unfortunately, the nitrogen-shifted 0.5106 micron line is very

near the 0.5782 micron laser line and in any event the Raman

scattering cross sections are very small and the energy per pulse

from the CVL is also small, so such a system would have a very

limited altitude range.

The prototype lidar was therefore designed to monitor

atmospheric particulates. As mentioned earlier, both boundary

layer aerosols (at the bottom of the troposphere) and cirrus
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clouds (near the top of the troposphere) can cause changes in

atmospheric transmittance during the course of an observation, so

the lidar was designed to monitor both of these simultaneously.

This necessitated two receiver channels in order to have

sufficient dynamic range (and also to avoid defocus problems with

the Celestron telescope). The wavelength dependence of

backscatter from particulates was also thought to be sufficiently

interesting to justify a two-color receiver option, so this was

included as well. The receiver was constructed on optical

breadboard so that its configuration could be easily changed.

The two receiver configurations are shown schematically in

Fig. 1. The two-color configuration is shown at the left. The

beam divider (BD) is a dichroic which transmits the yellow light

(0.5782 microns) to PMT1 and reflects the gre.-en light (0.5106

microns) to PMT2. Each of the PMTs is equipped with a narrow-band

F 1FS2

BD M - S

F1 F2 F2
FS = FIELD STOP
BD = BEAM DIVIDER

M = MIRROR
F = FILTER

PMT1 PMT2 PMT2 PMT = PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE

Figure 1. Optical Receiver Schematic
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interference filter to reject any residual light from the other

channel, and the field stop (FSl) determines the field of view of

both channels. In the long range/short range configuration, PMT2

is moved to a receiver based on a 2-inch diameter objective lens,
as shown in the dashed box in Fig. 1. Its (wider) field of view

is determined by a field stop FS2. Both PMTs had 0.5106 micron

filters in this configuration.

The two-channel data subsystem, shown schematically in Fig.

2, was provided on loan by Georgia Tech. This subsystem included

software for acquiring, storing, and analyzing data.

CAMAC CRATE

OPTICAL RECEIVER
TRANSIENT AVERAGING

---- T-ANS-ENT-AVERAGINGNT

DIGITIZER MEMORY

I GRAPHICS

DISPLAY

SPRINTER]-- PC-AT

Figure 2. Data Subsystem Block Diagram

RESULTS

Many of the lidar system design parameters were fixed by the

decisions to use the CVL guide star as the transmitter, to use

the 14-inch celestron as the receiver telescope, and to use
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available components as much as possible. The one key parameter

which remained, receiver field of view, is related to the

system's dynamic range. Designing a system with sufficient
dynamic range is a standard problem in lidar, for two reasons:

for a given backscatter coefficient, the amount of light

collected by the receiver telescope decreases as inverse range

squared; and the Rayleigh backscatter from air molecules is

proportional to air density, which decreases exponentially with

altitude, with a scale height of about 8 km. These two factors

make the signal from nearby scatterers much larger than the

signal from distant scatterers. In order to maximize sensitivity

at long ranges, it is necessary to somehow discriminate against

short ranges, so that short-range signals do not saturate the

detector or electronics. One way to do this is to restrict the

receiver field of view. Restricting the field of view has the

added virtue of decreasing the amount of sky background radiation

which reaches the detector. The distance at which the transmitted

laser beam is fully within the receiver field of view is

determined by the laser beam geometry, the separation of the

transmitter and receiver optic axes, and the receiver field of

view. The first two of these three parameters were fixed, so only

the field of view was an adjustable parameter. The

specifications of the receiver and data subsystem are listed in

Tables 3 and 4, respectively.

The prototype SOR lidar system was operated on 13 occasions

during the period August 13 to September 18, 92. The first three

times were for system check-out, and during these, the receiver

was mounted on a tripod and placed outdoors near the CVL

laboratory, aimed at the zenith. The CVL beam was brought out

through a hole in the wall to a turning mirror on an adjustable

mount. The distance between the laser beam axis and the receiver

axis was set so that the crossover distance was the same as it

would be later when the 14-inch receiver telescope was mounted on

the 1.5 meter telescope.
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Table 3. Specifications of Lidar Receiver

Long Range Short Range

Aperture 14 inches 2 inches

Field of View 0.8 mr 11 mr

PMT S-20 S-20

Optical filter

center wavelength 0.511, 0.578 0.511 microns

bandpass 1 nm 1 nm

peak transmittance 60 % 60 o

Table 4. Specifications of Data Subsystem

Digitization rate: 20 MHz (max.)

Resolution: 12 bits

Averaging: 64 k sweeps (max.)

Storage & display PC AT

Typical results from the long-range receiver on August 18,

1992 are shown in the next three figures. The raw data is shown

in Fig. 3. This data is the average of 3000 laser pulses, which

required 3.6 seconds to acquire (the data system only uses each

sixth laser pulse due to internal timing requirements). The

digitization rate was 10 MHz, corresponding to 15 meter range

bins. The signal increases with altitude at first as the laser

beam enters the receiver field of view, then it falls rapidly due

to the inverse range squared dependence and the decrease of air
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Figure 3. Example of raw data from August 18, 1992.

density with altitude. A signal from a cloud is seen at 10 km,
then the signal asymptotically approaches a constant value which
is determined by arbitrary offsets in the amplifiers.

The data is easier to interpret if the range dependence is
removed. This is done by subtracting the arbitrary offset from
all range bins and then multiplying them by range squared. The
result, referred to here as "normalized data", is shown in Fig.
4. If there were no particulates in the atmosphere, this curve
would be due to Rayleigh scattering by air molecules only, and so
it would show only a smooth, exponential decrease with altitude,
due to decreasing air density. At altitudes where particulates
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Figure 4. Example of normalized data from Auqust 18, 1992.

exist, the signal is enhanced. Three such altitudes are suggested

by the figure: the region just above the beam crossover (boundary

layer aerosols); the region at 10 km (cirrus cloud); and the

region from 12-24 km (stratospheric aerosol).

The regions of enhanced backscatter can be brought out more

clearly by dividing out the backscatter signal from clear air.

The result, known as a scattering ratio, is shown in Figure 5.

Here the three regions where particulates occur are clearly shown

as regions where the scattering ratio is greater than unity.

Because the lidar system is not calibrated, it is not possible to

know a priori the signal levels which correspond to clear air, so
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Figure 5. Example of scattering ratio from August 18, 1992.

in practice the scattering ratio is obtained by dividing the

normalized data by an air density profile (obtained from the

Standard Atmosphere) and normalizing the result to unity in some

range of altitude where there appears to be little particulate

scattering.

The scattering rptio can also be used to obtain a measure of

cloud transmittance, by normalizing the ratio to unity below the

cloud and examining it above the cloud. This method is

illustrated in Fig. 6. In this example, the value above the

cloud is about 0.8. This is a two-way transmittance because the

laser light had to propagate up through the cloud to the higher
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Figure 6. Scattering ratio from August 18, 1992.

altitudes and then back down through the cloud to the lidar

receiver. A one-way transmittance of about 0.9 is obtained by

taking the square root.

The data shown in the three figures above is one record out
of a sequence of 90. These records were obtained by operating the

lidar system in a timed acquisition mode, in which data was

automatically acquired every 30 seconds for 45 minutes. The
complete data set is shown in Fig. 7. This figure shows

normalized data in the altitude range 3 to 12 km, with signal

increasing vertically. During the time period shown, two cirrus
clouds drifted across the zenith. The first cloud had a base
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Figure 7. Time sequence of normalized cirrus data.

height of 9.4 km, a thickness of 500 m, and a transmittance of

0.90. The second cloud had a base height of 7.7 km, a thickness

of 400 m, and a transmittance of 0.98. These clouds were not

visible to rooftop observers, even though the sky was illuminated

by bright moonlight.
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On August 21, 1992 the 14-inch telescope was mounted on the
side of the 1.5 meter telescope and boresighted to it. The lidar

receiver was first aligned by using a microwave antenna on a

tower two miles away as a convenient boresighting target. Efforts

to reliably align the receiver optic axis with the laser beam

axis continued until the end of the project.

Alignment usually began during daylight hours, when images
of a distant target could be observed in the receiver optical

train by projecting them on pieces of white paper. This is

especially convenient for focussing. The 14-inch telescope is

normally on top of the 1.5 meter, which makes it inaccessible, so

the 1.5 meter telescope was flipped over and nearly horizontal

for this step in the lidar alignment. The next step was to make

small adjustments to alignment while propagating the CVL b; . at

night and monitoring the lidar signal with an oscilloscope. This

was done at 450 elevation, again with the 1.5 meter telescope

upside down. Serious alignment errors always occurred when the
telescope was flipped over to its normal operating position.

A detailed investigation showed that the alignment problem
was caused by flexing of components inside the Celestron

telescope under the influence of gravity, and that its optic axis

deflects by an angle of about 1 milliradian in going from upside

down to rightside up. This deflection is larger than the long-

range receiver field of view (see Table 3.) Efforts were made to

stiffen the primary mirror mounts and back casting, but the

deflection remained at about 1 milliradian. The most successful

alignment procedure involved deliberately misaligning the lidar

receiver by about 1 mr in the opposite direction so that it would

come into proper alignment as the telescope was turned over, but

even this technique was not entirely successful because the

alignment was not stable from night to night.
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We did operate the lidar system simultaneously with stellar

photometry on two occasions at the end of the project, but the

sky was very clear on these nights and so the data does not

demonstrate the usefulness of lidar for monitoring variations in

atmospheric transmittance.

CONCLUSIONS

The results shown in Figs. 3-7 show that the prototype lidar

system can easily detect subvisual cirrus and that it can be used

to monitor changes in sky transmittance to an accuracy of a few

percent on a time scale of seconds.

The usefulness of the prototype lidar was seriously limited,

however, by alignment instability which was traced to flexing in

the receiver telescope. Efforts to reduce this flexing were

unsuccessful, so this telescope should be replaced with a more

stable one.
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DYNAMICS OF THE REACTIONS OF Ar+, N2+ AND Kr÷ WITH NO
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AbStract

Absolute cross sections for the reactions of Ar+( 2 P3 / 2 , 1/2), N2+( 2 y), and
Kr+( 2 P3 / 2 ,1/2) with NO have been measured in a guided-ion beam apparatus for the

laboratory energy range of 0.1-20 eV. Throughout this energy regime, charge

transfer is the dominant process, and in all three cases, the cross section decreases

with increasing collision energy. Preliminary measurements of time-of-flight

distributions indicate that the NO+ charge transfer products are formed

predominantly with near-thermal kinetic energies, but a minor backscattered

channel is observed at low energies that can be associated with long-lived complex

formation. For all three reactions, the dissociative charge transfer products N+ and
0+ are also formed, with appearance energies close to their thermodynamic

thresholds. The Ar+ + NO reaction yields ArN+ in the energy range between about 5

and 20 eV, but no ArO+ could be detected.
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DYNAMICS OF THE REACTIONS OF Ar+, N2+ AND Kr+ WITH NO

Susan T. Graul

INTRODUCTION

One of the missions of the Phillips Laboratory is to research the interaction of

spacecraft effluent gases with the upper atmosphere. In addition to providing

information that can aid in design improvements and troubleshooting, such research

can assist in interpreting the data from spaceborne experiments by probing the

extent to which spacecraft in low-Earth orbit perturb their immediate environment.

An example of a local perturbation that arises from contaminants originating with

spacecraft is emissions that are observed in the vicinity of the space shuttle. These

emissions have been identified as arising from electronically excited NO+ ions, which

are believed to result from charge transfer reactions between O+ (the major ionic

constituent at altitudes of 200-400 km [1]) and NO, which outgases from the surfaces of

the shuttle. As a result of the orbiting velocity of the shuttle, ion-molecule reactions

that take place near the shuttle surfaces can proceed at collision energies ranging

from thermal energies to several eV in the center of mass frame of reference.

Although the 0+ + NO charge transfer reaction is strongly exoergic for formation of

ground state products, formation of an electronically excited state NO+ ion is at least 2

eV endoergic and therefore must involve translational - internal energy transfer at

hyperthermal collision energies. Thus, production of excited NO+ should be

accompanied by a loss of relative kinetic energy of the collision partners, which will

be reflected by shifts in the velocity distributions of the NO+ products.

In order to gain insight to the dynamics of exoergic charge transfer reactions

involving NO, we initiated this summer the study of a series of such reactions. We

began our investigations by studying the reactions of Ar+, N2+, and Kr÷ with NO (eqs.

1-3).

Ar+ + NO - NO+ + Ar (1)

N2+ + NO - NO+ + N2 (2)

Kr+ + NO - NO+ + Kr (3)

The Ar+, N2+, and Kr+ reactant ions can be generated in abundance by electron

ionization of the corresponding neutral gases, and the resulting high intensity of

the reactant ions facilitates the measurement of accurate reaction cross sections and

product ion time-of-flight (TOF) distributions.
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Like the O+ + NO charge transfer reaction, each of the reactions in eqs. 1-3 is

highly exoergic for formation of ground state products. It has been suggested that

the efficiency of charge transfer reactions for atoms and small molecules is

controlled by the combined requirements of energy resonance and favorable

Franck-Condon factors for the transition from the reactant states to the product

states [2-6]. Because reactions 1-3 are strongly exoergic (and hence extremely non-

resonant), formation of ground state products would be predicted to be very

inefficient. However, at thermal collision energies reactions 1 and 2 proceed with

relatively large rate constants that are consistent with reaction occurring on a

significant fraction of encounters. Reaction 3 is approximately an order of

magnitude slower, but still is much faster than would be predicted based on the

extreme non-resonance of the reactant and product ground states and the

vanishingly small Franck-Condon factors associated with ionization to high

vibrational levels of the ground state NO+ ion.

It is certain that part of the reason for the apparent failure of the energy

resonance and Franck-Condon criteria in determining the probability of charge

transfer is the perturbation introduced by the long-range interactions in ion-

molecule reactions. What may be more important in the case of the Ar+/NO and

N2+/NO reactions is the existence of "near"-resonance with excited states of the

products. The reaction of Ar+ with NO is near-resonant (0.03 eV) for production of

NO+(a3k+). The reaction of N2+ with NO is slightly endoergic (ca. 0.15 eV) for

formation of NO+(a 3 .+), and exoergic by only about 0.15 eV for NO+(X) and N2(a 3Tr +).

These asymptotic energy gaps are comparable to ion-induced dipole interaction

energies, which at close range can act to narrow the gaps further. The average

product ion kinetic energies measured for reaction 1 and 2 at near-thermal collision

energies in an ion cyclotron resonance spectrometer indicate that very little energy

is partitioned to relative translation of the products, suggesting that the products are

internally excited [7]. Evidence from beam experiments suggests that NO+(a) (rather

than NO+(X, v>O) is the major product for reaction 1 at thermal energies [8]. The

nonzero (but nonetheless low) efficiency of the Kr+ + NO charge transfer [9] may be

a conzequence of modification by the long-range potential of the unfavorable

Franck-Condon factors for production of the highly vibrationally excited NO+(X) ion

that would be the only product state near-resonant with the Kr+/NO reactants.
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We have examined the energy dependence of the cross sections for reactions

1-3 over the energy range of 0.1 to about 20 eV in the center-of-mass frame of

reference. In addition, cross sections were measured for the reaction channels that

lead to 0+ and N+ for each reaction, and to formation of ArN+ from the reaction of Ar+

with NO (eqs. 4-10).

Ar+ + NO - N+ + 0 + Ar (4)
0+ + N + Ar (5)

-- ArN + 0 (6)

N2+ + NO - N+ + 0 + N2 (7)

- 0 O+ + N + N2 (8)

Kr+ + NO - N+ + 0 + Kr (9)
0+ + N + Kr (10)

For reactions 1 and 2, NO+ product ion TOF distri'utions were collected at several

interaction energies. In this report, selected preliminary data from these

investigations is presented. Although the studies are not complete, it is possible to

draw some conclusions about the mechanisms of the reactions and the internal

energies of the products formed.

EXPERIMENTAL

The cross section and time-of-flight measurements were carried out using a

guided-ion-beam apparatus, in which ions in the interaction region are confined by

a radiofrequency field. The base apparatus is a tandem mass spectrometer, which has

been described previously [10], in which the collision cell and associated ion optics

have been replaced by an octopole beam guide [11,12] (Fig. 1). The instrument will be

described briefly here.

The Ar+, N2+, and Kr+ ions are produced by 25 eV electron ionization of argon,

nitrogen or krypton. The ions are accelerated and mass-selected in a Wien velocity

filter. Following mass selection, the ions are decelerated and injected into a 7.36 cm

long octopole ion guide of 6 mm inner radial diameter and 2 mm rod diameter. A 10

MHz radiofrequency potential with typical amplitude of 90 V r.m.s. is applied to the

octopole rods, and acts to trap the ions in the radial direction without significantly

altering the axial velocity distribution. The octopole passes through a 3.5 cm long
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Figure 1. Schematic of octopole beam guide.

collision cell containing neutral NO at pressures of 150-250 litorr (measured with a
Baratron capacitance manometer). At the end of the collision cell, the first octopole
connects to a second octopole of equal radial dimensions, but 16.7 cm in length. The
second octopole is normally held at a potential some 350 mV lower than the first to aid
in extracting slow ions formed in the collision cell. Potentials applied to cylindrical
electrodes at the entrance and exit of the collision cell further aid in collecting ions
that are back-scattered in the lab frame. At the terminus of the second octopole, the
ions are extracted and focused into a quadrupole mass analyzer, and detected with a
channelplate electron multiplier.

The primary ion energy and the width of the energy spread are determined by
performing retardation potential scans of the octopole bias for a constant injection
potential. Minimum energy half-widths are typically obtained by tuning the
injection optics at the entrance of the octopole such that the ions are injected with
less than 1 eV axial energy. Typical half-widths observed in these experiments were
250-350 meV. Average ion energies can also be determined by pulsing the primary
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ion beam and analyzing the flight time difference measured with different bias

potentials on the second octopole. The energies so measured typically differed by less

than a few hundred meV from the nominal ion energy for the same octopole

potential as measured by retardation scans, with the small differences arising from

effects of the gate pulse on the ion energy.

Integral cross sections are calculated frtum the relative integrated intensities

of the product ions and the reactant ion as measured under single-collision

conditions. For measurements carried out at low conversion, the intensities are used

in eq. 11:
Ip

- [-Ip+IR ] n (11)

in which Ip and IR are the integrated intensities of the product and reactant ions

respectively, n is the number density of the neutral reactant, and I is the reaction

path length. At each collision energy, the extraction optics are tuned for optimal ion

collection of both reactant and product ions. The absolute error of the present cross

section measurements is estimated at approximately 30%, whereas the relative error

is probably considerably smaller.

For the measurement of product or reactant ion time-of-flight (TOF)

distributions, the primary ion beam is deflected out of the collision cell by applying

an approximately 10 V potential to the deflector electrode (Fig. 1). A triangular 15-20

V pulse is used to drop this gate and allow a burst of reactant ions into the collision

cell. The effective width of this pulse is usually less than 5 gisec, whereas the product

TOF distributions were typically more than 250 4sec wide. The gate pulse

simultaneously sends a start signal to the detector timer (which receives a stop signal

when an ion is detected at the channelplate multiplier) and triggers the function

generator that supplies the 10 MHz radiofrequency potential to the octopole guide.

For a repetition rate of 3 KHz, the rf field was kept on for about 300 pisec, then shut off

to allow any remaining ions in the octopole guide to escape before the next timing

cycle.

Significant background ion signals corresponding to NO+ were observed when

the reactant ions were deflected completely out of the collision cell. The background

NO+ signal was highest for the Ar+ and Kr+ reactants and was negligible for N2 +.

These NO+ ions probably arise from Penning ionization of NO by fast metastable

neutral Ar or Kr atoms, which most likely result from neutralization of the

accelerated and focused Ar+ or Kr+ ions as they skim metal surfaces in the Wien filter
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or injection optics. Corrections to the NO+ product TOF distributions were made by

subtracting the background TOF distribution collected with the ions always deflected

out of the cell from the distributions collected with the ions pulsed into the cell. For

cross section measurements, in which the reactant ion beam is continuous rather

than pulsed, the contribution to the product NO+ signal by Penning ionization of NO

is less than a few percent and can be neglected.

RESULTS
Known energetics for the reactions of Ar+, N2+, and Kr+ with NO are listed in

Table 1.

Ar+ + NO: The energy dependence measured for the Ar+ + NO charge

transfer reaction for 0.1 - 20 eV collisions (center of mass) is shown in Fig. 2. Below

about 6 eV, the cross section follows an approximately E- 1 1 2 dependence, but at

higher energies the cross section decreases more rapidly with increasing energy.

An E-1/ 2 dependence is the predicted energy dependence for the cross section of a

ion-molecule reaction that involves a long-lived intermediate complex.

At collision energies above about 5 eV, three products besides NO+ are

observed, corresponding to dissociative charge transfer and atomic ion transfer (eqs.

4-6). The appearance energies for these products is within 0.5 eV of the

thermochemical thresholds (Table 1). The energetic onsets for these products

correspond approximately to the break in the cross section for charge transfer (Fig.

3).

Time-of-flight distributions were measured for the NO+ products from charge

transfer at several collision energies. In the interest of brevity, these distributions

are not shown here, but the results will be summarized briefly. At all collision

energies, the major portion of the NO+ product ions are formed with near-thermal

velocities. At the lowest collision energies (2-5 eV), a significant fraction of fast NO+

ions are also formed, indicative of back-scattering in the lab frame. The fraction of

back-scattered NO+ ions decreases as collision energy increases.
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Table 1. Energetics for the reactions of Ar+, N2+, and Kr+ with NO.

Reactants Products AE, eV

Ar+ + NO Ar + NO+(X1Z½) -6.50
Ar + NO(a 3 E+) -0.03
Ar + NO(Aln) +2.61
Ar + N + O+ +4.40
Ar + N+ + O +5.32
Ar+ + N + O +6.50
ArO+ + N +3.66
ArN+ + O +4.98

N2 + + NO N2 + NO(X) -6.32
N2 + NO(a) +0.15
N2 + NO(A) +2.79
N2 + N + 0+ +4.58
N2 +N++O +5.50
N2 + + N + O +6.50
N2(A 3 1u+) + NO+(X) -0.15
N2 (A) + NO+(a) +6.62

Kr+ + NO Kr + NO+(X) -4.74
Kr + NO+(a) +1.73
Kr + NO+(A) +4.37

Kr + N + O+ +6.16
Kr + N+ + O +7.08
Kr+ + N + 0 +6.50
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Figure 2. Absolute cross sections as a function of collision energy for the charge
transfer reaction of Arr+ and NO.
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Figure 3. Absolute cross sections for production of NO+, ArN+, N+, and 0+ from the

reaction of Ar+ and NO. Vertical arrows mark the thermochemical

threshold energies for 0+ and N+.
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N2+ + NO: The charge transfer reaction of N24 with NO to form ground state

NO+ is only slightly less exoergic than the Ar+/NO reaction (Table 1). Two "near"-

resonant charge transfer channels exist: the one leading to NO+(a 3 -u+) and ground

state N2 is about 0.15 eV endoergic, and a second leading to N2(a 3 Eu+) and NO+(X) is

about 0.15 eV exoergic. In spite of the larger energy gaps for the N2 +/NO reaction

compared to the Ar+/NO reaction, the N2 + + NO charge transfer cross sections are

consistently larger (Fig. 4). The opposite would be expected based on energy
resonance criteria. There also appears to be some structure in the N2+/NO cross

section, in particular near the break point at about 10 eV.
The fragment ions N+ and O+ are observed for the N2 +/NO reaction at collision

energies above 5 eV (Fig. 5). The appearance energies for these products agree

within C.5 eV with the thermochemical thresholds (Table 1). In the absence of

isotope labeling, collision-induced dissociation of N2 + (eq. 12) cannot be ruled out as a

source for the N+ ions.

N2+ + NO -o N+ + N + NO (12)

However, the energy required for CID of N2+ is nearly 3 eV greater than that

required for formation of N+ by dissociative charge transfer, and the cross section

for N+ is a smooth function of collision energy even above the CID threshold. This

suggests that the major (if not exclusive) source of N+ is dissociative charge transfer
to NO. Although ion signals were observed that may correspond to N 3+ and N20+, they

were extremely weak, with cross sections less than 0.01 A2.

The time-of-flight distributions for the NO+ product of charge tr?,'sfer are

qualitatively similar to those observed for the Ar+ - NO reaction, in that the major

fraction of the NO+ product ions are formed with near-thermal velocities.
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Figure 4. Absolute cross sections as a function of collision energy for the charge

transfer reaction of Nz+ and NO.
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Figure 5. Absolute cross sections for production of NO+, N+, and e+ from the reaction
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energies for O+ and N+.
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Kr+ + NO: This charge transfer reaction is strongly exoergic to form NO+(X)

(Table 1), but unlike the Ar+/NO and N2 +/NO reactions, there are no product

electronic states in near-resonance with the reactants. The charge transfer reaction

has a much smaller cross section than either Ar÷/NO or N2
4 /NO, although the energy

dependence (shown in Fig. 6) is similar to that observed for Ar+/NO. The fragment

ions N+ and O+ appear at collision energies equal to and greater than their

thermodynamic thresholds. Formation of O+ is favored over N+ at all energies above

4 eV, and the cross sections for these products are nearly an order of magnitude

smaller than for the Ar+/NO and N2+/NO reactions.

The small cross sections for charge transfer in the Kr+/NO reaction precluded

measurement of product ion TOFs within the time available under the Summer

Research Program.

1 Kr" + NO
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n( 0.01 11 O4+
o

00.0 0 N+
0

0

0 10

.1 1 10

COLLISION ENERGY (E.., e V)

Figure 6. Absolute cross sections for production of NO+, N+, and 0+ from the reaction

of Kr+ and NO. The vertical arrows indicate the thermochemical threshold

energies for O+ and N+.
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DISCUJSSION
Kobayashi measured the cross sections for the charge transfer reactions of

Ar+ and Kr+ with NO in a drift tube in the collision energy range of 0.04 - 3 eV [9).

For the Ar+ + NO reaction, he reported charge transfer cross sections that are 25-50%

larger than the present results, and observed a shallow minimum or plateau in the

charge transfer cross section above 1 eV collision energy (center of mass). The

differences between Kobayashi's results for Ar+ + NO and the present measurements

are within the combined experimental errors. However, in the case of Kr+ + NO, the

differences are considerably larger. At the lowest energies (ca. 0.1 eV), our cross

sections are about twice those measured by Kobayashi, and we do not observe the

prominent minimum he reported at 0.7 eV collision energy. The reason for these

discrepancies is not clear. Ng and coworkers have demonstrated that individual spin-

orbit states of the ground state Ar+ ion can have markedly different reactivity [13),

but there is no reason to expect that the Ar+ and Kr+ ions formed in out experiments

have significantly different populations of spin-orbit states from those formed in

Kobayashi's experiments; in both systems, the ions are generated at low pressure by

electron ionization (albeit at different electron energies). It is possible, however,

that the upper spin-orbit state is quenched in the drift region of Kobayashi's

apparatus, in which case he observes primarily the reactivity of the lower spin-orbit

state. Another possible interference in these experiments is Penning ionization of

NO by metastable electronically excited state Ar or Kr atoms. We checked for

ionization by metastable Ar or Kr atoms by deflecting the ion beam out of the

octopole and monitoring the background NO+ signal. For cross section

measurements, the background NO was only a few percent of the charge transfer

reaction product signal. Therefore, contributions to the NO+ signal from Penning

ionization should be negligible in our experiments.

The time-of-flight distributions for the NO+ products formed by charge

transfer from Ar+ or N2+ are not shown in the report, but a qualitative summary of

the results has been included. For both reactions, most of the NO+ products are

formed with near-thermal velocities, suggestive of charge transfer at long range

with very little momentum transfer. However, some fraction of the NO+ ions have

short flight times, corresponding to large velocities. These ions could result from

low-impact-parameter collisions or from a long-lived collision complex in which

momentum transfer can occur. The fraction of the "fast" NO+ ions decreases as
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collision energy increases, just as the lifetime of a collision complex (and

consequently the extent of momentum transfer) can be expected to decrease with

increasing collision energy. It is clear from the experimental velocity distributions

for charge transfer with N2+ and Ar+ that most of the charge transfer reactions

occur with very little internal " translational energy transfer. This would support
the formation of NO+(a 3 E+), or, for the N2 +/NO reaction, N2(a 3 Eu+) + NO+(X), in the

near-resonant charge transfer channels as the major process throughout the

collision energy range studied.

Reaction channels that do require translation --+ NO internal energy transfer

are the formation of N+ and 0+, which are relatively minor processes in these

reactions. In the Ar+/NO and Kr+/NO reactions, the collision energy at which a

break occurs in the charge transfer cross section corresponds approximately to the

appearance energy for N+ and 0+, suggesting that the break might be correlated with

the two new products. However, in the N2+/NO reaction, the break comes nearer to

the energy at which the N+ and 0+ cross sections maximize. In none of the reactions

are the N+ and 0+ cross sections large enough to compensate for the sudden drop in

the charge transfer cross section at collision energies above 10 eV. An explanation

that would be consistent with the formation of only (or predominantly) NO+(a)

throughout the energy range, as suggested by the velocity distributions, is that the

collisions are resulting in formation of N and 0 atoms via .:ollisionally activated

dissociation of NO (eq. 13).
Ar+(N 2 +,K r+) + NO -+ Ar+(N2+,Kr+) + N + 0 (13)

The thermochemical threshold for this process is 6.497 eV, and the breaks in the

charge transfer cross sections occur at energies about equal to or greater than this

lower limit.

The onsets of formation of N+ and 0+ products occur near the thermochemical

thresholds for dissociative charge transfer. Analogous products were observed by Ng

and coworkers in the reactions of Ar+ with 02 [13], CO [14,15], and N2 [161 (eqs. 14-16).

Ar+ + 02 -4 Ar + 02+ (14)

-* Ar + 0++ 0
-* ArO+ 0

Ar+ + CO -* Ar + CO+ (15)

-• Ar + C+ + 0
- ArC+ + 0
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Ar+ + N2 -* Ar + N2+ (16)

-• Ar + N÷ + N
-4 ArN+ + N

Based on their analysis of the product ion retardation potential curves, they

concluded that the dissociative charge transfer products arise via predissociation of
nascent electronically excited charge transfer products (O2+, CO+, or N2 +). These

reactions also yielded ArO+, ArC+, and ArN+, which Ng suggested arise by a charge

transfer predissociation mechanism. This is apparently a selective process for Ar+ +

CO, which yields ArC+, but not ArO+. It seems plausible that similar interpretations

will be valid for the reactions of Ar+, Kr+, and N2+ with NO, but further study is

required to determine if this is correct.
It is interesting that the Ar+/NO, Kr+/NO, and N2+/NO systems all show similar

reactivity. Although the magnitudes of the cross sections vary considerably, the

energy dependences are quite similar, and the higher energy N+ and 0+ product ions

are observed in each case at the thermochemical thresholds. These results suggest

that the dynamics of these reactions may be relatively independent of energy

resonance criteria.

,CONCLUSION
The reactions of Ar+, N2+, and Kr+ with NO proceed predominantly via charge

transfer at fairly long range and with little momentum transfer. The energy

dependences of the cross sections are similar for each of these reactions, but the

magnitude of the cross sections vary. Minor reaction channels lead to N+ and 0+
products from dissociative charge transfer, occurring near the thermochemical

threshold.
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RADAR SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS TOOLS
FOR SATELLITE ANALYSIS - A RECOMMENDATION

Dr. J.M. Henson
Assistant Professor

Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Nevada

Abstract

In order for the Phillips Laboratory, Advanced Weapons Directorate, Satellite Signature and Imaging

(WSAI) working group to realize its mission, certain radar data and image simulation and analysis tools

and techniques must be defined and integrated into the group's existing modeling and analysis

techniques. While there are several modeling issues (multispectral model compatibility requirements) that

are of serious concern to WSAI, these concerns are beyond the scope of this report. Rather, it is our

purpose herein to briefly describe current radar related data analysis, imaging, image analysis and

software simulation options and to recommend that WSAI adopt the Lincoln Laboratories RCS Toolbox

and the Enhanced Lincoln Interactive Analysis System (ELIAS) software packages to support its

signature and imaging simulation and analysis requirements.
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RADAR SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS TOOLS
FOR SATELLITE ANALYSIS - A RECOMMENDATION

J.M. Henson

INTRODUCTION

The basic radar theory, associated hardware, and signal processing analysis techniques that underlie

the current technologies appear, based on the literature, to have been fully developed and operational by

the mid 1970's. It is also clear, based on the literature, that Lincoln Labs has been and continues to be

the primary developer of the technology. Indeed, at least two of our primary radar sites, ARPA - Lincoln

C-Band Observables Radar (ALCOR) and HAYSTACK, are designed by Lincoln Laboratories (LL). It is

not surprising then that the same laboratory has also developed primary radar data analysis procedures

and algorithms that currently define satellite analysis -- with respect to the radar return. The LL RCS

Toolbox and Enhanced Lincoln Interactive Analysis System (ELIAS) software packages are the

inevitable results of such an extensive involvement in the technology.

Other software options (including SRIM, developed by the Environmental Research Institute of

Michigan) simply are not intended or geared to simulate real world satellite imaging and analysis

techniques. In fact, it appears that no other software simulations are available that even begin to offer the

capabilities of RCS Toolbox and ELIAS.

Given that there are no suitable alternatives to the LL software products, WASI is faced with acquiring

the technical expertise to both use and evaluate the LL products with respect to WASI goals and

requirements.

The following section is intended to provide WASI with a brief discussion and evaluation of the LL

software based on our own brief experience with it, and further to suggest a general plan by which WASI

may develop the radar related expertise and simulation capabilities it requires.

FURTHER RECOMMENDATIONS

Figure 1 (taken from the preliminary version of the LL User's Guide to RCS Toolbox, version 2.0) is

a block diagram of the 14 programs that comprise the "toolbox". While this is a set of stand alone
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programs, there are nevertheless cross dependencies (and some redundancies) with respect to required

user inputs. Unfortunately, the current version of the documenitation fails to explain these dependencies.

Further, the documentation does not describe fully or adequately the input variables that the user must

select and for which the user must assign values. Additionally, the documentation does not correlate the

nature of these inputs with radar parameters or the nature of software outputs.

The toolbox programs in conjunction with ELIAS, which provides both narrow and wideband data and

imagery display and analysis tools does, however, appear to be complete in the sense that full satellite

motion simulations as well as narrowband and wideband signature and image analyses can be carried

out without the requirement of real data. Unfortunately, nowhere in the documentation can a new user,

unfamiliar with current analysis techniques, find instructive information or examples. Given that these

software tools have a long developmental history and have been funded and supported by DOD labs other

than Phillips Laboratory, we should not and perhaps cannot register a very loud complaint.

Rather, what is necessary at this point is a concerted and sustained effort to understand and work

effectively wth these products. We would suggest then, that WSAI begin by placing qualified personnel

alongside actual analysts who use these software tools to solve real problems on a regular basis.

Personnel a FASTC appear willing to share their knowledge and expertise. In this way WSAI may in a

highly cost effective manner begin its own education and training in the area of radar satellite imaging,

simulation and analysis.
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OPTICAL AND ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE

MAYER HUMI, Professor
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES

Worcester Polytechnic Institute

Abstract

For many important applications it is imperative to estimate correctly the spectral

density of atmospheric turbulence. To this end one must collect meteorological data and

"detrend" it to obtain the turbulent residual. The objective of this project was to

experiment with different detrending (= filtering) strategies and gauge their impact on the

computed spectral densities of the flow variables. To help accomplish this objective a

general purpose software package was written and used.
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I. Introduction.

It is a well known fact that the twinkling of the stars is caused by the fluctuations

in the index of refraction of the earth atmosphere. These are due to atmospheric

turbulence which in turn cause random fluctuations in the effective optical path of the

electromagnetic signal. Due to these fluctuations there will be a spreading of the light

beam, scintillations and a decrease in the spatial and temporal coherence. The same

phenomena affect laser and radar systems and might degrade severely their performance.

To compensate for these effects a careful study must be made on the relationship between

the meteorological state of the atmosphere and the fluctuations in the index of refraction.

HI. The structure constant C2 .
n

To study the effects of the fluctuations of the index of refraction in a clear

atmosphere let n(r,t) denote the index of refraction. This can be written as

n(r,t) = (n(r,t)) 4- nl(r,t) (2.1)

where (n(rt)) represents the average part and n1 the fluctuation. For clear dry air (n)

1 1. The fluctuating part n1 consists of real and imaginary components

n1 = nr + in ii (2.2)

From a practical point of view [1] the most important quantity affecting the signal

propagation is the spatial correlation function for nlr, i.e.

Bn(r,p) = (nlr(r)n r(r + p)) (2.3)

Here we neglected the dependence of n Ir on t since the time of propagation of an
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electromagnetic signal in the atmosphere is short. If we assume further that the

atmosphere is spatially homogeneous then Bn(rp) is independent of r. Using first order

differentials to approximate n Ir we have (remember (nld = 0)

n 1r-* + r dQ + -7 dP (2.4)

where T,Q,P stand for the temperature, humidity and pressure. However usually the

pressure term is negligible and therefore we can write

n T A dT +AQ y (2.5)nlr = T 77Q

Substituting this in eq. (2.3) leads to

A2  A2  2 ATA

-(P) T '2 BT(P) + Q) BQ(P) + T--7 STq(P) (2.6)
(T)QP

where

BT(P) = (6T(r) ff(r+p)) (2.7)

etc. Applying the Fourier transform to eq. (2.6) leads to

A2  A 2  2ATA
(Pn(k) T 2T (k) + oQk (T) (Q) ýoTQ(k) (2.8)

where
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fn(p) = J3 ý{n(k)exp(ik.p)d 3 k (2ý9)

For well developed (clear) atmospheric turbulence it can be shown that the spectral density

function on(k) can be approximated with proper assumptions by [1,2]

0.33Cnexp(-k /k2)
ýpn(k) = 2 n ,p 11k/6 )

(k +1/L 0 )1 1 / 6

where L0 is the largest turbulence scale (typically on the order of 100 meters) C2 is

known as the "index of refraction structure constant". It has to be estimated from the

spectral density of the turbulent fluctuations in the atmosphere.

A long mathematical derivation based on the works of Tatarski and others [2,3] then

yields that C2 _ ko/km where
n

k =_<O'v'>
<grad-T>

and KM is the eddy diffusivity for momentum transfer which is related to the turbulent

energy dissipation c by

f= KM(gradU)
2

Here 0,U are the average potential temperature U the mean horizontal velocity and

0',v' represent the turbulent fluctuations.

To use this relations one must apply a proper algorithm to separate the mean part

of the meteorological data from the turbulent fluctuations. The main objective of this
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project was to use and compare different filtering methodologies in order to find the most

appropriate for our purpose.

III. Data Filters.

The raw meteorological data regarding the wind velocity, pressure and temperature

2have to be decompose into the mean and fluctuating parts to derive a value for C . This
n2

can be accomplished by different methods which lead in turn to different estimates for Cn

In the following we describe briefly the various techniques which were used in this

project but due to space limitations we shall not be able to describe their technical aspects.

To this end the reader is referred to the bibliography.

1. Time series approach [4]

In this method we fit a local low order polynomial to the data. The algorithm

which is based on Box-Jenkins approach treat the meteorological data as due to a

stochastic process. The decomposition, used properly, leads to residuals which have zero

mean and variance. However the global ("smooth") structure of the mean quantities

remains obscured by this process. One can refine this algorithm by the computation of the

autocorrelation function for the data to determine the nature of the local filtering

polynomial.

2. Low pass filter based on the FFT.[5]

In this approach we apply the fast Fourier transform to the data and by (inverse

transform) remove from it the low frequency components. This leads to a smooth

trigonometric approximation to the mean quantities which captures its global structure.

However as the meteorlogical data contains some discontinuities the approximation fails at

these points. As a refinement one can divide the data into "windows" of predetermined

length (e.g. 2k to 10k) and apply the algorithm separately on each of these windows.
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3. Least squares [5].

Here we fit a low order polynomial p(x) to the data {di} so that

S = 1(P(xi) - di) 2 is a minimum (?2 norm) (3.1)

As in the previous method one can refine the algorithm by applying it to data windows. In

this way both the local and global structure of the mean quantities can be captured by the

smoothing polynomial. Another possible refinement is to use an R, norm p > 1 for the

smoothing algorithm rather than . E.g. in the 1l-norm eq. (3.1) will be replaced by

S = lP(Xi)-dil is rain. (3.2)

4. Spline smoothing filter [6].

In this algorithm one produces a natural cubic spline for a data set (ti, xi) with

knots at all the ti. However the smoothing spline does not interpolate for the xi's.

Instead it minimizes

b S(2 dt

subject to the constraint

<S(t )-xi (3.3)

where the wi's are proper "data weights" and a is a smoothing parameter. As a
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refinement one can use various strategies to estimate the value of oa that is appropriate for

a given data set.

5. Wavelet transform [7]

Wavelets represent a new development in applied mathematics which is used

principally for signal processing. The basic idea is to use a function s(•x) with compact

support (called the mother wavelet) and apply to it a set of translations and dilatations to

produce a basis of L2 (R). This basis can be used then to expand some sets of functions

"inexpensively" (i.e. with few terms). The hope is that in this manner one can capture

both the local and global structure of the original signal.

In this project the idea was to use wavelets to capture the global structure of the

meteorlogical signal and at the same time identify any local "jumps". To this end we used

a wavelet transform package which was written by the "wavelet lab" at Yale University

[8]. It turned out that the choice of ýp(x) was crucial for this transform to work. In fact

the package contains four types of wavelets functions but only one detrended the data

correctly, i.e. produced residuals with mean zero.

6. Convolution transform [9].

It is well known that

(fg) (s) = f (s)g(s)

where * is the convolution operator and stands for the Fourier transform. It follows

then that to eliminate from the spectrum of a signal g(t) all frequencies greater than W

(i.e. consider the signal whose spectrum is f (s)g (s) where
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1 0 O<s< W
f (s) = 0> W

we must compute the convolution

f * g = { f(x-y)g(x)dy

Similarly one can produce other filters on the spectrum of the original signal by

appropriate choice of f^(s).

This algorithm has been applied to the meteorological data but as it requires

extensive computational resources we were unable to pursue this technique in depth as a

paradigm for detrending the data.

IV Implementation

A software package was written to implement the various algorithms and strategies

that were discussed in the previous section. The package is written in Fortran and uses the

IMSL and TEKSIM libraries. It also uses a "wavelet lab. package" that was obtained from

Yale University. Although the various parameters in these programs are currently set for

the current data received from NASA, it will require a minor effort to adjust these as the

need arises.

The following is a short description of the programs in this package:

plall.f - Read data from the original data file prepared by NASA and plot the data

for each variable. As a result the relevant data can be identified and then

extracted using condes.f
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condes.f - Extract the relevant data for the original NASA data file into a binary file

this will speed the processing of the data in other programs.

trend.f - Compute basic stat about the data and detrend it using differencing method.

The order of the method should be set using the variable ndiff. The program

also plots the detrended data.

trend2.f - Same as above but plots the large component of the data after detrending or

with minor modifications the original data and the large component

superimposed on each other.

trend3.f - Detrend data by the fft and plots the large component of after detrending.

trend4.f - Detrend data by the least squares and plots the large component of the data

after detrending

trsp.f - Builds on trend.f and also compute the spectrum density for each of the six

detrended variables in the file. To run one should set ndiff and iswver to

determine the the stat window type.

rdsp.f - Spectral analysis on the raw data. -similar to trsp.f

psphl.f - Plots the spectral density from the ascii file produced by trsp.f or rdsp.f. half

log plot

pspll.f - Plots the spectral density from the ascii file produced by trsp/rdsp.f.

log/log plot.
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cfft.f - Perform fft transform on the data using complex functions.

rfft.f - Same as cfft.f but with real functions.

rfftb.f - FFT and inverse to capture the large component of data with plots.

crall.f - Take the binary file mm*.bin and converts it to six ascii files in preparation

for use in the wavelet transform. Must run on unicon since binary files on

other machines are not compatible.

wlsqsp.f - Perform least squares fit to the data in a given window size. Then computes

the residual and performs a spectral analysis on the residual of the whole

data.

wfftsp.f - Perform fft fit to the data in a given window size. Then computes the residual

,d performs a spectral analysis on the residual of the whole data.

wtrfsp.f - Same as wfftsp.f but the spectral analysis is performed for each data window

separately. the size of the window can be changed as a parameter.

wtrlsp.f - Same as wlsqsp.f but the spectral analysis is performed for each data window

separately.

conv02.f - Detrend the data by the convolution method. the filter function used here

corresponds to the normal distribution however the program is modular and

this can be changed rather easily.
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conv04.f- Same as conv02 but with different parameters. In particular in this version

the transform is being applied to a subset of the original data only and the

computation proceeds on this subset only.

cssp.f - Detrend data using spline approximation then computes the large and

fluctuating parts and performs spectral analysis and plotting for each of the

meteorological variables.

csesp.f - Same as cssp but here the optimal smoothing parameter is is computed by

the algorithm.

wcssp.f - Same as cssp.f but the smoothing is done in windows so that the local

structure of the data can be taken into account.

exw - A macro to execute the wavelet transform on the data. To use it one must

apply crall.f to the file generated by condes.f.

In all the source code for this package occupies z200k. A sample of the output from

this program is given in the appendix.

V. Directions for Future Research.

The methods that were used in this project to detrend the meteorological data were

based on the paradigm of "data smoothing" That is we assumed implicitly that the large

component of the data is a smooth function which can be approximated in a window of

reasonable size by a low order polynomial or some trigonometric function.
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While this paradigm is based on a sound mathematical and scientific principle it is

not generic. Thus it fails to establish an intrinsic relationship (based on some fundamental

physics) between the data and the smoothing functions. Accordingly different choices of

these functions will (and did) lead to different spectrum for the turbulent residuals. TO

REMEDY THIS THE FILTER FUNCTION MUt T BE "CUSTOMIZED" TO THE

STRUCTURE OF THE METEOROLOGICAL DATA.

To accomplish this objective we would like to suggest at least three possible

paradigms. These were not followed in this project so far due to their scope and the lack of

time. To implement these ideas will require a preliminary stage of original research

and development.

A. Karhunan-Loeve Basis functions.

This procedure was suggested by Lumely to treat meteorological data and isolate

coherent structures in a flow. However to derive the functions that are needed for this

analysis one has to solve an integral equation whose kernel is related to the raw data

available about the flow. In this fashion the smoothing function carry an intrinsic

relationship to the data that is being analyzed.

B. Intrinsic "Mother" wavelet.

The wavelets that were used in the current analysis were obtained from the

"wavelet lab" at Yale University. The choice of the mother wavelets in this package have

no intrinsic relationship to the meteorological data at hand. To improve this analysis the

following problems have to be resolved.

1. Is it possible to define and use a "data fitted" mother wavelet.

2. To what extent the mother wavelet obtained in (1) is universal. i.e. is the

same for different data sets.
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3. What effect have different intrinsic mother wavelets on the spectrum of the

turbulent residuals.

4. It it possible to relate the choice of the mother wavelet to flow invariants and

characteristics (e.g vorticity and energy-dissipation).

C. Solution of Boussinesq eqs.

This is the fundamental approach whereby one solve the governing equations of the

flow (with appropriate boundary conditions) to determine the spectral contents of the flow

and it large scales. As the meteorological data is assumed to be a solution of these

equations the results obtained can be used as a prototype for the detrending of the actual

data. This approach will also lead to insights regarding the evolution of clear air turbulence

and the factors the influence it.

Aside from these research directions we want to point out the following practical

points regarding this project:

1. The software package that was developed use the graphic library "TEKSIM"

which is available only at Philips lab. To make it portable for other location these calls

should be replaced by others to widely available package of interactive graphics such as

IMSL-EXP. Unfortunately this is not available at the lab at the present time.

2. The analysis of the data by the algorithms implemented hereby take

approximately 100 cpu minutes on a scalar machine. If an adaption of this package for real

time applications is desired the algorithm has to be refined so that results can be obtained

in a span of few minutes.

3. In the current data set the sampling was done in intervals 0.2 seconds. This

interval must be shortened considerably if the turbulent spectrum at higher frequencies is

desired.
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STATISTICS OF ORIGINAL DATA
psta tsta tas u v w

mean 70.759 210.892 212.375 47.811 20.966 -0.877
variance 23.267 36.703 7.895 99.282 159.630 0.307
std. dev. 4.824 6.058 2.810 9.964 12.634 0.554
skewness 0.915 0.679 -0.336 -0.127 -0.275 0.364
kurtosis 0.103 -0.904 1.619 -1.160 -1.364 0.830
max 85.400 227.040 223.500 65.410 41.740 2.118
min 63.200 202.260 200.510 24.080 -3.000 -3.004
range 22.200 24.780 22.990 41.330 44.740 5.122
coef. vir 0.068 0.029 0.013 0.208 0.603 -0.631
count 167199. 167199. 167199. 167199. 167199. 167199.

STATISTICS OF DETRENDED DATA
DIFFERENCING ORDER 2

psta tsta tas u v w
mean 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
variance 0.022 0.019 0.090 0.074 0 033 0.009
std. dev. 0.150 0.137 0.300 0.272 0.182 0.097
skewness 0.010 -0.016 -0.014 -0.017 0.055 -0.058
kurtosis 0.981 0.093 0.451 0.635 3.617 6.178
max 0.800 0.640 1.880 1.910 2.500 1.228
min -0.800 -0.700 -2.150 -2.280 -1.890 -1.715
range 1.600 1.340 4.030 4.190 4.390 2.943
count 167199. 167199. 167199. 167199. 167199. 167199.
1

SPECTRAL ANALYSIS FOR PSTA
using the window of Parzen
frequency period m=512 m=1024 m=2048

0.3132 20.06 0.1606E-06 0.1519E-06 0.1393E-06
0.6273 10.02 0.1060E-05 0.1064E-05 0.1107E-05
0.9415 6.67 0.3802E-05 0.3840E-05 0.3987E-05
1.2556 5.00 0.1055E-04 0.1065E-04 0.1110E-04
1.5698 4.00 0.2495E-04 0.2530E-04 0.2572E-04
1.8840 3.34 0.4489E-04 0.4340E-04 0.4036E-04
2.1981 2.86 0.8145E-04 0.7832E-04 0.7411E-04
2.5123 2.50 0.1334E-03 0.1310E-03 0.1253E-03
2.8264 2.22 0.1992E-03 0.1959E-03 0.1969E-03
3.1406 2.00 0.3031E-03 0.3169E-03 0.3277E-03
3.4548 1.82 0.3858E-03 0.3821E-03 0.3725E-03
3.7689 1.67 0.5640E-03 0.5695E-03 0.5559E-03
4.0831 1.54 0.6991E-03 0.6936E-03 0.6915E-03
4.3972 1.43 0.7672E-03 0.7684E-03 0.8028E-03
4.7114 1.33 0.9856E-03 0.9886E-03 0.1003E-02
5.0255 1.25 0.1164E-02 0.1156E-02 0.1227E-02
5.3397 1.18 0.1372E-02 0.1412E-02 0.1492E-02
5.6539 1.11 0.1537E-02 0.1555E-02 0.1539E-02
5.9680 1.05 0.1617E-02 0.1666E-02 0.1726E-02
6.2822 1.00 0.1939E-02 0.2037E-02 0.2136E-02
6.5963 0.95 0.1880E-02 0.1923E-02 0.1926E-02
6.9105 0.91 0.1970E-02 0.1978E-02 0.1986E-02
7.2247 0.87 0.2137E-02 0.2183E-02 0.2324E-02
7.5388 0.83 0.1918E-02 0.1888E-02 0.1861E-02
7.8530 0.80 0.2131E-02 0.2242E-02 0.2333E-02
8.1671 0.77 0.1893E-02 0.1882E-02 0.1878E-02
8.4813 0.74 0.1712E-02 0.1751E-02 0.1747E-02
8.7955 0.71 0.187'E-02 0.1950E-02 0.2007E-02
9.1096 0.69 0.1524E-02 0.1491E-02 0.1507E-02
9.4238 0.67 0.1461E-02 0.1503E-02 0.1602E-02
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Abstract

This study investigates the thermal characteristics of directionally woven carbon-carbon

(C-C) composite materials. It contains thermal modeling of composite materials for the prediction

of orthotropic thermal conductivities. The prediction formula is based upon a thermal circuit
analysis of a unit cell, describing the repetitive construction pattern within a directionally woven C-

C composite material. It illustrates that a unit cell, itself, can be divided into smaller components,
or sub-cells. A circuit approach is employed to formulate the effective directional thermal
conductivities of a generic sub-cell, containing an arbitrarily oriented carbon fiber within the
precursor matrix. The influence of the longitudinal and transverse thermal conductivities of carbon
fiber, the thermal conductivity of the precursor matrix, and the contact resistance, are incorporated
in the thermal modeling. The orthotropic thermal conductivity is then based upon thermal circuit
analysis of the network of the sub-cells within a unit cell of a directionally woven C-C fiber

composite material.

The model developed in this study may be used to predict the orthotrc,)ic thermal

conductivities for several geometrical configurations of directionally woven carbon-carbon fibers

including unidirectional (l-D), bi-directional (2-D), and multidirectional (3-D, and 4-D). The

proposed model could be utilized for the examination and design of active and passive radiators for

space applications. Existing thermal conductivity data necessary for verification of the model is

very limited. Specifically, the transverse thermal conductivity data of carbon fibers is scarce. It is

suggested that further investigations are required for thermal conductivity data collection and

verification of the model. Creation of a data base on the thermal conductivities of individual

carbon fibers and fabricated C-C composite materials is recommend for future studies. An

extension for the application of this model is the prediction of effective thermal conductivity of

wire screens used in heat pipes. The comparison of this model shows good agreement with

available data.
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A THERMAL MODELING OF DIRECTIONALLY WOVEN
CARBON-CARBON FIBER MATERIALS - PREDICTION OF

ORTHOTROPIC THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

Amir Karimi

INTRODUCTION

Composite materials are used in a variety of industrial applications where extreme

environments of heat and stresses exist including rocket motor nozzles, supersonic aircraft disc

brakes, space vehicle structures, space radiators, etc. The ability to understand and to model the
principal physical mechanism associated with the carbon-carbon (C-C or C/C) fiber materials is of
considerable importance.

Thermal management of the electronic packages in modern spacecrafts requires utilization
of advanced materials for heat dissipation into the space environment. Recent efforts have been
directed towards the design, analysis, development and selection of light-weight, high conductivity
composite materials. Carbon-carbon composite materials, in particular, have been considered as a
part of the thermal management systems for spacecrafts [1-81. These materials possess enhanced
mechanical properties combined with thermal endurance, high temperature capability, excellent

survivability in hostile environment, high specific strength and modulus, low coefficient of thermal
expansion. New processing techniques has made it possible to form these materials into sheets and
tubes. The potential payoffs for utilization of C-C composite materials include weight saving,
ability to meet advanced survivability requirement, improved efficiency in radiator and advanced
mirror designs, and structural material compatibility at extremely elevated temperatures.

Carbon-carbon composites are, in general, composed of a carbonaceous or graphitic matrix

reinforced with carbon or graphite fibers. The carbon fibers in these materials are either dispersed,
layered, or woven in certain orientation and configuration. In dispersed composite, the carbon

fibers are randomly distributed in the precursor matrix. In layered composites, layers of carbon

fibers or yams are arranged in a preferred direction(s). In woven composites, carbon fibers are

interlaced in an specific pattern within the precursor matrix. The woven carbon fibers in

composites could have uni, bi-, or multidirectional alignments.
Manufacturing of C-C composite materials involve complicated multi-stage processes.

Obviously, the processing technique depends largely on the application of finished material.
Many attempts have been made to identify an optimum process for producing high thermal

conductivity C-C composites. Commonly, fabrication C-C composite materials include [9]: 1)
configurational arrangement of reinforcing phase; 2) stabilization )f reinforcing grid, usually with
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Phenolic resin; 3) matrix formation using successive cycles of impregnation, carbonization, and

graphitization of high yield resins such as coal tar pitch.

Physical properties and transport properties of carbon fibers play a significant role in the

design and analysis of C-C composite materials used in heat transfer systems and processes. The

anisotropic characteristics of thermal conductivity typical of carbon fibers is useful in fabrication

of composite materials for specific applications where favorable directional heat transfer is desired.

For example, design of radiators or condenser fins for the thermal management of a spacecraft,

where uniform temperature distribution is criteria, requires selection and utilization of a composite

material having a planer-high-conductivity characteristic.

Selection of advanced composite materials for a specific thermal application requires

knowledge of physical properties. In many situation it is necessary to design and fabricate a

composite material that meets the requirements of an application. Manufacturing of C-C

composites to test for thermal properties is too costly. Therefore, it is crucial to determine the heat

transfer characteristics of these materials through analytical modeling. Design and optimization of

C-C composite material require qualitative information including thermal conductivities of

individual fibers and precursor matrix, orientation of carbon fibers, and fiber volume fraction

distribution. The contact thermal resistance at the interface of carbon fiber and the precursor

matrix may also influence the effective thermal behavior.

OBJECTIVES

The prediction of the effective thermal conductivity and the major uncertainties associated

with it play a vital role in modelling, design and fabrication of carbon-carbon composite materials.

The main objective of this effort is to develop an analytical model for prediction of directional

thermal conductivity of woven carbon-carbon materials to support USAF Phillips Laboratories

current mission of analysis and design of radiators for satellite applications. The specific goals of

this work are to identify those parameters that contribute to the effective thermal conductivity, to

develop prediction formulation for thermal conductivity, and make a comparative study of the

model with the available data. These will require a detailed analysis of anisotropic heat transfer

mechanism in composite materials. This effort would be specifically directed towards the

development of prediction formulas of thermal conductivity for multidirectional woven carbon

fibers.

This study will be limited to examination of conduction mechanism in the directionally

woven C-C material. Specifically, the modelling and formulation of thermal conductivities for

various configuration of the woven carbon fibers will be the focus of this research. The result of

this study could be applied to other composite materials of similar configuration. In this
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investigation, the modeling of the thermal conductivity for C-C composite materials is based on a

simple thermal circuit model well the thermal resistance of each constituent in the composite

material are contributing to the overall thermal conductivity. A more detailed and complete analysis

requires to verify the validity of the proposed model.

ANiALYSIS
Composite materials can be classified into three broad categories [101: layered, fibrous, and

dispersed. The focus of this study we will be on the special cases of the first two classifications,

mainly, layered carbon -carbon fibers and multi directional woven fibers.

In this work we will attempt to formulate the effective thermal conductivity of directionally

woven carbon carbon fiber materials. Formulation of the problem will include the longitudinal and

transverse thermal conductivities of carbon fibers. It also includes the thermal conductivity of the
precursor matrix. Since studies have shown that the transverse thermal conductivity of carbon

fibers are in general one or two order of magnitude smaller than the longitudenal thermal

conductivity it might be possible to ignore the contributions made by transverse thermal

conductivity of carbon fibers.

In directionally woven C-C composite materials, the in-plane fibers are referred to as warp

fibers (or stuffers) and fill fibers (or pickers). The directions within the plane weave are referred

to as warp (in 0 direction) and fill (in 90 direction) direction. The out of plane fibers are called

web web (weaver interlock). The web angle is the angle between web yarns and the planer surface.

Sometimes, instead of individual fibers, yams are used in the construction of reinforced carbon

fiber matrix. Yarn consists of a bundle (as high as thousands) of carbon fibers. In real cases when

yams are used in the C-C reinforcement matrix the shapes are not circular cylinders, they are

deformed elliptical or oval shape.

In unidirectional carbon carbon composites where all carbon fibers are oriented in a single

direction the principal thermal conductivity will be in the direction of fiber alignment. In a bi-

directional C-C composite the carbon reinforcement fibers intersect in a planer surface with an

angle. In most 2-D C-C composite materials the fibers in the fill direction are normal to the fibers in

the fibers in the warp direction. Schematic models of 2-D woven carbon-carbon composite

materials are shown in Figures 1 through 3. The fibers in the fill and warp directions could be

straight or they might encounter interweaving which results in an angle of interweaving or crimp

angle. Obviously, the principle conductivity would be in the the planer surface (fill and warp

directions) and the minor conductivity would be in out -of-plane direction (normal to the planer

surface).
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a 2-D C-C fiber material -- no interweaving

Y

Fig, 2. Schematic representation of a 2-D C-C fiber material -- interweaving in Y direction
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of a 2-D C-C fiber material -- interweaving in both x and y
directions

In 2-D C-C composites the thermal conductivities in the fill and warp direction would be

the same if the same type of fibers are used in equal spacing in both directions. In 3-D directional

orthogonal weaves the proper volume fraction of carbon fibers in the principal axis direction of
composite, could provide desirable in-plane and out-of-plane thermal conductivity. In 3-D and 4D

weave angle interlock he angle interlock weaves can provide a tailorable adequate balance of in-

plane and out-of-plane mechanical and thermophysical properties.
Modeling of woven carbon fibers are done via a unit cell approach. The unit cell of a

woven fabric describes the geometry of the fabric. Parameters influencing the model may include

weaving angle, fiber types, yarn counts, reinforcement volume fraction, repeat pattern. We

propose to use a thermal resistance analogy model to study the conduction process in the C-C
composite materials. This requires defining a unit cell based on the reappearing pattern of the
constituents within the composite material.

Formulation of Problem:

Unit cells in directionally woven materials can be divided into a number of sub-

cells. For example, a unit cell identifying the repeating pattern of the constituents within a 2-D
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interweave composite material consists of four basic compartments, as shown in Fig. 4. In

compartments 1 through 3 each sub cell consists of a carbon fiber within the precursor matrix, as

shown in Fig.5.. Section 1 shows two sub-cells where the warp and fill fibers cross each other,

sections 2 and 3 represent parts of warp and fill fibers, respectively; and section 4 denotes the

precursor matrix. To determine the effective directional thermal conductivities of the unit cell, one

must first determine the effective directional thermal conductivities of each sub-cell and use the

results in a thermal resistance network to evaluate the directional thermal resistance of the unit cell.

•x• 2i 1 ]-- |Y

dd

t
Svrx

z

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the sub-cells within a 2-D C-C fiber material
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Fig. 5. Schematic representation of individual sub-cells within a 2-D C-C fiber material

The assumptions made in modeling the thermal conductivity of woven C-C composite

material are:
1. carbon fibers are in circular cylindrical shapes;
2. fibers are orthotropic (the thermal conductivity axis are in the principal axis);

3. major or principal thermal conductivity of fiber is in the axial direction;

4. minor thermal conductivity of the fiber in the radial direction;
5. the porosity is completely filled with bonding materials (precursor matrix);
6. thermal conductivity of the precursor matrix is isotropic (uniform thermal conductivity

in all directions);
7. the effect of curvature on thermal conductivity resulting from fiber interweave or

interlock is ignored
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Examination of sub-cells in various types of directionally woven materials, reveals that the
fiber orientation within a sub-cell can be represented in a general configuration, as shown in Fig.
6. In this model the generic sub-cell is represented in Cartesian coordinates containing a single

fiber within the precursor matrix. The sub-cell has dimensions Ix, ly, and lz in x, y, and z

directions, respectively. The carbon fiber is represented by a circular cylinder rotated in x-y plane
making an angle of 0 with x axis and then rotated in a direction normal to x-y plane with an an

angle 0, as shown in Fig. 7. We note that the carbon fiber is sectioned by x-y plane in an elliptical

shape.

For convenience of analysis, we suggest to transform the inclined circular cylinder fiber, in
the generic sub cell, into a regtangular prallelepiped of equivalent volume, as shown in Fig. 8. It
includes the transformation of the directional thermal conductivities of the carbon fibers into

components in the principal axis directions, x,y, and z. The transformation can be described in two
step. First the circular cylindrical fiber is transformed into an inclined square bar of equivalent

cross section (equivalent volume). The side of square, a, is related to the diameter of fiber, d, by:

a =FI d / 2 = 0.8862 d (1)

In this step of transformation it is assumed that the longitudinal and the transverse thermal

conductivities of the square fiber is the same as those for the circular fiber. Note that in this stage
of transformation the projection of the square fiber's cross-section onto the y-z plane yields a
rectangle of dimensions b, and c. The second step in is to transform the square fiber to a
regtangular prallelepiped of equivalent volume parallel to the principal axis , as shown in Fig. 8.

The dimentions of the rectangle, b and c, are related to the diameter of fiber by:

b= a/cosO=fdf(2cos4•)=0.8862d/cos4o (2)

and

c= a/cos0= d d/(2cos0)=0.8862d/cos0 (3)

respectively.
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Fig.6. General representation of a carbon fiber in precursor matrix
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Fig. 8. Transformation of carbon fiber from a circular cylinder to rectangular bar bonding matrix
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Resolution of the longitudinal and transverse thermal conductivities of the original carbon

fiber onto the principal axis yield the orthotropic thermal condu,'tivities for the transformed fiber.

The directional thermal conductivities can be presented as:

K, = k,/k = cos 20 cos20 + J3 (sin2p cos20 + sin 20 cos2p) (4)

K, = ky/k = cos20 sin 2o + 1( cos2¢ + sin 20 sin2o) (5)

K, = kAk = sin20 + 13( cos20 + sin 20 sin2o) (6)

where iKx, Ky,and Kz are the dimensionless orthotropic thermal conductivities; k,, ky,and kz are

the thermal conductivities of the transformed carbon fiber in x, y, and z directions respectively; f3
= k'/k; k and k' denote the longitudinal and transverse thermal conductivities of the original

carbon fiber.

Effective Directional Thermal Conductivity of Sub-cell

Effective directional thermal conductivities of the sub-cell could be determined via circuit

analysis of the network of thermal resistances within the sub-cell. We further notice that the

networks of thermal resistances in the sub-cells, represented in Figs. 8-b and 8-c- are equivalent.

In the x direction The effective thermal resistance of the generic sub-cell in the x direction is the

result of two resistances connected in parallel,

R l,x R2,x
Rx l, + R2,x (7)

where
Ri,x= Ix

kx (b c) (8)

and
R2 Ix

R2 .x - k" (ly 1, - b c) (9)

R1,x and R2,x are the effective thermai resistances of the transformed carbon fiber and the

precursor matrix, respectively, in the x direction; and kV denotes the thermal conductivity of the

precursor matrix.
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Substituting equations (3) through (5), (8) and (9) into equation (7) the effective

thermal resistance of sub-cell in the x direction can be expressed as:
Rx = Ix lX

k (ly lz ) [y + 1 , - y) (ay 8j] l ek y z( 0

where, ke~x is the ffective thermal conductivity in the x direction, y = k/k, Sy = bAy, and z =

c/Iz. Therefore, the effective thermal conductivity of the sub-cell in the x direction can be

expressed as: kx= kfy+ ('r- y) b D (11)

The network of thermal resistances of the sub-cell in y direction include an additional

resistor to account for the effect of contact resistance and the influence of processing on thermal

conductivity. It consists of four thermal resistors. The thermal resistance of the transformed fiber is

given as: Rl~y b
RIy=ky (C I1)0 (12)

The thermal resistance resulting from the contact resistance and the influence of processing is

represented by:
Re,y = (

c Ix (13)

where a is the contact resistance, in m2 .oC/ W. Note that R!,y and Rc,y are in series and the

resulting thermal resistance is in parallel with the thermal resistance for the region bellow the fiber

(region defined by b x (lz-c)), R2 ,y, given by:
R2y=k"1l, ( 1z - c) ;(14)

The thermal resistance for the region defined by lz x (ly-b), R3,y, expressed by

R3,y = (y _-b)V3y k~'(lx lz) ;(15)

The thermal resistance resulting from the combination of Rl,y, R2 ,y, and Rc~y, is in series with

R3,y. Therefore, the effective thermal resistance in y direction may be expressed
Ry= (Rl'y + Rc~y) R2,y + R3,y

(Rl,y + Rc,y) + R2,y (16)

Combining equations (3) through (5) and (12) through (16) the following expression yields for the

effective thermal resistance in y direction:

8Y(B + EY KY) + 8Y Y ' 8y+E KYll + I8Ry= )~ (IxIyl) 0z 8z •/' ( 8-6,y + Ey1 •y) + 8y 8z K~y]

(17)

where, ke,y is the effective thermal conductivity in the y direction, and ey = a k / ly. Thus, the

effective thermal conductivity of the sub-cell in the y direction can be expressed as:
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key= k f 7(Y (I-8)(y+6 C)+8 ,Iy

key= (8y~y + ey Icy) +(I - SO [Y Gl- 8'(y + EY Icy) + 8 y 8, Ky] (18)

Similarly, the network of thermal resistances of the sub-cell in z consists of four thermal

resistors. The thermal resistance of the transformed fiber is given as:

kz (b Ix) (19)

The thermal resistance resulting from the contact resistance and the influence of processing is
represented by:

b Ix (20)
Again, RIz and Rcz are in series and the resulting thermal resistance is in parallel with the thermal

resistance for the region defined by c x (ly-b), R2,z, given by:
R2,z =-

k"lx ( ly- b) (21)

The thermal resistance for the region defined by ly x (1I-c), R3 ,y, expressed by
(Iz -c)R3 .= k" (Ix Iz) (22)

The combination of RIz, R2,z, and Rc,z, is in series with R3,z. Therefore, the effective thermal

resistance in z direction may be expressed

(Rt.z + RC.z) R2,z
(RI.z -i Pc~z) + R2,z (23)

Combining equations (3) through (5) and (19) through (23) the following expression yields for the
effective thermal resistance in y direction:

k "k (1, l Y) [k [Y l -'8y) (8z + 6z K") + 8y 8, Icy]

(24)

where, k,, is the effective thermal conductivity in the z direction, and £z = a k / Iz. Thus, the

effective thermal conductivity of the sub-cell in the z direction can be expressed as:

S= k' Y[Y(G -8y)(8z+e icz)+8y 8z Ky]

IY 1Z (15 +Fz Iz) + G - 8z)[y(1S- y) (8z+ E, z) + 8Y 8,ICZ]

where, k,,y is the effective thermal conductivity in the y direction, and Ey = Cc k / ly. Thus, the

effective thermal conductivity of the sub-cell in the y direction can be expressed as:

The procedure for development of prediction formulas for thermal conductivity is as

follows:

I. identifying a repeating unit cell for the woven C-C fiber composite material;
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2. dividing a unit cell into smaller sub-components;

3. transforming the circular carbon fibers into Cartesian coordinates;

4. developing the thermal resistance formulation for each component of the sub-cell,

using the directional thermal conductivities of the fiber element and the isotropic values

for the thermal conductivity of bonding materials (precursor matrix);

5. determining the directional effective thermal resistance of each sub-cell using an

electrical circuit analogy for the sub cell, (the components of each sub cell make up a

network of serial and paraifel thermal resistances);

6. determining the effective directional thermal conductivities of each unit cell using the

directional thermal conductivities of sub-cells(again the sub-cell within each cell will

make up a network of serial and parallel thermal resistances);

7. the results should provide effective thermal conductivities in longitudinal and transverse

direction of fabric materials.

DISCUSSION
Thermal modeling of C-C composite materials requires a data base of the existing thermal

conductivity data on various type of fibers and filler matrix in order to evaluate the contribution of

each constituents to the directional thermal conductivity of finished product. Verification of the

model also requires the knowledge of directional thermal conductivities of the fabricated materiaL.

Experimental data for thermophysical and transport properties of carbon fibers is very

limited, and test data for C-C composite materials are sparse. Our understanding of many important
physical phenomena occuring in the processing of C-C composite materials remains incomplete.

Commonly, the analysis of heat transfer process relies on experimentation. The approach adopted

by the majority of the investigators has been an experimental approach for determination of

thermal conductivity of fabricated material.

One of the main problems in analyzing the heat transfer phenomenon in carbon-carbon

materials is the lack of unifide thermophysical property test data base. It is extremely difficult to

measure thermal conductivity of individual fibers. There are few experimental data available for

the longitudinal thermal conductivity of individual carbon fibers [ 11-191. The transverse thermal

conductivity data is even more scarce. We have not been able to find any data for the transverse

thermal properties of fibers. Therefore in modeling these materials one must resort to theoretical

data for transverse thermal conductivity.
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Fig. 9. Transformatin in a 2-D woven C-C composite material

The thermal conductivity of C-C composite materials might be highly sensitive to the

processing procedures and the heat treatment used in manufacturing [20-22]. Effect of precursor

matrix (effect of processing parameters, density effect, thickness effect) might be an important

contributing factor to the effective thermal conductivity.
The prediction formulas for thermal conductivity, developed in this work, may be applied

to a variety of composite materials. Figure 9. shows the transformation of fibers in the sub-cell of a

woven 2-D composite materials. Ignoring, the transverse thermal conductivities of the carbo.n
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fibers, we used this configuration to compare the model with the existing data. The model gives

predictions for the directional thermal conductivities, within 20% of the existing experimental

data. One must note that there is a lack of agreement on experimental data for C-C composite

materials. The model was also used for a comparison with Chang model 1231 for the effective

thermal conductivity of wire screens used in heat pipe application. Our model showed an improved

prediction of thermal conductivity.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Thermal characteristics of directionally woven C-C composite materials is discussed. A unit

cell model is employed to describe the repetitive construction pattern within directionally woven

C-C composite materials. It is shown that a unit cell can be divided into smaller components or

sub-cell. A circuit approach is employed to formulate the effective directional thermal

conductivities of a generic sub-cell, containing an arbitrarily oriented carbon fiber within the

precursor matrix. The influence of the longitudinal and transverse thermal conductivities of carbon

fiber, the thermal conductivity of the precursor matrix, and the contact resistance, are incorporated

in the thermal modeling. The orthotropic thermal conductivity is then based upon thermal circuit

analysis of the network of the sub-cells within a unit cell of a directionally woven C-C fiber

composite material.

The model developed in this study may be used to predict the orthotropic thermal

conductivities for several geometrical configurations of directionally woven carbon-carbon fibers

including unidirectional (l-D), bi-directional (2-1), and multidirectional (3-D, and 4-D). The

proposed model could be utilized for the examination and design of active and passive radiators for

space applications. Existing thermal conductivity data necessary for verification of the model is

very limited. Specifically, the transverse thermal conductivity data of carbon fibers is scarce. It is

suggested that further investigations are required for thermal conductivity data collection and

verification of the model. Creation of a data base on the thermal conductivities of individual

carbon fibers and fabricated C-C composite materials is recommend for future studies. An

extension for the application of this model is the prediction of effective thermal conductivity of
wire screens used in heat pipes. The comparison of this model shows good agreement with

available data.

NOMENCLATURE

a i-'i d / 2 = 0.8862 d

b a /cos 0 = i= d /(2 cos )=0.8862 d / cos

c a /cos 0 = fn d /(2 cos 0)= 0.8862 d / cos 0
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d diameter of carbon fiber
Cp specific heat

k axial thermal conductivity of carbon fiber

kx, ky, and kz effective thermal conductivities of a unit cell sub-component in x, y, and z

directions, respectively

klt thermal conductivity of bonding material

k' transverse conductivity of carbon fiber
1x, ly, and lz dimensions of a unit cell sub-component in x, y, and z directions,

respectively

R thermal resistance, °C/W
aX contact resistance, (m2.OC/I)

Sk'/k

Sy b/ly

8z b/
ICY a k /ly

Cz a k/l z

Y k"/k

icx, icy, and icz kx / k, ky / k, and kz / k, respectively

Ix, ly, and 1 unit cell-sub-component length, width, and height, respectively
p density

* rotational angle of carbon fiber in the x-y plane

9 rotational angle of carbon angle in a plane normal to the x-y plane
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SPIN DYNAMICS OF LAGEOS SATELLITE

Arkady Kheyfets
Assistant Professor
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Abstract

The long term prediction of the LAGEOS satellite (laser-ranged geodynamic satellite) spin dynamics

is very important for a successful completion of its mission of measuring the relativistic Lense-Thirring effect.

According to the current model, there is a possibility that, under combined influence of gravitational and

magnetic fields of the Earth, the rotational dynamics of the LAGEOS satellite might become chaotic due

to a fast growth of the satellite precession rate as its spin motion is slowed down by the Earth's magnetic

field. We have reconsidered this prediction. A more detailed analysis of the Lagrange equation describing

rotational dynamics of the satellite shows that the rate of the satellite precession is bounded, the bound

being much smaller than the orbital angular velocity, even if magnetic forces are neglected. Inclusion of

magnetic forces further reduces the value of the bound. Our Lagrangian formulation of the satellite spin

dynamics can be used in the future investigation of the satellite nutation and the time scales of dissipating

the rotational motions of the satellite under the influence of the gravitational and magnetic fields of the

Earth.
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SPIN DYNAMICS OF LAGEOS SATELLITE

Arkady Kheyfets

INTRODUCTION

The LAGEOS satellite (laser-ranged geodynamic satellite) can be thought of, without getting into

further details, as a sphere of radius ; 30 cm, outfitted with retroreflectors arranged in a way convenient for

the laser ranging measurements. LAGEOS is in a nearly circular orbit 5900 km above the Earth's surface.

Its orbit inclination is ; 1100, its orbital period is ,• 1.35 x 10's (:z 3.75hours)'. Originally, LAGEOS

was supposed to carry out the mission of measuring with high precision the geodynamic phenomena', such

as polar motion, tides, plate motion, etc. Later, it was proposed to use LAGEOS together with another

satellite LAGEOS-3 (to be launched) to measure the Lense - Thirring effect 3 (also known under the name of

inertial frame dragging), one of two effects predicted by general relativity but not yet observed. The Lense

- Thirring effect predicts an additional to classical rotation of the o-6;-' node of 31 mas/yr (milliarcsecond

per year). To be able to measure this effect with desirable accuracy (under 10%) it is necessary to model

geophysical effects on LAGEOS (this is supposed to be a part of the theory cf the experiment) as well as

satellite specific effects' 4 6 ).

The commonly accepted model of the satellite specific drag on the LAGEOS's orbital motion4

includes Yarkovsky thermal drag (70%), as well as the drag from neutral particles (14%) and charged particles

(16%). Yarkovsky thermal drag depends strongly on the satellite spin axis position 5 and can contribute ;. 3

mas/yr to a rotation of the orbital node. Accordingly, a need in modeling of the spin dynamics of the satellite

emerges. A recent model' takes into account the influence of the eddy currents induced in the aluminum

core of LAGEOS by the Earth's magnetic field and the "Hipparcos" precession caused by the influence

of gravitational gradient on the oblate spinning satellite. By now both effects caused by eddy currents

(precession and dissipation of the spin rate) are confirmed by observation. On the contrary, the gravitational

effect of "Hipparcos" precession potentially threatening to make the spin dynamics of LAGEOS chaotic has

not been observed (at least not to the extent predicted by the theory)7 . This discrepancy questions the ability

of the current model' to make long term predictions of LAGEOS spin dynamics, and, as a consequence, of

the satellite specific contribution to the nodal precession of the LAGEOS satellite. There is no doubt that
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the discrepancy between the theoretical model and observational data is due to the assumptions of the model

approximations.

Thus an additional investigation of the LAGEOS spin dynamics is neceqqary. The starting point of

such an investigation should be a careful analysis of the current model assumptions and finding out the ones

that are not adequate for describing the LAGEOS spin dynamics during the time period from present to

the year 2000. This analysis should be followed by introducing appropriate corrections to the current model

and/or a major overhaul of the model.

Our preliminary study indicates that there are several assumptions in the current model that are not

likely to be satisfied under the described above conditions. We discover that even simple improvements of the

model change drastically the long term predictions for the spin dynamics. The present report summarizes

findings of our preliminary study of the problem and formulates a program for the future research in this

important topic.

MAGNETIC TORQUE ON LAGEOS

As it has been mentioned above, the current model' of LAGEOS spin dynamics takes into account

the influence of the eddy currents induced in the aluminum core of LAGEOS by the Earth's magnetic field

and the precession caused by the influence of gravitational gradient on the oblate spinning satellite. The

main acting torques in this model are due to (1) the eddy currents generated in the conducting body of the

LAGEOS satellite by the 6x 1Y force due to the rotational velocity and (2) the gradient of the gravitational

field of the Earth acting on the oblate distribution of LAGEOS's mass.

In this section we discuss the origin of the magnetic torques acting on LAGEOS.

In a rotating frame of the satellite the Earth's magnetic field is changing with the rotation frequency

w and induces in the body of the satellite eddy currents to a depth of the order of

c
-,/62--w (1)

where c is the speed of light, and o- is the electrical conductivity (c = 2.2 x l0t7 s- 1). The induced current

interacts with the Earth's magnetic field and produces the magnetic torque. In this report, when calculating

magnetic effects, we assume that LAGEOS has the shape of a sphere. We neglect subtle details related to
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the complex internal structure of the satellite because it does not seem to contribute to the drastic difference

between our predictions and these of the current model. The magnetic torque exerted on the spherical

conductor rotating with the angular velocity 4: is expressed by

f = a') x f(ý. 9) - vc"'(' X j) X 9 = P' + f" (2)

where (i is the unit vector pointing in the direction of 4:, and a' + ia" = a is the complex polarizability

per unit volume (dimensionless), and V is the volume of the satellite. For the conducting sphere of radius p

functions a' and a" are given by 9

3 _ 3 sinhz-sinx_1
8Xr x cosh x - cos J

a, 91 [ 1 sinhz+sin ] (3)
47 = . .I-4z2 2 -cosh - cosx]

where z - -= v2'•-a. Two particular cases are of special importance, (1) the low frequency ap-

proximation (z << 1, or, equivalently, w small) and the limit w -* 0 (z - 0), and (2) the high frequency

approximation (x > 1, or, equivalently, w large) and the limit w -, oo (x -- oo). For the low frequency

approximation a' and a" can be represented by series

C'= 1 z 1 4 +..

1680ff 6652807r
SX2 1 6 (4)80a" 336007r

so that in the limit w -- 0 (z -- 0) both a' -- 0 and a" --* 0. It is easy to figure out corresponding expressions

for the high frequency approximation, particularly it is clear that, as w - oo (x - oo), a' -* -I and

a"! • 0.

Bertotti and lessi perform the magnetic torque analysis in the low frequency approximation. They

argue that in this approximation the real part of polarizability a' is much smaller than its imaginary part

a" (cf. expressions (4)) and can be neglected, in which case the torque F can be approximated by

f ; z"' = -Va",. (BB - IB 2 ) (5)

where I is the unit dyadic. This torque obviously causes the decay of the satellite spin rate. More detailed

analysis by Bertotti and less indicates that the direction of the spin also evolves and that the picture of the

spin evolution can be rather involved.
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MAGNETIC SLOWING DOWN OF LAGEOS

The magnetic field experienced by LAGEOS along its orbit is not constant. A reasonable suggestioni

is to approximate the Earth's magnetic field by a dipole magnetic field

- ý d F r2d- 3rJF. )(6r = - . (6)

where dis the Earth's magnetic dipole vector. Since the angular velocity changes very little in an orbital

period it is reasonable to average the torque (5) over the orbit. In the frame where the node is at rest and

the components of the unit vector parallel to the Earth's axis are (0, 0, 1) while the components of the unit

vector orthogonal to the orbit plane are (sin I, 0, cos I) (where I is the orbital inclination) the averaging

procedure !eads to the positive definite matrix

(B 26,j - BiB,) = (7)

where a is the orbital radius, and /3,, is the matrix

/bi 0 b2
/= 0 b3  01 (8)

b2  0 b4

with

bi = j(20-39cos I+27cos 4T)

b2 = 3 (5 - 9cos2 I) cosIsirI
8 (9)

b3 = 1(11-3cos• 2 )

b4 = 8(3 -4cos 2 I- 9cos 4 I)

The averaged magnetic torque causes the mean rotation vector w1 to evolve according to the equation

1 dwi
vm dt i3= j (10)

where
2

/.rn =- -- V- -
,3 d6 6

is the value of the magnetic spin decay frequency (13 is the moment of inertia with respect to the principal

axis parallel to a). The v,,r is the measure of how fast the LAGEOS's spin decays. One has to keep in

mind that, in such a description, the actual evolution of spin (including its direction) can be rather involved
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and depends crucially on the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix 3,q. One can find a rather detailed

description of the different possibilities in the paper by Bertotti and less'. We are not considering these

details here. Although it is an interesting subject, it has nothing to do, in our opinion, with the long term

prediction of LAGEOS's spin dynamics. Any attempt to extrapolate this technique to the case of small spin

will fail. The breakdown will take place long before the averaging procedure will loose its meaning. As we

will see the basic procedures can be applied for the small value of spin. The main problem with the described

technique is an implicit assumption of a rigid split of rotation into the spin itself and precession that cannot

be sustained at small values of the spin rate. However this assumption can be dropped without essential

losses if the goal is restricted to asymptotic predictions.

GRAVITATIONAL PRECESSION: FAST SPINNING SATELLITE

Gravitational precession is caused by the influence of gravitational gradient on the oblate spinning

satellite. The oblateness of the satellite is determined by the combination

A 13 (12)
13

where 13 and I, = 12 are the principal moments of inertia (the principal direction corresponding to 13 is

assumed to be that of L (coinciding with the direction of the symmetry axis of the oblate satellite). The

gradient of the Earth's gravitational field acts on the oblate mass distribution of LAGEOS and produces a

precession of its spin vector around the normal to the orbital plane at a rate wp given by the formula

Wp = 3 A-W cos012 3

for w•o '< w0 < w, where wo is the orbital angular velocity, w3 is the satellite spin, and 0 is the obliquity

angle of spacecraft (the angle between ý and the normal to the orbital plane). This gravitational precession

has the same mechanism as the lunisolar Hipparcos precession of the Earth'". The value of the LAGEOS's

oblateness is A -- 3.35%'. The initial gravitational precession period was of the order of hundreds of years

but should decrease rapidly as spin motion of the satellite slows down.

It is argued by Bertofti and less' that, since woci l1/w the gravitational precession in the asymptotic

limit dominates and may make the spin dynamics chaotic. According to their original prediction the first

signs of such a behavior should show up by now. This prediction has not been confirmed by observations
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and, as we will argue, is not likely to be observed in far future. It is based on the equation (13) which can be

applied only if the spin rate Jw3j is large. It is assumed that eventually the period of gravitational precession

will become very short and it is concluded' that LAGEOS, like a very slow top, will start tumbling faster

and faster, with a chaotic dynamics until eventually the scale of variations of,: will become shorter than the

orbital period of the satellite and the original model of Bertotti and less will be no longer applicable.

We believe that the latter prediction of Bertotti and less is too pessimistic. Trleir model, with minor

improvements, is much more viable than it might appear. It is not quite clear what is the nature of the

predicted tumbling. Perhaps, it is nutation, If so, it can be included in the model without too much trouble

and analyzed by relatively simple means. As about breaking the averaging approximation because of fast

precession and nutation, the situation is also not so desperate. As we will see later it simply does not happen,

APPROXIMATIONS IN LAGEOS SPIN DYNAMICS

A discrepancy between the theoretical predictions concerning gravitational precessionI and the recent

observational evidence presents us with a strong motivation to reconsider carefully approximations made in

the process of deriving basic equations describing LAGEOS's spin dynamics and the adequacy of these

approximations in the case of LAGEOS. These approximations are necessary not only to make the problem

tractable but also, and this is much more important, to make sure t12at a model captures sufficient features

of the phenomenon under consideration and ignores the unimportant aspects of the problem, the ones that

seem to be important to provide a better fit with available experimental data but in fact are unnecessary

and eventually prevent the model from making correct predictions on the future evolution of the system.

The issue of correct approximations is especially important in problems demanding long term predictions.

like the LAGEOS's spin dynamics.

The assumptions in modeling the LAGEOS's spin dynamics can be subdivided in several different

classes. These are:

(1) Assumptions on the nature of forces acting on the satellite.

These are the assumptions that enable one to write down the expressions for potential functions.

Lagrangians, torques, etc. Ordinarily, they include some assumptions concerning the properties of

the materials, shapes of the objects, influence of motions of the objects on these properties. Any
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change in these assumptions usually implies a very extensive effort. We are going to avoid doing it

for as long as it does not appear absolutely necessary.

(2) Assumption concerning the independence of degrees of freedom.

This assumption is present implicitly in the Bertotti-less model and expresses itself in neglecting

the nutations. It prevents the model from analyzing the transition to the regime of tumbling. We

will discard this assumption eventually. This requires introduction of the full system of Lagrange

equations and leads to some complications but the problem appears to be tractable for the asymptotic

analysis. Neglecting the nutations can also lead to incorrect conclusions concerning precessions

because nutations and precessions are coupled.

(3) Assumptions on the relative rates of the orbital angular velocity, spin, and precession.

The model of Bertotti and less uses the standard assumption that the rate of precession is much

smaller than the orbital angular velocity. This assumption allows the to use the averaging procedure

(averaging over the orbit) for the magnetic torque and, implicitly, for the Earth's gravitational

field gradient. This assumption appears to lead to breakdown of the model as soon as the satellite

spin slows down sufficiently (cf. equation (13)) and the rate of precession exceeds the orbital angular

velocity, which would make the averaging procedure meaningless. It is interesting that the potentially

troublesome averaging procedure turns out to be rather harmless. The reason for this is that formula

(13) is correct only for large values of spin. At small values of spin the rate of precession is given by

a different expression (cf. next section) according to which the rate of precession is hounded by the

value much smaller than the orbital angular velocity. The assumption in question, and together with

it the orbital averaging procedure, can be, unexpectedly, retained with no severe penalty for as long

as the rate of precession is being calculated (but should be dropped when discussing nutations). The

assumption of the spin being large compared to the orbital angular velocity is completely different

matter. It is a very common assumption in the rigid body mechanics. It is used in the theory of the

equinoxes precession, and, in particular, in deriving expression (13). It is absolutely unnecessary,

cannot be satisfied in the study of asymptotic behavior of LAGEOS's spin, and dropping it only

improves the physics of the model. We will illustrate this point in the next section.

In conclusion of this section a few general remarks are in order. It is very hard to believe predictions of the

current model' concerning asymptotic behavior of the LAGEOS's spin dynamics at t - 00 (W3 -- 0).
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(i) For any mechanism of spin dissipation it seems hardly possible that the precession frequency can

grow too much. Energy associated with the precession motion is coming from the potential energy

of the oblate mass distribution of the satellite in the inhomogeneous gravitational field of Earth and

is bounded which implies that the precession rate should be bounded too.

(ii) The same mechanism as that of spin dissipation (eddy currents) should also dissipate motions as-

sociated with precession and nutation. Admittedly, in the beginning the rate of precession is very

small compared with the spin. However this cannot be told about nutation. A rough estimate of

the nutation frequency (using the formulae derived for the fast top) at large values of spin leads to

13a = -. 3 3 (14)

which means that the nutation frequency is of the same order of magnitude as the spin rate and, as

a consequence, the rate of decay of nutation should be about the same as that of spin. Under these

conditions one cannot expect the satellite to tumble eventually like a very slow top. As about the

decay of precessions, it should eventually occur, too, although the time scale of this decay might be

different.

More generally, it should be, probably, expected that all spin related motions will be eventually decayed

except those that are sustained by some constantly present torque. Roughly speaking, the situation should

be like in the case of Moon orbiting around Earth, although the decay mechanism in tne latter case is quite

different from this of LAGEOS.

GRAVITATIONAL PRECESSION: ARBITRARY SPIN OF THE SAT ELLITE

In this section we are going to analyze the procedure of calculating the gravitational precession

of LAGEOS dropping the assumption of the fast rate of spin, but retaining the assumption of the rate

of precession being slow compared to the orbital angular velocity. This analysis is much simpler than the

analysis of the full system of Lagrange equations describing the spin dynamics of LAGEOS interacting with

both magnetic and gravitational field of the Earth, it gives an idea on the origin of the bounds imposed on the

parameters of the spinning satellite, and motivate the further study of the complete system of equations. In

the next section we describe briefly the most important results of our study of asymptotics of the LAGEOS's

spin dynamics.
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The equations governing the LAGEOS's gravitational precession are the same as those describing

the Earth's precession about the normal to the ecliptic, a motion known in astronomy as the precession of

equinoxes, or Hipparcos precession 10 . In our case this precession is caused by the action of the Earth's grav-

itational field on the slightly oblate LAGEOS. To calculate the rate of this precession one needs to calculate

the mutual gravitational potential of the Earth, approximated in the standard procedure of derivation' 0 by

a mass point M, and a nonspherical distribution of matter representing LAGEOS. Approximating the Earth

by a mass point is equivalent to neglecting the Earth's oblateness which appears quite adequate in matters

concerning the satellite spin dynamics, as simple considerations indicate that the Earth's oblateness coupled

only to orbital parameters in the lowest order approximation.

Evaluation of potential energy is performed via expansion of energy in a power series with coefficients

proportional to appropriate Legendre polynomials and subsequent truncation neglecting the terms of higher

than the second power. It is assumed in calculations that the axis of symmetry is the third principal axis

of the LAGEOS's inertia tensor, so that I, = 12 : 13. If oi, 3, -f are the direction cosines of the radius

vector from the LAGEOS's center to the Earth with respect to the principal axes, then the expression for

the potential is given by
V GMm + GM(13 - 1l)[ 3 y 2  (15)

r 2r [

or

GMm + GM(I- II-) (16)
r r3

where P2(x) is the second Legendre polynomial determined by

P2 (x) = 1(3X 2 1). (17)
2

In what follows we assume LAGEOS to be rigid. In particular, we require that the principal axes be fixed

in LAGEOS and the associated moments of inertia be constant in time.

In expression (16) for the potential only the second term

v= GM(I 3 - I) P2((7 ) (18)

depends on the orientation of LAGEOS and thus could give rise to torques. It was mentioned above that -y

is the direction cosine between the LAGEOS axis and the radius vector from the LAGEOS's center to the

Earth. As the Earth goes around its apparent orbit y is changing. It is customary to express 7y in terms of
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functions of two angles, the first one (0) being the angle between the axis of LAGEOS and the normal to

the LAGEOS's orbit plain (also called the obliquity of the LAGEOS's axis), the second one (q,) being the

angular position of the Earth on its apparent orbit. The relation between -f, 0, and 77 is

= sin 0 cos Y7. (19)

Hence, V2 can be written

V2 - GM(2r3 - I1) [3sin2 0 cos 2 1 . (20)

In typical applications the orbital motion is very rapid compared to the precessional motion. The usual

practice is to average V2 over a complete orbital period for the purpose of obtaining the mean precession

rate. The orbit of LAGEOS has very low eccentricity, which implies that r can be assumed constant and

the only variation is in cos it (with cos 2 17 = 1), so that

- GM(13 - I1) [3s2 1 GMf(13 - ) 1 3V2 = T•sin2 - - Cos' 0 ( 21)

Finally, the expression for V2 takes form

2 = GM(13 - I0) P2(COSO). (22)
2r3

The torque derived from equation (22) is perpendicular to both LAGEOS's axis and the normal to

the orbit (which plays the same role as the vertical axis for the heavy top). Hence the precession is about

the direction of the orbit normal vector. The magnitude of the precession rate can be obtained in several

different ways. We choose to use Lagrange equations approach because it makes assumptions of an accepted

approximation transparent.

For a symmetric body in which the potential is a function of cos0 only, as it is the case with

LAGEOS, the Lagrangian can be written as

L= (j2 +2 2sin 0) + -3, + CO)2-V(cosO). (23)

At this point we are not going to write the full Lagrangian equation corresponding to 0. Instead, as it is

done ordinarily, we assume only uniform precession and do not concern ourselves about the necessary initial

conditions. We simply take 9 = 0 and 9 = 0 in the equations of motion. The simplified Lagrangian equation

corresponding to 0 is then

OL aik s n c s ~ 3k i O • • o O vS= J2sin Cos0-3sin0(+ cos0)- -v- = 0. (24)
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Taking into account that

U3 + 0, cos0, (25)

and, for V = V(cos 0),
0V 1 aV (26)

8(cos 0) sin 0 80'

we can rewrite equation (24) in the form

13W , o 8V (7
13 w03 I€ -1•COSO=8 -(cos0)' (27)

In our case
OV _ _T_ _ 3GM(13 - [I) Cos0. (28)

8(cos 0) 9(cos 0) 2 o(3

Using Kepler's law

2 = ( 21 -- GM (29)

where wo the angular velocity of the orbital motion and r is the orbital period, we can write instead of (28)

0 v ." 3 02(13 _ 1 ) C O . (30)
8(cos 0) 0(cos 0) 20

Hence, the Lagrange equation (27) takes the following final form

13 w3  -- 1 2 COS 0 -3 W (13 - 11) cos 0. (31)

Standard applications of equation (31), such as, for instance, the precession of the Earth's equinoxes,

assume also that the precession rate t is small. It is usually stated1" that for the case W < W3 the ý2 term in

equation (31) can be dropped. As we will see later this procedure (dropping the term quadratic in 4) is not

as innocent as it might look from the first sight. But for the time being we will go along with the standard

line of reasoning. Neglecting this quadratic term immediately leads to the following expression for the rate

of precession
= 3 4013 -, 1osO = 3 A CosO, (32)

2 w3  13 2 w3

where A = (13 - 1,)/13 determines the oblateness of LAGEOS. This expression is used to concludei that

the rate of gravitational precession is proportional to the period of spin motion of the satellite T - 2".
W 3

Furthermore, it is stated that when the period T increases exponentially under the influence of the Earth's
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magnetic field, so does the rate of gravitational precession, and that this rate of precession can become very

large threatening to lead the spin dynamics of LAGEOS to chaos (j€, - oo when W3 - 0).

A rather simple analysis shows that this conclusion is wrong. A misunderstanding emerges entirely

due to an attempt to use equation (32) in the domain where it is not applicable. The expression is appropriate

only for small magnitudes of 4 (which is indeed the case in describing, say, the precession of the Earth's

equinoxes, but not in analyzing the LAGEOS's spin dynamics). More precisely, it can be used only when

the term quadratic in 4 can be dropped from the Lagrange equation (31) To see what is involved in such an

assumption, we return to equation (31) and rewrite it in the following form

2 13 U)3  3 13 - (133
S-Cos 4  2 0 1 , (33)

or

•2 - C - C2 = 0, (34)

where
13 W3 W3

I, cos 0 cos"(3
C 3 W /3-! 3 2a

C2 = o -1,

The solution of the quadratic equation (34) is

C, ±•I/ + 4C 2  1 W3 W3 (3
2 2 -osO cos 2 0 +6w (36)

A simple reasoning (no oblateness, no precession) resolves the ambiguity of the sign in front of the square

root (the minus sign should be taken), which leaves us with the solution

_ V W3c 0 + 6 w2 A• (37)
2 Cos 0 COS2 O+W0A)

This solution has finite limits in both cases when W3 - oo and when w3 -- 0

lim =0, lim -=WO ,
W3.-00 Fo2 (38)

A 1 == I lim 41 'W 1w31.

and at any value of 0 < -L < oo the value of the solution belorip to the interval determined by (38). When

T increases exponentially the rate of precession 4 does not follow it.
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It is instructive to rewrite equation (37) in form

1 -2 oA 6S ' (39)

and look at it approximation when W is small. It is easy to see that in this case

1 03 A 1 °2Acos-0) 3 °2 A Cos 9, (40)

_2coso 1 2 ) 2-W3 (40

and we recover expression (32). However, the expansion of the square root that we use to recover this

expression explicitly demands smallness of the ratio

6 2 A cos 0 
(

Wo (41)

A careful look at (41) uncovers that the procedure of dropping the term proportional to 02 in equation (31)

nut' only demands smallness of 4 but also, at fixed values of 0, A, and wo, imposes the lower limit on the

magnitude of W3 . In other words, in order for (32) to work the satellite should have enough spin. Equations

(37), (38) also indicate that at small values of W3 neglecting w, and W2 would not be appropriate. However,

an assumption of smallness of w, and W2 still can be used in neglecting their higher powers, provided that it

is done carefully.

LAGRANGE EQUATIONS FOR THE LAGEOS SPIN DYNAMICS

The results of the previous section indicate that the LAGEOS's spin dynamics at slow spin rate

might look quite different from what one expects making intuitive assumptions coming from experience in

high spin frequency domain. A safer approach would be to obtain first the full system of equations governing

the spin dynamics and to introduce simplifying assumptions on the later stage, depending on the question

asked. As in previous section, we are going to use the Lagrange formulation of the problem. Restrictions

on the length of this report prevent us from providing most of the details of the calculations. We are going

review only the basic principles and some of the preliminary conclusions. Some additional details can be

found in the report of C. Fuchs" in this volume.

As in previous section, we introduce the frame of principal axes of inertia (the body-fixed frame)

rotation of which with respect to space-fixed frame is described by the Euler angles 0, 0, and t'. The
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components of the angular velocity 4 in the body-fixed frame are

W= = sin O sin t + 0 cosv

W2 = sin 0 cos ik -0 sin w (42)

W3 = COS 0 +

To include in the dynamic picture the action of the Earth's magnetic field on the satellite one needs to add

to the gravitational Lagrangian

LS = L(ý2 + ,2sin2 0) + L3- (+cCsO)2_V (43)

the term Lm = M." B, where B is the external magnetic field and M is the magnetic moment induced by

in the satellite (V in equation (43) represents gravitational potential energy determined by either expression

(20) or (22) depending on whether one tries to evaluate instantaneous quantities or the ones averaged over

the orbital period). In other words the full Lagrangian for the LAGEOS's spin dynamics is

Lg=Lo+ L.. =l -ý + 2sin 20) + -- (ik+ 0COS 0) 2 _ V±+ 1-B. (44)
2

To calculate the L,, one needs to use the relation between the components of magnetic field B1 , B 2 , B3 in

the body-fixed frame and B2j, B32 , fB3 in the space-fixed frame

B1 = (cos 0 cos 0 - cosOsin Osin i)b, + (cos 4'sin 0 + cos0 cosd6sin )Bj2 + (sin ik sin 0) 3

B2 = (-sin 0 COS€ - eosOsin cos1) B + (- sin €sine -t cos0 cos )cos ) 2 + (cos wsin 0)B 3  (45)

B3 = (sin 0 sin O)bi - (sin O cos ) j 2 + (cosO) B3

and the relation between the magnetic field B, polarizability9 a (cf. equation (3)), and the induced magnetic

moment M. Equation (3) indicates that a is a function of the frequency W. The equations below will depend

on three frequencies w 1, W2, W3. The notation ac will refer to a(wk) for k = 1,2,3. The resulting expression

for L, is

L, = Mi B = V ,a'i(B' - Bi) + C,'2(B 2 - B2) + •13 (B2 - B3)] (46)

where B 2 = B 2 + B + B3 =3 + f32 +J

One could write now the full system of Lagrange equations of the catellite spin dynamics

d OL 8L d OL aL d OL HL
d -0 O0 , --- 0-0- O. (47)

0-9dt a ' dt8 di9
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An investigation of such equations (both analytically and numerically) is under way at present time

but can be completed only in course of the follow-up research. In any case, the full discussion of the results

(even those available now) would be beyond ti. ý scope of this report. Instead, we are going to describe a

qualitative result similar to the one of the previous section.

We are going to obtain expressions for precession, averaged over the orbit, extending the results of

previous section to the combined effect of both magnetic and gravitational forces. Exactly as in previous

section, we assume 6 = 0 and 6 = 0 (this assumption will be discussed later). The resulting Lagrangc

equation for 0 takes form (compare to equation (31))

I2 -sinCosinCos + a( .)_ d ./ 0 m{o + (48)
2I B) dt 0a

The last two terms of this equation describe coupling of spin degrees of freedom to the Earth's magnetic

field. For their evaluation or estimate it is necessary t.. be able to calculate the expressions (cf. previous

sections for notations)

0a'k aCk'k 0zO 0Wk 27-aI 09'k 0,k = 0 1 8
L90 - OXk aW k 09 C Wke ak 890 -0 (49)

___k 81'k _ Z .V P -'- P 1190'k _W O (49)-- "-:, --- = -i iror- =---- f (Xk)--
00 9xk wk 00 c Wk OZk 09 0

where

4frp lOa' 9p2 o, 1 1-coshzcosx I sinhx-sinx1f(_) = -_ _- - -2-(• ¢T - oT Tog (50)
2 Xax C2 X2 [(cosh x -COSX)2 Xcsr-oz (C0

Since we are planning to investigate the domain of small w it is useful to stress that, for small

2 da' a da'
a -W•-, W2 -•- W, f(z) W - (51)

dx d

Computations for -L00 (M B) and 1(jM.-B) yield

00 .*B) = V [(B 2 - B')f(xp cos 0 sin ib + (B 2 
- BC)f(z2 )bcos 0 cos t(,

2 atIaO B2 , B3 (2

- (B2 - B3)f(x 3 )0sin0 - 2( +-0 +0•, 2 i58 3 (52

and

092 a ki 6B 2 _ B I Cr 2  2 
0  k= -M B) + (B' -B + (B2 - B2)8I d2a (53)

B2 2L(XI) COS W B) f(,
= V [(B- - B I B-)f(z2 )sin (3

At this point we undertake a shortcut. Keeping in mind that we are trying to compute the rate of the

satellite precession when the satellite rotates slowly and spins around its axis of symmetry even slower we
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drop in the Lagrange equation (48) the terms of the first order with respect to w3 (and higher orders), and

the terms of the second order (and higher) with respect to w2 , W3 . Furthermore, as we are trying to compute

only the (quasi)stationary part of precession, we drop all the terms proportional to the angular accelerations

C5k. The final form of the Lagrange equation under these assumptions is

L$ - = 0 (54)

where

C = VIsinV [(B2- B )f(xl)sin i + (B 2 - B2)f(z 2) cos lt (55)

so that the mean value of the satellite precession rate is given by

2 L 2 = (56)

The solution for k has some attractive features: (i) it has the correct limit coinciding with (38) when the

magnetic field is switched off, and (ii) it predicts that the mean precession rate is slower in presence of

magnetic field then it would be without it. Hiowever, the solution is not quite stationary (which shows up

in the dependence of C on V). This indicates that the demand to have a stationary solution might be not

quite compatible with dynamics determined by the total Lagrangian (44) of the system, or that a more

sophisticated averaging procedure for the magnetic part of the Lagrangian is needed. In any case, exactly

like in previous section, all indications are that the precession rate of the satellite is bounded by the limit

well under the orbital angular velocity of the satellite. It is hardly probable that the chaotic spin dynamics

can emerge through this mechanism. Another possibility of transition to the chaotic dynamical regime,

namely through the growth of the satellite nutation, requires more sophisticated treatment and should be

investigated in the future.

CONCLUSIONS

In this report we have described the results of our research on the LAGEOS's spin dynamics. We

have reconsidered some conclusions of the current model, particularly its prediction concerning a transition

of the rotational motion of the satellite to a chaotic regime due to the rapid increase of the precession rate

as the spinning motion around the satellite symmetry axis slows down. We have analyzed assumptions

underlying this conclusion of the current model and have established that some of these assumptions are not
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appropriate for describing the satellite spin dynamics at low spin rates. We have dropped these assumptions

and came to the conclusion that even in absence of magnetic fields the rate of precession is bounded, the

bound being much smaller than the orbital angular velocr.y of the satellite for the low value of the satellite

oblateness. This conclusion has motivated our further work. We have developed the Lagrangian formulation

of the satellite spin dynamics, included in it the term describing the coupling of the satellite to the Earth's

magnetic field via eddy currents mechanism. Using the obtained Lagrange equations, we have analyzed

qualitatively the mean precession rate of the satellite coupled to both gravitational and magnetic field of the

Earth. The resulting expression for the satellite precession rate agrees with the expression for the precession

rate bound in pure gravitational field when magnetic coupling is switched off and predicts Lhe value of the

bound smaller than that for pure gravitational coupling. We have come to the conclusion that the technique

of av'eraging over the orbital period can be sustained in a broader domain of conditions than it was believed.

for as long as precessions are the subject of interest.

Another possible way for the satellite to transit to the chaotic regime of rotational motion is through

the growth of the nutation amplitude when the satellite spinning motion slows down, similarly to what

happens to the spinning heavy top. However this analogy is. in our opinion, dangerous. The -'magnetic

friction" mechanism created by eddy currents slows down any rotational motion at a rate depending on the

frequency of this motion, and the nutation frequency is of the same order of magnitude as the spin frequency,

at least right after the satellite launch. It should be acted upon by the "magnetic friction" strongly, and it

is not clear whether it will ever lead to "tumbling" of the satellite. Additional investigation of this problem

is required. Most probably, it will require an effort combining both analytic and numerical techniques.

In addition to investigation of the asymptotic behavior of the Lagrange equations solution, an

important question to consider is the time scales of dissipation for different rotational degrees of freedom.

In other words, the question is how close is the satellite spin dynamics to asymptotic within the period of

measurements related to the Lense-Thirring effect. Again, a combination of analytic and numerical efforts

will be required to answer this important question.

It is quite possible that the orbital averaging technique will fail when we come to all these questions.

In this case numerical methods will have to be relied upon more heavily in the future investigations. But,

whatever the means are, it is clear that the efforts in studying the LAGEOS's spin dyi.amics should continue

until all the question are answered.
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Generation of ELF and VLF Waves by a Thermal Instability Excited in the HF

Heater-Modulated Polar Electrojet

S. P. Kuo
Professor

Department of Electrical Engineering
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Abstract

A thermal instability responding to the modulation of polar electrojet by HF

heater as a potential efficient mechanism for the generation of ELF and VLF waves

has been investigated. It is shown that a positive feedback through the electron-

neutral collisional heating process can cause the transient response of the plasma to

the modulated HF heater to grow exponentially. Considering a sinusoidally

modulated HF heater wave having its field amplitude proportional to I cosoilt/2 1,

the threshold fields of the thermal instability under normal electrojet conditions are

found to be about 0.3 V/m and 0.15 V/m for the o-mode and x-mode operation

respectively. For a heater wave field of 0.5 V/m, the instability can be excited by the

x-mode heater within a few tenth of a second and by the o-mode heater within one

second.
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Generation of ELF and VLF Waves by a Thermal Instability Excited in the HF

Heater-Modulated Polar Electrojet

S. P. Kuo

INTRODUCTION

The modification of the ionosphere by powerful HF heater waves has been

studied experimentally and theoretically for the past thirty years. A large number of
unexpected phenomena originating from the region near the HF reflection height

in the F region of the ionosphere have been observed besides the originally

anticipated electron temperature and density change. Most of these phenomena,

though some of them are not yet fully understood, are believed to be attributed to

the high frequency plasma turbulence and low frequency density striations excited

by the HF heater via various parametric instabilities directly or indirectly. On the

other hand, a significant modification effect caused by the HF heater was also

expected to occur in the lower ionosphere. Willis and Davis (1973) had pointed out

that the perturbations to the ionospheric electrojet current in the D and E regions

might give rise to geomagnetic field fluctuations of the order of a few my. This
prediction was further elaborated by Stubbe and Kopka (1977) as a means of

producing artificial geomagnetic micropulsations and ELF and VLF emissions using

amplitude-modulated HF heater waves. Experiments to confirm the predictions

were first performed with the EISCAT heating facility at Tromso, Norway [Stubbe, et

al., 19811. The report of the successful generation of the ULF radiations by HF heater

with modulation of a 10 minute on-off period (Stubbe and Kopka, 19811 stimulated a
series of new experiments at the same site as well as at other locations such as

Arecibo, Puerto Rico and Fairbanks, Alaska. During the past decade, experiments on

the generation of VLF/ELF/ULF radiations in the ionospheric D and E regions by

the amplitude-modulated HF heaters have been actively conducted [Stubbe, et al.,

1982a, 1982b; Barr and Stubbe, 1984a, 1984b, 1991; Ferraro et al., 1982, 1984; James, et

al., 1984; James, 1985; Rietveld et al., 1986; Lee, et al., 1990; McCarrick, et al., 1990;

Wong, et al 1990; Barr, et al., 19911. Encouraging results led to the plan of

constructing a new super heating facility in Alaska aimed primarily at the further

study of generation of such low frequency radiations [Kossey and Brandt, 19921.
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Several processes has been suggested as the potential mechanisms responsible
for the generation of VLF/ELF/ULF radiations. They are the modulation of the
electrojet current [Stubbe and Kopka, 1977; Fejer and Krenzien, 1982; Papadopoulos,
et al, 19851, the thermal filamentation instability of the HF heater (Kuo and Lee,

19831 and the parametric excitation of the Alfven waves [Papadopoulos, et al., 1982;
Ko, et al., 19861 and the whistler waves [Kuo and Lee, 19891, etc. Presently the main

focus of the research effort in this subject area is on how to improve the radiation
efficiency. It is suggested by Papadopoulos, et al. [19901 that a beam painting
approach be able to enlarge the modulated region of the electrojet current and hence
enhance the ionospheric antenna gain. As a result , a great deal of design
consideration is placed on the sweeping capability of the super heater's antenna
system. However, recent experiments by Barr and Stubbe [19911 indicate that in

order to take the advantage of the beam painting technology for enhancing the
VLF/ELF radiation efficiency, it requires the future super heater to operate at

considerably higher power levels than that of the Tromso facility.

In this paper, we study a thermal instability process for the ELF/VLF

generation. It is based on the fact that as the HF heater wave deposits heat into the
electrojet plasma, it enhances the electron-neutral collision frequency and the
heating rate. If the HF heater is modulated, the heating of the ionosphere is also
modulated accordingly. This in turn, can cause the transient temperature response

of the plasma to the electrojet current modulation to grow exponentially as an
instability. It will be shown in the following that this instability process which

depends upon not only the free energy of the HF heater, but also that of the
electrojet current has the potential to generate the ELF/VLF radiations more
effectively than other known processes.

HF HEATER
In the Tromso heating experiments for the ELF/VLF generation, the

amplitude of the HF heater was modulated with the periodic pulses at the ELF/VLF
frequencies. The experiments were operated with variable duty cycles of pulses.

The wave field of such an amplitude modulated HF heater can be modeled

mathematically as follows:
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EP = (Z_ iý) (ep/2) Z PT/2(t - nT,) ei (k-z - (06) + c.c.

"--- - (1)

where the rectangular pulse PT/ 2 (t-nTI) is defined to be Pa(x)=l for I x I < a, and 0 for

I x I > a; T1 is the modulation period and T/T 1 is the percentage of the duty cycle.

The upward propagating (in the z direction) heater wave is assumed to be a

circularly polarized wave with ± standing for the R(o) and L(x) modes respectively.

The downward magnetic field orients along the -z direction; c.c. represents the

complex conjugate. After taking the Fourier series expansion,the amplitude

modulation function becomes

. P-, 2(t - nT1) = T/TI + • 2 [sin(nw1T/2) / nit] cosnco1t
n n =1 (2)

It shows that only a small fraction of the total modulation is contributed to

the modulation at the fundamental frequency wl. Its percentage can be increased,

however, by introducing a different approach of amplitude modulation. Instead of

operating the heater's entire .ntenna system as a whole, it is separated into, for

example, two sets of antenna array radiating at the same power but at slightly

different frequencies. Therefore, the heater power delivered to the ionosphere

varies temporally at the difference frequency of the two antenna arrays and the

resultant wave field of the HF heater can be expressed as

Ep =(• _ i•' (•/2"€2") 1 + -i (wit + 0)] ei (koz -(dot) + c.c.(3)

where 4 is an arbitrary phase factor.

Comparing (3) to (1), the fractional power modulation at the fundamental

frequency 0o1 is increased by a factor n /2 sin( cw T/2). Hence, the modulated fields (3)

are expected to cause the modulation of the electrojet current at frequency 01 more

effectively than the fields (1). In the following analysis, fields (3) are thus adopted as

a better approach for ELF/VLF generation. Such an amplitude modulated heater

wave field is illustrated in Figure 1.
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From the electron momentum equation, the linear velocity responses of

electrons to the fields (3) are determined to be

Vp, = -i (X+ i±ý) [eEp / 2F2 m(,oo- ± e + iVen)] [l+e-i(wi)t + 0)] ei (koz -°ot) + c.C. (4)

where Ven and f2e are the electron-neutral collision frequency and the electron

cyclotron frequency, respectively.

BACKGROUND CURRENTS
We investigate the modulation of the background electrojet current by the

incident HF heater wave. As depicted in Figure 2, Eo = 5 E0 is the dc driving field ot

the electrojet current and B0 = -^- Bo is the geomagnetic field. Hence, the background

Pederson (x component) and Hall (y component) current densities are given

respectively by [Kuo and Lee, 19881
22

Jx = (noe 2/m) [Ven/Vein+f2e) + (n/M)vj(v,+ l•)] E0 = -enou, (5)

and
= -2 2
Jy -(noe 2/mn) [J(ven+(2e) - (m/M)Q2I(v+Q2)] E0 = -enouy (6)

where vi and ni represent the ion collision and cyclotron frequencies, respectively.

In addition, an ac current driven by the wave field of the heater is also present

in the background plasma. The current density is given by

Jac = -enf0vpe (7)

Thus the total ohmic heat source in the background plasma is found to be

<J2/l> VVennfm (U2 + < Jpel12>) (8)

where J is the total current density in the background plasma; <> stands for the time

average over the heater wave period;
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112 1

(; = (1/(T+ Mff/noe2Vi)1 = = noe2/mvn ;

u = eEo/m (v,,n+QC.) v,,vi << «QQ is assumed;

7;p1> 2V = (eE:p/m)2/[(O~o -+ Qe)2+V]

<R~pe 2> Vq± [I + cos(Ojt+Q)I and V +[ ±_ )

The heat source (8) oscillates at the modulating frequency of the HF heater. It

agitates a thermal fluctuation at this frequency in the electron temperature of the

electrojet. In terms of the average (over the modulation period) temperature

Teo = < Te >, the total electron temperature Te is expressed as Te=Teo +8 Te, where STe

is the temperature perturbation oscillating at the modulating frequency and its

harmonics. Since the electron neutral collision frequency Ven is proportional to the

square root of the electron temperature, it is perturbed in the presence of the

thermal fluctuation and can be expanded up to the lowest order temperature

perturbation as ven-,- vo[l+ (1/2) (8TdT0o)1. Consistently, the heat source (8) is also

expanded as Q = Qo +5Q with

Qo = o(veo/v2e) {(u2 + v2 o+ 2 v2 <8TeCOS(o)lt + O))>)Q C , =_ov o v e 0 q 1 q 0 "£_ ( 9 )

5Q = -Lno(VeO/v2e) {(u2 + v 2)6Te + v2 [6Trcos((o0t + 4) - <rTecos(o01t + 0))>] + 2v2Teocos(oit + 4))}

(10)

where u0 and VqQ± are the corresponding expressions for u and vq± with Ven = Veo;

vt2e = Teo/m and <> stands for the time average over the modulation period.

THERMAL INSTABILITY

The basic equation for studying the thermal instability is the electron thermal

diffusion equation. It is given by Braginskii [1965]:

23 noraTe , + PeV'e = (R/2I2+ R V 2 )TJ - 3 (m/Mn)nlven(Te - Tn) + Q
2 Cat e e e+(11)
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where Pe is the electron thermal pressure; Mn and TI, are the mass and temperature

of the background neutrals; R,/ = 3noTj2mven and R_ = (Ven/"e)2 R// are the thermal

diffusion coefficients along and across the geomagnetic field, respectively.

Since the modulated heater wave covers an altitude range much larger than

the thickness of the electrojet layer, the heating by the HF heater in the electrojet

region may be assumed to be uniform and its diffusion loss along and ac-oss the

geomagnetic field may be neglected. Since the HF heater is modulated in time only,

the associated thermal fluctuation is then expected to vary only in time. Thus the

divergent term on the left hand side of (11) can also be neglected in the following

analysis.

In terms of he parametric expansions introduced in the previous section, (11)

can be decomposed into two, one for To0 and the other one for 6 Te. The one for the

oscillating fluctuation 6Te is obtained to be

(A + [a± - b+cos(o~lt + O)])}T, + b<8<Tecos(.ojt + O)> = 2b+TeOcos((Oit + 0 ()

2~~ 2 /3v I an)+=N 3( e)

where a. = veo[(m/Mn)(3 - TW'Teo) - (u2 + v,+)/3vt~I and b+ (y(v /3)(Vqo±/Vte) 2

Introducing 5Te = Ve e-a-t eo-sin(witto) into (12), where 03± = b+/0 1, it leads to

dd-T= b.+ e-sin(w1tL-) [2 e;-t Teocos(oco t+0) - < 5T, ep-sin(wi,-t) cos(Olt+O))>]

Equation (13) can be solved by iteration. This is done by first setting the

second term on the right hand side (RHS) of (13) equal to zero for STe"). Then

substituting the obtained 8T,(x' into the second term on the RHS of (13) for

evaluating 6TTe(2). The procedure can be repeated until the desired accuracy of 8Te is

obtained. However, in the following analysis, only 8iT,') is evaluated because the

second term on the RHS of (13) is small compared to the first term. With the aid of

the identity
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eC-1sin(WILt+0) = y (1)I h14-) eiI( (•1+O)

where 11 is the modified Bessel function of order 1. An integration of (13) leads to

8•1)= 8Teo + b10Te0 (i)11(21/3)I'(W) eilo (e(a:+ ij W-_ 1)
1 = (ag+ilcoi) (14)

Therefore, the temperature fluctuation at the fundamental modulation
frequency is found to be

Tei = -2b+Teo 1 (-I) •(I/P) 10I) f()(13_ )cos(W.t+0) + ir'(13±) sin(cot+0)I
=.0 (a++ilcol)

+ 211(0t) 6Teo (,),-1 (21/5-) VP eil'l ea-t sin(co 1t+O).o- bTo (i- +ilco•1 )

-2b+Teo0  (-1), (- 1 -) {[(1/13-)I,(13 )2cOS(o) t+0) + i(l3._)sin(wit+o)]

-i 10(13.),lo(P3)J 10:l3:) e--al sin(o1 t+0)

8 b±To (iI(13)/.02( +o,2'01 (cos(coWt + 0 - - 1 044)(13/ 14(2)(•+40o"b2 1" e-al sin((o1t + 0)1

=8 Tes. cos(Colt+0-0+) - 5TCea4- sin(wlt+0 (15)

(2A i4o (2W/-) i".

where the relationship ST, - b+Te. o (i)1- 1(211i3-') ei3) ibT 0  1) (2-+ilcol) (5±)1= -00. (a•+ilw 1) __ =a .lc)

derived from <STe>It=o = 0 is used and 0+- = tan-' (w/a,).

The fizst term on the RHS of (15) is the steady state response of the plasma to

the HF input and its amplitude 8T,1 s+ is constant in time and is directly proportional

to the intensity of the pump (i.e., HF input). On the other hand, the nature of the
transient response represented by the second term on the RHS of (15) depends also
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on the free energy available in the background plasma. Its amplitude varies in time

exponentially. As shown, when , < 0, the transient response becomes unstable and

the amplitude 8Teje-a-1 of the temperature fluctuation grows in time exponentially

as an instability. Since the transient response is triggered by the HF driver, it appears

even in the absence of the background noise (i.e. 6T, = 0)

5Tej modulates Ven, which, in turn, modulates the electrojet current. From (5)
and (6), the perturbed electrojet current density can be expressed as

8j, = [vewOCEo / 87r(Vcn+Qc) ] [X + (2vc0/,))] yTei/Te0 (1 6)

This current density then becomes the source of the ELF/VLF radiation. In

general, the amplitude of the radiation 16Ei is proportional to the amplitude of the

current source, i.e., 18E1- 18111. Since 18 -T11 -1T,1,189 also grows in time exponentially

with the onset of the thermal instability.

ESTIMATION OF THE GROWTH RATES

For the quantitati - analysis of the concerned instability process, the

following E region parameters are used: T, = T, = 300°K, To = 15001K, ven = 5xlO4sec,'

Mn(NO')/m = 5.52x10 4, Q, = 1.35 MHz, and vt = 1.5xl0 5m/s The heater's frequency

employed in the Tromso's experiments is w0o / 2n = 4.04 MHz. In terms of the heater

wave field amplitude Ep = Epo (V/m) and the dc driving field E0 = C0 (mV/m) of the

electrojet current, the electron quiver speed can be expressed as

VqO = 6.94xlO3Eko(1 ± 1/3) (m/s) and uo = 20.75 E0 (m/s) respectively. Using these

quantities, the growth rates -a, of the instability can be written as

-a = 2.53 [14. lepo/(1+±/3)z + 1.25x104a•- I] sec- (17)

Considering the normal situation, Eo = 50, i.e., E0 = 50 mV/m, it requires that

e( > 0.22(1±1/3) for a positive growth rate. Thus, the instability thresholds are

found to be Ept, = 0.22(1±1/3) V/m. The threshold field of the x-mode (-) heater

wave is a half of that of the o-mode (+) heater wave. In either case, the threshold
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field should be able to be exceeded when the heater is operated with two sets of

antenna array radiating in full power and in slightly different frequencies. Without

the swelling effect, the wave field of the heater in the E region is about 0.5 V/m.

Hence, the growth rates of the instability are calculated to be -a± = 3.3 and 18.3 sec-i

for o-mode and x-mode heater, respectively. It appears that the instability can be

excited by the x-mode heater wave within a few tenth of a second in the Tromso's

heating experiments. It takes more than five times longer for the instability to grow

when the o-mode heater wave is employed.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

A thermal instability has been investigated as an effective mechanism

producing the ELF/VLF waves in the polar ionosphere E region where the electrojet

current is perturbed by an amplitude-modulated HF heater. It is suggested that the

most effective way to modulate the HF heater for -the purpose of low frequency

wave generation is to operate the heater as two separate sets of antenna array. Each

one radiates at the same power but at slightly different frequencies. The frequency

difference is determined by the desired ELF/VLF. The two antenna beams are

superimposed in the ionosphere to produce a sinusoidally modulated heating

power which maximizes the fundamental frequency component and minimizes the

harmonics. A positive feedback in response to the modulated heating of the HF

pump arises from the electron-neutral collisional heating process which, as shown

earlier, can cause the transient temperature response of the electrojet plasma to

grow exponentially at the expense of the free energy of the HF heater and the

background electrojet current. The thresholds of this instability can be exceeded by

the available operational power of the Tromso heating facility. It is expected that

ELF/VLF radiation can be generated faster by the x-mode than by the o-mode heater

wave by more than five times under the same operational conditions. In the future

experiments as the heater power is further increased, the instability mechanism for

the generation of ELF and VLF waves becomes even more effective. It is indicated

by the numerical results shown in Figs. 3-5 which present the dependence of the

growth rate -a, the amplitude of the steady state response 8Tes_,, and the initial

amplitude of the transient response 6T,1 ,. on field amplitude Epo of the heater

wave.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Amplitude modulated HF heater wave. Here T1 =21t/w1 is the modulation

period and the envelope is proportional to I cosw1 t/2 I.

Fig. 2. Geometry of coordinate system, the dc electric field E., the electrojet current,

and the geomagnetic field B0.

Fig. 3. The dependence of the instability growth rates on the field amplitude of the

heater wave.

Fig. 4. The dependence of the amplitude of the steady state temperature fluctuations

on the field amplitude of the heater wave for two different modulation

frequencies (a) f1 = 100 Hz and (b) f2 = 1000 Hz.

Fig. 5. The dependence of the initial amplitudes of the transient temperature

fluctuations on the field amplitude of the heater wave for two different

modulation frequencies (a) f, = 100 Hz and (b) f2 = 1000 Hz.
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Fig. 1. Amplitude modulated HF heater wave. Here T, =2xl/o is the modulation
period and the envelope is proportional to I cosco1 t/21I.
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EQUATION OF RADIATIVE ENERGY TRANSFER
IN ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY

WITH WAVE-OPTICAL CONTRIBUTIONS

Arvind S. Marathay
Professor
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Abstract

The conventional equation of radiative transfer is formulated in the frame

work of ray optics. It is applicable to scalar waves. Since light 2s an

electromagnetic wave, the ray optic and scalar description is incomplete.

The research reported here formulates the energy transfer problem in the

language of wave optics. Starting from Maxwell equations, a radiative energy

transfer equation is derived. It shows explicitly the wave optics contributions

and includes the source terms generated by induced dielectric polarization. This

will provide a basis for studying the effects of polarized light in any state of

polarization and properly account for coherence effects in applications.
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EQUATION OF RADIATIVE ENERGY TRANSFER
IN ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY

WITH WAVE-OPTICAL CONTRIBUTIONS

Arvind S. Marathay

(1) INTRODUCTION

The conventional equation of radiative transfer: is formulated in the

frame work of ray optics. It is applicable to scalar waves.

During the (1992) summer research project, the research effort was directed

to obtain an equation of radiative energy transfer in the frame work of

electromagnetic theory. In this way effects of the wave nature of polarized

light (vector properties of light) can be studied. Furthermore, the source terms

generated by induced dielectric polarization are automatically accounted for in

the theory. The induced polarization is obtained from the semiclassical matter-

field interaction.

The report briefly describes the procedure for obtaining the equation of

radiative transfer in wave optics. The literature does not seem to contain such

an attempt to account for the wave effects of light in the study of radiative

energy transfer.

(2) MAXWELL EQUATIONS AND RAY OPTICS

The Maxwell field equations 2 in MKSA units are:

curl-XZ+=0, divD=p,
(1)

curlH--a= J, divB=Oat
with the constitative relations,

D=eX= e Z+P, and H=I--B-M (2)
110

Chandrasekhar, S. (1960) Radiative Transfer. Dover, New York, NY

'In this document equations in a cluster as in Eq.(1). will be labelled a. b. c, etc.
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Specialization to time-harmonic fields,

S= ?'exp (-if t),

H9{exp ( -1 t) (3)

and P=Pexp(-iw t)

where co is the circular frequency in radian Hertz, and for the case of

nonmagnetic media in the absence of free charges and currents, that is,

M=O,p=0,and J=0 (4)

the field equations become,

curl1= ibagX{, %divX= -divT
(5)

curl•{ = -i~jfot-iwJ, podiv3-(=O

For regions that are many wavelengths away from the sources, the fields may be

expressed in the form3 ,

6'=exp (ikoS),

,{ = J{5exp (ikoS), (6)

and 1'=Texp(ikoS)

where 3 is a real function of position r, not shown explicitly and k. = 2n/4 =

Co/c. The fields 9, X and 7, may be complex in general. For states of

polarization, such as circular, the functions 9, etc have to be complex. The

theory is not directly applicable to nonlinear matter-field interactions.

However, once the usefulness of the theory is established, the necessary

modifications for generality can be carried out at a later time.

With the fields in Eq. (6), Maxwell equations take the form,

' Born. M. and E. Wolf.(1970) Principles of Optics, fourth edition, section 3.1.1. Pergamon press, Oxford.
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7VX ŽXVS+ IV =0~
o •E

(7)

- C or.% -T) + (F-, 9+?) .VS=0

- •v. ,, vs4

In the so called "ray-optical limit"4 where the wavelength KX is negligible

compared to any of the dimensions of interest, these equations may be

approximated to,

(%O. +P.,) .VS = (

fji(X VS - (6,e, + TP) = 0

Vectorial multiplication of Eq. (8c) with VS and use of Eq. (8a) gives,

€ov' 'O X:(IVSl2-1) : VS •p (9)

In a like manner ES. (8a) leads to,

Coir(IVSI 2 -1) =T.-( ,.VS) VS

= (Vsx!,,) XVS-T,(iVsj21-)

When 75=0, both Eqs. (9 & 10) lead to the "eikonal" equation of geometrical

optics, namely,

"4Also called the geometrical-optical Iim
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JVsj 2 =1 (11)

Equations (8) also dictate that in free space, the vectors 4, f., and VS form

a right-hand triad of mutually perpendicular vectors. A vector product of

Eq. (10) with (9) and use of Eqs. (8) gives a modlf:ed ekonal equation,

IVSI 2-l=- 1 sj(12)

valid in the medium. in this case the vectors D., K and VS form a raght-hand

triad of mutually perpendicular vectors, where D_ = E Is the familiar D-

field of electromagnetic theory.

For applications of interest to the Phillips Laboratory, it 's advantages

tc develop the theory in the coordinate system formed by the vectors 9, X, and

VS which in the present document will be termed the "free-space' coordinate

system.

(3) MODIFIED HELMHOLTZ EQUATION

Return to Eqs. (5a-5d). Take the curl of (5a) and (5cý and use the

identity, curl curl = grad div - div grad. It leads to the Helmholtz equations

for the r and X respectively,

V2+k2''=--LV(VT) -k.2T
60 Eo0

(13)
V2{2k1{ = iko (VX×)

where the dielectric polarization terms on the right-hand side provide the

sources. The special form of the fields and the polarization in terms of the

eikonal function S of Eqs.(6), is used in the above equations and the resulting

equations may be rearranged in the form,
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a=e or h (14)

where the subscript, a, equals e or h, according to whether the equation refers

to the 9 field or the IL field respectively. The terms K,, L., and M, are

independent of k.,. These vector terms for the respective cases are:

/ . o , (I -JVsl2) ÷• -(T,.VS) VS,

L.=2 (VS.V) E0o+ (V2S) eo, +V(? 8 .VS), (15)

M =V 2 (cot,) +v(V.1)

Kk= jLO.I(l-tVS12 ) -P XVS,

Lh=2J~ Vr- (16)_V 5'+ e

The ray optical limit gives, K, = 0, for a = e or h. It reproduces Eqs.(9) and

(10). The next section uses the free-space coordinate system to discuss the two

equations contained in Eq. (14).

(4) EQUATION OF TRANSFER IN WAVE OPTICS

The two equations of Eq. (14) respectively can be rearranged to read,

[V 2 +i2ko (VS.V) +ikV 2 S] e -ko2 (IVS2-1l) X

(17)
- I (V(V.T) +ikoV(3,,.VS) +k2 [T,- (•P5.VS) VS] I

[V2 +i2ko (VS'V) iikoV2 S] X3,-k, (1Vj8-1)2 X.
(18)

_ 1 [ +ik0 (VxTP•) -kO (VSxJPj)]
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At this point the operators operating on the field variables are

transformed with the help of the free-space coordinate system whose axes are

labelled with the symbols 4, q and ý. The system is oriented in such a way that

the ( axis is pa idllel Lo VS and the ý and q axis are aligned parallel to the

vectors •, i respectively. In this system, a derivative along the ( axis Is,

a VS .V-e..V (19)
a CIVSI

For derivatives transverse to the ý direction, the symbol,V-, used. in this way

the gradient operator is expressed by,

V=eVa+e.T -V7+e.C (20)

where e, and e, are unit vectors with the property, e*ee. = 0. The Laplacian

operator takes the form,

V2 =V,+ (21)
OIC2

At this point the parabolic approximation is made. Consider the operator

combination appearing in Eqs.(17) and (18),

(_+i2ko a
(22)

=i2k0 (!- 'a
2k08c ac

Much like the ray optical approximation, the contribution of the term containing

X0 is neglected in comparison to unity, that is,

I i o a¢ 1 < < 11,(23)
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where qi is some component of the field variable or 2rts derivative. This is

referred to as the parabolic approximation. It permits negiectlng the second

partial derivative on ( contained in V2 of Eas. (17) and (18) which take the form,

(V2 +i2koIVSlJ -+ikoV2S-k4 (IVS12- 1) ) (24,
ac (24)

=-V(V.*Pý) -ikoV(?,.Vs) -kO2 [TP -VS (,.VS)]

and

[V74.i2ko IVS a +ikoV2•S-ko (IVSl 2-1) p IoX,

(25)
= [iko (Vx?5 ) -k,2 (VSx•)]

To put these in the form of an energy transfer equation, take a scalar

product of Eq. (24) from the left with * and add to the result and in turn

subtract from the result, the corresponding equation obtained by taking the

complex conjugate. The "add" equation is

Si [g;.v(v.•P) -co. c - •; •.s)+~. (26)k. ke k,()3 V)+~.

+{i;. 1 T,-(T,.vs)vs] + C. .

and the "subtract" equation is

- [W.V(V'.,) + C. c. ] - [i'*.V(,.VS) + c .]

-{•. gP8- (?,.VS) VS] +c. C.

(27)
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The notation c.c. stands for complex conjugate. By use of the transverse and

longitudinal derivatives of Eq. (19) through (21), a part of the left side of

Eq. (26) can be transformed to,

(28)

2 ~ ~ ~ k g ~ .(E)+ a XIVSI)

Thus the "add" equation becomes,

( e , , - , ( C 2" . r IV s O)
ko V ko k0  ac

-/[•V(V.[Ps) -c.c.] -*• [•°V(?5Ps'V) c.c.] (2.9)
k 0

+Ur. IT, - (1,-vs) vs] + C C.

The eikonal equation is contained in the "subtract" equation (27) in the ray-

optical limit. The equation of energy transfer is in the "add" equation (29).

The ray-optical limit of Eq. (27) yields the eikonal,

(tvs•_zo•.,_ -110. [Tm,-(Tr.-vs)VS] +c.c ]3o

and the corresponding limit of Eq. (29) is,

0= (ir" [79,- (T.VS)VS] ÷C. c. (31)

Assuming for the moment that conditions (30) and (31) are fulfilled, then Eq. (29)

leads to the radiative energy transfer equation,
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2 0-
(32)

2k,

whereas Eq. (27) gives,

IVSI (icor. - a ',* C. C. + e )2 .

(33)

The ray-optical limit of Eq. (32) leads to the conventional equation of transfer

which is independent of wavelength. The wave-optical contributions to this

equation are contained in the coefficients of l/k.,. The above discussion applies

only to the electric field part of the total equation of transfer.

The magnetic part is obtained in a similar fashion by working with Eq. (25).

Without going into the details the relevant resulted are listed. First the

eikonal equation is,

(lVSl 2-l) I•o'R.LO _ (VSx? 3 ) +c C. (34)

It is found in the ray-optical limit of the "subtract" equation, while in this

limit the "add" equation gives,

-=1 io [Ice Vsx S) - C.C.] (35)

The equivalence of the two eikonal equations (34) and (30) needs to be

established but not given in this report. Assuming for the moment that Eqs. (34)

and (35) are fulfilled then the "add" equation leads to the energy transfer

equation,
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- l l . 2 k,(-c.c.
(36)

=-•[3c• - v×•>,) ,C.C -

while the associated "subtract" equation gives,

IVsl(ijo 0 J-.- 2~- +CC•)+l J;v2{*
2k0

(37)

- i [X;. (Vx×p) -c c.
e0

A ray-optical limit of the transfer equation (36) gives the magnetic part of the

conventional equation.

The energy transfer equations for the electric and the magnetic cases, may

be combined together to give an equation of the total energy. The time averaged

electric, magnetic and total energy densities are respectively defined by the

symbols,

WSM=I11 , (38)

and W5 = WSO+ WSM

Addition of Eqs. (32) and (36) gives the radiative transfer equation for

the total electric and magnetic energy densities,

a (wIVSI) +V,. (w_,VS)

4k0  4k0
(39)=-! ~ ~ ~ [C.~m.s c. + !•[' (Vxp,) +c. C

4 4• Co ,

+_i 2•vv.s _ C.c. ]
4k 0
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The first two terms of the left side are like the conventional equation of

transfer, it contains the longitudinal derivative of a quantity proportional to

the total energy density, and the transverse divergence of the flow vector whose

direction is parallel to the light rays. The last two terms of the left side are

the wave-optics contribution which contain the field variables. The right side

contains the ray-optic contributions independent of the wavelength. The

coefficient of 1/k 0 on the right-hand side is the wave-optics contribution of the

interaction energy.

The derivation of Eq. (39) follows the conventional way of making the

parabolic approximation, wherein the second partial derivative on ( is neglected

as discussed in Eqs. (22) and (23). It is important to note however, that in the

context of wide angle wave-optics contributions, the a2 /(a2) term is Dust as

important as the terms containing the transverse Laplacian (V-2) appearing on the

left-hand side of Eq. (39) . Thus to study wave-optics contributions the parabolic

approximation should not be made. Instead of (VT2) the Laplacian (V) appears in

Eq. (39) which then becomes an exact statement of energy transfer.

(5) Outlook

The research effort during the summer was directed toward obtaining the

wave-optics contribution to the equation of energy transfer. It is derived by

using Maxwell equations and the resulting Helmholtz equations of the fields. The

equation of energy transfer with the wave-optics contribution is new and it

reduces correctly to the conventional equation of ray optics when the

contributions proportional to the wavelength are neglected.

Wave-theoretic radiometry was not used. Although it should be possible to

derive a similar equation by using the spectral radiance function with units of

watts/(m2 sr Hz). The present work paves the way for the study of the

propagation of correlation functions of the electromagnetic field.
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Abstract

A flowing afterglow apparatus designed for the measurement of ion-molecule reaction rate

coefficients at temperatures higher than any previous work was debugged and put into operation during the

summer of 1992. Ion-molecule reaction rate coefficients were measured for a variety of systems in the

temperature range 300-1200 K: 0- + H2 , D2, N2, CO, NO, and CH4 ; Ar+ + H2 , 02, CO, NO, and CH4 ;

02+ + CH4 ; and CI" + CH3 Br and CH 3I.
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ION-MOLECULE REACTIONS AT HIGH TEMPERATURES

Melani Men~ndez-Barreto, Jeffrey F. Friedman,
and Thomas M. Miller

INTRODUCTINQ

It has long been recognized that information on ion-molecule reactions is desirable for both

scientific and practical reasons. 1 New reaction channels can open up at high temperatures as rotational and

vibrational states are excited in both the ion and target molecule. The somewhat controversial topic of

"entropy-driven" reactions could more readily be investigated at high temperatures, as emphasized by

Meot-Ner.
2

The U.S. Air Force sponsors a great deal of research on low-energy interactions of electrons, ions,

atoms, and molecules because of the need to understand and influence plasmas which occur naturally (e.g.,

auroras and the ionosphere) or man-made (e.g., around transonic aircraft, re-entry vehicles, or engine

exhausts). Generally speaking, the ultimate goal is to be able to eliminate free electrons from the plasma to

enhance radiowave communications and/or reduce radar signatures. In order to gain control of the plasma,

one must model the plasma using perhaps thousands of reaction rate coefficients for the interacting species.

One difficulty is that laboratory studies of ion-molecule reactions are conventionally carried out

close to, or within 200-300 celsius degrees, of room temperature, while many of the plasmas of interest to

the Air Force are at much higher temperatures (say, 1000-2000 K). Modelers are forced to make educated

guesses as to the high temperature behavior of reaction rates and products.

For some rcactions, the translational energy dependence of the reaction rate coefficients is known

up to energies correspon ling to thousands of degrees, from drift tube experiments. However, the
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translational energy data are not directly applicable to high temperature plasmas because the target

molecules in those experiments were not at equivalently high temperatures, and the projectile ions may or

may not be excited by successive collisions with a buffer gas.

A small fraction of the total ion-molecule reaction literature includes measurements of reaction

rate coefficients as a function of temperature. 3 These measurements typically extend into the 500-600 K

range, limited by the type of materials and heaters used in the apparatus. A single experiment has gone

beyond this conventional temperature limit, prior to the present work. In 1974, a group at NOAA modified

the heaters on a flowing afterglow apparatus and measured reaction rate coefficients for several positive-

ion reactions involving atmospheric species, up to 900 K. 4

We now have measurements as high as 1200 K for at least a dozen ion-molecule systems.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

We used a newly-constructed flowing afterglow apparatus at Hanscom AFB that was specially

designed for high temperatures. The flowing afterglow technique was developed in the 1960s for the study

of ion-molecule reactions by a group at NOAA laboratories (then part of the National Bureau of

Standards). The flowing-afterglow method is now a well-established technique used in 20-30 laboratories

around the world.

The experimental method involves interacting a swarm of ions with a known number density (n)

of reactant molecules for a specific time (t). Expontential attenuation of the primary ion signal (I, which is

proportional to the primary ion density) will occur if reactions take place which generate other species:
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I = 1o exp (-k n t),

where the signal at t=O is lo. The ion-molecule reaction rate coefficient (k) is given by:

k = - n-1 t-0 In (1/10).

The experiment was carried out in a flowing buffer gas to effectively transfu,,n the time

measurement into one of distance.

The measurement procedure involved recording the primary ion count rate as the neutral

reactant concentration was stepped from zero to an amount that affected at least a one decade attenuation

in the primary ion signal. The (negative) logarithmic slope of the primary ion count rate vs reactant

concentration is equal to -kt. The reaction time, t, was readily determined from a measurement of the ion

velocity and the known reaction distance.

Mass spectra identified the ionic. products of the reaction under study. Electron detachment

reactions were revealed by the lack of ionic product. Neutral products could not be observed, but could

be inferred from known energetics.

APPARATUS

In the flowing afterglow apparatus, an ion swarm (e.g., consisting of 0- ions) was created by

interaction between a source gas (e.g., N20) and an electron beam at the upstream end of the flow tube.

These primary ions drifted approximately 40 cm toward an inlet for neutral reactants. The primary ions

were allowed to mix with the neutrals, reacting for 63 cm before a sample of the final ion swarm was

taken through an aperture into a mass spectrometer and detection chamber.
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The temperature of the flow tube was measured in these experiments by two chromel-alumel

thermocouples in the ion-molecule interaction region, inside the flow tube. The ion velocity in the

interaction region was measured by applying a repetitive 70-us electrical pulse to these thermocouples,

sequenially, and timing the arrival of the disturbance at the detector. The ion velocity was typically

15,000 cm/s.

The concentration of neutral reactant in the flow tube has been determined by measuring the

tlow ;ate of reactant, and comparing to the flow rate and pressure of the buffer gas. The reactant gas

concentration was typically 1/1000th of the buffer gas concentration. The buffer gas pressure ranged

from 0.3-1.3 torr.

The Phillips Laboratory flowing afterglow apparatus was designed to reach a temperature of

M.00O K in 2 (possibly 3) stages of development. The first (present) stage utilizes a stainless steel flow

tube wrapped with commercial heating tapes and zirconia insulation, and has proven capable of routine

operation at temperatures at least as high as 1200 K. Our high-temperature flowing-afterglow (HTFA)

apparatus has a number of specific accomodations for elevated temperatures.

1. Only stainless steel (flow tube and inlet tubes), molybdenum (ion sampling plate), and

alumina (electrical insulator) materials are in the hot region of the flow tube. In the final stage of

development, a ceramic flow tube will be installed, surrounded by a furnace.

2. All inlet tubes enter the flow tube from the upstream end rather than through radial ports in

the side of the flow tube. Thus there is nothing along the walls of the flow tube to interfere with the

heaters and insulation.

3. Water cooling coils are soldered around flanges where vacuum seals are made, and around
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the mass spectrometer housing.

4. The downstream end of the flow tube (the end of the interaction region for ion-molecule

reactions) is welded to a thin (1/16") stainless steel plate which has an O.D. much greater than the O.D. of

the flow tube (16" vs 3"). The circumference of this plate is water cooled, to allow an o-ring vacuum seal

to be made. The thermal conductivity of the thin stainless steel plate is low enough that the end of the flow

tube can be maintained as hot as the rest of the interaction region. The only drawback to the thin stainless

steel plate is that it bows inward at high temperatures (by 1/8 - 1/4 inch). The buffer gas velocity in a

flowing afterglow normally increases steadily with temperature; in our HTFA, the buffer gas velocity (and

hence the ion velocity) increased with temperature until 800 K, then decreased with temperature as the end

of the flow tube bowed toward the sampling cone, decreasing conductance to the vacuum pump.

5. A large (2'x2'x5') aluminum vacuum box surrounds the flow tube and mass spectrometer

housing to provide insulation, and to deal with inevitabe leaks from the flow tube once a ceramic flow

tube is installed.

Typical data, for the reaction 0- + H2 at 1100 K, are shown in Fig. 1. The logarithmic slope of

the attenuation of 0- signal is -0.1302 x 10-11 cm 3 . Combining the known reaction distance (63.7 cm,

which includes an 0.87-cm thermal expansion correction) and the measured ion velocity (16,082 cm/s)

gives the reaction time, 3.96 ms. It follows from the formulas given above that the reaction rate coefficient

for the 0- + H2 reaction is is k = 3.29 x 10-10 cm3/s at 1100 K. The reaction leads primarily to e- + H20,

with a minor OH- + H channel evident.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our first high-temperature data were for the classical nucleophilic displacement reaction,
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CI" + CH 3 Br --> CH3CI + Br-.

Previous work in this laboratory on a selected-ion flow-tube (SIFT) apparatus had shown a steady decline

in the reaction rate coefficient for this reaction, up to nearly 600 K. As shown in Fig. 2, we found a

minimum in the reaction rate coefficient at about 550 K, followed by an increase of almost 2 orders of

magnitude, making the apparent rate coefficient essentially collisional at 1200 K.

However, CH 3Br could easily be undergoing heterogeneous chemistry on the hot stainless steel

surfaces (yielding, for example, Br2 or KBr). So the measured reaction rate coefficients at high

temperatures may not pertain to CH3Br. Continuation of this research will involve changes to the HTFA

apparatus to permit electron-beam residual-gas analysis, hopefully to settle the question of the identity of

neutral reactants at high temperatures. An abstract on this work has been accepted for presentation at the

Gaseous Electronics Conference in Boston in October 1992.5

Results for CI" + CH3I exhibit similar behavior, though the minimum in the curve occurs near

700 K.

To avoid the dissociation problem, we next used a number of very stable gases; CI" will not react

with most (Cl- is very stable itself), so we turned to a more reactive projectile, 0-. Fig. 3 shows results for

0- + H2 , D2 , NO, CO, and CH4 . The hydrogen reaction was discussed in the previous section. The NO

and CO reactions lead to electron detachment, with neutral NO2 and CO 2 formed, respectively. The CH 4

reaction yields OH- + CH 3 product.

Figure 4 shows results for less stable gases, N14 3 and N20, reacting with 0. The apparent rate

coefficients seem to fall above about 800 K, which we attribute to heterogeneous chemistry on the hot

stainless steel walls of the apparatus, yielding non-reactive products. As with the methyl halides, residual
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gas analysis would be helpful in understanding these results.

Results for Ar+ with various gases (H2, 02, CO, NO, and CH 4) are not shown here because we

suspect that the Ar+ formation had not been allowed to go to completion prior to the neutral reactant inlet.

We intend to repeat these measurements, and make diagnostic tests, at some point in the next six months.

We also have data for 02' + CH4 up to 1100 K. These results compare well with previous SIFT work, and

indicate that vibrational excitation is causing the reaction rate coefficient to increase with temperature.

Positive ion reactions studies may prove to be limited in temperature. The walls of the hot flow

tube emit positive alkali ions, which swamp the positive ion signal above 1100 K. We have detected K+

ions at temperatures as low as 600 K. At 1200 K, Na+, K+, Rb+, and Cs+ were observed with the electron-

impact ion source off. (In fact, turning on the ion source made no difference.)

Finally, we carried out a few measurements6 at room temperature on proton-transfer reactions

involving strong gas-phase acids, at the request of colleagues.
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Fig. 1. Typical data. 0- + H2 at
1100 K.
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Fig. 2. Results for Cl- + CH3Br.
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Fig. 3. Results for 0- + CO, H2,
D2, NO, and CH4.
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Fig. 4. Results for 0- + NH3, N20.
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Abstract

Studies of the applicability of "particle" computer simulations to

plasma phenomena were performed. A number of problems for which such

simulations appear to be feasible were identified. A direct simulation

Monte Carlo code, necessary for such efforts, was written and tested.
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PARTICLE SIMULATIONS OF PLASMAS

R. D. Murphy

INTRODUCTION

The High Energy Plasma Physics Division of the Phillips Laboratory is

a leading center in the investigation of the physics of dense, hot

plasmas, an area of considerable importance to the Air Force. A major

reason for this preeminent position is the Laboratory's SHIVA Star 9.5

Megajoule fast capacitor bank, which has made possible a number of

experimental studies of plasma phenomena. Of particular importance for

the present report on the author's summer activities are two current

investigations: Magnetically Acce.erated Rings for the Achievement of

Ultra-high Density, Energy and Radiation (MARAUDER) and a project to

achieve ultrahigh compression using electromagnetically imploded aluminum

liners.

Another important reason for the Laboratory's preeminence in plasma

physics investigations is the existence of a Computational Plasma Physics

group and the accessibility to this group of state-of-the-art computer

facilities at the Air Force Supercomputer Center as well as access to

massively parallel machines. The collaboration and close interaction

between theory and experiment has greatly benefitted both.

DISCUSSION AND METHODOLOGY

Plasma physics is characterized by a considerable variety of

phenomena which operate at very different densities and on very different

time scales 1 which range from sub-picosecond to greater than microsecond
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times. This diversity has necessitated a wide variety of computational

approaches, which can be roughly divided into "continuum" approaches, e.g.

magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), and "particle" approaches, e.g. particle-in-

cell (PIC), molecular dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo methods. For a

variety of reasons, especially the existence at Phillips Laboratory of

state-of-the-art MHD codes and the author's own experience in implementing

particle simulations, it was immediately evident that the most fruitful

approach would be to identify problems of interest to the Laboratory which

could be done best (or only) with particle codes, to study the feasibility

of implementing particle codes and to proceed in such implementation as

far as the time allotted for the author's summer faculty appointment

permitted.

Three areas, each with a number of interesting problems, were

identified. They are of considerable complexity in that each is cross-

disciplinary and will require study of, in addition to plasma phenomena,

such areas as intermolecular potentials and atomic, molecular, solid-state

and liquid-state physics. The areas are as follows:

1) Wall effects. The MARAUDER experiments produce an argon plasma

toroid which accelerates past metal containing walls. Spectroscopic

evidence 2 indicates that the argon plasma contains silicon, carbon and

hydrogen contaminants. This suggests two interesting lines of

investigation: a) the interaction of the plasma with the contaminants (a

plasma and molecular physics problem) and b) the physics of the

absorption, desorption, etc. of the contaminants under bombardment by the
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plasma (a solid-state and surface-science problem).

2) Plasma-induced blackout during re-entry of space vehicles. This

problem, of potential interest to Phillips Laboratory, involves rarefied

neutral gas dynamics and plasma, condensed-matter, atomic, molecular and

radiation physics.

3) Properties of liquid and solid aluminum: the interaction of the

imploding aluminum liners with a) plasma and b) metal walls.

At least part of each of the above areas requires development of new

computational approaches; in addition, it must be stressed that the

implementation of particle approaches will be extremely computationally-

intensive and is likely to require substantial computer resources. In

essence, a hybrid code, which combines PIC or MD methods with methods like

the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo Method (DSMC) 3 , is needed. The DSMC is

a probabilistic procedure for solving the Boltzmann equation which was

originally developed for the study of rarefied neutral gas flows; in most

such applications, the collisions were treated as "hard-sphere"

collisions. But the method has been generalized 4 ' 5 to include other kinds

of events, e.g. ionization, molecular excitation, charge attachment,

charge exchange, etc. Birdsall 5 has emphasized that this generalization

and the merger of these codes is a developing art which relies heavily on

on experimental cross-section data.
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Results and Conclusions

The principal conclusion of the author's study is that there are a

number of areas, as noted above, which are pertinent to the work at the

Phillips Laboratory and which can be addressed by particle simulation

methods. These problems are not, however, trivial: they are

interdisciplinary, they are computationally intensive, and they will

require additional code development.

The major computational accomplishment of the summer's effort is the

development by the author of a DSMC code which can be used on a "stand-

alone" basis to study problems in rarefied gas dynamics and which can also

be integrated with MD codes to produce a hybrid code. The DSMC code was

tested against a standard aerodynamic case, a two-dimensional hypersonic

wake trailing a blunt body6 . A further and more stringent test of the

code, an argon shock-wave density profile, is presently in progress.

Although additional tests can and will be done to verify and refine the

code, it is believed to be working correctly.
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POINTING AND ACCURACY ANALYSIS OF SOLAR CONCENTRATORS

Rupa Purasinghe

Associate Professor

Department of Civil Engineering

California State University at Los Angeles

Under the space environment the paraboloid solar concentrators and support

structures can deform and hence the focal point of the concentrators can diffuse.

If this diffusion is large, energy will not concentrate on the thruster as

desired. This report addresses this aspect of pointing and accuracy analysis of

solar concentrators.

A simplified finite element model including support struts and simple torus

were used. The torus model was made up of several equal length beams. The

simple model did not contain the paraboloid reflector, and assumes the reflector

does not affect the deformation of torus. Modal and buckling analysis of the

structure and a static analysis due to equivalent thrust loads were done using

the finite element Nastran program. The results demonstrate diffusion of the

focal point of the concentrator.
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POINTING AND ACCURACY ANALYSIS OF SOLAR CONCENTRATORS

Rupa Purasinghe

TNIRCODtCTION

The Solar Propulsion Concept (SPC), consists of concentrators, solar energy

absorbing thruster, and a single fuel tank. The SPC has the advantage of doubling

specific impulse and hence doubling payload. This system can make Low Earth Orbit

(LEO) to Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (GEO) missions less expensive. A light

weight Paraboloid concentrators and a support structure is needed for the Solar

Propulsion Concept [1]. Studies have shown that inflatable paraboloids offer

great savings in payload and packaged volume compared to paraboloids

mechanically erected in space [2, 3]. The reflectors and support structure should

be packageble within the launch vehicle and must be deployable once Low Earth

Orbit is achieved. Leakage through holes caused by meteoroids is easily

compensated by make up gas, due to a very low pressure requirement. Other

advantages of the inflatable models are improved dynamic performance through

rapid damping, non linear restoring forces, and reduction of thermal gradients

[4].

Work on inflatable reflectors has been done for over 25 years. Paraboloids

were built and tested for surface accuracy and microwave performance (4]. For

solar concentrators, slope error is the key accuracy parameter for measuring

gross surface distortion in construction. This has been addressed by M. Thomas

[5].

Another aspect of accuracy of solar concentrators under the space

environment is the concentrator deflection and rotation due to thrust and

temperature. Deflection and rotation tends to make the focal point too diffuse.

If the diffusion of the focal point is large, energy will not concentrate on the

thruster as desired. This report addresses this aspect of pointing and accuracy

of focal point diffusion in concentrators.

For this study two off axis paraboloid reflectors supported on a rigidized

Elliptical Torus were selected. Each torus was supported on three struts which
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are fixed to a turntable (Figure 11. It is assumed that the paraboloid

reflectors were attached to torus in such a way that reflectors do not affect

the torus. This system was analyzed for equivalent thrust loads in space.

METHODOLOGYi

A finite element analysis of the Concentrator support structure was done

using the NASTRAN COSMIC Program. The finite element model of the support

structure is shown in Figure 2. It consists of beam elements (CEAR) for both

struts and torus. The torus was modelled with 24 straight beam elements. The

struts are fixed to the turntable. The weight of the mirror is lumped at torus

nodal points.

VTBRATTONAL ANALYSIS:

A modal analysis of the structure was done using the Finite Element Analysis

with struts being fixed to turntable as described above. The first few

frequencies for the structure is shown below. As noted below the frequencies are

small. Figures 3 to 5 shows first few mode shapes. It should be noted that the

three struts are modeled with three elements each (only for modal analysis), and

hence only two internal nodal point displacements are possible.

MODE FREQUENCY (Hz)

1 0.0036

2 0.0696

3 0.1362

4 0.2012

5 0.3492

6 0.3721

LINEAR BUCKLING ANALYSIS:

A linear buckling analysis was done using the model in Figure 2. The

critical buckling load was calculated as a multiple of equivalent static load

in X and Y directions. The buckling analysis is done using two subcases. One
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with static 0.002g gravity in given direction, and the other with buckling

analysis with differential stiffness[6]. The buckling load is the eigen value

of analysis multiplied by static load value applied for sub case 1 [6].

The Buckling Load due to load in X direction = Eigen Value * Load

= 19.982 * 0.002 g

= 0.03996 g

The Buckling Load due to load in Y direction = Eigen Value * Load

= 7.398 * 0.002 g

= 0.0146 g

This shows that the possibility of buckling is remote due to equivalent

thrust load of 0.002 g in X or Y directions.

F'!NTE ELREMENT MODFL,

The basic finite element model is shown in Figure 2. In order to find the

focal point displacement with reference to displacement of torus, rigid elements

were connected between points on torus and dunmy nodes at focal points. The rigid

elements were CRIGID2 and CRIGID elements. These elements have no stiffness

values.

The displacement of focal point is calculated as follows:

i) Displacement due to displacement on torus.

ii) Twice displacement due to rotation of torus.

This is because the torus/reflector will cause light rays to be reflected

at twice the angle of torus rotation.

The CRIGID2 elements provides displacements at focal point due to

displacement and rotation of points on torus. On the other hand, CRIGID elements

provides displacements due to displacements alone at points on torus. The

results of this analysis is shown in Table 1 and 2.

Nodal Coordinates of Three Struts in inches

Strut 1 (0.0,-12.0,18) to (0.0 -520.8,514.2)

Strut 2 (10.39,6.0,18.0) to (540.96,208.9,1341.7)

Strut 3 (-10.39,6.0,18.0) to (-540.96,208.9,1341.7)
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Center of Torus (0.0,0.0,1104.8)

Focal Point of Paraboloid Mirror (0.0,0.0,12.0)

In modelling the frame, X,Y,Z coordinate system was used for three struts,

and cylindrical coordinate system for 24 nodal points on torus with equal length

straight CBAR elements.

Materials Used:

Space Cured Gr/Ep composite with M40J fibers

+- 30 / 0 / 90 / 30 unidirectional tape

Density = 0.059 lb/in3 density

Modulus of Elasticity = 17,210 ksi

Diameter of Torus = 13 in (0.015 in thickness)

Diameter of Struts= 7 in (0.015 in thickness)

Moment of Inertia of three struts = 2.02 in 4

of torus = 12.8 in 4

Polar Moment of Inertia of struts = 4.04 in 4

of torus = 25.6 in 4
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TABLE 1

Focal Point Displacements with reference to Fixed Turntable

(inches)

(Due to 0.002 g in X direction)

X direction Y direction : direction

-7.575 2.022 4.094

-6.942 14.632 3.099

-2.528 5.343 0.985

-1.793 3.011 0.591

-2.007 1.860 0.447

-2.573 0.949 0.282

-5.669 0.000 -0.000

-2.573 -0.949 -0.282

-2.007 -1.860 -0.447

-1.793 -3.011 -0.584

-2.528 -5.342 -0.985

-6.943 -14.632 -3.099

-7.575 -2.022 -4.093

-6.484 15.832 -4.099

-5.063 7.806 -3.480

-4.091 5.015 -2.641

-3.762 3.219 -1.870

-3.862 1.550 -1.118

-7.881 0.000 0.000

-3.827 -1.550 1.118

-3.762 -3.219 1.870

-4.091 -5.015 2.641

-5.063 -7.806 3.480

-6.484 -15.832 4.099
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TABLE 2

Focal Point Displacement with reference to Fixed Turntable

(inches)

Due to 0.002 g in Y direction

X direction Y Direction Z Direction

-0.600 -0.374 0.324

-0.139 -1.012 0.125

1.605 -1.192 0.421

3.972 -1.029 -0.802

5.475 -0.434 -0.649

7.515 0.181 -0.306

-0.000 0.443 -0.137

-7.515 0.181 -0.306

-5.475 -0.434 -0.649

-3.972 -1.029 -0.802

-1.614 -1.192 -0.417

0.139 -1.011 0.125

0.601 -0.374 0.324

0.511 -0.282 0.262

0.288 -0.430 0.619

0.131 -0.500 -0.177

0.091 -0.514 -0.360

0.142 -0.484 -0.455

0.000 -0.455 -0.472

-0.142 -0.483 -0.455

-0.091 -0.514 -0.360

-0.131 -0.500 -0.177

-0.281 -0.430 0.062

-0.511 -0.282 0.262

The above 24 displacement values are calculated with reference to

displacement/rotation of nodal point of torus.
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DITSUSSTON OF RESULTS:

The listed frequencies of mode shape analysis are low values as expected.

The buckling load as a multiple of equivalent thrust of 0.002 g in X and Y

direction shows that there is no stability problems of the strut system.

The listed Table documents diffusion of focal point. These are calculated

with reference to displacement and twice rotation of nodal points of torus. The

results are compared with Lockheed[6] model for the same problem. In Lockheed

model the ends of three struts are connected to a non structural frame( ie with

low El values), which connects these three points to a triangular frame. A strut

is run from the mid point of one of the struts to the focal point via center of

gravity of torus. Hence, the focal point displacement is weighted average of

displacements of end of three struts.

X displacement Y displacement Z displacement

in inches

Lockheed Results

Acceleration

in X direction -2.35 0.0 0.0

Y direction 0 2.10 -0.32

Current Study Results

Acceleration

in X direction -2.52 0.0 0.0

Y direction 0 1.19 -0.008

(based on average of two node points)

The above comparison shows agreement of results with reference (7).

FUTURE WORK

This study is based on the assumption that the paraboloid reflectors do

not affect the displacements of the torus, ie reflectors are attached to torus

in such a way to minimize the impact of ones deflection on the other. How will

the reflector surface deflection and rotation diffuse the focal point ?. Will
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reflectors stiffen the torus, there by controlling displacements and rotations ?

To address this issue, the inflated reflectors and support structure, as

a whole, need to be analyzed using finite elements as shown in Figure 6. The

Paraboloid reflector can be modeled by PATRAN[81 preprocessor, and the analysis

done with NASTRAN Finite Element program. This will allow better understanding

of the Pointing and Accuracy issue of Solar concentrators.

This report documents the possibility of diffusion of focal point on solar

concentrators due to thrust loads. The values documented suggest non uniform

diffusion of focal point with relation to points on torus. If stiffer members

are selected for torus, it is possible to control deflections of focal point. A

complete analysis of the reflector and strut system will allow more accurate

analysis.
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Abstract

The initiation of crack growth under mixed-mode loading conditions in a solid propellant material was examined

experimentally. Compact tension-shear specimens were prepared from a solid propellant. The specimens were loaded

under ,ombined tension and shear in a special grip capable of varying the ratio of tension and shear. The crack tip

deformation was examined using a coarse grid (0.2 mm spacing) painted on the surface of the specimen and

photographed with a video camera before and during the loading. While the critical stress intensity factors at crack

initiation were found to correlate well with the maximum tangential stress theory, the angle of crack kinking did not.

This is attributed to extensive crack blunting and damage near the crack tip region.
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MIXED-MODE FRACTURE OF SOLID PROPELLANTS

Krishnaswamy Ravi-Chandar

1 INTRODUCTION
Solid propellant rocket motors are subjected to a various loading conditions during manufacture, storage, transport

and firing. Cracks appear in rocket propellants at locations of stress concentration due to these loads as shown in

Figure 1. In order to determine the reliability of cracked solid propellant materials, it is necessary to investigate the

fracture behavior of these materials. A substantial amount of research has been performed in this area over the last

thirty years. A survey of these quickly indicates that the most common assumption involved in the investigations is

that the loading is symmetrical with respect to the crack line and thus the crack is under a mode-I loading condition;

however, under arbitrary loads and crack geometry, it is possible that the crack will be under unsymmetrical loading,

combining both mode-I and mode-lI loads. In this paper, we explore the problem of fracture under mixed-mode
loading in solid propellants. In Section 2, the basic linear elastic fracture mechanics characterization of mixed mode

fracture is reviewed along with the different criteria that have been proposed in the literature. The experimental

scheme used in the present investigation is discussed in Section 3. followed by an examination of the results in

Section 4. The results of this study indicate that the problem of mixed-mode fracture in solid propellants is

complicated by the fact that large deformations and damage occur at the crack tip region and point to the need for

further investigation.

2 THE MIXED-MODE FRACTURE PROBLEM

The problem of mixed-mode fracture was initally addressed by Erdogan and Sih [2] in conjunction with the questions

of whether the second and third modes of fracture really existed and whether critical stress intensity factors for pure

modes II and III had any physical meaning. In the two-dimensional case, the Cartesian components of the crack tip

stresses can be expressed (in terms of the polar coordinates as)

S= 2--V f.0(0) + -- a g0(0) (1)I

where f4(0) and g,0(0) are characteristic functions and YI and Ku are the mode-I and mode-lI stress intensity factors

respectively. The asymmetry of the loading is generally described in terms of the mixity parameter gi which is

defined as

Kg
S= Ku(2)

Thus the mixed-mode fracture problem involves determining critical stress intensity factor pairs (K.Kc) for different

values of ji at which the crack will initiate. Furthermore it is required to determine the crack initiation angle y as a

function of g.i as well as the subsequent crack propagation path. The different criteria that have been proposed to

1 Index notation is used; ct3 have the range 1,2.
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predict the critical condition for crack initiation and the crack trajectory upon initiation are reviewed in the following

2.1 The Maximum Tangential Stress Criterion (MTS)

This criterion was proposed by Erdogan and Sih [2] and it is stated as follows: Crack extension starts at the crack

tip in radial direction. This extension is in that radial direction perpendicular to the direction of the greatest tension.

Crack extension begins when this tension reaches a certain critical value at a certain distance from the crack lip.

Erdogan and Sih used the center-cracked panel configuration to simulate the mixed-mode problemwith a crack of

length 2a subjected to untaxial far-field loading cy, the crack being oriented at angle 0 to the loading direction. They

obtained a relation for the initiation angle y and the loading mixity, g. = tan j3, by equating the partial derivative

(00a90Y*) to zero (equivalently the shear stress arO can be equated to zero). Both these conditions yield the relation

siny+1.(3 cosy- 1)=0 (3)

From (3) it can be shown that for pure mode-Il conditions (Ji = 0) the initiation angle is predicted to be 70.50. A

limited amount of experimental evidence that showed good agreement with the predictions of the MTS criterion was

presented by Erdogan and Sih. Williams and Ewing [3] conducted a more detailed experimental investigation of the

same problem using PMMA plates and confirmed the previous results in the same range of (3 used by the previous

authors (301 < 0: - 800). However they found that in the range of PI < 150 there was a marked deviation from the

predictions of the MTS theory and the initiation angle tended more towards 90' than towards 70.5' as one approached

pure mode-il conditions. They were also able to show that a better correlation with experiment could be obtained if

the crack parallel stress component was introduced in the analysis. In including this crack parallel component

Williams and Ewing also introduced a critical distance (rc), from the crack tip, at which the o00 stress was postulated

to be a maximum. In a further discussion of the same work, Finnie and Saith [41 detected an error in the analysis of

Williams and Ewing, which they corrected and were able to show a better correlation of experimental data with the

predictions of the corrected analysis.

2.2The Strain Energy Density Criterion (SED)

This theory was proposed by Sih [51 and it involves the following two hypotheses: The crack extends in a radial

direction that is characterised by the minimum strain energy density. Crack extension begins when the strain energy

density in this particular direction reaches a critical value. The strain energy density • defined in terms of Kt and Kn

as

S = aiiK 12 + alz)zu+ aa2lK (4)

where atn, a12 and an are functions of 0 and are defined according to the conditions of plane stress and plane strain, in

terms of the Poisson's ratio.

A limited amount of experimental data was presented in support of this criterion in the original paper. A feature
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of this criterion which makes it different from the others, is that it incorporates the influence of a material parameter

in the form of the Poisson's ratio. In a study of this criterion, in comparision to the MTS criterion, Finnic and

Weir. f6] conducted experiments on cross-rolled beryllium sheets that exhibited an effective Poisson s ratio equal to

zero. The results from these experiments were more in agreement with the MTS criterion than with the SED

criterion.

Apart from the above mentioned, four more criteria viz the maximum potential energy release rate criterion, the

Maximum Tangential Strain criterion (MTSN) based on the near tip strains, the Energy Momentum Tensor criterion

based on Eshelby's energy momentum vector, and the T-criterion have been proposed by Palaniswamy and

Knauss[7], Wu [81, Tirosh [9] and Theocaris [10] respectively. However, in accordance with the trend shown in

literature, attention is focussed on the first two criteria.

3. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The compact-tension-shear specimen configuration was chosen as the most suitable for mixed-mode fracture

investigations of solid propellaits; the major reasons for this choice are discussed fully by Mahajan and Ravi-

Chandar (11]. Figure 2 shows a diagram of the experimental scheme; the propellant was bonded to the aluminum end

tabs using a urethane polymer and the end tabs were attached to the aluminum loading fixtures using bolts. By

proper selection of diametrically opposed loading holes, this assembly provides a wide range of mode mix g. The

specimens were loaded in an Instron tensile testing machine until initiation of crack growth. The stress intensity

factors K1 and Ka for this configuration can be determined from the numerical simulation of Buchholz et alj 121, once

the loading is monitored through the load cell on the testing machine. In addition to this method of determining the

crack tip conditions, two other methods were investigated; first, a fine square grid with 0.2mm spacing was deposited

on the specimen. This grid was photographed using a video camera both before and during the loading of the

specimen; from these pictures, the displacement and strain fields ahead of the crack tip can be determined. The results

of this are discussed in the next section. The second method that was proposed to be used was the method of caustics

[13]. In this method, a parallel beam of light is reflected from the surface of the specimen; due to the surface

deformation near the crack tip, light rays from the crack tip region are deviated away from their straight path and

form a caustic curve on a virtual screen at some distance behind the specimen. In order to implement this technique,

it was necessary to coat the propellant specimen with a reflective coating. Since attempts to accomplish this were

not successful, only the ,-rid method of determining the crack tip strain field was utilized in the present investigation.

Nine propellant specimens were tested at different loading angles to investigate the initiation of crack growth

under mixed mode loading. First, the deformation field near the crack was investigated using the results of the grid

measurements; this was essential in determining the applicability of the linear elastic fracture mechanics

characterization of the failure criterion using the concepts discussed in this section. These results are discussed in

Section 4. Then in Section 5, the criterion for initiation of mixed mode cracking in solid propellants is discussed.

4. CRACK TIP DISPLACEMENT FIELD

The video pictures of the grids coated on the specimen were analyzed to determine the displacement field in the
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vicinity of the crack tip. Examples of the deformed grid pattern are shown in Figure 3 just prior to crack initiation

(Figure 3a) and after substantial amount of crack extension along a kinked path (Figure 3b). In order to determine the

suitability of the LEFM formulation, a comparison of the displacement field given by

and the measured displacement field must be performed. t0(0) and `52(0) are known functions of 0. The simplest

comparison of the experimentally measured displacement and the theoretically computed displacement is to normalize

the displacement component by 'r and follow the angular variation. In other words, il(0) and i'•(0) are extracted from

the experimental measurement and then compared with the analytical solution. For the case of pure mode-I, such a

comparison is shown in Figure 4.

In Figure 4, it(e) is plotted as calculated from the experimental measurements at different radii from the crack

tip. In determining the displacement components, a Lagrangian coordinate system was used and thus. 46(0) wase

evaluated at a fixed distance r from the crack tip in the initial (undeformed) coordinate system. However, in the

propellant specimens, the displacements are quite large and it is essential that the values of u,(0) as evaluated at a

fixed distance R in the deformed coordinate be used. This requires the development of an interpolatic tile; this is

currently under development. In Figure 4, the comparison is made in the initial coordinate system and thus is

appropriate orly where the displacements are small; for the crack problem, this is typically in a small sector ahead of

the crack and thus attention is focussed at an angular sector of 101: n/4. From Figure 4, it can be observed that in

this angular region, as the distance from the crack tip increases, the measured variation of 4,(0) agrees quite closely

with the prediction from LEFM. Taus, one might argue that a linear elastic characterization of the failure behavior

should be appropriate for this propellant material.

5. MIXED-MODE CRACK INITIATION CRITERION

From the nine experiments, the values of (Kf,Kul) at crack initiation were determined. These are displayed in Figure 5

as an interaction curve between Kf vs 19, where Kic is the pure mode-I fracture toughness. Also shown in Figure 5Kic Kic
is the prediction of the maximum tangential stress criterion. As can be seen, there exists a large scatter in the

experimental measurements. The scatter is attributable to variations in the material property due to inhomogenieties;

since the solid propellant is a particulate composite with fairly large sized particles, small local variations in the

spatial distribution of particles could lead to large variations in the measured toughness data. Wang and Beckwith

[14] also report data on mixed-mode fracture with large data scatter on a propellant with a smaller percent content of

solid particles. Their results indicate good agreement with the maximum tangential stress criterion, but if the strain

energy density criterion is applied, the agreement is within the data scatter. Thus, to distinguish between the two

criteria, it is necessary to consider the angle of crack kinking at initiation.

In Figure 6, the angle of crack initiation, 'y, is plotted as a function of the mixed mode parameter 5 = W(1+4I).
Also shown in this figure are the predictions from the maximum tangential stress criterion and the strain energy

density criterion. Clearly, neither of these two criteria are able to predict the crack kinking angle. Surprisingly. if the
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angle of the line normal to the loading line in Figure 2 is considered, the crack kinking angle seems to to be normal

to this line. The implication of this result is that the crack kinking is not particularly influenced by the crack tip

stress field. In other materials, the crack path initially kinks along the direction predicted by eq.(3) and then follows a

curved path until a direction normal to the load line is reached [2,11 ]. As can be seen from Figure 3, the kinked crack

path is straight. The large scale crack blunting and material damage in the crack tip region are expected to play a

crucial role in determining the crack kinking angle and this needs to be invstigated further.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The initintion of crack growth under mixed-mode loading conditions in a solid propellant material was examined

experimentally. Compact tension-shear specimens were prepared from the solid propellant. The specimens were

loaded under combined tension and shear in a special grip capable of varying the ratio of tension and shear. The crack

tip deformation was examined using a coarse grid (0.2 mm spacing) painted on the surface of the specimen and

photographed with a video camera before and during the loading. Frorm the grid measurements, it was concluded that

a square-root singular stress field was a suitable description of the crack tip deformation field. While the critical stress

intensity factors at crack initiation were found to correlate well with the maximum tangential stress theory, the angle

of crack kinking did not. This is speculated to be due to extensive crack blunting and damage near the crack tip

region and needs to be investigated further.
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Figure 3. Deformed grid pictures (a) prior to crack initiation and (b) after crack kinking.
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Ab~Itrat

Experimental vibration and compression tests of a composite isogrid .'2!7 h•',e bee"

successfully carried out. The first four natural frequencies and mode shapes were successfully
identified. A simple analytical model developed in the study provided good estimates of the natural

frequencies of the bending modes. Bending and torsional modes were analyzed with a simple

finite element model. The predicted mode shapes agreed very well with those observed

experimentally. Failure loads in the compression test were lower than predicted. This may have

been caused by problems with the fixtures used to hold the specimen. Predicted strains were in

good agreement with the average values measured in the test. The strains varied more with

location on the panel than anticipated in the model, resulting in some strains being higher and

others lower than predicted.
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VIBRATION AND COMPRESSION TESTING OF COMPOSITE ISOGRID PANFILS

Sean A. Webb
Dr. Christopher A. Rotz

1. INTRODUCTION

The Applied Composites Branch at Phillips Laboratory, Space and Missile Technology

Directorate, Edwards Air Force Base, California has developed a technique for filament windingU

fiber reinforced composite isogrid structures. Isogrids would have a shorter lead time for design

and manufacture, be faster and less expensive to produce, and be lighter in weight than their

aluminum counterparts. Potential areas of ipplication include rocket payload shrouds and fairings,

aircraft fuselages, and other aerospace structures.

Detailed computer models of isogrid structures are being developed at Phillips Lab to

predict static and dynamic behavior. Presently, the best way to evaluate and compare new isogrid

concepts is through mechanical testing. The purposes of this work were: (1) determine the first

few natural frequencies and modes of vibration of a flat isogrid panel, (2) test the panel to failure

under a static in-plane compressive load, (3) compare the experimental results with those derived

from simple analytical and computer models, and (4) make the resulting data available for future

comparison with the detailed models under development.

2. ISOGRID PANEL CONSTRUCTION AND DIMENSIONS

The isogrid structures studied in this work were made from T300/976 carbon fiber/epoxy

prepreg tow and unidirectional tape. Flat panels were built by hand winding 50 layers of tow into

a silicon rubber mold to form the ribs. Since they have all the fibers aligned longitudinally, the ribs

would have a modulus along their length Er = 21.5 Mpsi, which is the principal unidirectional

modulus of T300/976. The skin was formed by laying the tape over the uncured ribs while they

were still in the mold. The layup sequence was [+60, -60, 02, -60, +6012, giving tne skin quasi-

isotropic in-plane properties. Thus the skin modulus, Es, equals 8.2 Mpsi, which is the quasi-

isotropic modulus for T300/976. The panels were then vacuum bagged and cured for 6 hours at

350'F and 80 psi in an autoclave. After curing, the panels were trimmed to their final size with a

diamond saw. A sketch of a finished panel, with all important dimensions, is shown in Fig. 1.

3. VIBRATION TESTING AND ANALYSIS

A series of tests were carried out to determine the first few modes of vibration of an isogrid

panel with free (unsupported) edges.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the flat panel isogrid structures studied in this work. The wide black lines are
the ribs. The dimensions were: L = 21.50 in, H = 14.13 in, d = 0.62 in, b = .056 in, h = 3.5 in,
g = 0.4 in, t = .053 in, a = 3.64 in. The weight W of the panel was 1.53 lb. The letter P indicates
the location of one of the piezoceramic drivers used in vibration testing.

3.1 Apparatus and Procedure

A sketch of the experimental apparatus used in the vibration tests is shown in Fig. 2. Since

an instrumented impact hammer was not available, conventional modal testing could not be carried

out. Instead the panel was excited by a rectangular shaped piezoceramic element (Type PZT-4,

Part #61526, Vernitron Corporation, Bedford, Ohio) bonded to the isogrid structure. In the first

series of tests, a 1 in x 2 in x .010 thick piezoceramic driver was mounted on the outer surface of

the skin side of the panel ("skin-mounted driver"). The driver was located at the center of the panel

with its long sides parallel to those of the panel. In a second series of tests, a 0.5 in x 2 in x .010

in driver was mounted to one of the off-axis ribs ("rib-mounted driver"), as indicated in Fig. 1.

The piezoceramic was driven by swept-sine voltage generated by an HP 35660A Dynamic

Signal Analyzer. The voltage was also monitored by one of the analyzer's input channels. The

response of the panel was measured with an accelerometer (PCB SN 6471 336B) whose output
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was amplified (PCB 480 D06 Charge Amplifier) before being fed into the second channel of the

signal analyzer.

Spectrum Ana~yser

AwpUflla00 00

- coon

0 ON

Tble

Am~ erometer Tite-pvre e adtag

Lm p d Panel P itgoe tr oxnIe

Fig. 2. Schematic of the experimental apparatus used to measure the natural frequencies and
mode shapes of the isogrid panel. The sketch shows the configuration for the skin-mounted
piezoceramic driver. The rib-mounted driver is not visible here.

A grid was laid out on the skin surface of the panel, and the accelerometer was

systematically placed at various locations to map out the response. The analyzer calculated the

transfer function between the voltage input and the acceleration response (10 averages, uniform

window) at each location on the panel. All accelerations were measured normal to the skin surface.

The magnitude and phase of the transfer functions at various resonance frequencies were

used to plot approximate mode shapes. The phase data were only used to determine whether the

response at each node was in phase or out of phase with the input. Such an approximation is valid

for lightly damped structures like the ones involved here.

3.2 Experimental Results

A typical transfer function measurement for the skin-mounted driver is shown in Fig. 3.

Resonance peaks can be observed at 296, 536, and 844 Hz. An additional resonance at 232 Hz

was observed when the rib-mounted driver was used. There is one other peak visible at about 560

Hz. Since it is so close to the one at 536 Hz, it would be difficult if not impossible to extract the

associated mode without more sophisticated equipment than was available to the authors. No

attempts were made to differentiate between the two modes. The 560 Hz peak was only observed

in a few of the transfer function measurements.
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The measured mode shapes for the four frequencies (232, 296, 536, and 844 l 1z) :1re

shown in Figs. 4-11. The mode at 232 Hz, shown in Figs. 4 and 5, appears to be a torsional

A Marker X: 296 Hz YV 7.45 C
30
, a, - 53( 4

LogMag -- 7C"•l \ V i•

/d-iv

Star*: 100 Hz Stop: 1.7 kIHz
FrequenCy R~esponse RMS: 10

I3 Marker X: 1 , 5 1 kHý -!1 deC3.

Phase W I
deg is.i

/d A I -
-IO '~t~ i....LL... .",. - I___,

Startt: 100 Hz Stop: 1.7 kHZ

F-e•uernc7 Resoonse RMS: 1-0

Fig. 3. Typical results for the transfer function between the input voltage and the acceleration
response at one point on the skin of the panel. The above results were obtained with a skin-
mounted piezoceramic driver. Only the rib-mounted driver excited a resonance at 232 Hz.

mode. The mode at 296 Hz, shown in Figs. 6 and 7, involves bending about an axis parallel to the

short sides of the panel, and will be called the lateral bending mode. The mode at 536 Hz, shown

in Figs. 8 and 9, involves bending about an axis parallel to the long sides of the panel, and will be

called the longitudinal bending mode. The results for the mode at 844 Hz, shown in Figs. 10 and

11, are too irregular to interpret. It may be that the acceleration signals are so weak at this high

frequency that noise has obscured the measurements.
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Fig. 4 Experimental results for the first torsional mode (232 Hz): deformed shape plot.
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Fig. 5. Experimental results for the first torsional mode (232 Hz): contour plot.
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Fig. 6. Experimental results for the first lateral bending mode (296 Hz): deformed shape plot.
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Fig. 7. Experimental results for the first lateral bending mode (296 Hz): contour plot.
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Fig. 8. Experimental results for the first longitudinal bending mode (536 Hz): deformed shape.
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Fig. 9. Experimental results for the first longitudinal bending mode (536 Hz): contour plot.
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Fig. 10. Experimental results for the mode at 844 Hz: deformed shape plot.
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Fig. 11. Experimental results for the mode at 844 Hz: contour plot.
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3.3 Analytical Predictions

The isogrid panel can be approximately modeled as a rectangular plate of lenuth L, width

H, equivalent thickness t*, equivalent modulus E*, and weight W. (Such an approximation is

sometimes referred to as a "smeared" model.) It can be shown that

Sta'
t*= 12 eff and E* = - Es (1), (2)

where
O3 p33 Er bd3-b'ta t(l+cV.) left= 1 2 (13 + x)Esht

(12 + a)

32 = (1 + ta 2 )(l + oc) + 3ct(1 + 8)2 8-d (3d,e)
t

In the above equations, Es is the modulus of the isogrid skin (8.2 Mpsi) and Er is the modulus otfa

rib along its length (21.5 Mpsi). Note that b. d, t. h, L and H are defined in Fig. 1.

3.3.1 Analytical Predictions of the Natural Frequencies for the Panel Bending

Modes

No exact analytical solutions exist for the vibration of a freely suspended plate. However,

the bending modes can be approximated by the modes of a free-free beam. For a beam of length

Lb, area moment of inertia 1b, wdight Wb, and modulus Eb, the first two natural frequencies, oI

and (02, are:
_.FE Ebb 7•Eblb

l= 22.4 Ebb 0C2 = 61.7 Vb-b O4a.b)wi=2. VbLb3  b~b

The natral frequencies of the first two lateral bending modes of the isogrid panel can be estimated

from Eqs. 4a and 4b by substituting
H t."3

Lb = L Hb = 12 Eb = E*b = W (5a,b,c,d)

Similarly, the natural frequency of the first longitudinal bending mode can be estimated from Eq.

4a by substituting
=L t* 3

Lb = H lb -_12 Eb = E* Wb =W (6a.b,c,di

No torsional modes can be estimated with this approach. The results for the isogrid panel studied

in this work are summarized in Table 1.
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3.3.2 Approximate Finite Element Analysis for the Natural Frequencies and

Modes

The natural frequencies and mode shapes of all the modes of vibration were es.timated usini,

the IDEAS finite element analysis program. The isogrid was modeled as a uniform flat plate of

length L, width W, thickness t*, weight W, and modulus E*. The free edge conditioný were

approximated by supporting comers of the plate with spring elements having very low stiffness.

Such an analysis was carried out using the IDEAS finite element analysis package. Both mode

shapes and natural frequencies were determined. The results are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Predicted and observed natural frequencies for the isogrid panel.

Mode Description Free-Free Beam Approximate Finite Experimental Results

Approximation Element Model

1st Torsion -------- 305 Hz 232 Hz

1lst Lateral Bending 326 Hz 323 Hz 296 Hz

2ad Torsion -------- 694 Hz --------

1st Longitudinal Bending 755 Hz 756 Hz 536 Hz

2nd Lateral Bending 898 Hz 869 Hz 844 Hz?

1006 Hz ........

3.4 Discussion of Results

Bending Modes: The approximation based on a free-free beam model accurately

predicted all the observed natural frequencies for the bending modes. However it must be noted

that observed mode at 844 Hz may or may not be bending; the tests were inconclusive for the

reasons discussed earlier. The computer model predicted shapes that agreed well with the test

results for the first and second lateral bending, and the first longittidinal bending modes. The

computer predicted a second lateral bending mode at 869 Hz which could not be verified. The

frequencies predicted for the lateral bending modes agree well with experiment, but the one for the

longitudinal mode differs by 25-30%.

Torsional Modes: The computer model accurately predicted the mode shape for the first

torsional mode. The predicted frequency was about 30% too high. What appeared to be a second

torsional mode at 694 Hz was also predicted, but not found experimentally.
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4. COMPRESSION TESTING AND ANALYSIS

The following section wvill describe the in-plane compression testing of the isogrid panel.

The tests were run to accumulate data for future compauison with detailed finite element models of

the isogrid.

4.1 Apparatus

Strain gages (type CEA-06-250UN-350, Micromeasurements Group, Inc., Raleigh, NC)

were attached to the panel at the locations shown in Fig. 12. The gages were connected in , "three-

wire configuration to a strain gage energizing and signal conditioning system. The excitation

voltage for each bridge circuit was set a 2.000 ± .001 v. The conditioned signals were fed into a

Macintosh IIx based data acquisition system capable of monitoring each channel with 16 bit

precision.

10 (h), 17 [13 (h), 22]; 12 (h), 19

9 (h), 16 V

V7V 11 (h), 18

15 (h), 21
Fig. 12. Schematic diagram of strain gage placement for panel compression test. Gages attached
to the ribs are indicated by the numbers next to the ribs in the figure. All such gages were aligned
with the ribs. Gages attached to the skin are indicated by the arrows. These gages were mounted
in the center of each triangular pocket. Horizontally oriented gages are indicated by an "(h)"
following the number. All other gages were mounted vertically. All gages were mounted on the
rib side of the panel except the ones whose numbers are enclosed in square brackets.
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The panel was clamped in a special aluminum fixture sketched in Fig. 13. The t ixturc.

enabled the panel to be loaded in compression on an MTS servo-hhydraulic :ernsile test machine.

Voltage signals from the load cell and crosshead displacement sensor were fed into the conmputer

through two additional channels of the previously described data acquisition system.

Cap Screws ---- Rubber Pad

Aluminum Fixture _ o 0

Isogrid Panel

Aluminum Fixture --___

Rubber Pad

Front View Side View

Fig. 13. Schematic diagram of panel mounting scheme for the compression test. (The isourid
ribs have been left out of the sketch for simplicity.) The aluminum fixtures were machined so that
the panel was firmly clamped in place when the cap screws were tightened. The load acted in a
vertical direction. The 0.1 in thick rubber pads were used to distribute the load as uniformly as
possible along the length.

4.2 Procedure

After the gages were attached to the panel, they were checked with a gage installation tester

(Micromeasurements Model 1300). The panel was then mounted in the MTS test machine, and the

crosshead was carefully lowered to bring it into contact with the upper fixture.

The wires from the gages, load cell, and crosshead displacement sensor were connected to

the data acquisition system. The input voltages to each bridge circuit were set. and the circuits

individually balanced. Each circuit was then shunt calibrated with a known resistance. The

calibration factor was then entered into the computer for each channel. Similarly, the calibration
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factors for the load cell and displacement sensor were entered. The values were obtained from the

operator's manual for the MTS machine. The values were checked using a calibration procedure

outlined in the manual. The sampling rate was entered into the computer (a value of I lIz was uLcd

in all cases), and the test begun.

4.3 Experimental Results

The compressive load is plotted as a function of vertical displacement in Fig. 14. The

measured strains are plotted as functions of the applied compressive load in Figs. 15-I7. The

panel failed at a maximum compressive load of 6783 lb. Failure appeared to be initiated by

buckling of the ribs at a load near 6000 lb. Measured strain values became very erratic for loads

above 6000 lb.

7=0

5000

4000

3000

2000

0

0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0,18 0.2 0.22 024 026

Compressive OlDplacemet (in.)

Fig. 14. Compressive load on the panel as a function of crosshead displacement.
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T300/976 Isogrid Compression Test (Rib Gages)

0.04 _____

0.02 S-,

0 mown_ Predicted (borizorna)

.~-0.02b

Z? -0.04&G1

-0.08

-0.1IG.#

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000

Compressive Load (Ibn

Fig. 15. Measured strains in the ribs of the panel.
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T300)"976 Isogd Compression Test (Horizontal Skin Gages)

0.018

0.016

0.014 "Oslo,

0.012 Prected

-0.01
0.008

0.006
SG0 1"0

0.004

0.002 ____

-0,002

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000

Compressive Load (lbo)

Fig. 16. Mtasured horizontal strains in the skin of the panel.
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T300/976 Isogrid Compression Test (Vertical Skin Gages)

0

-0.005

-0.03

-0.015 SG #21

-0.02

S-0.025

0.03S,#18

-0.035

-0,04

-0.045 ____

-0.05 __ -

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000

Compressive Load (0bf)

Fig. 17. Measured vertical strains in the skin of the panel.

4.4 Theoretical Predictions

Predictions of the effects of an in-plane compressive load F can be made by first modeling

the isogrid as a uniform plate of length L, width H, thickness teff, and modululs Er (the

longitudinal modulus of the ribs), where

teff =t EIr+ (7)

The strains in the vertical (y) and horizontal (x) directions can then be calculated for the plate.

Since the skin and ribs must move together, the predicted horizontal strain Ehs in the skin would be

equal to the strain in the horizontal ribs ehr and both would be equal to ex:
F v microstrain

Chs = E:hr = Ex = ErLt= 2 2  kip F (8)

where v is the Poisson's ratio of the composite material (about 0.32).

The predicted vertical strain in the skin Evs would be equal to Ey:
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-F 72 ricrostrain gLS= =Etff-72 F (9)

vs '::y- ErLteff kip

The strain in the inclined ribs, Eir, can be found using a Mohr's circle analysis to determine

the strain components along the ribs. The results are
F _ microstrain

Eir = -(0.25 v + 0.75) E -Lff -6 0  kip F (10)

The predicted strains are plotted in Figs. 15-17.

An analysis to predict the failure load on the panel was carried out. It was assume that the

panel would fail either by buckling of the ribs or by buckling of the triangular regions (pockets)
enclosed by the ribs. The failure load for rib buckling Frb was estimated to be:

(b)2 (b)2) (+r b-d
+Gxy Er hL t = 12000 lb to 27000 lb (11)

where C = 1 if the ribs are assumed to be simply-supported at the vertices of the triangles in the

isogrid, or C = 4 if the ends are assumed to be fixed. In Eq. 11. vx and Vv are the in-plane

Poisson's ratios (0.32 and .015) and Gxy the shear modulus of the rib material (0.5 Mpsi), and a

is the length of ribs between the nodes (see Fig. i).
The predicted load for pocket buckling, Fpb, is given by the equation

-(k 11.0r2 Es 'Yt -E67000lb (12)
pb kl 12(1 -_ v2) ) Er ( hr t

where kI is a constant which depends on the skin layup (approximately = 1). Thus according to

this simple analysis failure by rib buckling would be expected.

4.4 Discussion of Compression Test Results

The lowest predicted failure load (12000 lb) was about twice the actual failure load (6000-

6785 lb). Perhaps the aluminum fixtures used to hold the panel do not give adequate support.

Any small angular flexibility at the supports will produce a bending moment in the panel, thus

causing an apparent premature failure. It is recommended that, in the future, the panels should be
"potted" into the fixtures with an epoxy or similar material. Secondly, it is apparent from the strain

plots that the load was not uniformly distributed throughout the panel. Part of this is to be

expected since the lateral edges are stress free. However, the differences are not symmetrically

distributed about the panel center line leading to the conclusion that the load was not evenly

transmitted along the length of the panel. Perhaps the rubber pads are insufficient to accommodate
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variations in the panel geometry. Again, potting the ends with epoxy could overcome this

problem.

The peedicted strains in the ribs are close to the actual measured values for some of the

gages, and smaller in magnitude for the others. The predicted strains in the vertical direction for

the skin are larger in magnitude than the measured values by about 20% for all the gages except

one. The predicted strains in the horizontal direction in the skin are in the middle of the measured
values. Given the spread in the measured strain values (due to the non-uniform load distribution

and/or edge effects), the simple analytical models seem to pro,.*de at least a semi-quantitative

prediction of the actual behavior.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Experimental vibration and compression tests of a compsite isogrid panel have been
successfully carried out. The first four natural frequencies and mode shapes were identified. A

simple analytical model developed in the study provides good estimates of the natural frequencies

of the bending modes. Bending and torsional modes were analyzed with a simple finite element
model. The predicted mode shapes agreed very well with those observed experimentally. Failure

loads in the compression test were lower than predicted. This may have been caused by problems
with the fixtures used to hold the specimen. Predicted strains were in good agreement with the

average values measured in the test. The strains varied more with location on the panel than
anticipated in the model, resulting in some strains being higher and others lower than predicted.
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Abstract

A non-telescopic method of determining the quality of atmospheric seeing is discussed for large

angular diameter objects, such as the sun. In this method the concept of thermodynamic fluctuations is

used to relate the observed intensity fluctuations to the RMS angular diameter of the atmospheric seeing

cells and telescopic angle of arrival fluctuations. Comparisons between the measured RMS cell size and

telescopic angle of arrival fluctuations are presented for various degrees of seeing. Cross correlation

coefficients of 0.95 have been measured during such comparisons.
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Solar Scintillation and the Monitoring
Of Solar Seeing

Edward J. Seykora

INTRODUCTION

As a consequence of the random motion of air cells with different temperatures and densities,

the index of refraction varies from point to point throughout the earths atmosphere. Such random

fluctuations in the index of refraction result in random fluctuations in the direction of light from a

distant source, which is referred to as "seeing". in contrast, random intensity fluctuations of the light

intensity received are referred to as "scintillation". Because of the importance of seeing causing

distortion of ground-based telescopic images, numerous investigations have been carried out concerring

quantitative measurements of its magnitude, both for night- and day-time observations (c.f. Roddier,

1981). To date, the methods used in optical investigations of solar seeing utilize telescopii. images of the

solar disk and depend on: photoelectric measurements of solar granulation contrast (Zindel, 1963);

speckle-interferometry of the granulation (Ricort and Aime, 1979); and measurements of fluctuations of

the wavefront angle--of--arrival from the solar limb (Brandt, 1987).

Such telescopic measurements of the solar seeing, although accurate, suffer from several

drawbacks, such as:

1. The requirement of a telescope, which may be inconvenient in a preliminary site testing

campaign.

2. Telescopic image-plane measurements are typically very sensitive to guiding errors and

vibrations.

3. The contribution of the telescope itself to the seeing measurement through convection in the

telescope tube, and thermal differentials between the telescope structure and surrounding

air.

STATISTICAL REPRESENTATION OF SOLAR SCINTILLATIONS

In this investigation, atmospheric seeing and the associated solar scintilations are treated from a

statistical point of view such that the small---scale turbulent atmosphere consists of a large number of

cells with various sizes, densities, and refractive indices. Here the average cell size (angular diameter)

and number will be estimated from the intensity fluctuation measured at the surface of the earth for a

large angular diameter source, such as the sun.

Most physical quantities in a thermodynamic system consisting of a large number of particles, or

cells in this case, show a Gaussian or normal distribution, and the relative fluctuations of a quantity, G,
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will usually be given by an equation of the form:

<G2> -- <G>2 I

<G>2 <G'()

where the <> denotes average values. For most physical systems <G> is proportional, or equal, to the

number of particles in the system. The density and temperature fluctuations would then be expected to

be of the form,

P - <p> T - <T> 1 (2)
<p> <T> VN'

where N represents the number of cells in the system. Here it has been assumed the turbulent cell

motions are adiabatic in that the cells result from temperature differences and not pressure differences.

Under such conditions for an ideal gas, dp/p = --dT/T, which in a statistical sense is consistent with

Equation 2. Likewise, it is assumed the intensity fluctuations or scintillations of the sun, as measured at

a point in the atmosphere, will follow the equation

I -- <I> AlI1<__> - <-F9= 1(3)
<I> <> W

where I represents the measured intensity and N the number of seeing cells that cover the solar disk.

The angular area of an average (RMS) cell is then,

A r '92 T02 frAl 12(4=N YJ - 4 t<ZI>j ()

where 8 is the angular diameter of the solar disk. For a long time average of all cells, it is assumed that

Va)
2

the average cell is circular, with angular area -!--; then the angular diameter of the average seeing cell is,

W= 4L<5I (5)

Here, id, can also be considered as the spread or blurring angle of features on the solar disk, or the disk

itself.

Several points are worth noting in relation to the above approach to solar scintillations. Under

conditions of good seeing, & = 1 arcaecond, AI/<I> = 5.3 X 10-4. From Equation (2), under the same

conditions and at an ambient i.emperature of 27" C, the temperature variations of the seeing cells are of

the order of 0.01" C. This value for temperature variations is in agreement with that predicted from
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starlight scintillations using a different formalism (Reiger 1963). Likewise, the refractive index

fluctuations are also in agreement, in that for an adiabatic process, the index of refraction fluctuations

are directly dependent on the average air density and T/<T>.

It should also be noted that in the above example, where W = 1 arcsecond, there are 3.6 X 106

cells which silhouette the sun from the point of view of the detector. In order for Equation (1) to be

statistically valid, N must be larg.-, which is the case for large angular diameter sources, such as the sun

or possibly the moon, and typical seeing situations, ranging from a fraction of an arcsecond to multiple

arcseconds. For small angular diameter sources, stars or planets, Equation (1) is invalid in that N, for

typical seeing conditions, is a small number. From Equation (5) it is apparent that for best seeing,

AI/<I> is small, which implies a large N. An interesting limit is the case where N is very large. In this

limit with no small--scale turbulent cells, that is, an isothermal atmosphere, the ever present density

fluctuations of the atmospheric gas produce density or volume fluctuations having linear din. nsions of

the order of a wavelength of light. The net result of which leads to variations of the index of refraction

throughout the atmosphere in sufficient amount to cause scattering of light in a mathematically

equivalent form to that of Rayleigh scattering (c.f. Sears). Evidently, the density fluctuations that

persist throughout the atmosphere, range from cells with dimensions on the order of the wavelength of

light (which produce scattering), to cells with dimensions of centimeters or meters, which affect the

atmospheric seeing.

Up to this point, only a small, or point detector has been considered for measurements of the

RMS seeing cell angular diameter in terms of the intensity fluctuations. For larger apertures, it would be

expected that fluctuations of the intensity would be reduced. Scintillation light patches at the detector

plane, which are smaller than the dizmreter of the detector, would average, such that the integrated

intensity fluctuations approach zero. The predominate intensity fluctuation would then result from

scintillation patches with diameters larger than the detector diameter. For atmospheric cells at a height,

h, above the detector, the diameter of the light intensity disturbance at the detector is d = hA. Here any

effects resulting from diffraction are considered to be small compared to 8 for heights of typical interest,

since the angular spread is of order A/d.

It would appear, because of the spatial filtering imposed by a large aperture detector, that the

seeing may be measured or estimated for various levels in the atmosphere from ground level. Such

measurements would allow performance comparisons of seeing between ground-based and tower

telescopes.

INSTRUMENTATION

The small detector assembly used for measurements of the fractional deviation of the solar

scintillations consisted of a Si photovoltaic detection cell filtered by a combination of Schott filters,

BG-18 and KG-3. This combination of filters resulted in a spectral passband of 220 nm half-width
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Fig. I: Schematic representation of circuitry used for measurements of the RMS seeing cell angular

diameter and the telesopic RMS angle---of--wrrival fluctuations.
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centered at 510 nm. For solar tracking, the detector assembly was mounted on the coronagraph spar

adjacent to the coronagraph aperture at the Evans Facility. The output current of the detectors was

connected to an analog computer circuit for processing as shown in Fig. 1. In the first stage the detector

output current, which was proportional to the average light intensity <I> plus AI(t) (the fluctuation

about the mean), was converted to a voltage signal by a current to voltage converter. This output

voltage, <I>+ AI(t), was then divided by the average (RC time constant 30 sec) voltage, <I>, yielding

an output of 1 volt + AI(t)/<I>. After an AC coupled amplification of 19X, the RMS fluctuation,

19X(AI(t)/<I>), was determined using an RMS converter and followed by a final DC gain stage of 100

times. The net effect was to produce an output voltage, calibrated in volts, given by:

v=1900(AI(t)/<I>).

Thus the output voltage was equal to the RMS seeing angle where 1 volt = 1 arcsecond. The frequency

pass band of the amplifier systems, which respond to the intensity variations, was constant from 0.2 Hz

to 20 kHz. This insured that the major components of the intensity fluctuations, which contribute to the

seeing variations, were recorded. The output voltage representing the seeing was digitized and computer

recorded, as well as displayed directly on a LED bar display.

OBSERVATIONS

As mentioned in Section 2, it was assumed that the seeing cells follow a Gaussian distribution.

In order for Equation 1 to be statistically valid, the seeing cell distribution function should be equal to,

or approximate, a Gaussian distribution provided the cells are uncorrelated. For measurements taken

over a short time interval, in comparison to daily atmospheric trends, the correlation between cells would

be expected to be small.

Shown in Figure 2 is a typical seeing frequency distribution derived from 300 data points, which

were recorded over a one hour period. The mean for the seeing during this period was 0.95 arcseconds

with a standard deviation of 0.21 arcseconds. Also plotted in Figure 2 is a Gaussian distribution for

comparison with the same mean and standard deviation. As expected, the recorded distributions closely

follow the Gaussian distribution.

For comparisons between the RMS angular seeing--cell size and telescopic angle--of--arrival

measurements, a slit detection system was used on the primary image of the coronagraph. The slit was

arranged perpendicular to the solar limb such that 0.01 m of the solar limb covered the 0.02 m slit.

Identical filters and circuitry were used to that shown in Figure 1, with the exception that the amplifier

gains were adjusted such that 1 arcaecond was equivalent to 1 volt at the output. This arrangement was

very similar in configuration to that used by Brandt, 1987.

Shown in Figure 3 is a scatter diagram of the RMS seeing cell angular diameters vs. the RMS
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angle-of--arrival variations, as measured in arcseconds. This data were recorded under various seeing

conditions over a six day period in May and June 1992. Each data point represents the average seeing

over a one minute interval. The six data sets used were taken from days that had a large variation in

seeing conditions, such that a greater range of seeing values were available for cross correlation. For the

2036 data points shown in Figure 3, a cross correlation coefficient of 0.95 was calculated, indicating a

very high degree of correlation, and a high probability that each detector system was measuring the same

quantity. Here it is noted that the angle--of--arrival method for seeing measurements results from a

small angular diameter section of the solar disk, whereas scintillation measurements provide an RMS

average seeing for the full disk. Both methods should be expected to converge to the same value,

provided the RMS average is taken over a sufficiently long period in comparison to the longest period of

the typical seeing variations.

In order to verify that estimates of the seeing, at a given altitude above ground level, can be

carried out through spatial filtering, three scintillation seeing monitors were used. Two detectors were

placed at the top of the spar of the Evans Facility. One of these detectors (0.01-m aperture) was used

to record the RMS seeing at the coronagraph aperture, as discussed in Section 3.2, and provided seeing

measurements at essentially ground level. The second detector with identical filters was arranged such

that the reflected light from a white plate, mounted perpendicular to the sun, was imaged with a short

focal length lens on the detector. The effective aperture of this detector was set such that a 0.35--m

diameter on the reflection surface was imaged on the detector. With this effective aperture of 0.35 m,

the recorded scintillations would be expected to have their origins from heights of 40 m or higher. For

comparisons, a third detector (0.01 m aperture) was placed at the vacuum window periscope feed of the

Vacuum Tower Telescope. This feed provided an unvignetted view of the sun directly from the coelostat

mirrors. The horizontal separation of the Evans Facility and the Tower Telescope is 140 m, and the

effective height difference between the detectors was 40 meters. Although the detectors at the Evans

Facility and the Tower Telescope were separated by 140 m, it may be expected that the projected seeing,

as measured with the large-aperture detector, should correlate with seeing at the Tower height. For

most of the day each of these detectors would be detecting scintillations and seeing conditions above the

ground level atmospheric boundary layer.

The seeing in arcseconds, as recorded by each of the three detectors on 1 July 1992, is shown in

Figure 4. Several features are apparent from the time sequences shown in Figure 4. The typical seeing

at the Evans Facility in the early morning hours is comparable to the seeing at the Tower Telescope.

For later hours, the seeing degrades rather rapidly through midday, generally followed by a modest

improvement later in the day. Here the ground or near-ground level microturbulence predominates, as

driven by the solar heating of the ground surface and local environment. Above this microturbulent

boundary, as expected, the seeing improves. As may be noted in Figure 4., the seeing at the Tower

Telescope, and that predicted for the height from the large aperture detector, show greatly improved
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seeing.

The time sequences of the seeing at the large aperture detector and tower follow one another

very closely for this data set, and for seven other days tested. The data set correspondiag to Figure 4.

had one of the largest variations in the seeing throughout the day and is shown here to allow a clearer

representation of the correlation between the predicted and measured seeing at the Tower. The two large

spikes in the data resulted from the passage of clouds through the field--of-view of the detectors for

several minutes in each case. Nevertheless, the cross correlation between the seeing recorded from the

two detectors was always high, and in this case, the correlation coefficient was 0.8.

CONCLUSIONS

In this investigation it has been demonstrated that the statistics of solar scintillations may be

used to measure the ground level seeing with a small detector, and that this method has a high

correlation with a more traditional telescopic approach. Distinct advantages of the scintillation method

are its ease of use, in that a telescope is not required, while the method gives an intrinsic measurement of

the atmospheric blurring or seeing angle. The use of large aperture detectors, to spatially filter the

ground level scintillation patterns, appears to provide a simple method of estimating the seeing at a point

well above ground level.

Although the purpose of this investigation was directed toward measurements of solar seeing, this

2
method may have potential for measurements of vertical turbulence profiles in terms of Cn(h), the

2
structure constant of atmospheric refractive-index fluctuations. Such measurements of Cn(h) may

provide direct measurements of atmospheric turbulence, as introduced by Fried (1966), for tele,,,ic

images observed through turbulence. In this investigation the RMS seeing cell angular diameter may be

converted to Fried's parameter, ro, using the relationship between the angle--of-arrival fluctuations and

ro, derived by Borgnino et al. (1979), and used by Brandt (1987).
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1.0 SUMMARY

Tests to simulate the effects of hypervelocity collisions of space debris were

conducted at Los Alamos National Laboratory. The collisions were produced by

propelling a thin plate of aluminum in air and in vacuum at targets of polysulfone and a

polysulfone graphite fiber composite. The chemical species in the blow-off produced by

the collision were measured using a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Also the resultant

damage was examined using optical and scanning electron microscopes.

In addition to the testing, a review of data on hypervelocity shock led to the

development of a correlation of shock data for homogeneous materials in which all

materials follow a master curve. The basis of the correlation follows from theoretical

predictions in the literature in which shock can be represented using the principle of

corresponding states. The ramifications of the correlation mean that temperature,

pressure, and density can be represented by a single equation-of-state.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

Space debris arise from many sources; spent motor cases, de-orbiting satellites,

exploded satellites, space shuttle discards, are a few examples. The disintegration of

major components produces chunks of materials which continue to orbit the earth and

which further subdivide due to debris interaction. The size distribution ranges from

whole components to parts only a milimeter in diameter. Space debris are not

particularly a problem unless they happen to collide with spacecraft. If this occurs the

resulting damage can be very serious with the possible loss of mission. Some debris

particles are estimated to be travelling at hypervelocities of 3-15 km/sec. It is estimated

that the energy in the collision of a piece of aluminum only one centimeter in diameter

is equivalent to that of a car travelling sixty miles per hour. No wonder spacecraft

designers worry about survivability of a spacecraft facing collision with this energy.

The Summer Faculty Research project which is supported by RDL and the Phillips

Laboratory took place over 12 weeks during parts of May, June, July, and August,

1992. The project is aimed at developing an approach to studying damage to spacecraft

materials from collisions of small particles of space debris traveling at hypervelocities.

Originally, tests using simulated space debris launched by an electric gun were planned.

However, as a result of further evaluation of the alternatives to the electric gun, a new

way of launching simulated space debris was determined which uses a pulsed laser to

launch particles. The laser-launched flyer-plate conveniently interfaces with the vacuum

chamber which houses the Time-Of-Flight (TOF) mass spectrometer which is used to

evaluate the shock induced chemical species. It also meant that the project would be

able to be completed on time without extensive modifications to the Los Alamos

equipment.The mass spectrometer and the laser launch apparatus are both located at

Los Alamos National Laboratory. As a faculty researcher at Phillips Laboratory I spent

the summer planning, designing, coordinating, and evaluating the results of both mass

spectrometer experiments and shock damage experiments which were conducted at

LANL. In addition, time was spent developing an evaluation of shock physics data for a

variety of materials. This evaluation, combined with a thorough review of shock physics

papers, lead to an interesting and novel correlation of shock properties which heretofore
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was unknown. A description of the tasks performed this summer and the results are

summarized below.

3.0 TASK 1-THE CHEMISTRY OF SHOCK EJECTA

About 7 years ago, NASA launched an earth satellite called the Long Duration

Exposure Facility, LDEF. The Phillips Laboratory pirticipates in that program and is

evaluating specimens which experienced a long term exposure to the space

environment. The materials includes metals and composites. The Phillips Laboratory

specimens were exposed to the trailing and leading edges of LDEF. Post-mortem studies

of the specimens revealed several salient features, craters from the impact of small

space objects, erosion on surfaces, and surface deposits. The presence of the deposits on

originally clean surfaces suggests that chemical reactions are taking place in outer space

on surfaces as the result of the migration of chemical species around the satellite. As a

result, an experiment was conceived to study the production of chemical compounds

from impacts of space debris.

The LDEF specimens of polysulfone were of particular interest because the

crystalline deposits found on the aluminum surface contained sulphur. The source of the

sulphur is unknown. One possible explanation is that the sulphur came from a specimen

of polysulfone composite next to the aluminum specimen upon which were found the

deposits. To further speculate, the sulphur could have come from the de-polymerization

of the composite resin as a result of hypervelocity impact. Therefore, an experiment was

conceived to measure the chemical species which form during shock impact. The species

would be detected in the ejecta of the collision process. The technique for

accomplishing these measurements is described below.

The experimental setup to measure the chemical species which form after

hypervelocity collision with simulated space debris is shown in Figure 1. A YAG laser

beam is pulsed for 0.2 ms on a region 600 microns in diameter on the back side of an

aluminum-coated quartz substrate. The laser pulse vaporizes the material at the quartz-

aluminum interface which causes an almost instantaneous rise in pressure as the plasma

forms. The aluminum coating bulges out, breaks away from the substrate, and

accelerates very rapidly to terminal velocities between 2 km/s to 10 km/s. The
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aluminum flyer then travels a short distance in the vacuum chamber and strikes the

target material, polysulfone resin. See Figure 2. The collision produces shock damage in

the material including almost instantaneous heating in the polysulfone as result of the

shock pressure. The pressure and heating vaporizes the polysulfone which in turn

produces chemical changes. Since the vapor is ejected from the cnsuing crater, the

vapor molecules and ions are thermally quenched as they travel into the throat of the

TOF mass spectrometer. The quench stops further chemical reactions from occurring.

Chemical species are then ionized and accelerated to the detector of the TOF

spectrometer. A typical spectrum is presented in Figure 3.

The spectra of mass 1 to 200 are evaluated every 12 milliseconds so that spectra

can be monitored as a function of time. The resultant experimental spectra from the

hypervelocity collisions of aluminum with polysulfone showed little change in the

distribution of species with time. However, the magnitude of the spectral peaks did

increase and remain constant over a few spectral scans. This implies that the species

detected formed during the shock event. Therefore, to improve the sensitivity, the

spectra were time averaged over several spectral scans of 120 ms.

The time-averaged spectra exhibit some salient features. Clearly the species found

were the direct result of the de-polymerization of polysulfone. The presence of radicals

associated with the polysulfone mer are evident, i.e., C2H2, aromatic rings, etc. In

addition, because the aluminum contains a thin layer of oxide, A120 3, the subspecies of

aluminum oxide also appear in the spectra; i~., A120, as well as pure aluminum from

the flyer plate.

The measurement of the spectra of ejecta from hypervelocity collision by

simulated space debris has never been achieved before primarily because conventional

methods of producing particles travelling at hypervelocities are not compatible with the

use o( a TOF mass spectrometer and its vacuum chamber.

4.0 TASK 2-SHOCK DAMAGE IN A POLYSULFONE COMPOSITE

The use of a laser-launched piece of aluminum flyer plate enabled damage to be

studied independently of the TOF mass spectrometer and its vacuum chamber. A few

collisions were performed at Los Alamos in air on samples of polysuLfone resin and a
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polysulfone composite. The damage was characterized at Phillips Laboratory using

optical and scanning electron microscopy. In comparing the damage to resin with the

composite, differences in the resultant morphologies are striking, as discussed below.

The resin craters caused by the hypervelociry collisions were photographed.

Typical results are shown in Figure 4. The crater is surrounded by a ring of aluminum

fragments. The aluminum flyer plate apparently disintegrates shortly after the collision.

The surface of the polysulfone is coated with tiny fragments of the aluminum, especially

around the crater. The diameter of the crater is around 650 microns which is very close

to the size of the flyer plate. This means that the flyer plate remains intact prior to

collision. This has been verified by streak camera pictures taken at Los Alamos.

The craters in the resin were also photographed using the AMRAY scanning

electron microscope. A typical crater is shown in Figure 5. The photograph suggest that

hypervelocity collisions produce melting in the center of the crater under the region

which the disc of aluminum strikes the polysulfone resin. Upon cooling, a crack

develops around the periphery of the crater as the neighboring unheated material resists

contraction. The edges of the crater are pushed up forming a lip as has beer. observed

in collisions retrieved from space such as on LDEF. The material in the center is also

rippled from melting and buckling under the heating process.

The damage observed in the composites differ dramatically from the resin. A

typical crater is shown in Figure 6. The crater is characterized by a spalling of the front

surface resin and fiber fracturing. The shock damage results in little or no melting even

at comparable velocities. This suggests that the shock energy is absorbed by fracture

rather than melting and vaporization.

5.0 TASK 3-REVIEW OF THE PHYSICS OF HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT

A significant portion of my research time was spent in a careful review of the

literature on the physics of hypervelocity impacts such as those produced by space

debris. A major portion of the research in this area was carried out during the 1960's

and 70's. About 50 references were reviewed.

In investigating the literature and comparing materials, a interesting discovery

was made. It was found that all the data from hypervelocity impacts could be placed on
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a single master curve of shock pressure versus particle velocity. The results for a ten

homogeneous materials are presented in Figure 7. It should be noted that the pressure

is normalized by dividing by the a factor equal to the adiabatic bulk modulus and the

particle velocity is normalized by dividing by the bulk sound velocity:

BS = P C2

where BS = Adiabatic Bulk Modulus

p = Density

C = Bulk Sound Velocity

or the Normalized Pressure is the pressure divided by B, and the normalized particle

velocity is normalized by dividing by C.

The reason this correlation appears to work for a large variety of homogeneous

materials is due to the hydrodynamic behavior of shock phenomena. As a result, the

method of corresponding states can be used to relate thermodynamic variables 'xuch a

volume, pressure, temperature, and shock velocity. According to this theory all

materials when expressed in corresponding states would beha • the same. Thus shock

thermodynamics for materials would lead to a correlation of shock data which is

independent of differences in density, strength, atomic weight and all shock data could

be made to fit one F -aph when the data are normalized.

The master chart can be rationalized as follows. The shock pressure is related to

the particle velocity and the shock velocity by the equation

P = p Us UP

where P = Pressure of the Shock

I = Density

us = Shock Velocity

UP = Particle Velocity.

The shock velocity is apparently related to the particle velocity by an equation of the

form

Us = C + sUp

where s = Slope.

These equations can be manipulated algebraically to produce a new equation
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P = p C2(U, /C)({ + s(U/C)}

or P/p c 2  = (U/C){I + s(UmC))

The left hand side of this equation is the reduced pressure and the right hand side is a

function of UP/C which corresponds to the variables in the master plot, Figure 7. Other

materials including water have been tested against the correlation and found to folJow

the same master curve. See Figures 8 to 10. Note that water is included in the list of

materials. Since all materials so far have followed the correlation, the value of s must

be the same for all materials. To test this hypothesis, a series of graphs of the shock

velocity versus the particle velocity were made for several materials. The results are

shown in Figure 11. As can be seen, while there is considerable scatter in the data, the

slopes of the lines correspond quite well. In fact, comparing aluminum and water we

see that the slopes agree quite well with each other and with the theoretical value of

1.33. Thus the behavior under shock is such that materials behave like a highly

compressed liquid. Hence, a hydrodynamic analog is appropriate for these materials.

The master chart enables data to be extrapolated from other materials and add

confidence to extrapolating data. Since the shock Hugoniots are a vital part of

survivability calculations from spacecraft, the master chart reduces errors in estimating

shock pressures and temperature.

While damage was carefully characterized during the impact process, the

relationship between shock thermodynamics and shock damage is still incomplete and

must be the subject of shock experiments in the future.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

The results of this work, which directly impact Phillips Laboratory's mission of

understanding the nature of ard protecting against the damage from natural and hostile

space environments, are extremely significant. These experimental procedures determine

the chemistry of the blow-off and the shock pressure resulting from hypervelocity

impacts on spacecraft materials. When combined with Phillips Laboratory's other

research efforts of exposing materials to atomic oxygen, ultraviolet radiation nd

energetic electrons and protons, this laboratory becomes the only facility in this country
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able to simulate all important space environmental variables, simultaneously. This major

advance in experimental space simulation techniques will allow Phillips Laboratory to

develop countermeasures and hardening technologies for space craft materials more

accurately and at a much faster pace.

7.0 FUTURE PLANS

The future plans include expanding this research in the area of shock chemistry

at Los Alamos and at Phillips Laboratories in the next two years. While reasons for

continuing the studies differ at the two laboratories, the cooperative effort demonstrates

the extent benefits can accrued both DOD and DOE from this collaboration.

Shock wave chemistry is new and little is known because the techniques for

studying it were not available until Phillips Laboratory began this work. Future plans

also include a continuation of research at California State University at Northridge,

(CSUN). Two areas of collaboration with LANL and Phillips have been identified. CSUN

will prepare other specimens for shock studies at LANL and will combine the shock

physics with the shock damage studies in order to establish a framework for selecting

materials for future spacecraft. It is hoped that the excellent cooperative arrangement

between Phillips, LANL, and CSUN can be continued using a Research Initiation Grant

as part of this contract.

8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

The Faculty Summer Research Program funded by AFOSR through RDL is an

example of an excellent program. From both the host laboratory and the educational

institution perspectives, the faculty research is immensely beneficial. The laboratory gets

an opportunity to move into a new research area without diverti -, valuable personnel

and resources away from the main thrust of its mission. The faculty research associate

can bring new ideas and expertise to laboratory problems. The educational institution

gains by having one of its faculty members exposed to new and innovative technologies

without expense and has the opportunity to initiate research on the campus in new

areas. The faculty member also gains through experience and has a chance to meet and

work closely with other researchers. It is hoped that the AFOSR will continue to
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support this very worthwhile program.

It is the authors conclusion that this was a prime example of how the RDL

Program should work. It has been very rewarding experience. It is hoped that RDL and

Phillips agree. The author acknowledges the support of Dr. Charles Stein at Phillips for

his patience and guidance this summer. Also from Phillips the close support of Mr.

Robert Roybal and Charles Maglionico are gratefully appreciated. Finally, the

recommendations and guidance of Dr. Roy Greiner and Dr. Dennis Paisley at LANL are

also appreciated, especially in helping to complete the experiments this summer.
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Figure 2 Geometrical Arrangement Between the Flyer Plate and the Target After

Five Shock Tests in the TOF Cell
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Figure 4 Optical Photograph of the Crater Created by the Collision of an Aluminum

Flyer Plate with Polysulfone Resin
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Figure 5 Scanning Electron Microscope Image of the Crater Created by a Collision

of an Aluminum Flyer Plate with Polysulfone Resin
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Figure 6 Scanning Electron Microscope Image of the Damage Created by a Collision

of Aluminum Flyer Plate with Polysulfone-Graphite Fiber Composite
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Abstract

Discrete optimization using the phase-diversity method and optical

transfer functions calculated for one hundred piston values in a smaller

frequency region yielded very similar piston estimation as did a conjugate-

gradient optimization over the entire frequency region. Both methods

successfully estimated piston misalignment (within ±0.1 waves of piston) of

an experimental two-aperture telescope for some objects but not others.

Wiener-Helstrom filter restoration of the objects showed less noise for the

images with piston misalignments that were more successfully estimated.

This paper develops a model for the optical transfer functions of

mirrors with arbitrary numbers of apertures and presents a method for

reducing the dimension of their misalignment-parameter space and the size of

their frequency domain.
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ESTIMATION OF MISALIGNMENT PARAMETERS

OF MULTI-APERTURE TELESCOPES

Johanna K. H. Stenzel

I. INTRODUCTION

Phase diversity is a method of estimating misalignment parameters in

multi-aperture telescopes developed by Gonsalves (1] and others (2,3,41.

These authors use the method of conjugate-gradients to optimize the

misalignment parameters over the frequency domain of the telescope aperture

system. The method uses two (or more) images-- one with a deliberate

defocusing added to the already present aberrations for phase diversity. For

adaptive applications, this method may not be fast enough but perhaps a

neural network approach might be. Angel et al. (5] used a supervised

perceptron neural net on the two diversity intensity images to estimate the

misalignment parameters of a six-mirror modeled telescope. Miller (6]

suggested that the method could be made faster by using a neural network on

the single ratio of the Fourier transforms of the diversity images instead

of on the two images themselves. This ratio is defined in the frequency

domain of the mirror aperture but only the subdomain in which the ratio

varies with the misalignment parameters need be used. Since this ratio can

be measured and is a function of the unknown misalignment parameters, the

problem of estimating these parameters can be thought of as an inverse

function problem.

Miller and Ling (7) obtained experimental diversity images for a

number of objects with a two mirror telescope with preset piston

misalignments. Then they estimated the piston misalignments by optimizing

(with conjugate-gradients) a variation of the Gonsalves objective function

called the Wiener-Helstrom function. This study uses their data from three

objects--the first a point source and the other two different views of an

Helium-Neon laser illuminated slide of a bar chart. A previously developed

model for a two mirror telescope [8] yields ratios of the Fourier transforms

of the diversified images of a point source for each value of piston from
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-0.49 to 0.50 in steps of 0.01. The next section discusses how a neural

network-like table look-up of the computed ratios can estimate the piston

parameters from the experimental data. The third sttion reconstructs the

objects with a Wiener-Helstrom filter and estimates the noise of the data

from the Fourier transform of the reconstructed objects. The fourth section

extends the model of the two mirror telescope (8] to an arbitrary number of

symmetrically (circularly placed) circular mirrors. Section 5 then outlines

how the parameter dimension and frequency domain may be reduced for

optimization of the misalignment parameters.

II. ESTIMATING PISTON MISALIGNMENT FROM EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The experimental telescope had an effective focal length of 2341 mm.

and used an aperture mask with aperture radii of 9.1695 mm. and aperture

center separations of 21.768 mm. The aperture mask is illustrated by the

solid circles 1 and 2 in Figure 1.

The data consists of pairs of 3 2
image intensity arrays with a

diversity of 0.51 waves of defocus

and various piston misalignments.

For imaging systems with spatially

incoherent, quasi-monochromatic

light, an object intensity f(x) is
Firgue 1. Circles 1 and 2 show the

related to image intensity g(x) by telescope aperture with centers
separation 21.768 mm and radii 9.1695

means of convolution * with the mm. Division by 632.8 rn wavelength and
2341 mm focal length scale it to the

system's point-spread function frequency plane.

S(x) (the image of a point

source):

g(x) = (x) * s(x), (1)

in the notation of Paxman and Fienup (2]. The Fourier transform of Eq. (1)

to the frequency plane 4 is
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G(C) = F(t)S (2)

where capitalization indicates Fourier transformation and S(,) is the optical

transfer function (OTF) of the system. If Eq. (2) is evaluated twice for a

pair of diversity images, the transform of the object F(4) would drop out

from the ratio of these, since the object is independent of the optical

system and its diversity. Thus, the ratio of the diversity images of any

object is equal to the ratio of the OTF's of the system with its diversity.

The basis of tha phase-diversity method of determining the misalignment

parameters is to compare OTF's calculated from a system model to the Fourier

transforms of diversity image data. Since the telescope is not identical to

its model and the image data includes measurement errors, Paxonan, Schulz, and

Fienup [4] use the notation d and D for the detected images and their Fourier

transforms, respectiveiy:

D(t) = G(E) + N(t), (3)

where N(4) is the Fourier transform of additive noise n(x). Thus, although

the ratio of the transforms of the diversity data cannot be expected to equal

the ratio of the modeled OTF's, they should be close in some sense.

The usual metric of comparison is the Euclidean norm

where E is the frequency domain and the subscript d refers to diversity

defocusing of the image. Zeros in the denominators do not occur if the

domain is restricted to the region where the OTF ratio shows any variation

with piston (the regions where circles 1 and 3 and 3 and 2 overlap in

Figure 1). Otherwise, the denominators would have to be multiplied out. If

the additive noise is Gaussian, Gonsalves (9) found a closed form

expression for an object that ma7:imizes a log-likelihood function. This

leads to a Gonsalves norm [4]
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D(E) - S() 2

A third possible norm arises from the Wiener-Helstrom filter restoration of

the Fourier transform of the object as given in (31

F(S) ' s(C,) D S s ) + ; ( Dd( ()

FM -IS(&) 12 + Sd(U) 12 +~ ) (6)M
PVr (V~

where * indicates complex conjugation and P. and P, are noise and object power

spectral densities, respectively. Paxman and Fienup (2] claim that, in

practice, P. is taken as a constant and P, is estimated. With P./P, estimated

to be

So( [S(0,0) 2  Sd(0,0) 2 ], (7)

with 0 a smoothing parameter, Ling uses a Wiener-Helstrom norm

ID (E) sd(t) -D((8) S(t) )
IS(• M F+ sd M 1'-0 IS(o, 1o) '-4sd (o, o1 1

in her conjugate-gradient optimization to estimate the piston parameters of

the data with two values of c$: (T-0.00005 and cr-0.5. Notice that for this

norm, it is not sufficient to use the ratio of the OTF's; Both OTF's, S,

with and S without defocussing, are required.

The neural network approach (without training) to estimating the piston

parameters from the transformed images D(4) and D.(4) matches these arrays to

one of a set of arrays of precalculated OTF's by minimizing one of the above

norms over the set of arrays. The value of piston used to compute these

matched OTF's is then the estimated piston misalignment of the experimental

data. Using a previously developed model (8], I computed pairs of

diversified OTF's for 100 piston values from -0.49 to 0.50 in steps of 0.01

waves of piston. The smallest norm arising from this set of piston values
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yields the estimated piston. As mentioned above, the norms are computed over

only the overlap regions of Figure 1 , in contrast to full rectangular region

used by Ling. Actually, because of the symmetry of the Fourier transform of

real data, only one of the two overlap regions is needed and used.

The results of this section are from three data sets (Datal, Data2, and

Data3) of detected diversity images of three objects--the first an

experimental point source and the other two different views of the same bar

chart slide. Since a pair of diversity images could not be experimentally

aligned with respect to each other, Ling aligned the data by correlation.

The steps used to obtain piston misalignment in the experimental apparatus

have values on the horizontal axis of the following three figures. The solid

lines graph what the experimental waves piston misalignment should be as a

function of these steps. The dashed lines show the values of piston

misalignment Ling estimated for the data sets with conjugate-gradient

optimization over the full frequency domain. If not otherwise indicated, she

used the Wiener-Helstrom norm with (=0.00005. All other data in the figures

result from discrete optimization. Discrete optimization with the Wiener-

Helstrom norm with 0=0.00005 gives the same results as does optimization with

the Gonsalves norm.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the various optimizations for Datal, the

experimental point source. Not shown is the Gonsalves norm optimized over

only the horizontal axis of the overlap region, since this is essentially the

same as that over the entire overlap region and thus not as good as the

vertical axis optimization. The conjugate-gradient optimization is

acceptably within the range of error of ±0.1 wave of piston, while the

discrete optimization with the Gonsalves norm has one value with an error of

+0.14 and another with an error of -0.13. Using the vertical axis instead

of the entire overlap region brings the error within the acceptable

tolerance. That the discrete optimization with the Gaussian norm gives the

best estimate of piston for a point source is expected, since the ratio of

OTF's is the ratio of transforms of point source images. Such a good fit
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Datal

0.5
0.4 -......

0.4.

0.3 .- "

-0.23- A-.

-0.4-.

-0.5 -
-200 -150 -100 -50 0 50 100 150

steps

Figuze 2. The dot-dashed line results from the Gaussian norm over one
overlap region. The dotted line results from the Gonsalves norm over one
overlap region, while the "+" data is over the vertical center line of this
region.

cannot be expected for Data2 and Data3, which are taken for extended objects.

Figure 3 shows the Euclidean norm to be an extremely poor predictor of

piston misalignment. The best estimator of piston is the conjugate-gradient

optimization with the discrete Gonsalves norm practically identical to it

except at one data value. The discrete estimation at this one value has an

error of -0.1375 waves of piston. Again, using the vertical axis of instead

of the entire overlap region, brings all errors within the acceptable

tolerance of ±0.01 waves of piston.
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Data2

0.5

0.4-

0.3 -- - --

0.2 -,

20.1--

o 0-7

-0.2

-200 -150 -100 50 0 50 100 150

steps

rigure 3. The dot-dashed line results from the Gaussian norm over one
overlap region. The dotted line results from the Gonsalves norm over one
overlap region, while the "+" data is over the vertical center line of this
region.

None of the optimization methods give acceptable estimates of the

piston misalignment of Data3, as can be seen in Figure 4. The lower graph

of the figure shows that significant improvement may be obtained by using the

large smoothing parameter 0=0.5 in the Wiener-Helstrom norm. Even so, two

of the data values have unacceptable piston estimations for the discrete and

three values do for the conjugate-gradient optimizations--errors of 0.1625

and 0.1843 for the first and 0.1067, 0.2243, and 0.1262 for the second.

Miller [61 suggests that the problem with the third data set as

compared with the second is that it does not have sufficient frequency

information. The next section further investigates the differences between

these data sets by reconstructing their objects and estimating noise.
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Data3
0.5

0.4-.
+/

0 .3 --------

0.2 +

*s 0.1

-0.2

-0.3

-0.4-

-0.5.
"-200 -150 -100 -50 0 50 100 150

steps

Data3 optimized with Wiener-Hclstrom norm, parameter 0.5
0.6

----------------------------------- ----

0.4-

0.2-

o 0.

-0.2 -s

-0.6

-200 -150 -100 -50 0 50 100 150

steps

Figure 4. The dot-dashed line results from the Gaussian norm over one
overlap region. The dotted line results from the Gonsalves norm over one
overlap region, while the "+" data is over the vertical center line of this
region.
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III. OBJECT RECONSTRUCTION

The Wiener-Helstrom filter, Eqs. (6) and (7) with Y=0.00005, gives a

reconstruction of the Fourier transform of the object for each of the twelve

piston data pairs D(4) and D,(4) contained in Data2. The inverse transform

of the average of these twelve arrays F(4) gives the reconstruction of the

intensity of the bar chart object of Data2 shown in Figure 5. The intensity

values are not as smooth as they appear since the graph shows only every

fourth pixel in both horizontal and vertical directions of the 256x256 grid.

Reconstructed object2 max = 78.76

Figure 5. Intensity of the reconstructed object of Data2.

Reconstruction of the object of Data3 is shown for two values of the

smoothing parameter a in Figure 6. The larger value of a gives a much

smoother object but this is at the expense of the noise of Eq. (3) . The

statistical properties of the noise, obtained from the inverse transform of
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Reconstructed object3, parameter = 5.e-5

max intensity - 99.97

Reconstructed object3, parameter = 5,e-1

Smax intensity = 36.45

ig9ure 6. Intensity of the reconstructed object of Data3 for two values of
the smoothing parameter 0.
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N(4) in Eq. (3), average noise n and n. and their standard deviations (. and

(0.). for the diversity Table I. Data2

data pairs, appear in

Table I for Data2 and in piston n n J I (0.1,

Table !I for Data3 with a -0.465 0.020 0.004 1.397 1.929

- 0.00005 and in -0.416 -0.007 0.008 1.398 1.857

Table III for Data3 with -0.339 -0.009 0.050 1.499 1.778

O - 0.5. Notice that -0.259 -0.026 0.059 1.315 1.704

even with the same -0.175 -0.017 0.007 1.341 1.727

smoothing parameter, -0.089 -0.012 0.044 1.254 -.517

Data3 has more noise than 0.0 -0.012 0.006 1.189 1.553

0.092 -0.005 -0.031 1.371 1.621Data2. The object

0.188 -0.058 0.023 1.048 2.556
reconstructed for Data3

0.286 0.008 -0.080 1.155 2.599
with the larger value of 0.387 -0.043 0.035 1.302 1.838

0 has significantly more 0.456 -0.023 0.066 1.433 1.915

noise than with the

smaller value. Sample

histograms are shown in Figure 7 and in Figure 8.

Using the reconstructed objects and noise would be a way to test

telescope models more realistically than with simple objects and Gaussian

noise. The next section extends the two circle aperture model of [8] to an

arbitrary number of circles. This would represent a more realistic

telescope.
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Table II. Noise for Data3 with 7 - 0.00005

piston n n. ___!__)_

-0.465 -0.018 0.009 2.950 4.140

-0.416 -0.037 -0.069 2.673 3.985

-0.339 -0.139 0.101 2.598 4.183

-0.259 -0.076 0.120 2.659 3.996

-0.175 -0.037 -0.040 2.499 3.554

-0.089 0.745 0.142 2.485 3.154

0.0 0.048 -0.030 2.496 2.606

0.092 0.071 -0.054 2.140 2.532

0.188 -0.073 0.150 1.951 2.798

0.286 -0.085 -0.048 2.136 3.576

0.387 -0.237 0.082 2.291 3.398

0.456 -0.064 -0.003 2.513 3.661

- U

Table I1I. Noise for Data3 with a = 0.5

piston J n n. CF.~____
-0.465 -0.184 -0.157 10.456 9.115

-0.416 -0.203 -0.235 9.972 8.561

-0.339 -0.305 -0.065 9.570 9.311

-0.259 -0.242 -0.046 10.520 9.586

-0.175 -0.203 -0.206 10.542 8.796

-0.089 -0.091 -0.024 11.039 8.825

0.0 -0.118 -0.196 11.444 8.144

0.092 -0.095 -0.219 10.878 7.416

0.188 -0.239 -0.016 9.474 8.767

0.286 -0.251 -0.214 9.154 8.252

0.387 -0.190 -0.084 9.720 8.315

0.456 -0.230 -0.168 8.741 7.802

. . iiiir n i iinA 4
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Figure 7. Histogram of noise from Figure 8. Histogram of noise from
the reconstructed object of Data2 for the reconstructed object of Data3 for
the diversity pair with experimental the diversity pair with experimental
piston of 0.456, 0"='0.00005. piston of 0.456, 0-0.00005.

IV. MANY MIRROR MODEL

The mirror may consist of an even number of circular apertures of common

radius r centered at C. at the same distance from the origin. Thus the pupil

function with linear aberrations is

P(X circ X-- eJ(P)'+r't- (9)

where p. are pistnn parameters and T, are tilt vectors, and circ(X) = 0 if IXI>I

or = 1 otherwise. For phase diversity, the image distance is defocused from d,

to d,+d. Equation (5-28) on p.92 of [i01 requires the pupil function (9) to be
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multiplied by

exp{jX'n[l/(d,+d)-l/d,) lXi' exp{-jmdlXI'/(Xd,').

Thus, the coherent transfer function is

H(O) -P(-AflU)

le-J6112/4'(10)

where the image distance d, satisfies the formula 1/id +1/d, = 1/f where d. is the

object distance, which we assume to be infinite, and I is the focal length, the

wavelength is X, P = C/(M) = (y,0) and p - r/(MQ), T. -- XQT., 8 - 4nxd.

The optical transfer function is formed from the products of H(E+F)Fr(E-F),

where * indicates complex conjugate. The exponential factors outside the

brackets of Eq. (10) of these products simply to

exp[-j6(la+FI'-I-1-FI')/4] = exp(-j6F.-]

If we let T. = T,-T. and p,. = p,-p., the unnormalized optical transfer function S

at frequency 2F = (f.,f,) is

5(2P) = f" H+F) H *(H-P) dE

(11)

To evaluate each of the terms in the sum, let =

where r. = ri-P. and
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1( ,0r.., p, Tj) =circQLA)cVizcQL )eiJTJwI''d3I, (13)

where A - F + r,./2. Integration of the above depends upon whether or not

A 0.

Case 1: A = 0.

I(8,F,-2F, p,Tik) f [ [ej(Tf"-6P-Z/dEl 14

which becomes after appropriate variable changes

(15)

( 'rk- FfoCOS[(Tk+6F)X•]•iN(TI,.6F)Y /pz•]de(Tjk+8 F)y 1

provided (T,.+8F), # 0. If this expression equals zero, the integral may be

evaluated by taking the limit as it approaches zero. (See [8].)

Case 2: A * 0

The transformation

=A. -A, Tj

,' =. - n

moves the circle centers from ±A to (±1,0) and stretches their radii from

p to p, = p/IAI and gives a factor to the new area differential of JAI'.

The circles would not intersect if p. < 1, i.e. if p < IF + r./21 . Thus, we

get a contribution from the (i,k) term only if F lies in the circle of

radius p about f./2. Thus,

I = 0 if p. < 1.

We now assume that p. > 1. Thus,
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i(aF, r.,p,T..) =. P rCiz . +(1O) cicr E-(10)e, (16)
PA PA PA

where

a= -(T. + S r). A, - (T. + 6 ,)7 A,

1a(T7. + r ). A, (2'.. + r ), A,..

This integral may be simplified to

l frVF~ cos(PTsin a jyI -1)]dri, (17)
~ A

which may be evaluated for the special case of cr=O by taking the limit.

We have reduced all the integrations to one dimension, which may be

evaluated numerically to obtain the OTF S in Eq. (11).

V. PARAMETER REDUCTION

The experiment on which this report is based took care to insure that

the two mirrors had no tilt misalignment. Thus, there was only one parameter

to estimate, p., the difference between the pistons of the two mirrors. In

practice, each mirror would also have two tilt parameters--the horizontal

and vertical components of their tilt, T. and T,, respectively. Referring to

Figure 1 it can be seen from Eq. (11) the OTF evaluated at 2F is

e-_J E2 (7I÷2)'I(8,F, r 1, p, T21 ) , if F is in circlel

e*i[-A2+(T14' hI(,F, 2 ,pT12 ), if F is in circle2 (18)

2e-J(T')'Pcos[(T1 2 +6r)'F]I(a,F,O,p,O) , if F is in cizcle3.

A diversified pair of OTF's, S and S,, is found by taking 6=0 and 6*0,

respectively, in Eq. (18) . For F along the horizontal axis of Figure 1 near

the origin (in circle 3 but not circles 1 or 2), the ratio of the OTF's

depends only the horizontal component of the difference of the two tilts.

Thus, this line segment could theoretically be used to determine this one

misalignment parameter for detected image data. With this value determined,
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the other non-overlap regions of Figure 1 could be used to find the vertical

component of tilt difference and then improve the estimate of its horizontal

component. With these two parameters determined, the overlap region could

then be used to determine the piston difference, p,.. From the ratio of

diversified OTF's, only the relative piston and tilt can be estimated but

this is sufficient.

The situation for more than two mirrors is much more difficult. It

is impossible to reduce the problem to regions in which one parameter may

be found in sequence. Theoretically, however, the problem can be reduced

to finding the inverse function of one (difference of two pistons) or two

(the horizontal and vertical components of the difference or sum of two

tilts) parameters by selecting subregions in the proper order. As in the

two mirror case, the region around the origin is critical. That this region

becomes small and leaves little room for noise can be seen from the

geometries of four (Figure 9) and six mirror (Figure 10) problems.

2 3 2

3 ""•• 2:10."'

'."" /11", "'..

5 -.. 6

4 1

Figure 9. The dark circles Figure 10. The dark circles
represent four mirror represent six mirror apertures.
apertures. The other circles The other circles are also
are also needed for different needed for different
computations of the OTF. computations of the OTF.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The model developed in [8] has now been validated and shown to

estimate piston misalignment in an experimental two mirror telescope.
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Extension to more than two mirrors with piston and tilt misalignments is

much more difficult because of the need to find the inverse values of a two-

variable function rather than one and because of the small size of the

regions which allow for the reduction of the many variable optimization

problem down to one or two variables. The method developed in this report

should be tried out on a four or six mirror telescope. Using the object and

noise found in Sect. III would provide a more realistic test than a simple

object with Gaussian noise.
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Abstract

Past studies to determine the cause of satellite fragmentations in space

have been limited by the phenomenological nature of the investigations. In this

study, a more analytical approach has been initiated by noting the physical

processes taking place in an explosion and a hypervelocity collision. It is

argued that an explosion is more effective in producing trackable fragments than

a collision with the same amount of available energy. This assertion is

substantiated by investigating an on-orbit satellite explosion as exemplified by

the NOAA-3 Rocket explosion in 1973 and a hypothetical event in which a similar

rocket is impacted by a projectile at 7 km/s. An empirical code (IMPACT 2.0) and

an analytical code (2-d MAGI) have been employed to attain the objective. While

IMPACT 2.0 modelled the explosive event reasonably well, it failed to fragment

the satellite through hypervelocity impact. The mass (and therefore energy) of

the projectile had to be increased tenfold before fragmentation could be

achieved. The MAGI code modelled the ejecta from the collision event very

precisely as expected, but fell short of fragmenting the satellite. At present,

both the empirical and analytical codes need significant upgrading before

satellite fragmentation events could be analyzed accurately.
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SATELLITE FRAGMENTATION DUE TO EXPLOSION AND COLLISION

A. Tan

INTRODUCTION

Since the breakup of Transit 4A rocket in 1961, over one hundred artificial

earth satellites have fragmented in orbit, creating a large amount of hazardouos

material in space. Most were blown up by explosion (whether inadvertent or

deliberate) and some are known or alleged to have been broken up by hypervelocity

impact as part of anti-satellite (ASAT) testing. Yet others are classified as

belonging to the unknown category. To determine the cause of a fragmentation

event in space from ground-based observations remains a lingering problem for

space debris researchers and strategic planners alike. To date, significant

progress in this area have been registered. From ground-based experiments, Bess

(1975) observed the characteristic differences between the debris created by

explosion and by hypervelocity impact. Culp and McKnight (1986) applied this

difference to study several cataloged satellite fragmentation events and

attempted to determine the probable cause of fragmentation of events belonging

to the unknown category. They used the cumulative mass and velocity perturbation

distributions based on Bess's (1975) study aq the principal criteria to

distinguish between high-intensity explosion, low-intensity explosion and

collision-induced breakups. Badhwar, et al. (1988) added the radar cross-section

and plane change angle distributions to achieve the same. Tan (1987) showed that

the traditional equations used to calculate the velocity perturbations of the

fragments (Culp and McKnight, 1986; Kling, 1986) broke down in five different

cases, some of which were closely approximated in several actual fragmentation

events. Badhwar, et al. (1990) subsequently developed alternative equations for

velocity perturbations, which are applicable for all occasions.

Inspite of the substantive progress made in the orbital debris study,

determining the probable cause of fragmentation remains handicapped at the

present time. The major difficulty is the inability of the tracking system to

observe small particles (smaller than about 10 cm in diameter). For it is in the
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mass distributions of these small particles that the major difference between the

explosional and collisional signatures lie. The cumulative mass distributions for

trackable fragments seem to follow the exponential pattern for both explosion and

collision (Johnson and McKnight, 1987). Until the resolution of ground-based

radar observations can be improved significantly, the mass distributions from

Bess's (1975) observations cannot be applied reliably to distinguish between

explosions and collisions. Secondly, the past studies are mostly phenomenological

in nature and do not consider the physical processes involved in the

fragmentation. In view of the inherent limitations of the phenomenological

aspects of the past studies, a new approach to' the satellite fragmentation

phenomena is initiated in this study. Instead of merely observing the debris

characteristics following a fragmentation, we shall, in addition, take note of

the physical processes taking place during the fragmentation.

OBJECTIVES

It must be stated at the outset that both explosions and collisions contain

different scenarios which must be treated separately. For example, an explosion

can be physical (e.g. a pressure burst), chemical or even nuclear. Further, a

chemical explosion may belong to the deflagration (a low-intensity explosion) or

detonation (high-intensity explosion) category. Collisions can take place between

two objects of comparable size (such as in a planned ASAT test) or between a

large object and a small projectile (as in an accidental collision between a

spacecraft and an orbital debris). To overlook these considerable differences,

we shall take two simplified breakup scenarios: one, a low intensity explosion

of a rocket body as exemplified by the Delta second stage rocket body explosions,

and two, a hypervelocity impact of a comparable satellite by a projectile. To

compare the breakup efficiency in each case, we assume that both processes

release the same amount of energy. This assumption will ensure that the

projectile belongs to a small object category, e.g. an orbital debris. Based on

the first principles and the physical nature of explosions and hypervelocity

impact, we can qualitatively predict the general characteristics of the fragments
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produced in the two cases. We shall validate these predictions by running

existing numerical codes available at the Phillips Laboratory. Our final

objective is to determine if the results can be applied to delineate actual

satellite fragmentations in space produced by the two distinct causes.

THEORY

In a chemical explosion, the energy is released by two exothermic reactions

in succession, the first being the reduction of nitrate groups to form nitrogen

gas and the second, the oxidation of carbon and hydrogen to form carbon dixode

and water vapor (cf. Marshall, 1989). The rapidly expanding gas creates a blast

wave which exerts sudden intense pressure on the walls of the container and if

the stress exceeds the mechanical strength of the material, cracks form and

propagate through the material, consequently fragmenting the container. In a low

intensity explosion involving propellants, the maximum pressure is usually

limited to 340 bars and temperature to 2400C (Holmes, 1992). Approximately 50%

of the energy released in carried away by the escaping gases and heat ccnduction.

Assuming that the velocity of the explosive gases varied linearly with the radius

and applying the energy conservation principle, Gurney (1943) derived the

velocity (assumed constant) of the fragments of exploding spherical and

cylindrical shells. Taylor (1963) deduced the angle of a fragment from the normal

to the surface of an exploding cylinder. Anderson, et al. (1985) showed that

better results were obtained if one incorporated gas leakage in the model.

In a hypervelocity impact involving a target and a projectile, a large part

of the kinetic energy is turned into intense localized heat which produces

partial vaporization, spallation and fracture. At a relative velocity of about

10 km/s, the instantaneous pressure at the point of contact is estimated to reach

5 megabars (Bjork and Olshaker, 1965). The remaining energy produces transverse

stress far exceeding the material strength and tolerance of the material and it

is this late time effect that causes the breakup producing secondary spray

particles and fragments. In laboratory experiments with hypervelocity impact in

the 3-4.5 km/s range, over 30% of the mass were not recovered and presumably
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turned into vapor (Bess, 1975).

The differences between explosion and hypervelocity impact are indeed

fundamental in nature. First, the initial energy in an explosion is chemical

potential energy whereas in a hypervelocity impact, it is purely translational

kinetic energy (rotational kinetic energy, if any, can be shown to be shown to

be negligible compared with translational). Second, this energy is applied

externally in a hypervelocity impact, whereas it is applied internally in an

explosion [an explosion external to a satellite is possible in a planned

experiment in space (Aviation Week and Space Technology, 1986), but such a

special case is not considered here]. Third, the energy is initially applied

locally on a relatively small area in an impact (for a small projectile) whereas

it is distributed over more uniformly over a larger area in an explosion (unless

the charge is in direct contact with the wall of the container). Based on purely

physical considerations, one would expect a small projectile collision to be less

effective in creating fragments than an explosion with the same amount of energy.

For, in a collision, a large amount of projectile energy is expended in melting,

vaporization, spallation, target penetration and perforation and energy

dispipation in the form of heat and intense optical radiation. If the energy of

the projectile is too small, the target may not fragment. Also, at sufficiently

high energy, the projectile might actually perforate the wall twice and exit the

target, leaving little energy to fragment the structure. In general, a small

projectile is not expected to be efficient in creating debris of trackable size.

Normally, an impact creates a large number of small fragment at high speeds

and a small number of large fragments with low speeds. The angular distributions

of all fragments, particularly the small ejecta will be highly anisotropic. In

comparison, ai ixplosion will create a much smaller number of small fragments,

a larger number of large fragments with significantly higher velocities and a

more isotropic distribution of the fragments [unless the fragmentation is in the

"clam" or "half-segment" mode (Benz, et al., 1987), in which case the debris

distribution will be anisotropic]. A direct consequence of small velocity

perturbations of the larger collisional fragments is small angles of plane change
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(Badhwar, et al., 1988), In consequence, we expect much smaller plane change

angles for the larger trackable fragments of a collisional breakup (due to a

small projectile) in space.

Setting aside the question of angular distribution of the fragments and the

deviation of the fragment velocities, we can estimate the spread velocity of the

fragments in an isotropic fragmentation from the energy and momentum conservation

principles. We shall first consider a satellite fragmentation due to explosion

with definite explosive energy. Let M be the mass of the satellite, E. the energy

liberated in the explosion and W. the total work done in structural breakup,

expulsion of gases, energy dissipation, etc. Then Eo-W, is the energy available

for spreading the fragments. Let v, be the radial spread velocity of the

fragments (assumed to be the same for all fragments) in a frame of reference

moving with tne satellite. By the law of conservation of energy,

I M 2 = E. - W. (1)
2 v.e

from which, we get, by retaining the positive root only:

2 w (2)V 2 (Eo - W.)
M

Next we shall consider the fragmentation of the same satellite in a head-on

collision with a small projectile whose translational kinetic energy is

equivalent to the explosive energy considered above. If m is the mass of The

projectile (m<<M) and v. its velocity relative to the target, then

= (3)

2

We consider the general case case in which the projectile perforates both walls

and exits the target carrying with it a small mass p of target material [in

general p<m (cf. Giere, 1959)]. In this case W. represents the total work done

in melting, vaporization, spallation, perforation and entrgy dissipation besides

structural fragmentation, and is clearly greater than W,. Assume that the target

is broken into n fragments. Let vr be the exit velocity of the projectile (along
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the z-direc-ion), v, the radial component of velocity received by a fragment and

v, the z-component of velocity received by the fragment. Then the resultant

velocity of the fragment is given by

17ý (4)

By the law of conservation of linear momentum,

m v C (M-P) v, + (m+0) vt (5)

Thus

V= M Vo - M v, (6)
H-P M-p

By the law of conservation of energy,

1 V2 (M+.) V2 + (7)-m~ v - + + 2
S22i-1 2 l

By Eq.(4), the last term on the right hand side expands to

M- 1- Vi . i(~)V2+E ~ , 7 2 (8)M~--± v1 . 9• _ 1 (M-• ,, •. r• %÷-i(M-.)v (8)

-2 n. 2 j n 2

The middle term on the right hand side of (8) is equivalent to the flux of a

constant vector through a closed surface and sums out to zero. Substituting from

Eq.(6), simplifying and applying the approximation M>>m>I., we get, from the

energy equation:

1 2 - . (H-_1) v2 + _L (Mrn+ ) v2 W+ (9)
2 V 2f l

whence

M -" M+P. 2 2 (10)M---P • M-P M----P

The spread velocity of the collisional fragments is thus given by equations (6)

and (10).

Equation (9) clearly implies that much of the projectile energy is expended

in perforation, spallation, etc. Consequently, collision is not an effective

mechanism (compared with explosion) in satellite fragmentation and fragment
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dispersion. This result has been intuitively assumed in past studies (Culp and

McKnight, 1986; Badhwar, et al.., 1988; Tan, 1987; Badhwar, et al., 1990) but

never shown to be true. If the projectile is completely abscr;:tz Ly the target,

p=O, vfO, and

V m2 - 2 Wc (i)

vr M V

By virtue of Eq.(3), this is of the same form as Eq.(2). However, even in this

limiting case (since W, is usually greater than W.), collision is not expected to

be as efficient in fragment spreading as explosion from the same amount of

released energy.

COMPUTATIONS

As stated earlier, two distinct satellite fragmentation scenarios were

simulated in this study, one, due to explosion and the other, due to collision.

The explosive event was the NOAA-3 Delta 2nd stage Rocket explosion of 1973,

which was one of a series of Delta rocket malfunctions in orbit caused by the

ignition of excess fuel left in the tank and triggered, most probably, by solar

heating (Gumpel, 1982). The collision scenario is a hypothetical event in which

a similar rocket is fragmented by hypervelocity impact in orbit. In order to

faithfully compare the fragment characteristics in the two cases, the energy

released in the two events are taken to be equal. This energy is estimated as

follows. The average mass of the Delta 2nd stage rockets which exploded in space

is about 900 kg (Badhwar and Anz-Meador, 1989). Also, the weighted average of the

spread velocity of the fragments of all Delta class explosions is about 82 m/s

(Badhwar, et al., 1990). This means that an amount of energy of approximately

equal to 3 MJ was responsible for spreading the fragments in a typical Delta

class explosion. Since this can be taken to represent about 50% of the total

energy released in the explosion, the latter is taken to be 6 MJ. For the

collision scenario, a relative velocity of 7 km/s between the target and the

projectile was assumed. The translational kinetic energy of 6 MJ then corresponds

to a mass of only 0.25 kg. This ensures that the collision belongs to the head-on
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category, i.e., between a large target and a small projectile (Chobotiv and

Spencer, 1991). Assuming the projectile to be an aluminum sphere, the mass of

0.25 kg translates to a diameter of 5.6 cm.

Two numerical codes belonging to two different categories (viz., empirical

and analytical) were employed in this study. The empirical code IMPACT 2.0 was

written specifically to model satellite fragmentation events (Chobotov and

Spencer, 1991). It was originally written to predict the fragment products of the

Solwind P-78 and Delta 180 ASAT tests and later modified after the actual test

data. The MAGI Code is one of several analytical codes currently operational at

Phillips Laboratory in Kirtland Air Force Base. It is an SPH (Smoothed Particle

Hydrodynamics) code based on the Lagrangian (i.e., finite element) scheme. Like

other analytical codes, MAGI accurately models the hypervelocity impact

phenomenon. Because of time limitation, only the 2-dimensional version of the

code was used.

IMPACT 2.0 asks for the 6 orbital elements of the target satellite at the

point of fragmentation. These orbital elements were calculated from the satellite

fragmentation catalog (Johnson and Nauer, 1987). The detailed results of the

output are given by Tan (1992). Here we shall only sketch the highlights.

According to IMPACT 2.0, the NOAA-3 Rocket suffered a thorough explosive

fragmentation, producing 246 trackable objects (fragments larger than about 10

cm in diameter). This compares with an average of 176.5 fragments (from Johnson

and Nauer, 1987) for the NOAA and Landsat series rocket explosions. Considering

the fact that a significant number of fragments deorbit rapidly and the data are

often several days old, this comparison should be regarded as a favorable one (It

may be stated that a retrograde velocity perturbation of only 152 m/s is

sufficient to deorbit a fragment from low-earth orbit immediately). Figure 1

shows the mass distribution and the cumulative mass distribution accoding to

IMPACT, the latter being a direct consequence of the former. Both distributions

resemble the normal expected patterns. Figure 2 shows the number distribution of

the fragments with spread velocity. Also shown in the figure as a smooth curve

is the observed beta distribution for the Delta rocket explosions, which is taken
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from Badhwar, et al. (1990) and normalized for the number of fragments. If one

overlooks the dispersion of the computed data, the agreement with observation

appears to be a close one. Since IMPACT assumes a random distribution of

fragments in space with pairs in antipodal directions, no angular dependence in

the computed fragment distribution is expected. Figure 3 shows the spread

velocity as a function of the fragment diameter and consists of two straight

lines with negative slopes, the line representing the smaller fragments being

steeper than that for the larger fragments. The least-square fit of the observed

data for the trackable fragments as shown by the broken line in the figure (from

Badhwar and Tan, unpublished) is actually flatter and slighly curved.

In order to compare the two basic fragmenting mechanisms of explosion and

hypervelocity collision, the NOAA-3 rocket is next collided with a projectile of

mass 0.25 kg at a relative velocity of 7 km/s in a hypothetical event. This

ensures that the translational kinetic energy of the projectile is 6 MJ, i.e.,

equivalent to the energy of explosion considered earlier. For the sake of

comparison, we assume that 50% of this energy is transfered to spreading the

fragments. However, fragmentation was not achieved by this projectile according

to IMPACT. The mass of the projectile (and therefore its kinetic energy) had to

be increased tenfold to 2.5 kg before fragmentaion was achieved. A simple

calculation using the mass and the physical dimensions of a typical 100/2000

series Delta 2nd stage rocket gives an approximate thickness of the rocket (Tan,

1992). If we assume a uniform cylindrical drum of length 6 m, diameter 1.5 m,

mass 900 kg and made of aluminum alloy (density 2.7 gm/cc), the thickness turns

out to be just under 1 cm. According to earth-based experiments, a conmplete

perforation of this structure should occur for striking velocities greater than

I km/s (cf. Zukas, et al., 1982, p.173). However, no projectile cloud was created

by IMPACT 2.0, suggesting that perforation had not occurred. The reason for this

failure is not clear at this time but is being communicated to the authors.

In view of the one order of magnitude higher energy involved in the

collision, no faithful comparison of the two fragmentation processes using IMPACT

could be made. Nevertheless, - shall briefly discuss the basic differences in
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the fragment characteristics as provided by IMPACT 2.0. First, the number of

trackable fragments produced by collision was only 26 (compared with 246 for

explosion). The total number of all fragments for collision was also much smaller

compared with explosion (282 vs. 1170). The number distribution of fragments with

mass was triangular as usual, but shifted towards the smaller fragments (Fig.4).

The number distribution vs. spread velocity plot did not betray any recognizable

pattern at all. There was a concentration of small particles of masses less than

0.01 kg centered abround 9 km/s. In general, the spread velocities were higher

than those in explosion, but this is to be expected considering the 10 times

greater energy involved in the impact. Overall, the computations agree with the

general notion that the small projectile collision is far less effective in

creating and spreading fragments of trackable size than explosion.

Finally, the impact event was also simulated by running the 2-d MAGI Code.

For the sake of simplicity, the NOAA-3 Rocket is approximated by a cylindrical

aluminum drum of length 6 m, outer diameter 1.5 m and thickness I cm. For the

sake of symmetry, we assume that it is impacted normally at its mid-section by

an aluminum sphere of diameter 5.6 cm at a relative velocity of 7 km/s. The 2-d

MAGI Code was run in two mutually perpendicular planes: one, containing the axis

of the drum and the projectile (side view); and two, a plane perpendicular to the

axis of the drum and containing the projectile (axial view). Figure 5 shows the

side view of the material plot of the impact at intervals of 50 microseconds. In

under 200 microseconds, the projectile had perforated through both wolls of the

satellite, but had become thoroughly splintered in the process. The second hole

is many times larger than the first in consequence of this splintering. Figure

6 shows the axial view of the material plot of the impact at the same intervals.

The results are quite consistent with those of Fig.5. Only the final damage to

the structure appears to be even more extensive. The ejecta formation by the MAGI

Code for impact is believed to be accurate as is the case with most successful

analytical codes. However, the main structure of the satellite had remained

intact through this impact. Further, fragment definition in the model is

difficult if not impossible at this time.
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Satellite fragmentation study is still a phenomenological science at the

present time. In this study, two diametrically opposite types of codes (one

empirical and the other analytical) were employed to simulate satellite

explosions and collisions. Although the results obtained by the two codes were

quite different, they are also often complementary. For instance, the empirical

code (IMPACT) can predict the larger (trackable) fragments of a fragmentation

quite well, but not the finer ejecta. The analytical code (MAGI), on the other

hand, models the ejecta quite accurately, but not the larger trackable fragments.

The IMPACT Code was specifically written to analyze satellite fragmentations and

is better equipped to do so at the present time. There is room for improvement

in this code, particularly for small projectile collisions. However, this code

will always remain empirical at its foundation. In principle, an analytical code

(e.g., MAGI) has greater promise in the long run than its empirical counterpart.

But major breakthroughs in two areas will be required to realize this promise.

First, a fragment definition scheme needs to be incorporated from the smoothed

particle products. Secondly, a structural failure model based on thnoretical

foundations has to be attained (Zukas, et al., 1982, p.408). Until such

breakthroughs are attained, it is recommended that both the empirical and

analytical models be refined (within their specific limitations) and employed at

the same time as the necessary tools to study, analyze and understand the complex

phenomenon of satellite fragmentation.
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Fig.1. Mass distribution and cumulative mass distribution of fragments of NOOA-3

Rocket breakup according to IMPACT 2.0.
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Fig.2. Spread velocity distribution of fragments of NOAA-3 Rocket according to

IMPACT 2.0.
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Fig.3. Spread velocity as a function of diameter of fragments of NOAA-3 Rocket

according to IMPACT 2.0.
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Fig.4. Mass distribution and cumulative mass distribution of fragments of

hypothetical breakup event of NOAA-3 Rocket by impact with projectile of

mass 2.5 kg at relative velocity of 7 km/s.
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Fig. 5. Hypervelocity collision of cylindrical drum by small projectile according

to 2-d MAGI Code (side view).
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Fig.6. Hypervelocity collision of cylindrical drum by small projectile according

to 2-d MAGI Code (axial view).
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Abstract

Spectroscopic data, including such important parameters as

rotation-vibrational transition frequencies and intensities, have

been calculated for three diatomic molecular species: 1NISN+,

160180+, and OH. Although the heteronuclear nitrogen and oxygen

molecular ions have low concentrations in the Earth's atmosphere,

they are polar and, consequently, are infrared active. The

fundamental transitions were looked for in atmospheric spectra

obtained by researchers at the Phillips Laboratory but were not

found. In contrast, highly rotationally excited OH pure

rotational transitions were recently observed. Because previous

intensity calculations were made assuming a constant dipole

moment and these become progressively inaccurate as the

rotational quantum number increases, we have calculated improved

values that should be of use in the analysis of the OH excitation

mechanism.
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INTRODUCTION

A number of diatomic species, both neutral and singly

ionized, play an important role in the upper atmosphere. In

particular, these are important not only from the radiative

standpoint, but also from the chemical standpoint because they

react strongly either with electrons in the case of ions or with

other atomic and molecular species in the case of neutral OH.

The role of OH as the source of the nightglow has been known for

a long time. 1 In fact, the rotational temperature within a given

vibrational band (as determined by emission intensities) has been

used to infer the altitude dependence of of the OH vibrational

population. 2  Recently, however, pure rotational transitions

between highly excited levels have been reported from the CIRRIS

1A experiment; 3 these levels have excitation energies as high as

2.5 eV which implies a non-equilibrium formation mechanism.

In order to investigate the origin of these highly excited

rotational levels, one must first determine the populations of

the levels and effective rotational temperatures from an analysis

of the emission intensities. To do this, one needs accurate

theoretical intensities. Before the present work was undertaken,

the best intensities for the high rotational lines of the pure

rotational transitions were those calculated by Goldman et al. 4

These results were obtained using a constant dipole moment

function which is satisfactory for low rotational levels but

becomes progressively less accurate as the rotational excitation

increases. We have therefore recalculated the intensities of
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these transitions using a more realistic dipole moment function 5

along with numerical wavefunctions 6 and these results have been

accepted for publication. 7

In the following section, the method used for the calculation

of the spectroscopic parameters for three diatomic molecular

species: 1 4 NISN+, 1 6 01 8 0+, and OH is described. In the final

section, conclusions concerning the results of the present study

are given and additional work necessary in order to ascertain the

mechanism responsible for the formation of highly excited OH is

discussed.

THEORETICAL METHOD

In order to calculate the transition frequencies and

intensities of the heteronuclear ions, we first calculated

accurate Dunham parameters using corresponding parameters of

the homonuclear ions and their isotopic dependence. 8 These

enabled us to calculate the transition frequencies, and using a

standard RKR program, to calculate a numerical potential energy

curve. This in turn was used as input for a program which

calculates numerical wavefunctions. The dipole moment function

can be accurately modeled by considering the electronic charge

multiplied by the displacement between the geometric center and

the center of mass. Accordingly, for 1 4 NI 5 N+ and 160180+ these

can be written in the form:

M(x) = 9.24 x 10-2 + 9.42 x 10-2 x
and dM(x) = 1.58 x 10-1 + 1.58 x i0-1 x
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where M(x) is in Debye, and x = (R - Re)/Re is the dimensionless

displacement from equilibrium. Using these and the numerical

wavefunctions, we then calculated the dipole moment matrix

elements and Einstein A-coefficients for pure rotational and

fundamental vibration-rotational transitions.

We then attempted to look for transitions arising from these

ions in atmospheric spectra obtained by researchers at the

Phillips Laboratory. Although the strengths of these transitions

are appreciable, their abundances are very small owing to the

small isotope abundances of 180 and 15N. As a consequence, we

were unable to identify absorption features arising from these

species. We note, however, that during strong auroral activity,

the concentrations of N2 + and 02+ increase dramatically and as a

result transitions arising from the heteronuclear counterparts

may become observable. If this were the case and one could

identify these transitions and measure their intensity, one could

thereby determine the abundances of these molecular ions.

For OH similar calculations were carried out. The

frequencies in this case were generated for the 2a ground state

by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian as described in the paper by

Goldman et al. 9 As mentioned in the Introduction, the

intensities for the pure rotational transitions were then

calculated using a realistic dipole moment function5 along with

numerically generated wavefunctions. 6 The details of these

calculations are given in Ref. 7, so here we only discuss the

results.
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We calculated intensities (Einstein A values) for the

strongest 1793 pure rotational transitions; of these, 1476 agreed

with the previous results to within ± 5%. The remaining 317 A

values were distributed according to the results listed in Table

1. As expected, the discrepancies become progressively larger as

the vibrational and rotational quantum numbers increase. The

largest discrepancy found was 46% for the 4-4 RR2 2 (4 8.5) pair of

lines at 971.8 cm- 1 .

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

As described above, we have calculated transition

frequencies and Einstein A values for a large number of

vibration-rotational transitions for 1 4 N1 5 N+ 1 6 0 1 8 0+ and OH.

Atmospheric spectra were examined to see if the molecular ions

lines were present but they were not found. On the other hand,

recent observations of highly excited pure rotational lines of OH

should provide some important information concerning the

formation and excitation mechanisms. The improved line strengths

calculated in the present work will be useful in this connection.

In addition, a recalculation of the frequencies and strengths of

the vibration-rotational lines is also warranted.

The same theoretical method and computer programs used in

the present work can also be used to calculate similar data for

other 2 p state molecules of atmospheric interest; for instance,

NO or CDO. Indeed, recent measurements of branching ratios for

infrared vibrational emission from NO highlight the importance of
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having accurate theoretical A values for this species.I0 Using

the more accurate frequency data1 1 and dipole moment function,

one should be able to improve the theoretical values calculated a

number of years ago by Billingsley. 1 2 In order to calculate high

vibrational transitions, the dipole moment function has to be

accurately modeled over a large range of internuclear

separations. While one can deduce the magnitude of the dipole

moment function and its first few derivatives at the equilibrium

internuclear separation from laboratory intensity measurements, 1 3

one cannot use a series representation because extrapolation to

large R diverges. However, one can combine the near-equilibrium

data with accurate ab initio calculations valid at large

separations by writing the dipole moment function in the form of
I

a Pade approximant that has the correct long-range behavior and

limit. 1 4 This should provide an accurate representation over the

range of interest and allow one to calculate accurate

intensities.

One final point is worth noting. The accurate numerical

wavefunctions that one can generate can be used for other

calculations. For instance, they can be used to calculate

scattering cross-sections for vibrational and/or rotational

excitation using theoretical formulations such as the impulse

approach.15 These types of calculations are important if one wants

to understand the excitation and collisional deactivation of OH

molecules in the upper atmosphere. Work along these lines is in

progress.
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Table 1. Distribution of A values for the pure rotational

transitions of OH having discrepancies greater than ± 5% from

previous calculations; 4 v" and J" are the ground state

vibrational and rotational quantum numbers, respectively.

v" Number Type J"

0 20 RR >39.5

23 SR >15.5

24 RQ >26.5

1 4 SR >19.5

13 RQ >27.5

2 22 RR >43.5

5 SR >25.5

6 RQ >40.5

3 50 RR >36.5

9 SR >21.5

15 RQ >32.5

4 82 RR >28.5

16 SR >15.5

28 RQ >21.5
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Abstract

A study was made to determine fruitful areas for research on combustion

instabilities in liquid fuel rockets. These instahilities involve the interaction of acoustic

waves with fuel combustion processes. Atomization of the propellants, specifically the

final droplet size, is one of the crucial parameters that determine the burning rate. The

size of the droplets resulting from secondary atomization is susceptible to change by

acoustical disturbances, thus it could couple into an instability. An investigation was

begun on the effects of droplet shape, droplet orientation, and sound wave frequency on

the interactions between drops and acoustic waves. The goal is to determine how the

secondary atomization process is affected by sound waves and, in turn, hG•w this

interaction can produce an instability. Finally possible instability control techniques were

examined. Further work in these areas is planned.
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THE ROLE OF ATOMIZATION IN LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKEI-
COMBUSTION INSTABILITY

Robert J Turnbull

INTRODUCTION

Combustion instabilities whose effects range from oscillations in the thrust to the

destruction of the rocket occur in liquid fuel rockets. Two distinct types of instabilities

have been identified. Interacticns of the liquid feed system with the combustion process

can cause low frequency or chug instabilities and interactions of the acousu,ý modes of

the combustion chamber with the combustion piocess can cause medium and high

frequency instabilities. Disturbances, either infinitesimal or finite, in the combustion

process trigger the instabilities which then cause the disturbances to grow. The growth

rate and the ultimate amplitude of the instability determines the possible damage. The

research reported on here focuses on the high frequency instabilities which are growing

acoustic modes.

An acoustic wave in a combustion chamber experiences some damping so that

energy must be added to the wave in order to produce an instability. Important damping

mechanisms include viscous losses in liquid drops set into oscillation by the wave and

energy loss out the throat of the nozzle. In order for an instability to occur the losses

must be offset by a larger energy gain from the combustion process. The energy gain

must be at the same frequency as the wave and must have the correct phase relationship

with the wave for the wave to grow. These restrictions on the energy addition effectively

require that the sound wave itself produce a time-varying change in the combustion rate.

Two candidate processes that the wave can affect are the evaporation of a liquid drop or

the atomization process. This work, which concentrates on the atomization process, has

as its main purpose the design of a research program to help understand and control

combustion instabilities. The report starts with a literature review, continues with some
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background information and the results of some preliminary calculations and concludes

with suggestions for further research.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Combustion Instabilities

"Liquid Propellant Rocket Combustion Instability" is the most valuable and

complete reference in the field. It contairls not only a discussion of the instabilities but

also background material in such areas as fuel injection, atomization, vaporization and

combustion. Its main problem is that it is twenty years old. In recent years a number of

workshops on combustion instabilities in liquid fuel rockets have been held. 2 ,3,4,5 The

reports of these workshops are valuable sources for general information on the status of

the field. Work in progress designed to understand the fundamental mechanisms of high-

frequency instability in liquid rocket engines has been reported. 6 ,7 A recent review of the

mechanisms of rocket engine combustion instability found that in certain circumstances

that any of the processes of injection, atomization, vaporization, mixing, and chemical

kinetics can be the dominant process in the instability. 8

Numerical modeling of the combustion process in liquid rockets is currently an

active area of research. 9 A code has been constructed and validation data is currently

being compiled.10 Modeling has been done on the dynamic response of the feed systemII

and a code has been applied to study the combustion process for the Variable Thrust

Engine for the Orbit Maneuvering Vehicle.12

A theoretical investigation of the suppression of longitudinal combustion

instability by active control was performed.' 3 Conditions for the suppression of the

instability through pressure transducers were developed assuming that the system

parameters were known. Active control has actually been used to control an instability in

a turbulent combustor.14 Again the control was through the use of pressure transducers.
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Atomization and Droplet Instabilities

One of the most important determinants of the performance and stability of liquid

fuel rocket engines is the atomization of the liquid fuel. This process starts with jets of

liquid which break up into drops. The drops in turn often break up into smaller drops

before vaporization and combustion occur. The liquid jet breakup into drops is due

primarily to the difference in velocity between the jets and the gas in the combustion

chamber. The phenomenon is similar to the classical Kelvin-Helmholtz instability on flat

sheets.15  A number of experiments have been performed measuring the drop size

distribution formed by the breakup of high speed jets under various conditions. 16,17,18 A

complete theoretical prediction of the breakup phenomena is not current possible but

partial explanations are possible. 19 A numerical code has been developed which predicts

the observed jet breakup phenomena. 20 The jet breakup is well illustrated by photographs

in An Album of Fluid Motion .21 The structure of the sprays resulting from jet breakup

has been the subject of a number of studies. 22,23,24

A liquid drop with a large velocity relative to its surrounding gas will become

unstable and break up into smaller drops. Experimental studies of this phenomenon have

mostly been conducted using shock tubes to provide the gas flow.25,26,2 7 ,28 A criterion

for the stability of a drop accelerated by a gas flow has been derived and a critical Bond

number has been found. 29 Other derivations of breakup criteria have been given and

applied to experiments. 30 A key factor prior to the breakup of a drop is its shape. The

shape of a drop under various flow conditions is known.3 1 Also very important in drop

shattering are drop oscillations and the results of an investigation of large amplitude

oscillations have also appeared in the literature.32

The specific problems associated with liquid atomization in rockets have been the

subject of a review article. 33 Experimental studies of coaxial injectors are current being

pcrformed to provide quantitative information about the spray characteristics. 34 ,35,36

Other studies to determine the physical processes in injection and atomization of liquid
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rocket propellants have been performed. 37 Finally, a recent workshop on atomization

and sprays reviewed the current state of the field and suggested directions for future

research. 38,39,40

Vaporization and Combustion

Since these areas are not as central to the research, only a few references will be

given. A review of the status of knowledge on liquid and droplet combustion was written

by Faeth. 4 1 Vaporization of drops under super-critical conditions in rocket engines has

been considered.4 2, 43 A experimental study of the effect of acoustic disturbances on

droplet vaporization rates is currently underway.44 This should provide information

about one way energy can be coupled into combustion instabilities.

BACKGROUND

High frequency combustion instabilities in liquid fuel rockets are acoustic modes

whose amplitudes increase in time. A combustion chamber acts as a resonant cavity for

sound waves. This cavity, which is usually approximately cylindrical in shape, supports

certain acoustic modes. That is, only certain discrete frequencies can exist in the

chamber.'4 5 A growing acoustic wave must have a growing energy content. Since both

energy loss and energy gain processes are present, the gain processes must be larger than

the loss processes. Among the energy loss mechanisms are a loss of energy out the

nozzle throat and viscous losses in the wave. The presence of drops of liquid propellant

greatly increases the losses since the sound waves set up oscillations in the drops and the

viscosity of liquids is usually much larger than that of gases. Another source of losses

can be produced by adding passive damping structures to the combustion chamber for

that purpose. The energy gain in the waves must come from the energy released by

combustion. If energy ýs to be added to the wave by the combustion process, the

combustion process must have a time-varying component at the same frequency as the
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acoustic wave. The other criterion is that the extra combustion energy release must be in

phase with the wave. For example, a sinusoldal sound wave has a pressure which vanes

sinusoidally in time. If a combustion process is taking place that is affected by the wave

the pressure due to the combustion also has a sinusoidal component at the same

frequency as the wave. If the phase difference between the peak pressure in the wave and

the peak pressure due to the combustion is less than 90, then energy will be added to the

wave. On the other hand, if the phase difference is greater than 90" , the combustion

process will actually damp the wave. Therefore an instability requires a combustion

process with a time-varying component of the correct frequency and phase.

In order for the atomization process to be the driving process for the combustion

instability, the sound wave must affect the droplet size. The sound wave consists of time-

varying pressure and velocity. Because the droplet size is small compared to the sound

wavelength, the pressure variations experienced by a drop will be spatially uniform. This

will just raise and lower the pressure in the drop but have no effect on the droplet size.

On the other hand the gas velocity produced by the wave will produce a non-uniform

pressure on the drop and therefore it has the potential of affecting the atomization

process. Three possible ways that the sound wave produced gas velocity could affect the

atomization process are: 1) The wave could produce high enough velocities to shatter all

drops above a certain size. 2) The wave could couple with droplet oscillations to shatter

the drops. 3) Highly elongated drops resulting from the breakup of the jets could be

shattered by the wave. These three categories are not mutually exclusive. The

assumption is all this is that the primary atomization, that is, the initial breakup of the

liquid jet is due just to the relative velocity between the jet and the gas in the combustion

chamber and is not appreciably affected by the sound wave.

The first breakup mechanism, drops of arbitrary shape being shattered by the

sound wave driven gas velocity, is the phenomena reported in the literature discussed

above. It requires a large amplitude wave. (The experiments were done using shock
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waves.) This could be the mechanism for combustion instabilities which require a finite

amplitude wave for initiation. However, it could cause instabilities which grow from

small disturbances.

If a sound wave is to couple with drop oscillations, the sound wave frequency (or

a harmonic for non-sinusoidal waves), must be approximately equal to the natural

frequency for droplet oscillations. Since the non-uniform pressure in the drop is

proportional to the velocity squared and the sound wave produced velocity is superposed

on the relative velocity between the drop and the gas, the non-uniform pressure in the

drop could have components at both the sound wave frequency and twice that frequency.

If the sound wave is propagating parallel to the gas velocity, i.e., if we have a

longitudinal wave, the frequency of excitation of the drop oscillations is the sound wave

frequency. However, if there is a transverse wave, the droplet excitation is at twice the

sound wave frequency. A problem with this mechanism is that the drops can only

undergo a few oscillations before they evaporate, so the coupling must be strong.

Droplets resulting from the primary atomization of a jet are often formed with a

highly non-spherical shape. Figure 1 shows an example of this. These elongated drops

would be very susceptible to breakup by a sound wave of small or moderate amplitude.

The orientation of the drops with respect to the wave is extremely important, If the sound

wave frequency was near the natural frequency for drop oscillations, the effect would be

greatly enhanced.

Figure 1 Photograph of the atomization of a high-speed jet.46
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The feedback process by which atomization can provide energy to produce an

instability is the following. Small drops evaporate more rapidly than large drops and

therefore combustion of small drops is faster than that of large drops. If the sound wave

affects the secondary atomization process, the average drop size will vary in time with the

same frequency as the sound wave. The energy released by combustion will then have a

time-varying component at the same frequency as the sound wave and this energy release

will couple to the sound wave. Because there is a time-delay between atomization and

combustion, no definitive statement can be made about the phase between the wave and

the energy release. At least for some wave frequencies, instability is a definite

possibility.

EFFECTS OF AN ACOUSTIC WAVE ON A DROP

Some calculations were done to illustrate the effect of a sound wave on a drop.

Since it is the gas velocity in the wave which could cause a drop is to shatter, the

calculations were of the effect on a drop of a velocity in the gas surrounding the drop.

The calculations were of the forces on a non-spherical drop and the effects of a time

varying force.

Forces on a non-spherical drop due to flow around the drop

The non-spherical drops were approximated as prolate and oblate spheroids. If

the velocity field is approximately that of an inviscid fluid, analytical expressions can be

obtained both for the velocity and the pressure. Calculations were done for vanous

values of oblateness and prolateness and for velocities along each of the principal axes of

the spheroids. The results for oblate spheroids are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The
1 2

pressure differences are normalized to I-PVO where V0 is the velocity far from the

drop. The horizontal axis of the piots represent the ratio of the major and minor axes of

the spheroid so that a value of I is a sphere. It is apparent from these figures that a
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velocity parallel to the minor axis has a much larger effect on the drop. The shape effects

are also more dramatic for velocities in this direction. A velocity in the direction of the

minor axis exerts forces which tend to increase the oblateness of the spheroid.

a50

40

*30

P* 20

S10

2 4 6 8 10
ratio of major and minor axes

Figure 2. Difference in pressure between the poles and the equator for an oblate spheroid
with a velocity parallel to the minor axis.

S2.2

ratio of major and minor axes.• 2.0) . .. .

2 4 6 a 10
11.8

,d 1.6

S1.4

1.2

Figure 3. Difference in pressure between the poles and the equator for an oblate spheroid
with a velocity perpendicular to the minor axis.

The prolate spheroid is probably of more interest than the oblate spheroid since it

approximates elongated drops which are more susceptible to being shattered. The results

of calculations on prolate spheroids are shown in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows the
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effect of velocity parallel to the major axis and Figure 5 shows the effect of flow

perpendicular to the major axis. The plot axes are the same as for the oblate spheroid, In

the case of a prolate spheroid a sound wave traveling perpendicular to the major axis has

more effect. What is not shown here is the effect of surface tension which assist in

breaking up an elongated drop.

c2.2

2
"• 1.8

• 1.6

'c 1.4

S1.2

2 4 6 8 10
ratio of major and minor axes

Figure 4. Difference in pressure between the poles and the equator for an prolate
spheroid with a velocity parallel to the major axis.
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3.25

/ 2 4 6 8 10

• 2.75 ratio of major and minor axes

S 2.5

• 2.25
Figure 5. Difference in pressure between the poles and the equator for an prolate
spheroid with a velocity perpendicular to the major axis.
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Interaction of a sound wave with droplet oscillations

For these calculations a velocity was assumed and the response of the drop to the

velocity was calculated. First, so as to provide a benchmark, a spherical drop was

assumed to be placed in a steady flow with a Weber number of. 1. The resultant drop

oscillations are shown in Figure 6. What is illustrated is the time variation in radius at the

poles of the drop as a function of time. The radius fluctuations are normalized to the

equilibrium radius. The time scale is also normalized and the normalization is the same

for all the plots in this section. The drop is assumed to be spherical and motionless at

time t=O. It can be seen that a new equilibrium is established with the polar radius

decreased by about 6%. The drop oscillates about this equilibrium. All equations are

linearized so that the oscillations are sinusoidal.

1 2 3 4
S-0.02 time

0 -0.04

-0.06

-0.08

1 -0.1

-0.12

Figure 6. Time variation of the polar radius of a drop in a constant gas flow.

Next, the gas velocity was assumed to be due to a sound wave and therefore

varied sinusoidally in time. The results of these calculations are shown in Figures 7, 8,

and 9. In Figure 7 the sound wave frequency is approximately equal to the frequency of

drop oscillations. In Figure 8 the sound wave frequency is approximately twice the

frequency of droplet oscillations while in Figure 9 the sound wave frequency as

approximately half the droplet oscillation frequency. The maximum Weber number in

each case is. 1, the same as in Figure 6.
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Figure 7. Time variation of the polar radius of a drop in a sound wave whose frequency
equals that of the droplet oscillations.
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Figure 8. Time variation of the polar radius of a drop in a sound wave whose frequency

is twice tnat of the droplet oscillations.
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Figure 9. Time variation of the polar radius of a drop in a sound wave whose frequency

is half that of the droplet oscillations.
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In these figures, the effect of a sound wave at the droplet oscillation frequency can

be seen dramatically. In a matter of a few oscillations a velocity whose magnitude was

only large enough to produce a negligible drop deformation, can cause a drop to shatter.

Because the equations were linearized, shattering is not predicted but oscillations of this

amplitude would surely shatter the drop. On the other hand, frequencies very different

from the droplet oscillation frequency cause oscillations whose amplitudes are not much

greater than those of a steady flow with the same velocity. It should be noted that only

the fundamental mode of oscillation was considered. Higher frequency sound waves

could couple to higher modes of droplet oscillations.

CONTROL OF INSTABILITIES BY PARAMETER VARIATIONS

In order to get the maximum performance out of a liquid fuel rocket, it might be

desirable to operate under conditions conducive to combustion instabilities. An active

control system could work by measuring the pressure at various points in the combustion

chamber and applying signals to transducers to cancel any acoustical disturbances.47 8,4

However, signals applied to the propellant system would have a greater effect than those

applied in the combustion chamber. The signals could change the feed rate or possibly

apply a charge to the liquid. In order to be effective, the effects of acoustic waves on

atomization must be better understood.

Active control has the disadvantage that instabilities must be detected, the signals

must be processed and the proper correction sequence initiated, all in real time. This

raises the question of the possibility of using a passive control system instead. A passive

system would vary the parameters in a manner that would prevent the instabilities from

growing indefinitely. Instabilities involve waves propagating through the combustion

chamber numerous times. A control scheme might consist of making sure that a wave

that is amplified on one pass through the chamber is damped on the next pass. This
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requires a detailed knowledge of the instability mechanisms and it may not be possible

even then.

Some simulations of passive control of hypothetical systems were performed. If

the controller was assumed to know nothing about the instability, the results were not

encouraging. The results from two of the simpler simulations are shown in Figure 10. In

these simulations the system was randomly switched between a stable state and an

unstable state. (This could correspond to a wave being amplified on one pass and

damped on the next pass through the combustion chamber.) The parameters were picked

so that, on average the system was neutrally stable. The amplitude is plotted as a

function of time with the initial amplitude set to 1. In can be seen that the random

parameter variations can produce an instability by themselves. In the first simulation, the

amplitude grows to more than 500 times the initial value while in the second simulation

the amplitude shrinks to approximately zero. On the average the systems switched from

growth to damping every one unit in time. The period of the wave was two time units.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

The most important problem for further work is the study of the interaction of

acoustic waves with drops. This work should be primarily expenmental. Droplets should

be generated and subjected to strong sound waves. The sound wave frequencies should

range from well below the droplet oscillation frequency to well above it. This will allow

the effects of any resonances to be observed. Both spherical and non-spherical drops and

all orientations of the major axes of the drops to the direction of sound wave propagation

should be studied. One way of producing non-spherical drops is to charge the drops

when they are formed and apply a strong electric field to the drop. Varying droplet size

may be easier than varying the frequency of the sound waves since the system could then

operate at an acoustical resonance.
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A secondary area for further research is to try to develop control strategies. This

could use the results of the drop work. The effect of charging the drops or changing the

drop orientation on the growth rate could be studied. Finally, work on the possibility olfa

passive control strategy should continue.
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Abstract

This paper describes the preliminary results of an ongoing study to

characterize the nature and sources of sub-micron aerosols in the Phillips

Laboratory small scale supersonic COIL device and other COIL devices. Aerosols

from both sub- and supersonic flow regimes were sampled and characterized using

the University of Missouri-Rolla, Mobile Aerosol Sampling System (MASS). Under

all operating conditions where the oxygen generator discs were rotating,

significant concentrations of aerosols were detected. Typically these aerosols

had peak dry diameters of <0.05microns and nascent wet diameters of <0.08microns.

Their total number density increased with increasing rotating disc velocity and

with the addition of chlorine. A maximum number density of <3000/cc was observed

at maximum chlorine flow rates when the initial generator mixture had been

heavily depleted (i.e.neutralized with chlorine). Experiments to observe

homogeneous nucleation of aerosols in simulated supersonic laser gas flows were

unsuccessful. The critical superraturation spectra for a KOH, KCl, 12 have been

measured and compared to theoretical calculations.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIQUION OF 1OMOGENEOUS AND HETEROGENEOUS

NUCLEATION/CONDENSATION PROCESSES AND PRODUCTS IN COIL.

Philip D. Whitefield

and
W. Mark Barnett

INTRODUCTION.

This report describes how the UMR Mobile Aerosol Sampling System is being

used in conjunction with a small scale COIL and a supersonic nozzle flow system,

to verify the existence of sub-micron aerosols in COILs, to characterize these

species, and to assist in the validation of models addressing the role of such

species in COIL performance.

The presence, nature and properties of aerosols in the reactive flow of
COIL devices are not well characterized. Excellent beam quality results and the

short residence times associated with supersonic flow conditions permit an

estimate of less than 0.1 microns for an upper bound on the typical diameter to

be expected for such species. Recent anomalous device performance data have been

rationalized through models invoking sub-micron aerosols[l]. However, no direct

experimental evidence for the creation and or existence of such species

exists.

Recent COIL data obtained during the operation of several independent COIL

devices demonstrate anomalous pressure increases (typically 38%) in the laser

cavity, during a given run[1 - 3]. These pressure increases are estimated to

cause on the order of a factor of two reduction in laser output power.

Furthermore, these pressure increases are concomitant with significant increases

in water vapor concentration approaching 5 mole% of the total laser gas flow.

An analysis, intended to rationalize these data, has been performed (11 and has

led to the hypothesis of a condensation shock model. In this model the cavity

pressure increase is assumed to result from an instantaneous heat release into

the reactive flow creating a shock. This heat is assumed to come from the

enthalpy of condensation of water droplets that homogeneously nucleate in the

extremely high supersaturations of water vapor that occur in the exit plane of

a COIL supersonic nozzle. The calculated heat release and system residence time

lead to the prediction that the proposed condensation shock will produce water

droplets less than 0.002 micron in diameter with a total number density on the

order of 1.0E13 cm-3. The precedents for, and effects of, water condensation in
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supersonic nozzles have been studied extensively [4], and this model simulates

the actual physical performance data of the laser(l].

Identifying homogeneous nucleation in a laser device such as a COIL is

complicated by the production of heterogeneously nucleated aerosols in the two

phase (gas/liquid) singlet oxygen gene-ator. A schematic diagram of a small scale

COIL device is shown in figure (1). "he generators employed in COIL devices

typically operate at sub-atmospheric pressures (about 50torr) and rely on a two

phase heterogeneous reaction between aqueous basic hydrogen peroxide (SHP) and

gaseous chlorine to produce gaseous electronically excited oxygen. The generator

products including metal salt aerosols, heterogeneously nucleated water and SHP

aerosols are swept through liquid separatorss ( in two of the three devices

cited) and on to the laser nozzle in helium carrier gas. The efficiency of

particulate removal by the cold traps is unknown. Inertial and gravitational

considerations assist in the efficient removal of large aerosols i.e. those

typically with diameters >10 micron. The motion of smaller aerosols is largely

Brownian in nature and their removal in the cold traps is expected to be

considerably less efficient since these particles will be expected to follow the

laser gas flow streamlines. Iodine is introduced into the reactive flow in its

gaseous state, having been pre-vaporized. The presence of sub micron aerosols

in the nozzle offer the potential for heterogeneous iodine nucleation and reduced

device performance efficiency.

This study if performed in the laser device alone has the added

complication of having to distinguish between concomitant homogeneously and

heterogeneously nucleated aerosols when the sampling port is in the cavity i.e.

supersonic region. To avoid this complication it was decided to simulate the

condensation shock phenomena in a supersonic nozzle flow system. This facility

was essentially the laser flow system operated with no liquid phase reagents in

the generator stage (see figure (1)). In the simulation experiment flows of

water vapor laden carrier gas were introduced to the flow system in the subsonic

generator region and expanded through the supersonic nozzle under the typical

laser operating conditions where the shock had been observed. If the shock was

driven by purely a homogeneous mechanism this event would be observed without the

complication of concomitant heterogeneously nucleated aerosols being carried in

the flow from the generator.

The size range of droplets predicted (1), in the absence of coagulation,

falls close to the limit of detectability of even the state of the art UMR

facilities employed in this study. At the aerosol number densities predicted

[1), however, coagulation will readily occur. The degree of coagulation will

depend on the residence time. The coagulation rate for 0.002micron aerosols

collecting O.002micron aerosols is 0.968E-8 cm3/s. this is the number of

scavenging events per collector particle per unit concentration of collectees.

For an aerosol concentration of l.0E13 cm-3, the rate of scavenging events per
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collector particle is 0.968E05 /s. The size distribution initially monodisperse

at size 0.002 microns will broaden with time. The time constant for depletion

of the 0.002 micron size is 10.3 microseconds. The net result of coagulation

will be a shift in the peak of the size distributior to center on aerosols of

larger diameter.

Detection of homogeneously nucleated droplets in the cavity could also be

hindered by the possibility of the re-evaporation of the droplets once formed

either in the flow system or during sampling. Re-evaporation is not predicted

within the laser system where all physical parameters and relative humidity

appear to remain constant following the shock(l]. Re-evaporation could represent

a serious problem during sampling and dilution of the laser flow stream, where

the degree of isothermality required to eliminate the potential for re-

evaporation will be demanding. The ammonium hydroxide subsystem of the sampling

probe facility was included to address this problem (see experimental section).

There are, however factors such as, coagulation, residual aerosol and the

possibility that the droplets will form as ice particles, that will help to

alleviate the problem of droplet non-detectability.

EXPERIMENTAL

The initial experimental activity in this study was associated with

designing, constructing and operating a sample probe facility capable of

extracting and maintaining the integrity of a multi-phase sample as it is drawn

from a sometimes chemically reactive supersonic flow. The physical parameters of

the supersonic nozzle simulation device and the laser fall within the ranges:

flow velocity Mach 0.2 - Mach 2.0, total pressure 2 - 50 torr, temperature 150 -

350K. The partial pressure of water lies within the range 2 - 5% of the total

system pressure. It is important, therefore, in the case of detecting

homogeneously nucleated aerosols, to ensure that there is no temperature increase

as the sample flow decelerates through the sampling probe and that the ambient

water concentration remains the same. These criteria are met by coupling the

sample probe to an evacuable chamber in which reactor species can be diluted and

pressurized under isothermal and carefully humidified conditions and temporarily

held for examination. Figure (2) is a schematic diagram of this facility. The

ammonium hydroxide subsystem is used to convert any homogeneously nucleated

aerosols to solution aerosols as they are withdrawn from the flow system. This

conversion provides a means of establishing the existence of homogeneously

generated aerosols in the event that the aerosols should encounter an environment

where they could reevaporate. Once converted to solution aerosol a residue that

can be detected will persist after reevaporation. The methodology for

heterogeneously nucleated aerosol detection is based on the principle that such

aerosols will leave a residue (dry particle) upon reevaporation. Such aerosols
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are dried immediately upon extraction from their source and their dry particle

properties are characterized. A knowledge of their hydration properties permits
the development of growth models.

During this study no effort was made to design and construct a specialized

sampling orifice. Instead, a simple tube (orifice i.d. 0.675") was mounted

either in the streamlines of the flow (for large diameter aerosols (>0.01

microns) or perpendicular to the flow through an access port mounted on the side

of the flow system for smaller aerosols (<<0.01 microns).

The Mobile Aerosol Sampling System (UMR-MASS), figure (3), and the sampling
probe facility described above were employed to characterize aerosols in terms

of their total number density, size distribution and/or hydration properties.

The experimental sequence of events is as follows. (For a more detailed

description of the UMR-MASS methodology see references 5-9)[5-9].

(a) Number Density and Size Distributions -- The particulate stream

emanating from the sampling probe and dilution facility is sent through,

initially, an alcohol counter to examine the total size range of aerosols sampled
and determine the total number density. For a size distribution t|e aerosol is

charged with a bipolar charger and is then sized via its electric mobility. The

EAC passes only particles contained in a narrow size range (range width is
typically 10% of mean size). A specific particle size is set by the EAC voltage.

This voltage and hence the selected particle size is variable. The resulting

monodisperse particle stream is then passed through the alcohol counter where it

is exposed to a fixed supersaturation of alcohol of sufficient magnitude to

condense alcohol on the particle, thus forming aerosols large enough to be
detected by the optical particle counter, OPC, sub system of the counter. The

enlarged aerosols are passed through the OPC where individual aerosols are

counted and the aerosol concentration is determined.

(b) Hydration Properties -- For particulate hydration property

measurements, specifically the critical supersaturation spectrum (i.e. the

minimum supersaturation of water that will cause condensation of water onto a
particle to produce a continuously growing droplet presented as a function of

particle diamete':) is measured. The particulate stream is first passed through

an EAC to select a specific size element of the sample distribution. The

resulting monodisperse element is then passed through a saturation chamber

holding water vapor at 100% relative humidity. As the aerosols pass through the

chamber they deliquesce and increase in diameter. This growth is monitored by
passing the droplets, after they exit the saturator, through a second EAC, the

output of which can be monitored by the alcohol counter. Should a particulate

prove difficult to hydrate ( i.e. require significant supersaturations of water

a continuous flow diffusion chamber (CFD) is employed.

The setup and operation of the laser device and supersonic nozzle facility
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is not described in this report. Detailed descriptions of this activity can be

found elsewhere (10-12).

RESULTS

Aerosol size distribution data determined with the use of an inversion

application [13], show the mean dry diameter of aerosols generated in the

oxygen-singlet-delta generator to be approximately 0.03 pm, see Table 1. Typical

size distributions for the generator and cavity and data gleaned from such a

distribution can be seen in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. Based on the average

dry aerosol diameter of 0.03 pm and a 7.OM BHP molarity a nascent wet aerosol

diameter was calculated to be 0.047pm. Determination of the aerosol particle

densities required the adoption of a unit of measure normalizing the results with

pressure so that comparisons could be drawn with respect to varying pressure in

different sections of the device. The normal particle concentration unit,

usually expressed in number of particles per cubic centimeter, was thus modified

by dividing the particle concentration by the environmental pressure from which

the sample was drawn. This yielded a unit in concentration per torr, allowing

comparison of samples without regard for pressure differences. In this manner,

the concentration of aerosol particles in a given sample can be determined ny

finding the product of its new unit of concentration per torr and environmental

pressure. Generator aerosol samples typically yielded aerosol densities around

300 particles/cc/torr with excellent reproducibility, see Figure 6. The

generator aerosol density does not appear to be related to generator liquid

temperature. Cavity aerosol concentrations are typically an order of magnitude

lower than the generator aerosol concentrations, ranging from 20 to 90

particles/cc/torr, see Figure 6. Interestingly, although temperature does not

appear to play a major role in the variation of the cavity aerosol

concentrations, these concentrations seem to increase as the BHP solution is

exhausted, see Figure 7.

Further characterization of the aerosol involved determining the critical

supersaturation spectra of potential solutes. Theoretical critical

supersaturation curves for KOH, KCI, NaCl, and Iodine were generated using the

Kohler Equations (14). Experimental data for each of the salts were in excellent

agreement with the theoretical calculated spectra; KCl and NaCl experimental data

fell directly on their predicted curves, and KOH was within 10% (instrumental

error) of its theoretical curve, see Figures 8 and 9. The theoretical critical

supersaturation spectra for Iodine differed from its experimental data, possibly

due to approximations in the theoretical model. Nevertheless, both theoretical

and experimental spectra for Iodine reside in higher supersaturation regimes than

those of the ionic salts as would be expected for substances with low

solubilities in water.
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TABLE OF AEROSOL SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA TERMIIJOLOGY

XBkR Average size (diameter, microns) for this distribution.
XBARA Diameter corresponding to the aerosol area mean.
XBARV Diameter corresponding to the aerosol volume mean.
SUMNX Aerosol's total conc-ntration.
C1ASS Mass of aerosol col -cted in 60 min at 20 L/min by a

cascade impactor wnich collects particles with
diam > 0.2 Un.

SIZE Particle diameter for tie j-th aerosol family, in cm.
XN Concentration of the j-th aerosol size family.
SPECN Aerosol size differential concentraticn, dC/dD, per unit

diameter interval; 4/cm**4.
SU14 Conc. of particles with diam D > 0.04 Un.
S UMI5 Conc. of particles with diam D > 0.05 Um.
STine Time in seconds that sample was collected.

TABLE OF SELECT AEROSOL SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA

Sample Description XBAR(cn) #/cc/torr STime(s)
Run 12 Gen, no chem 0.54le-5 0.6197 35
Run 12 Gen, 0, mix, 5rpm 0.931e-5 0.2117 40
Run 13 Gen, -18, 45rpm 0.892e-5 60.5363 15
Run 14 Gen, -18, chem 0.290e-5 2926.00 20
Run 16 Cay, -18, chem 0.493e-5 108.459 20
Run 18 Gen, -20, chem 0.345e-5 299.697 2
Run 20 Cav, -10, chem 0.244e-5 18.5714 2
Run 21 Cav, -20, chem 0.274e-5 27.9661 4
Run 22 Cay, 0, chem 0.370e-5 89.1176 4
Run 23 Gen, -10, chem-12 0.333e-5 307.051 3
Run 24 Gen, 0, chem-12 0.289e-5 294.600 3
Run 26 Cav, -20, chem-12 0.303e-5 12.9796 4

Table I
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Aerosol Size Dsr~bution
Generator
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Run 18, decay adjustment (sampling tank):

XBAR (cm) = 0.34540-05 SUMNX (#/cm*ý3) = 1978.

XBAPA(W•RT AREA, CM)= 0.4615D-05 XBARV(WRT VOL, CM)= 0.63920-

C•iASS (MICRO-G)= 0.1292
SUM4(,#/C,!**3, > .4 u.) = 401.56
SUM/c(C:1-**3, > .5 u2.-) = 401.56
SIGi4_.= 0.3060D-05
CCM-ASS (TOTAL ?,.ASS, MICR.O-G)= 0.3246

J POWER Xl (•!/C:**3) SIZE SPEC:* Ct .WUL

1 1.20 0.310D+03 0.124D-05 C.5Z50+09 0.216D+10

2 1.20 0.407D+03 0.177D-05 0.630D+09 0.158D+10

3 1.20 0.496D+03 0.254D-05 0.5300+09 0.9470+09

4 2.02 0.3630+03 0.3650-05 0.2650+09 0.4170+09

5 2.64 0.213D+03 0.528D-05 0.104D+09 0.1520+09

6 2.93 0.110D+03 0.774D-05 0.351D+08 0.4810+08

7 3.30 0.4940+02 0.115D-04 0,993D+07 0.131D+03

8 3.74 0.224D+02 0.1770-04 0.270D+07 0.3130+07

9 3.74 0.582D+01 0.2820-04 0.3930+06 0.430D+06

10 3.74 0.711D+00 0.473D-04 0.3720+05 0.3720+05

Figure 5
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DISCUSSION

The data acquired with the UMR-MASS was limited by the amount of time the

UMR-MASS could be deployed and operated at the Phillips Laboratory based on the

funding of this activity through our AFOSR RIP grant. In order to capitalize on

this small window of opportunity (10 days) we used this AFOSR sponsored Summer

Research Program Faculty Associateship and Graduate Student Associateship to

prepare for the arrival of the UMR-MASS, to assist in the data acquisition with

the UMR-MASS, to make independent laboratory based measurements (hydration

properties) and to interpret the results of this preliminary study.

Homogeneous Nucleation - If the pressure ramp observed; when the three COIL

devices were operated with high partial pressures of water vapor; was due to pure

homogeneous nucleation down stream of the laser's supersonic nozzle, it should

be possible to simulate this event in a supersonic flow system employing the same

nozzle, using appropriate mass flows of carrier gas and water vapor. Repeated

attempts were made to simulate the pressure ramp in this manner and in all cases

no ramp was observed. During the attempts to simulate the pressure ramp cavity

gas samples were withdrawn and analyzed with the UMR-MASS for the presence of

aerosol. The background aerosol concentration in the supersonic flow system were

extremely low < 0.1 particles/cc, and no significant concentrations of aerosol

over and above the background count were observed. The logical interpretation

of these results are that the pressure increase cannot be a simple gas dynamic

effect brought about by homogeneous nucleation.

A re-investigation of the calculations upon which the homogeneous

nucleation rational is based is probably warranted at this time. Also, it would

be worthwhile to attempt this simulation experiment again but in this case

utilizing the Phillips laboratories in-situ water diagnostic to accurately follow

the water vapor concentration profile in the supersonic flow facility. A mass

spectrometer attached to the flow system would also be a valuable diagnostic to

investigate both molecular cluster formation and whether or not charged species

emanate from the generator. A justification for such measurements is given later

in the discussion.

Heterogeneous Nucleation - This work represents the first experimental data

characterizing particulates in the flow stream of a COIL. The typical

concentrations measured in this study correlate well with those used in a Mie

scattering model to account for non-saturable losses in COILs[15] As expected

the generator is an excellent source of heterogeneously nucleated aerosol. The

preliminary data using the UMR-MASS to characterize these aerosols suggests that

this is an ideal tool with which to investigate the generation characteristics

and fate of these aerosols. These results indicate that heterogeneously

nucleated aerosols are mechanically generated during the explosion of gas bubbles

on the basic hydrogen peroxide (BHP)/chlorine interface and that certain

generator operating parameters such as disc velocity and degree of neutralization
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of the BHP can strongly influence the aerosol production rate. To understand the

role these aerosols play in the performance and efficiency of a COIL device a

test plan should be devised and appropriate measurements with the UMR-MASS

performed. This data acquisition effort will require the design and construction

of extra sample accumulators, and of, an orifice with high sampling efficiency

in the supersonic cavity region. Additional sampling ports will also be

required before and after the liquid separator plates and cold traps (if

applicable) and beyond the cavity region close to the pumps. Data should also

be acquired on an independent device such as RADICL. The opportunity for

intercomparison of data from two separate devices would be of great value. The

impact of these aerosols on iodine dissociation and excitation should also be

explored. The hydration property measurements indicate that iodine coated

aerosol will have higher critical supersaturations than those of the simple ionic

salt aerosols.

These preliminary experiments answer many questions about aerosols in COILs

and have led to recommendations for further study particularly in the case of

characterizing the role of heterogeneously nucleated aerosols. The pressure ramp

and potential condensation shock issue, however, have not been resolved. It is

clear from the data on number density, size distribution and hydration properties

of heterogeneously nucleated aerosols that these species, as characterized in

these preliminary experiments, alone could not condense enough water within their

cavity residence time to release the required amount of heat. There is a

possibility, however, that the true number of heterogeneously nucleated aerosols

emanating from the generator has been underestimated in the experiments thus far.

Should the true number of aerosols exceed the measured number by several orders

of magnitude then it would be possible to account for the pressure ramp via an

enthalpy of condensation rational. The UMR-MASS, although state of the art in

detectability, has a lower limit in aerosol diameter detection of 0.01 microns.

This limit is governed by the design of the aerosol counter. A close inspection

of the size distribution plots, figures (4) and (5), do not show that the size

distribution is single mode or that the peak in the distribution has been clearly

met. There is no a priori reason to expect a single mode distribution here. For

combustion aerosols from jet engines for example, a single mode distribution is

always found[7], but in comparison a typical atmospheric aerosol distribution is

far more complex and tends to have a significant number density beyond the limit

of detectability of CNC counting systems(14]. The mechanical generation of

aerosols via bubble explosions on the liquid/gas interface has been examined

previously[15] and may lend credence to the underestimation of aerosol

concentrations. The size of the aerosols produced is directly related to the

initial bubble diameter. Submicron dry particles in the size ranges of interest

in this problem have been detected from sea water foam. Serious thought,

therefore, should be given to improving the technique to detect and count smaller
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diameter aerosols.

One other potential mechanism to explain the pressure ramp through

condensation on a high concentration of nucleating species (>10/cc) is to

propose the presence of charged species in the generator effluent. One method

for examining this possibility would be to introduce an electric field

perpendicular to the flow stream in the subsonic flow region of the duct.

The valuable original research data and inevitable questions arising from

this preliminary study open the door to further discussion on the approach for

future experiments some of which could be clearly identified as tasks for a 1992

RIP proposal.

CONCLUSIONS

Heterogeneously nucleated aerosols are present in COILs. They are

mechanically produced in the generator and their production rate and size are

governed by generator operating parameters. The relationship between these

parameters and aerosol production should be explored in detail. The limits of

detectability of aerosols using the UMR-MASS in its current state of the art

configuration may have led to an underestimate of the total concentration of

aerosols produced in the generator. As a result of the studies to date, design

up grades should be made to the sampling probe system and counting system to

customize the UMR-MASS to this COIL investigation.

The inability to simulate the pressure ramp in the supersonic nozzle flow

system indicates that the pressure ramp is not a simple gas dynamic effect

arising from the enthalpy of condensation associated with a homogeneous

nucleation event. The calculations upon which the homogeneous nucleation

rational are based should be re-examined.

The principles of operation and performance of the spray generator concepts

should be examined to determine whether submicron aerosol formation will occur

in these devices and whether it will affect their predicted performance.
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Abstract

Many of the Air Force laboratories are interested in providing an environment supporting

multidimensional signal processing research using neural network algorithms for pattern recognition and

classification. This paper presents the results of an on-going project to develop, implement, and test a

number of generic neural network algorithms that could be used by an application engineer with limited

domain expertise in neural computation. The current focus of the project is on the simulation of coupled

oscillatory neural networks which hold promise in exploiting the massive parallelism offered by newer

hardware technologies. Several routines were implemented under the Khoros software development

system which provides tools for integrating new programs to be used within a visual programming

environment which also includes a large number of predefined signal and image processing routines.
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INSTALLATION OF OSCILLATING NEURAL NETWORK ALGORITHMS

INTO A KHOROS TOOLBOX

Carla C. S. Williams

BACKGROUND

Many of the Air Force laboratories are currently investigating applications that have the potential

to benefit from the advantages offered by neural networks in pattern classification. Last summer [11,

several neural algorithms that had previously been developed at the Phillips Laboratory [21 were

implemented under Khoros, a generalized visual programming environment developed at the University

of New Mexico. The goal of the project this summer was to examine several algorithms for simulating

coupled oscillatory neural networks and to implement them in Khoros Toolbox. The Khoros software

system was chosen because it provides an intuitive graphical user interface to routines while allowing the

user access to a large assortment of predefined signal and image processing routines.

Coupled Oscillatory Neural Networks

Neural networks presently offer a way to exploit the large scale parallelism offered by new

hardware technologies in complex situations where knowledge cannot be encoded directly and where

speed is important. However a more general-purpose neural computation machine is needed which will

model causality permitting mixed modes of operation using both formal logic and learning from

examples. One approach is to encode non-equilibrium "state" as oscillations in a set of coupled non-

linear elements similar to those found in the cerebral cortex [3]. Examples of such systems have been

tested and it is generally believed that complex temporal relationships can be encoded and learned using

such systems of oscillators. For example, olfaction has been simulated as a process for identification and

classification. This type of behavior can be exploited to model causality which may be particularly useful

for detecting faults and controlling complex machinery such as satellites and autonomous vehicles.
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Khoros

The Khoros system [41, implemented at the University of New Mexico as an ongoing research

project, is an integrated software development environment for multidimensional information processing

and data visualization. The system consists of a number of specialized tools for building programming

applications. These include an editor for specifying the user interface for applications, code generators

to create all the user interface code for both graphical and command-line user interfaces, and source

configuration and management tools. Applications created with the tools and supported as part of the

Khoros system include over 290 programs for processing imagelsignal information and for data display

and manipulation. The most significant component of the Khoros system is the visual language, cantata,

which provides a graphical programming interface to the applications.

Visual languages, which combine the disciplines of interactive graphics, computer languages,

and software engineering, have the potential to dramatically enhance the communication between human

and computer by providing a more intuitive interface to programming. As used in cantata, programs

are constructed as data flow graphs, or block diagrams, which are already familiar to scientists and

engineers. The nodes represent block processes of large granularity, such as filtering or classification

algorithms, so that solutions to problems can be configured at a high level without the user needing

intimate knowledge of the details of implementing a specific algorithm.

Figure 1 presents a cantata program workspace using two routines that were developed for this

project, the Baird oscillating training algorithm (osct) and classifier (osc c). Four input matrices are

fed into the osc t module to train the network. The resulting output (a weight matrix) provides input to

the oscc module along with the vector(s) to be classified. Classification statistics are displayed in an

ASCII text window produced by the xvviewer module (see Figure 2a). The xprism3 module is used to

view a three-dimensional plot of the oscillations (see Figure 2b).
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Figure 2a Classification statistics. Figure 2b Plot of classification output.

Output of Baird Oscillating Neural Network - Classification.
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APPROACH

To create a Khoros Toolbox the following steps were identified (which are described in more

detail below):

(1) Develop code for the routine,

(2) Create and test the routine in Cantata,

(3) Install the routine in a Toolbox.

Develop Code for the Routine

The C code program which simulates the Baird oscillating neural network for this project was

developed by John Greenfield and is described elsewhere [5].

Once the program code that contains the functionality for the routine has been developed and

tested, it must be structured for inclusion into Khoros as a vrourine. Khoros vroutines for information

processing are typically written as a main program which then calls a library routine. The structural

organization I chose for the neural routines is as follows:

IMAIN: Input/output of data and parameters plus error checking.

LIBRARY: Prepr -essing of data and memory allocation. Training/testing of input data

vectors and output of intermediate results.

To be compatible with the image/signal processing routines currently available within Khoros,

new modules need to use the same data structure for inputloutput data. The Khoros Visualization/Image

File Format (VIFF) and internal data structure was designed to facilitate the exchange of data, not only

between Khoros routines, but also between researchers exchanging data. Data input/output for a module

is done in the main driver program (written in C) using the Khoros utilities to read, write, and manipulate

the VIFF data structure. The VIFF structure is organized as 1024 bytes of header followed by map(s),

location, and image data. An image is a two-dimensional, multiband array of data values.
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Input training and testing data for oscillating neural network routines consist of a set of matrices

and the input vectors. To store this information in the VIFF structure, I chose to represent the matrices

and vectors as multiband images which were input by the main program. The library routine would then

extract the data from the image structure in the correct format for processing.

Create and Test the Routine in Cantata

The steps in creating a Khoros vroutine include:

(a) create the graphical User Interface Specification (*.pane) file,

(b) complete the Program Specification (*.prog) file,

(c) generate code, documentation, and Make files.

The graphical user interface (GUI) utilized by processing routines implemented under Khoros

consists of a subform/pane. Each subform contains the information for a group of related routines from

the Khoros libraries. Figure 3 shows the 'Oscilla:ing Neural Networks' subform created for this project.

The pane for the 'Baird Oscillating Neural Network - Classification' program, oscc, is shown on the

right side of the subform. The GUI is defined by a User Interface Specification (UIS) which is an ASCII

file composed of a sequence of lines following a strict syntactical structure, each of which describes a

separate part of the user interface. The parameters in each line control the data type, position, size,

default values, variable names, command-line switches, and action controls for that item. Figure 4 gives

an excerpt of the UIS for the 'Oscillating Neural Networks' subform with the osc-c pane. All the input

parameters needed to configure the neural network for classification are listed, their values to be specified

by the programmer in when the module is selected for use.

A UIS may be created in one of two ways, or (as often happens) a combination of both. The

Khoros graphical UIS editor composer can be used by an application developer to interactively select

appropriate options describing the desired user interface, which are automatically translated into the UIS
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Figure 3 Subform for Oscillating Neural Network algorithms.

file format, then interpreted and displayed on the screen. Alternately a standard text editor can be used

to create the UIS file directly (often starting with a previously defined UIS from a similar application).

In this case, a prototype of the graphical interface can be interpreted and then displayed by the UIS

preview program and modified until its appearance is as desired. Syntax checking is automatically done

on each entry for the new form and erroneous or illegal specifications are rejected.

The C code for the main driver and library are included in a Program Specification file, which

may be created with the assistance of composer or by using a standard text editor. In this file, the

application developer provides additional information that cannot be included in the UIS, such as program

documentation, syntax for library calls, as well as the specific code segments that are to appear in the

application program. Figure 5 gives the Program Specification for oscc. This is used, along with the

UIS (Figure 4), by the code generators to create the complete code for the new module.
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-F 4.2 1 0 170x7+10+20 +35+1 'CANTATA Visual Programming Environment for the
KHOROS System' cantata
-M 1 0 100x40+10+20 +29+1 'Oscillating Neural Networks' oscillate
-G 1 20x38+1+2 +2+0 'Choose Selection'
-g I 1 18x1+1+2 'OSC Train'
-g 1 0 18xl+1+3 'OSC Classify'
-g 1 0 18xl+1+5 'PROJ'
-H 1 18x2+1+11 'HELP' 'guide help' $OSCILLATE/doc/cantata/subforms/help/Overview
-Q 1 0 18x2+1+13 'QUIT'
-E

-P 1 0 80x38+22+2 +2+0 'Baird Oscillating Neural Network - Classification' osc c
-b +0+1 'Input Images:'
-I 1 0 0 1 0 0 50xl+2+2 +0+0 ' ' 'Testing data ' 'testing data' il
-I 1 0 0 1 0 0 50x1+2+3 +0+0 ' ' 'Weights ' 'input weights' wt
-i 1 0 0 1 0 50x1+1+5 +0+0 2 2 1000 'Number of steps' 'number of steps' maxos
-f 1 0 0 1 0 50x1+1+6 +0+0 0 1 0.001 'Step size ' 'step size' h
-f 1 0 0 1 0 50xl+1+7 +0+0 2 2 1 'Delay constant ' 'time delay constant' tau
-b +0+9 'Class Vector Output:'
-O 1 0 1 1 0 0 50x1+2+10 +0+0 ' ' 'Image file ' 'class output vectors' o
-O 1 0 1 0 0 0 50xi+2+1i +0+0 ' ' 'ASCII file ' 'classification stats' f
-R 1 0 1 13x2+1+13 'Execute' 'do operation' osc c
-H 1 13x2+39+13 'Help' 'man page for osc c' $OSCILLATE/doc/manpages/osc_c.1
-E

-E
-E

Figure 4 UIS file for Oscillating Neural Networks subform / oscc pane.

The code generators for Khoros act as programmer's assistants by providing aid in the tasks that

prove to be invariant across applications. These include generation of modular code to extract user input

from the user interface, and creation of the C structures needed to mediate between the application

program and the user interface, plus the code to initialize these structures. Also generated are the generic

application drivers, as well as consistently formatted manual pages and usage statements.

Continuing with the Baird Oscillating Neural Network - Classification algorithm as an example,

the code generator ghostwriter takes as input the UIS file (osc c.pane) and Program Specification

(osc c.prog) and produces the following files:
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Library routine source: losc0l,

Header file: osc c.h

Main program manpage: oscc.1

Library routine manpage: losc-c.3

Template configuration file: osc-c.conf

plus Make utility files: Imakefile and Maketile for compiling the programs.
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Install the Routine in a Toolbox

Routines developed to extend the Khoros system should be installed in and maintained in a

toolbox. A toolbox consists of a set of files that make up the toolbox source tree and specify the

operation of the Make utilities. The toolbox directory structure mimics the Khoros home directory, but

it may be created in any location. The following steps are needed to use a toolbox:

(a) create and configure the toolbox,

(b) install routine into the toolbox,

(c) set up access for the new toolbox.

Toolboxes are managed through a Toolboxes file, which describes all the Khoros toolboxes to

be accessed by an individual user. The file must first be created (by copying i- provided template) in the

user's directory. The Toolboxes file is made up of one entry for each toolbox, each entry on a separate

line. The kraftsman program is used to create the description of a new toolbox, build the toolbox

directory structure, and to configure it correctly.

All the files created for a new vroutine must now be moved into the correct location within the

toolbox directory. This is accomplished by the Khoros utility kinstall, which uses the locations provided

by the programmer in the *.conf file. In addition, the toolbox subform UIS file (which provides the GUI

menu within cantata to all the routine panes in the toolbox) is created and maintained under programmer

supervision. Because of limitations in the current implementation of kinstall, the first routine to be

installed into a new toolbox requires an extra step to manually move the library code into the Lib

directory and create the Imakefiles and Makefiles for the source tree. Figure 6 shows the directory

structure created for the Oscillating Neural Networks toolbox oscillate.

Finally, the user's environment must be amended to allow access to the new toolbox. This

includes adding a path to the executables for the new routines as well as modifying the cantata UIS form

file which references the new toolbox.
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bin/ - osc,.

cantata/ subforms/ Overvi.ew.doc
- doe/ _ - help/

1- manpages/ V osc c.1,

i- include/

I- lib/ - liboscillate.a,

- man/ ...
- oscillateform

,cantata/
- repos/ - subforms/-- ,- oscillate.sub

osc_c.pane,
- config/ ...

- Imakefile, Makefile

- Imakefile, Makefile
Lib/ - lose €.c..

- losc C.0,
a- src/

Imakefile, Makefile, ghost.ans
I- oscc.c, oxcc.h

-8 oscc/ - osc c.o0
-- oc-c.conf

I-oscc .prog

Figure 7 Directory structure for oscillate toolbox.

CONCLUSION

The Khoros system offers many advantages for supporting the desired neural network

environment. The cantata visual programming language provides an intuitive design platform conducive

to "what if" experimentation and learning. The software development tools facilitate the importation of

new algorithms as operator modules within the visual language. The new coupled oscillating neural

processing routines can be used in conjunction with an extensive library of routines for image/signal

processing and data visualization.

On a personal level, the work I did was interesting and relevant to my Ph.D. research, which was

to identify features needed by a development environment for a visual programming language to aid in

the design and implementation of modules for new application domains.
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Abstract

We use radio and particle data from the International Sun-Earth Explorer (ISEE-3)
satellite to trace the paths of energetic electrons as they propagate from flare sites on
the Sun to the earth. Our study extends over the period of operation of the electron

experiment on ISEE-3 from August 1978 to November 1979. Previous investigations

have suggested that particles in eastern hemisphere flares are much less likely to reach
the terrestrial environment because they travel along Archimedean magnetic field spi-

rals that curve away from the earth. Based on the timing of Hor flares. and metric and
kilometric metric Type III bursts, we first compiled a list of all electron events that

could be associated with eastern hemisphere flares. The trajectories of the kilometric
Type III bursts were then examined using data from the ISEE-3 radio experiment.

Our results show that some of these associations were in fact spurious; the Type III
bursts appeared to have originated from behind the west limb or from regions that are

magnetically well-connected to the earth. Other, positively identified, eastern hemi-
sphere bursts show complicated trajectories that suggest a role for coronal propagation

or interactions with pre-existing structures that disrupt a well-ordered interplanetary

field pattern.
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I. Introduction

Observations of the Sun at X-ray wavelengths show that its outer atmosphere.
or corona, consists of an inhomogeneous distribution of magnetic loops anchored to
underlying sunspots. These structures evolve and occasionally interact resulting in
the sudden release of magnetic eneigv both as electromagnetic radiation and as ac-
celerated, energetic particles (electrons, protons and ions). Some of these particles
are trapped in closed magnetic loops above the flare site, but others may escape and
propagate into the earth's environment where they can produce geomagnetic storms,
disrupt communications and interfere with high-flying aircraft or satellites.

Spacecraft observations have shown that most electron events are associated with
flares in the Sun's western' hemisphere (Lin et al. 1974) and this suggests that prop-
agation effects control their characteristics. Electron streams are, in fact. believed
to propagate along relatively narrow (0<30') cones that follow pre-existing coronal
and interplanetary magnetic fields (eg. Anderson et al. 1981) so that particles are
observed only when the earth is within this cone of emission. The effects of solar
rotation and the solar wind conspire to bend the interplanetary magnetic field into a
well-defined Archimedean pattern which curves away from the earth-Sun direction for

field lines that are anchored in the eastern solar hemisphere. Field lines that originate
in the western hemisphere generally curve toward the earth, giving rise to so-called
"well connected" regions on the solar surface. Energetic particles produced in western
active regions are therefore more likely to be detected at the earth, while those from
eastern hemisphere regions may miss the earth entirely.

Occasionally, electrons from eastern hemisphere flares are detected and these are
thought to propagate great distances through the corona in order to be eventually re-
leased near the footpoints of field lines connecting to the earth. Because electrons do
not easily diffuse across field lines in the interplanetary medium, it has been suggested
that electron streams may propagate across low-lying coronal loops connecting differ-
ent active regions on the solar surface (Wibberenz et al. 1989) or are later deflected
by coronal mass ejections which disrupt the orderly spiral field pattern (Reiner and
Stone 1986).

As the electrons propagate away from the flare site, they may also interact with the
ambient plasma and excite Langmuir waves at the local plasma frequency vP. These
plasma oscillations may in turn be converted to radio emission at the fundamental (v=
V,) or harmonic (v= 2vp) of the plasma frequency giving rise to so-called Type III
bursts. An association between Type III radio emission and energetic electrons (E =
few - 10's keV) has been firmly established (Lin 1970; Alvarez, Haddock and Lin 1972:
Frank and Gurnett 1972; Lin Evans and Fainberg 1973) while intense electron plasma
oscillations have also been observed in association with Type III bursts (Gurnett and

Anderson 1976; 1977).
Type III bursts are characterized by a rapid drift from high to low frequency as
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the electron streams encounter progressively lower densities and plasma frequencies
farther from the Sun. Models of the electron density distribution in the interplanetary
medium may therefore be combined with measurements of Type III burst frequency
to infer the distance of electron streams from the Sun as a function of time. If electron
streams from eastern hemisphere flares diffuse across coronal magnetic loops located
close to the Sun, then the radio emission may appear to emanate from the western

hemisphere. Alternatively, if the streams are deflected by coronal mass ejections or
other pre-existing structures, then the Type III emission should exhibit irregular drifts
in frequency as the electron streams encounter "kinks" or turns in the interplanetary

magnetic field and plasma.
These effects may be investigated using radio and particle data from the Interna-

tional Sun-Earth Explorer (ISEE-3) which observed solar flares around the peak of the

last solar activity cycle (1979-1982). In this paper we use data from the University of
California. Berkeley energetic electron experiment (Anderson ec al. 1978) to compile a
list of all electron events which can be associated with eastern hemisphere flares. The
flare associations are based on timing of Ha flares and metric and decimetric Type III
bursts and positional information as reported in Solar Geophysical Data. The paths
of the electron streams associated with eastern hemisphere flares have been examined
using data from the ISEE-3 radio experiment (Knoll et al. 1978). This approach
allows us to visualize the lorge-scale magnetic field configurations through which the

energetic electrons move and to therefore examine whether coronal propagation or
interplanetary medium deflection scenarios apply.

II. Electron Events Associated With Eastern Hemisphere Flares

The University of California, Berkeley, experiment (Anderson el al. 1978) on board
the ISEE-3 satellite was designed to measure the fluxes of interplanetary electrons
with energies between 15 keV and -l MeV. The data were recorded in 16 energy

channels every 64 seconds and thereby providing measurements of the electron energy
distribution as a function of the time.

A total of 326 impulsive electron events were detected by ISEE-3 during the 15

months of operation between August 1978 and November 1979 (Lin, private commu-
nication). In this study we have examined a subset of these events which. from a pre-
liminary examination (B. Jackson, private communication), appear to be associated

with eastern hemisphere flares. We have used Ha flare and metric and decimetric Type
III burst data tabulated in the Solar Geophysical Data monthly bulletins together with

kilometric Type III burst data recorded by ISEE-3 to establish these identifications.
Our criterion for a firm association was to select only those events for which a) a Type
III burst occurred within ±5 minutes of the Ha flare onset and b) the Ha flare and
Type III burst began less than _30 minutes before the arrival of energetic electrons.
A 30 min window corresponds to the approximate Sun-earth travel time for electrons
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with an energies of a few tens of keV. Because these observations took place around
the peak of solar activity, Ha flares from widely-separated active regions (i.e.. from

eastern and western hemispheres) were often reported within the 30 minute interval

prior to the electron event. These ambiguous events were therefore not included in

our list of flare associations. We also rejected those events for which kilometric Type
III events had been in progress prior to the Ha flare or more than 5 minutes after
the metric and decimetric type III burst. Decimetric Type III bursts, for example,

are often associated with Ha flares and are signatures of energetic electrons escaping

along open magnetic fields above the flare site. The metric and decimetric and longer
wavelength radio emission is thought to occur at the first or second harmonic of the

local plasma frequency and because the coronal electron density decreases with height

above the solar surface, an outwardly travelling distrubance will be observed first at
the shorter radio wavelengths. The onsets of the metric and 1980 kHz ISEE-3 bursts

(the highest frequency recorded by the spacecraft) should therefore occur at about the

same time, and a time difference of more than a few minutes might therefore signal a

coincidental association with an Ha flare.

In Table 1 we list all electron events which fit our selection criteria. Here columns

1,2 and 3 give the date and onset time of the electron event, column 4 gives the start
time of the 1980 kHz ISEE-3 burst, columns 5 and 6 give the start and end time

of the metric T.ype III burst, and columns 7-11 give the start, maximum, location.

importance and McMath active region number of the Ha flare. We have also included
a few flares in the western hemisphere (close to central meridian) because their parti-

cles are also normally expected to go undetected. As we will see in the next section a

number of the Type III kilometric bursts have trajectories that are inconsistent with
the location of the Ha flare, and in fact suggest that the particles were produced by

flares which occurred behind the west limb.

Table I
Flare Assao:iatior.s of TSME-3 Electron Events

Electron Event 1980 kHz I Metzic Optical Flare
Date I Onset M.4ax Onset Onset End Onset Max ,ocation tmp. Recio

09/26178 1400 1420 1340 1338 1348 1344 134S X31 W04 .F 15551
10/05/78 1435 - 1405 1403 14L3 1403 - S1S E04 -. 15357
10/21/78 1630 1700 1558 1556 1602 1551 1620 N30 W12 IN 15598
11/08/78 1805 1830 1750 1751 1752 1751 1734 NIS E12 1i 15635
12/11/78 2105 - V045 2044 2056 2045 2054 N23 E78 -4 15697
12/26/,-3 0650 0900 0810 0810 0811 0810 0814 N13 £3 IF 157
01/11/79 2245 2380 2232 2230 2232 1227 2235 NIT E02 -N 15754
02/09/79 2210 1220 2145 2144 2126 2138 2210 N17 W09 -F ISS10

03/11/79 0550 06Z0 0525 0525 0526 0531 S31 E26 -8 15869
04/14/79 0100 0120 0005 0001 0004 0006 0009 N21 E38 -F 15943

04/16/79 0620 0900 0525 0524 0533 0531 0534 '417 £16 IF 15952

04/28/79 1115 1145 1050 - - 1049 . S27 E21 15968

05/08/79 1600 2000 1515 1316 1517 1517 1517 N'03 E50 .4 15995
05/20/79 1805 t830 1746 1744 1746 1746 1747 520 E39 -F 16025

07/08/79 0200 0215 0050 0104 0152 0105 0105 N20 622 -N 16124

07/17/79 1930 2000 1915 - 1913 1917 S20 E43 .N 16148

08/14/79 1738 1745 1700 1700 1732 1700 S2T £,1 .F 16224
08/14/79 2100 2115 2055 2049 2052 2053 - S22 £68 -8 16224

11/03/79 1500 1600 1440 1439 1445 1439 1443 $14 E17 -8 16401
I1/04/79 2105 2045 2044 2056 2045 2054 N23 £78 -_ 16414
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III. Type III Burst Trajectories

The radio astronomy experiment on ISEE-3 was designed to provide high dynamic

range observations of Type III bursts at 24 different frequencies between 24 kHz and

1980 kHz (see Knoll et al. 1978 for a description of the instrument and its capabili-

ties). T'ae spacecraft spins once e :ery 3 seconds about an axis that is perpendicular

to the ecliptic plane. Dipole antennas located in the ecliptic plane and along the spin

axis allow the azimuth, elevation and approximate source size to be determined from

an analysis of the signal's spin modulation Fainberg 1979; Fainberg et al. 1985).

The source azimuth may be combined with an inferred radial distance from the

Sun to calculate the trajectory of the Type III burst. As the flare electrons propa-

gate outward from the Sun. they may radiate at the fundamental or harmonic of the

plasma frequency. vp. By assuming a model for the interplanetary electron density it

is therefore possible to calculate the heliocentric distance which corresponds to the

emission at frequency v or vL,. The spatial location of the radio source can then be

determined as the intersection point between this plasma sphere and the measured

azimuth from ISEE-3.

The interplanetary electron density distribution. n, was assumed to be spherically

symmetric and to fall off with heliospheric distance. R, as:

n,(R) = 6.14R`' 0

This relationship was derived by Bougeret et al. (1984) on the basis of in-situ obser-

vations of the solar wind by the Helios spacecraft. In terms of plasma frequency. vP

= 9.in/

vp(R) = 22.2R-'-"

If we assume that the Type III emission occurs is the first harmonic (i.e.. I = 2v,.

thenthen the radial distance corresponding to a given ISEE-3 frequency is:

R(v) = 37.1 v- 0 .9 5 2

where R and v are expressed in units of AU and kHz, respectively. The frequency

range of the ISEE-3 radiometers therefore corresponds to radio emission at heights of

-0.27 to 1.5 AU from the Sun.

in Figure 1 we show an example of a kilometric burst observed by ISEE-3 on 26

September 1978. The time profile is characterized by an impulsive rise followed by

a slower exponential decay The peak of the burst occurs later at lower frequencies,

as expected for an electron beam which passes through regions of progressively lower
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density and plasma frequency in the interplanetary medium.
The trajectories for each of the Type III bursts listed in Table 1 were calculated

from the ISEE-3 data using a fitting procedure that determines the source azimuth in
each frequency channel. In general. the measurements are more reliable at the higher

frequencies where the relatively small source sizes (0,-5° at 1980 kHz) allow the spin
modulation of the dipole antennas to locate the burst with greater accuracy. If the
bursts were locate at the radi; l distances implied by their plasma frequencies, then
it should be straightforward to determine the source locations as the bursts travels
between the earth and the Sun. For some frequencies, however, the radio bursts ap-

pear to lie at consistently greater radial distances than expected under the assumption
that the emission is related to the plasma frequency. This implies that the electron

density model assumed in'equation I underestimates the true electron density along
the measured azimuth. This is not surprising because Bougeret et al. (1984) have
shown that the interplanetary electron density can vary by factors of up to 30 from
that ussumed in equation 1. For these frequencies, we have assumed that the source

centroid lies tangent to the circle whose radius is perpendicular to the line of sight.

In this case the radial distance is R = sin(AZ) AU.
In Figures 2 - 5 we show the trajectories of each of the Type III bursts (circles)

listed in Table 1 together with the Archimedean spiral patterns of magnetic fields
(dark lines) which project radially upward from the site of the Ha flare. These pre-
dicted trajectories were calculated using the formulae given by Parker (1958) together
with the solar wind speed data given by Cousens and King (1986). The filled circles

represent source positions calculated from the density model of Bougeret et al. (1984),
(equation 1), while the unfilled circles give the source position under the assumption
that R = sin(AZ) AU. In general, the uncertainties in source azimuth become large

(>10° for R>0.5-0.75 AU (v<100 MHz), and so these positions are not plotted.

IV. Discussion and Work for the Future

If the energetic electrons detected by ISEE-3 were injected radially up into the

corona along field lines that connect to the site of the Ha flare, and underwent no
lateral diffusion through the corona (eg. across large-scale interconnecting coronal
loops), the associatedn we would expect that the associated Type III bursts would

follow the simple Archimedean spiral trajectories through the interplanetary medium.
Our plots of the measured Type IiI kilometric burst positions, however, show that
this is not the case for many of these events. Some of these bursts. in fact. appear
to originate from behind the west limb, or at least from longitudes that may be well-
connected to the earth. Seven out of eighteen Type III bursts. :n fact. appear to
originate from behind the west limb, or at least from longitudes that are reasonably
well connected to the earth.

The fact that nearly 40% of these flares/electron events seem to have been misiden-
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tified makes one cautious about the conclusions of recent statistical studies which at-
tempt to link electron events with specific flare longitudes without examining the Type

III burst trajectories. Jackson and Leblanc (1989), for example, found that there was
a peak in the number of flares between 50* and 710 west longitude associated with in
nitu electrons. This conclusion was based on examining associations between metric

and kilometric Type III bursts and electron events without considering the tarjectories
of the ISEE-3 bursts. The implication is that at least some o Type III electron beams.
to the extent that they can be detected by ISEE-3, are fairly limited (S30°) in angular
extent.

Despite the fact that some of the events considered by Jackson and Leblanc may
have been misidentified, we concur with the results of their study, namely that the
detection of electrons at the earth is very unlikely when the flare is located in the
eastern hemisphere or near central meridian. On the other hand, we have found a few

interesting cases in which electrons are detected in association with Type III bursts
that more or less follow Archimedean trajectories, and these must therefore require

cones of emission that are considerably wider than 300. Examples can be seen in the
electron events cf 1978 September 26, October 21. December 26. 1979 March 11. April
16, April 28, July 8, July 17 and November 4.

We have also found a few examples of trajectories that appear to bend towards the

earth between R = 0.1 - 0.5 AU. The burst on 1978 October 5, for example. appears
to deviate first to the east (at R;0.1 AU), then back to the west (at R_0.28 AU),
thereafter following a trajectory that appears to intersects the earth. The event on
1878 November 8 also exhibits an interesting trajectory, namely an abrupt shift to the
west near R_-0.2 AU, possibly indicating some interaction with a pre-existing struc-
ture at that distance.

We are currently examining some of the interesting ISEE-3 Type III trajectories in

greater detail, in particular to calculate source positions with greater accuracy, both
in azimuth and elevation we will also examine other types of synoptic solar data.

(such as records of soft X-ray burst from the GOES and SOLWIND satellites) which

may give clues to why the paths of some events do not follow the Archimedean spi-
ral pattern, Long duration soft X-ray bursts, for example, are often associated with
coronal mass ejections which might disrupt well-ordered interplanetary magnetic fields
through which the electron beams travel. The 1978 November 8 burst is also known to
have taken place around the time of an event that produced an interplanetary shock.

and this might explain why its trajectory appears to have changed abruptly, rather
than gradually as for most of the other events.
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